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BILINGUAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1981
FRIDAY, APRIL 23,
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U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in room 4232, Dirk-

sen Senate Office Building, Senator Robert T Stafford (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Stafford and Pell.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD

Senator STAFFORD. Good morning.

The -Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities will
please cometo order.
I am very happy to welcome my distinguished colleague, Senator
Hayakawa, to join us here at the coMmittee for the time being and
welcome the most able Secretary of Education, Ted Bell, to the
hearing.
Today, the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
convenes hearings on proposed amendments to the Bilingual Education Act. Over the next 2 days of hearings, the subcommittee will
receive testimony representing various viewpoints on the Federal
Government's role in encouraging anii assisting bilingual education.

This Senator, as chairman of the subcommittee, believes certain
'key observations shpuld be made prior to hearing from our witnesses.

First, the Federal role in education is to provide access to and
equality in education for all Americans. From the chapter I program for disadvantaged children to the Education of All Handi-

capped Childrep Act to the Bilingual Education Act, the promotion
of access and equality remains the principal Federal responsibility
Congress repeatedly has reaffirmed these objectives despite the
challenges of recent months.
Second, the needs of langupge minority students are of continuing concern to the Congress and remain so. If anything, congressional attention may need to become increasingly directed at these
needs. The cause for this concern should be clear. While the overalriw
school-aged population in the United States is projected to rise Hi
percent by the year 2000, the population of language minority students will rise by 40 percent during this same period. These trends
(I)

9

will have demonstrable implications for schools in many regions,
and as a result, they deserve Federal attention.
Third, when Congress passed the Education Consolidation and
Improvement Act last year, title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act specifically was excluded from the legislation In My mind and in the minds of others, the title VII bilingual
program's special characteristics should be granted separate status
and separale consideration.
Now, the time has come to consider the past, the present and the
future of bilingual education. This process will continue against the
backdrop of this Senator's belief in the fundamental Federal role of
equality opportunity in ed cation. The means and the methods of
achieving these ends ma vary. They may be the subject of debate
and disagreement. Y , they are the variables which contribute to
the uRimate and inviolable goal of equal educational opportunities
for all Americans.
Today, we have two distinguished witnesses, Secretary Bell and
my colleague, Senator Ilayakawa.
Before. Secretary Bell begins his testimony, I would like to note
for the record his consistent aavocacy for bilingual education.
Last year, when the Congress was considering various proposals
to consolidate some of the Federal elementary and secondary education programs, Secretary Bell proved to be the major actor to
keep the bilingual education program as a separate and distinct
program.

I reinember his pointing out to me in a ser?es of meetings the
special problems language minority children face and how these
problems deserve a Federal response.
As a result of his efforts, bilingual education was left as a discretionary program and was not put into block grants.

I personally commend you for your support of bilingual education and look forward, Mr. Secretary, to your testimony this morning, as I always have.
STATEMENT OF LION. TERREL IL BELL, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR.

JESSE SORIANO, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION AND 3IINORITY tANGUAGE AFFAIRS; AND DR. GARY
JONES. DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, BUDGET,
AND EVALUATION.

Secretary But.. Thank you. It is a pleasure to be beforeyou, Mr.
Chairman, and Senator Hayakawa, to testify on the bilingual education proposals. and we are grateful to Senator Hayakawa for his

sponsorship of this bil 1.

As I have said several times in the past. I feel strongly that-tle
bilingual educatibn program, authorizedby title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act as amended, I feel strongly that

this program has a major role to play in furthering the Department s goals Of doing our utmost to foFitor equal educationaFopportunity for all of the Nation's children.
In this context. I describe the Federal responsibility. particularly

as it relates to bilingual education as being catalytic, that is, it ha
a function of aiding school districts and State education agencies in

:3

their responsibilities of developing the capacity to provide the educational programs that are uniquely needed to ,meet the needs of "
these students who are limited in their English proficiency
I believe, 'for example, that thi4 activity 7f making grants to
school districts is important in providing resources to get these programs started.
But I also woqld emphasize that we do not believe that the Federal Goverment should sustain', these programs _indefinitely, and

thus We support the limitations as specified in the law in Vhat

regard..
We believet that once the Federal Governmeni has helped to get
the programs in place that it iS the local responsibility to continue
to operate them as long as they are necessary.
Then, also, Mr. Chairman, of equal importance is the Federal
role in training teachers for bilingual education programs, and I

might just depart from my prepared text to comment about the

' term, bilingual education.

That term presents a bit of a problem right now in communication. Strictly speaking, bilingual ,tducation is the teaching of subject matter in the classrocan in two languages, and it is done to
English proficiency
meet the needs of students who have limited
The fact that we call them bilingual education programs has led
to a great deal of controversy. In fact, the regulations, Mr. Chairman, that we withdrew right after assuming our responsibilities
were related to the fact that the regulations prescribed one method
and specifically excluded any other method in meeting the needs of
students.
And we do not think that the Federal Government ought to prescribe teaching methodology, and the reason this bill is before you
is for several reasons, but the primary reason is that we wanted to
solve the problem of limiting instruction to the bilingual approach,
and later on in the discussion, we can discuss other approaches
But the teaching of English skills and the helping of students to
attain competency in the mother tongue of this Nation by any effective meanswe do not say by every means and we emphaize
that term effective meansis the issue, and that is what we were
after in that regard.
And I might, while I am commenting aside from my text, point
out that the reason; as the chairman indicated, that I oppose put-

ting the bilingual program in the block grant was not that

I

wanted to preserve a separate, narrow categorical program
I felt it would be wasteful to put it there because then the money
would be spread quite evenly on a formtila across the Nation, and

of children that have
in some areas we have high concentrations
children
in other areas of the
..,these needs and we have virtually no
country with those needs.
And so I felt, as much as I support block grants and as much as I
appreciate the chairman's support of the block grant that We had
passed; and we would not have had it passed without the chairman's support, and I want to emphasize that, I did not want the
bilingual program in the block grant because it would spread the
money all over the country and we need to target these resources,
and the dollars, as the chairman knows, are very limited.

bach to my Pre [wed text. I thought it might help to clarify
that term at this point in the discussion of bilingual education and
of problems t,liat have caused' this in communication of what we
nwan.

The lack of an adequate supply or trained teachers and teaching
staff. others besides teachers. has been consistently identified as
possibly thy greatest problem in implementing bilingual programs.
Our efforts over the past years have greatly improved this situation, but we stdl know that we need more trained bilingual teachersand we need them trained in several methods, not, only the
transitional bilingual education methods but in other methods'
where we can prove success.

Also important within our Federal role are research activities
that ate planned under part C of the 131 lingual Act, As a result of
this federally financed research program which has existed since
1979. I believe that we are beginning to ,inswer many of the cribca1
questions regarding appropriate educational services !Ur limited
English proficient children.
Tlw pu.rpose of all activities funded under the Bilingual Education Act is to prepare students to transfer into all English classrooms as quickly as possible without falling behind in other subject
matter areas.
And I cannot emphasize too much what the purpose is. There

has been mudi discussion and much misunderstanding on that,
and sol just underline that statement or the purpose.
We require that all school district projects funded under title VII

include iri English language component as a malor elenu:ittt of

their instructional program.

I would like nOw to comment on our proposed legislation to
amend -title VII of Ihe Elementary and Secondary Education Act
which I forwarded to Congress on April 8. This proposal has three
basic purposes.'
Out legislation wouki modify the definition or i program of bilingu,d education to allow us to fund a greato variety of educational
a ppruai. h us It would also establish a specific priority for fUnding
projects which serve chddr,en that we feel are in the greatest need.
those who are both limited English proficient and those w hose
usual language is not English. ,
Our proposal would also ercat i specific authutiAttion for vocation.d training activities under the Bilingual Education Act FinalIv, out purposal would extend the authorization of the Bilingual

Education Act through fiscal year 1985
The pi oposed language to bkoaden tlw definition of progr,uns eli-

gible kit funding tellects our belief that school districts are in the
hyst position to evaluat l.. the needs of their students and to design
programs in response to those needs.
While at present the title VII legislation requires tlw use of both
Eaglish and non-English language, our proposed kgislation would
not School dist: k ts wOuld be free to propose programs which use
both languages or which use English exclusively.
And I might depart from my text to say they' would propose the

pt ograrns, and our program staff would carefully examine them

and would fund those that had a high probability of success,

i

I would not want to go on record to say that we vuld just be .
funding anything. We would be very scrupulous with- our linuted
resources in funding those that were proven and that had a,,bigh
level of success.

Whatever a school district proposes would ke justified on the

basis of an assessment of needs of children present in the district,
and our legislation proposes an assessment of those rweds

The-second provision that gives priority to programs sehmg lini
ited English profkOent children whose usual ladguage is not Eng
lish makes sense in terms of the reduced Federal resourcc,. availa
ble for education.

While we have no particular problem with the ctefinition of the
eligible targe1 p6pulation in the current law, we believe that ouk
proposed lang'uage is advisable to focus die program on those stu
dents that are most in need of special programs.

Students who are both limited English proficient and whose

usual language is not English clearly require some educational approach that .rsecognizes this linguistic difference I am confident
that the change we have proposed wilt make more efficient use uf
wadable funds as scarce as they itre.
The Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs
,fias operated the bilingual vocational training program authorized
by the Vocational Act for the past 2 years.
The proposed language would provide an explicit Juthoi ization
in title VII to pperate this program for out-of-school use an4 idults
While finpl decisions have not yet been made is to how The title

VII authorized vocational prograim would be Administered, we

expect driat itrwould closely resemble the antecedent plogiams that
we have had over in the Vocational Education Act.
In summary, then, Mr Chairman, I believe that tile amendments
we propose to the Bilingual Education Act will impiove the Amin
istration of these programs. I urge prompt and favoiable Lonsideia
tiun of our proposal by this committee and by the CongreS.s

would also like to comment, if I may, on' S. 2002, a bill intro- /
_duced by Senator Huddleston, to amend title VII The bill would
change the definition of the target population

It would require that programs include intensive Enghsh lin

guage instruction and would, under must circunAtances. limit pal
timation of students in the program to I year.
way to
Our proposal reflects, we feel, that the most appropr
focus the program is through establishing a priority foi sei% ing
those children who are most in-need.
I expect that _Senator Huddleston's purpose in proposing thi.
change in target population is the same as ours We a.ce philosophi
call). very much in agreenwnt with Senator fludcileston ui emplia
swng English language study in bilingual programs.
We interpret the existing statute to require such an emphasis
and have included an explicjt requirement foi it in our regulations
Furthermore, in our propossal, a school district' eould choose to use
only English in a project funded under the act.
would emphasize again that they would have to have .1 good
basis and good evidence that there is lugh probability of suaess
The third proposal of S. 2002 whjch establishes a hmit of I y eat
for student participation under most circumstances is intr iguing,

a

i

but while we are 'sympathetic with SeDIrreir lluddkston's reasons
for proposing it, we cannot support that particular provision.
Specifically, while I believe that ,student participation in these
programs should not usua1l5 be netessary for extended periods of
time, I do not feel th-a Federal Government should specify the
period of participation.
We think:to.wrIte that in the lay is to make it uerly rigid iknol
. would cause difficulty in that regdrd So I do not support that peo-

Also. while I am enthusiastic about the idea that students.be
evaluated annually to determine whether or not 'they should continue in the bihngual program, I do not feel that the Federal Guvernment should require that evaluation as a prerequisite, fiin participation.
In spite of my opposition to this requirement in Senator Huddleston's bilI I sincerely hope that school districts of their ow n_vohtion
will implement appropriate policies relating to regerlar evaluation
of student progress.

While. the Department's proposed legislation is different froni S.
2002 insofar as its specific provisiuns are concerned, I think that
the two biHs are similar in terms uf their philosophical underpin-

lekvening

I wookl hke, Mr. Chairman, as I express my thanks for the opportunity to appear, to introduce two of my colleagues to #ou. I.
may

Dr Gary Jones, who is Deputy Under Secretary for Planning,

Budget. and Evaluation,

ho

hard on this proposed legisla-

tion, and I am proud to have him at the ta.ble with me as a col

.And Dr Jesse SLano, who is the Director of the Office of Umgun] Education and Minority Language Affairs I might say with a
bit uf levity that it is just a coincidence that both of-these gentle-

men aee from the State of Michigan'

Dr Soriano is formerly the director of bilingual education, the
program of foreign language instruLtion in the Michigan State Department of Education. He has recently joined us and is doing a
fine job for us
.1nd, of course, Dr Jones has been with us for sometime and does
a great job in our planning, budget, and evaluation program.
Su thank ou fur this opportunity to present my upennig :-,tatement. lad we are ready to respond to questions
[The vpared statement of Secretary Bell follows.]
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Statement bit the Secretry.
on

s

Bilingual Education

Kr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

.14.31eased to be here today to testify on bilingual education.

A. I

have said many times in the past, I feel strongly that the Bilingual Education
program, authorized by Title VII of the Elementary...Ind Secondary Educatiod

Act .of 1965, as amended, has a major .role to play in fuithering the Depart

ment's goal of foptering equal educational opportunity for all the nation's
children.

Within that context I would describe the Federal responsibility

in this area as catalytic -- that is, aiding school districts and State
education agencies in developing the mpacity to provide educatiqnal programs

designed
to meet the needs of limitea English proficient children. Specific
.

11y, I believe that the grants to chool districtsactivity..is impbrtnt in
providing re'source to get these programs started.

I do not believe, however,

tht the Federal government shonld sutainithese proirams beyond the time

agate specified in the law. Once the Federal governmeat has helped to get
.

-

these program in place, it is a local responsibility to continue to operate
them as long as they are necmsry.

Of equal importance, is the Federal role in training teachers for bilin
guai education program.

The lack of an adequate supply of trained teaching

staff has been consistently identiiied as the greatest problem in ikfementing

bilingual program. Dort efforts oner th; past years have greatly improved
thin situation, but the need for more trained bilingual teachers contibues.
Also important within the Federal role are the research activities under

Part C of the Bilingual Education Act.

As a result of this Federally financed

1.

research program which has existed since 1979, I believe that we are

beginning to answer many of the critical questions regarding appropriate

educitional serwices for limited English proficient children.
The purpose of all activities funded under the Bilingual Education

Act is to prepare students to transfer into all-English classrooms as
quickly ,as possible without falling behind in other subject matter areas.
I

,

We require that all school district projects funded by Title VII include

,.

an English language component as a major element of their instructional.
program.

I would now lik-eno cometnt on our prokserregislation to amend
Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act which I forwarded
to-Congress an April 8. 1982.

This proposal has three basic purposes.

Out legislation would codify the definition of a pkogram of bilingual
education to al,low us to fund a greater variety of educational approaches.

It would also establish a specific priority for funding projects which
.serwe children we feel are most in need -- those who are both limited
Englishproficie9t and whose usual language is not English. Our proposal

would also create a specif ic authorizatiOn for vocational iraining
.
...
activities under the Bilingual Education Act. Finally, our proposal
uould extend the authorization of the Bilingual Education Act through

1

fiscal year 1985.

The proposed language to broaden the definition of programs eligible

for funding reflects our belief that school districts are in the beat
position Zo evaluate the needs of their students and to design programs

.

In response to thcar peedo. While at present the Title VII legislat ion
requires the use of both Englia'h and the non-English language, our proposed

we.

N:.
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legisfation would not. School drstricts would be free to Propose programs
which use both languages or which use English exclusively.

Whatever

a school district proposes would be justified on the basis of an assessment
of the needs of children present in the 'district.

The second provision which gives priority to programs serving limited
41,English Proficient children whose usual language is not English makes

siese in tents of the reduced-Federal resources availabielor education.
While we have no particular problem with the definition Of the eligible
target pOeulation in the current law, we believe that our proposed language

is advisable to foys the program on those students that are most in
need pf special programs.

Students who are both limited English proficient

ancF whose usual language' is not English, clearly require.some educational

approach which recognizes this linguistic difference.

I 20 confident

that the change we have proposed will make more efficient use of available
funds.

4
The Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Affairs has
operated .the Bilingual Vocational Training program authorized by the

Vocational Education Act for the past two years.

The proposed language

would provide 4n explicit authorization in Title VII to operate this
program tor out-of-school-yuuth and adults.

While final decialons have

not yet been made as to how :he Title VII authorized vocational training
program would be adatnistered, we expect that it will closely resemble
the antecedent program.

Is. summary, I believe that the ambndmeuts we propose to the Bilingual

Education Azt will improve the administration of these programs.

I urge

prompt and favorable consideration of our proposal by this Comutittee and

1o

es
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by the Congress.

I would also like to comment on S. 2002, a bill introduced by Senator
HUddleston to amend Title VII.

The bill would change the definition of

the target population, would ?equire that programsinclude intensille
English language instruction, arid would, under most circumstances, limit

participation orstudents in the program to one year.
,

Asour proposal reflects, we feel that ple most appropriate way to
focus the
program is through establishing a priority for serving those
,
children who are most in need.

I expect that Senator Huddleston's, purpose

in proposing the changelin target population is the same as ourt.

We,are philosophically very.much in agreement with Senator Huddleston
in emphasizing English language study i6 bilingual programs.

We inte?pret

the existing statute to releire such an emphafis and have included 'an
explicit requirement for it in our regulations.

Furthermore, in' oui

proposal, a school district could choose to only use English in

a project

funded under the Act.

The third provision in S.2002 which establishes a limit'of one-year
for student participation under most circumstances is intrigulng, but
while I

aa sympathetic with Senator Huddleston's reasons fo

it, I cannot support it.

proposing

Specifically, while I believe that student

participation in these programa should rot usually be necessary foi'
extended periods of time. I do not feel that the Federal governmant
should specify the period of participation.

Also, while I am enthusiastic

4bout,the idea that students be evaluated annually to determine whelher
or not they should continue in the bilingual program, I do not feel that

I t)
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the Federal government. should require that evaluation as a prerequisite
for participation.

In spite of my opposition to this requirement in

Senator'lluddleston's bill, I 'sincerely hope that school districts, of

their own volition, will implement appropriate policies relating to
regular evaluation of student progress.

While [be Department's proposed legislation is different frac S. 2002
insofar as its specific pro'visions are concerned, I think that the two
bills are similar in terms of their.philosophical underpinnings.

Thank you for this opportunifto testify on behalf of our propoSed
legislation.

I would be happy.to answer any questions you might have.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, for a
good statement.

For the education of our members on this subcommittee, could
you describe some of the bilingual education programs the Department.funds? I would be particularly interested in the specifics of
any prbgrams which you feel are very effective.
Secretary BELL. Yes. I would like to call on Dr. Soriano, if I may,
to give some specifics on that, since he works in the program.
Dr. SORIANO. We fund a variety of programs, Senator. The major
portion of our funds go to programs in local school districts where
-the programs are implemented for children in grades K to 12.
These are what we call our capacity-building programs, our basic
programs. In addition to that, we fund a number of training programs through universities, community colleges, and State depart4ments of education as well.

These two areas constitute approximately 10 programs for us

Generally, we have had very good success with our fellowship programs; for example. ThiS is a program under which we train doctoral students in bilingual education.
Ninety-five percent of all of our students who are graduating end
up employed in the field of bilingual education as teacher trainers
and thereforeAmprovg our capacity andtur valuable resources and
in time will rdake it possible for us perhaps, as we diminish Federal funds'and Federal support, to continue in bilingual education.
Secretary BELL. I wonder if it might be helpful, Mr. Chairman, to
give some specific programs and examples and some anectodal evidence success, if I may for the record, to add to what Dr. Soriano
said, and from some information that I have here at the table with
me.

In Rockpoint, Ariz., an unusual program, meeting the needs of
Navaho children. Prior to the bilingual program in 1q71, children
there were 2 years behind the norm in the United States in English reading, and by the end of the sikth grade under this program,
despite intensive teaching of English as a second language, the bilingual program used Navaho as a major.initial medium of instruction and continued its use throughout elementary school...
DS-5M
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And from the evaluation results that we have, by the end of
grade six, children in the bilingual program were performing

slightly above the U.S grade norms in English reading.
Now, you may think. well slightly above, that's not very signifi-

cant, but when you take Navaho children and the problems that
they have because' of their cultural background and so on, for them
to come up to that level, we think, is quite significant.

There is a program foi Haitian bilingual children in Nyack,

NY

.

where students ieceived, as a result of this, higher scores on

the New York State -aandindized math and reading test scores
than did thow other Ila.tian chddren that were not in the program

We have evidence here from West Chester, Pa., and from Philadelphia, and from Santa Fe, some pfograms in Puerto Rico where
often we have the opposite problem. We have Puerto Rican children that have lived in the United States 4ind their Fanguage problem back in Puerto Rico is to have mastery of Spanish, and so we
have the rex et problem, and we have some programs down there.
Well, I wdl not take any more time, but those are some examL naght indicate while I am commenting on this, Mr. Chairman, that a nationw Lae evaluation of the results of bilingual education. the results have been mixed.
We were giv ing you examples of some of our most outstanding
,p'iugrarns We could give you sume other examples where there was
not much significant difference
.

And I think, just hke in the.title I program, where it took us

awhile to,learn how to teach disadvantaged childrem and now that
is a program v ou can brag about, and there is all kinds of evidence
of the good (fiat is being made, I tlunk just no w. the professionals

out in therield are learning how to teach childiennwith limited
English proficiency.

And v.e may be able tu provide some other anecdotal evrdence
and examples for the record.
Senitt0 STAFFORD We would be glad to have that, Mi. Secretary.
You indicate in your testimony that you would like greater flexi-

to fund different types of bilingual education programs.
Could you oi your associates describe some of the programs you
would like to support, but cannot due to the provisions.of the cur-,
bility

rent Bilingual Education Act?
Secretary BELL Yes. I wonder, Dr. Jones, if,you would care to
talk to that question. pal ncakirly tu the problem that we faced and
the objections that we have been getting from school boards of the

restrictiveness of it at the present time, and then maybe Dr. Sor-

' lano could talk about some specific other approaches.
Dr JoN F.:, Thy current law, Senator, largAy restricts local school
districts from any fin m of teaching limited English-proficient chile.
then other than the bilingual transitional method.

We are suggesting there are at least two other methods local'

school boards should have an option to select. One method is called
English as a secoml language The other is "structured" immersion.
English as a second language is a method w hereby English is the
primary cla1,sioufn language, but the teacher or the teacher's aid is
able to communicate with the children in thlir usual or native language
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The immersion method teaches all subjects in English at a level
understood by the students,
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.

Secretary BELL. I do not know if Dr. Soriano wants to add to
that. Maybe we canpursue it further in questioning. It has been a
big issue, Mr. Chairman, and the outcry when the regulations were
initially pubpshed was the Federal Government was beginning to
prescribe teaching methodology, and some were saying if we can do
it here we can do it in mathematics and English and so on

And of course, that was not the intent, but that was the concern
at that time, and that is why we withdrew the regulations
I would emphasize again, because I think some of our colleagues
in the bilingual community are apprehensive, that we are going to
let the bars down and that any kind ()la half-baked plan can come
in and get Federal funding and support from us.
And under Dr. Soriano's program office, these aye project-by-pro-

ject grant proposals, and we would examine carefully the ap-

proaches other than the bilingual approach, and we would ask lbr
good evidence that the proposal has a high probability of success
We do think that we ought to, with all of the evidence that we
liave now, we do think that we ought to permit those the ESL and
the total immersion- approach, and there may be others besides
those two. Wq are not just limiting there.
Bitt we thlnk that the legislation ought not be as reStrictive as it
is now as far as funding is concerned.
Spnator STAFFORD Thank you. If you have any specific examples.
as you did lor the Jirst question I asked, that you could supply for
the record..that would be helpful to the committee also
Secretary BEU. Yes, Senator.
Senator STAFFORD. Mr. Secretary, the number of children who
need bilingual education services seems to be m dispute orn a
number of different experts. Flow many chiklren in this ;:ountry, in
your judgment, need to be served?

As you know, information gained from the recent census indicates demographic changes in this Nat;on, and you may want to
comment oil these as part of your answer.

Secretary BELL. Yes. We have struggled with that, and to get a
goothhandk.on those numbers has been a big problem. We antici-

pate some better information as the recent 19S0 census data

beconw availabk to us.
We know that there is a range of between 1.200,000 as conservative, strictly, tighkly defined population. There are at least that
many, and there may be as many as 3,600,000 children needing
these services
And bt would depend upon at what point and under what judgment you would feel that a student's opportunity for equal access

to the curriculum and equal opportunity for learning would .be
made possible.

_So we anticipate that the numbers fall in that range somewhere,
and as we txrmplete sonw of the evaluation that we are now workingon, we think we are going to be able to narrow that down more
exactly.
But if you look at the dollars that we have and the number Of
students that we are able to serve at the present time, we are not

1.1

any w here near, even if we took the conservative definition of
1,200,000, with the small appropriation we have, we are not anywhere near meeting those needs.

I would emphasize at the same time, lest it sound like we are
say ing that we need a larger appropriation, that we feel again that
we ought to be in a capacity-building strategy.
'The responsibility for meeting the needs of these students like all
other students needs to rest with the local and State authorities,
and ours ought to be to provide that special help training teachers,
funding demonstration projects, and proving and developing successful approaches.

So we do not think in any way that we ought to be asking the
Federal Government to come forward with the money to fund
either the 1,200,000 or the outside number-3,600,000.
Incidentally,'a projection that we have, Mr. Chairman, up to the

year 2000, looking at some of the growth patterns we see now, is
that that population may grow by as much as 35 percent. We received that number fro* our Bilingual Education Office
So if you applied a piEs-35 percent onto those numbers, it would
show what the outward growth trend of this program might be.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, for join-

ing the committee this morning with your associates. The Chair is
going to say as a matter of personal observation that, in his view,
in a very difficult, and I would say tumultudus, 1-1 or 15 months (or
the Federal Government in education, especially in bilingual education, that I think you have served your country very well.
Secretary BE1.I. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate this
opportunity to be before you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.

The subcommittee is most pleased to have our very able and distinguighed colleague from California, Senator Hayakawa, with us
as a colleague and a6 a most important witness for the subcommittee.

*Senator Hayakawa, welcome, and we would be.very pleased an'd
honored o bear your statement.
STATEN :NT OF HON. S. I. HAYAKAWA, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator HAYAKAWA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am, irideed, honored to Dollow the testimony of my good friend,

relary Terre! Bell of the Department of Education, and he has
described in detail the Bilingual Education Improvement Act, S.
2112, which I introduced in the Senate this pot Wednesday.
I am pleased to work with Secretary Bell on this issue because
we are both committed to giving the school districts more flexibility in their teathing methods while targeting the immigrant population in greatest need of English instruction.
Today, I would like to address bilingual educatiQn as it relates to
the much broader issue, that is, the question of what language will
S

be used in the United States. As most of you know, I have proposed
a tonstitutional amthidment, Senate Joint Resolution 72, which declares as the law of the land what is already a social and political
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reality, namely, that English is the official language of the United
States.

This amendment is needed to clarify the confusing signals we
have been giving in recent years to itinnigrant groups. For example, the requirements for naturalization as a United States citizen
say that you must be able to, "read, write, and speak words in ordinary usage in the English language."
And though you must be a citizen to vote, some recent legislation
has required bihngual ballots in certain locations. This amendment
would end that contradictory, logically conflicting situation
Now, our immigration laws already require English for citizenship, and the role of bilingual education, then, is to equip immigrants with the necessary English language skills to qualify them
for this requirement as well as to qualify them to enter the mainstream of American life.

The problem is that all too often bilingual education programs
have strayed from their original,intent of teaching English
A related issue is the full scale of interpretations of the term bilingual education. Changes are that" whenyrfie asks five people for a
definition you are likely to get five different answers.
According to one interpretatio . it simply means the teaching of
English to non-English speaking people. This is the method I prefer
and it. is usually called English a a second language or ESL.
On the opposite side of the sca e bilingual education is a more or
less permanent two-track education system involving the maintenance .of a .$econd culture and emphasis on the ethnic heritage of
an immigrant group.
Now, this rneth4xl is called transitional bilingual education and it
involves, teaching academic subjects to immigrants in their own
language coupled with English languake instruction
This is the definition used to determiue eligibility for title VII
funding.

Now, we have all grown u.p with the concept of the American
melting pot, that is, the merging of a multit e of foreign cultures
into one, and this merging of many, m'any ultures into one that is
taking place in the United States is uniqu in world history.
In no other country in the world have so many people with so
many cultures and sO many languages become one nation. Thomas
Sole remarks on the, remarkable fact of this accomplishinent that
wv went through somewhat un&nsciously, but nevertheless, it is
something that has happened in no other country.
This melting pot has succeeded in creating a vibrant new culture
among peoples of' many different cultural backgrounds largely because of the widespread use of a common language which in this
case happened to be English.
In

this world of international and internecine strife,

it

is a

unique concept, and I believe every member of this committee will,
agree that it has.had a fundamental impact on our Nation's greatness.

In the light of the growing emphasis on maintaining a second
culture and iqsthiction in native languages, I ask myself*, "What
'are we trying Oo dcP Where do we want to go?"
Demographic research tells us that in some of our States 10 or 20
years from now there may be a majority of individuals -with a

.41

-
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Spanish background It seems to me that we are preparing the
ground for permanently and officially bilitigual States.

From here to separatist moement a la Quebec would be' the

final step. Is this a development we want to promote?
Now, I believe that my constitutional amendment as well as my
title VII amendments will prevent a crisis familiar to the separatist movement of' the French Canadians.

That confused state of affairs is a result of controversy as to

which language shall be official in CanadU. The existence of two
languages in Canada is a result of historical necessity.
The Dominion of Canada was put together out of the French-speaking Procince of Quebec and the English-speaking Province of
'Ontario, arold therefore, both languages were made constitutionally
official languages.

And after that, within recent years, there has been an attempt to
make one dominant over the other, and this is what the quarrel
has been about.

I want to avoid a similar situation here in America where the
tse of another language is encouraged to the point that it could

become an official language alongside English. This would perpetuate differences between English speaking and non-English speaking
citizens and isolate one group from another.

There can be no doubt that recent immigrants love this country
and want to fully participate in its society, hut well intentioned
transitional Llingual education piograms have often inhibited

their command of English and retarded their full citizenship.
The results of the 1980 census as summarized in the Washington
Post a few days ap, just a couple days ago, I guess, gives some very
interesting results., That there are something like 23 million homes
in which a.language other tlthn English is used at home daily.
Among the Spanish speaking 75 percent of the people in those
homes speak English well'and 25 percent speak English poorly of
not at all In the non-Spanish, non-English-speaking homes, 87 percent of people liing in those Homes speak English well and 13 percent speak poorly or not at all.

This means that a large majority, three out of, four Spanish

speaking 'people, and many of them are recent arrivals, and almost
9 out of 10 immigrants from other nations try very hard, very fast
to learn English.
So that the ordinary process of Americanization and the learning
of English takes place quite rapidly because of the pressure of the
'cillture as a whole it seems.
Congress recognized the importance of teaching English to the
immigrants in 1068 when it passed title VII of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act. This act permitted the development of
pilot projects to teach English to underprivileged immigrant children.

In 1978 Congress expanded the bilingual education program,
dropped the poverty qualification and required appreciation for the
cultural heritage of students served by Federal funds.
These amendments also introduced the option of providing academic instruction in the native languages of the students coupled
with English classes.
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This method of instruction, transitional bilingual education, socalled, has been interpreted by a title VII regulation as the only

.acceptable mbthoduf instruction for bilingual education.

The unfortunate result the 1978 action of Congress was to de-

prive local schools, of their flexibility to determine tthe best method
of instruction for their particular non-English-speaking students.

I agree wholeheartedly that we need to do all we can to teach

the English language to non-English-speaking students, however, I
cannot support a rigid mandate prescribing a single meth d of instruction.
I believe that given the flexibility to choose their owfprogram,
JocaI schools will emphasize English ,instruction. Without the expensive requirement of a full academic curriculum in foreign Ian-,guages, sehools w ill be able to teach more non-English-sp,eaking

,

Oudents for the same cost. j
meet with many school boards who are struggling to maintain
high quality education in the midst of reduced budgets, and
through my own observations as a teacher. I have observed that
themore academic instruction children get in their immigrant par-

ent's language, the less quickly they learn English.
I 'personally believe that English as a second language or ESL
and inauersion techniques allow non-English-speaking students to
master uur language sO that they can join the mainstream of soci
ety more quickly than through ti-ansitional bilingual educaion.
My begiskawn broadens this range of instruct:onal approaches
fur seriiing, children of limited English profiLiency. I expect school
boards 4.NA-4dcorne this opportunity tu provide mote efficient and
cost-effeetke instruction to then immigrant students whiie maintaining-their eligibility to title VII.funds.
WhiLe I was reading th,ese remarks, Mr. Chairman, it uccurted to
nap that I must have learned English through total onnwrsion. My
first language must have been Japanese although I du not speak
Japanese very well now.

But your 'first language you learn from your mdther, and my
mother neN or did learn English So my first language must have
been Japane4e although I,do nut remember the process of karning
I was old enough to go out and play in
English becabse as soon
the streets with the other kids I started to learn English so I do not
remember the process of learning English.

And it sort ofstartlus me to this day to realize I started life as a
Japanese-speaking individual and I have such a terrible time
speaking Japanese now.:
What the learning uf a new language requires as is well-kno wn
in U.S. military language schools, is total immersion in the new
language, and of gourse, that is what I must have experienced at
about Ow age' of 3, or as close to'total immersion-as possible.

Though I personally support intensive methods of English inpstruction, I must point uut that eNen my proposed cnnstitutional
. am end ment does not prohibit the- use of minority languages to
assist non-English-speaking students.

On the contrary, my amendment specifically states it shall nut
prohibit educational instruction in a language other than English
As required as a transitiond method of making students who use a
language other than English proficient in English.
t-
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My bilingual education proposal,follows the same line of reasoning by allowing local schools the freedom to choose the teaching
method that will', best serve their immigrant population and maintain their eligibility for Federal bilingual education.funds.
Some immigrant groups argue that.tiansitional bilingual education is necessary to preserve equhl educational rights for non-English-speaking students while they aide learning English.

I believe that this requiranent can actually result in discrimination in the administration of title VII programs. The cost of providing academic subjects in languages other than English can exclude
many of our recent immigrant groups such as the Indochinese who
speak a variety.of languages.
Many schoob districts educating these stUdents simply cannot

afford .to provide academic instruction in the many Indochinese
languages which are often represented in one school.
Imagine the cost in a single school district of providing academic
instruction in Cambodian, in Hmong, in Laotian, and Vietnamese
in several grades. It would be a terrible job.

These students are no more affluent in English than the tradi-

tional immigrant groups funded under title VII. However, because
local schools often use intensive English instruction for Indochinese
students, they will not qualify for title VII money.
Section 2, subsection 2 of the Bilingual Education Improvement
-Act would correct this by allowing funding,for projects which use a
variety of-methods for teaching children with limited English proficiency including but not limited to transitional bilingual education,
ESL or total immersion.
Section 2, subsection b insures educational quality for students
se'rved b3. requiring applicant schools to show that they have selected instructional methods that will complement the special needs
and characteristics of the title VII students.
The acquisition of h new language is far easier for hildren than
for adults. Children at the ages of 4 to 6 are at the very,height of
their language learning powers, and trom there on, we go downhill.
In families where the father speaks one language to the children
and the mother speaks to the children in another language and let
us say the maid speaks to them in a third language, the children
gro.W up trilingual without realizing that they have gone through
an extremely complex process. It just comes naturally.
But if you try to do that to.them when they are 20, it is impossible. For anyone over 20, it is a complex process involving conceptualization, learning grammar, learning the syntax of a totally un-

familiar language structure, et cetera. It is a very, very difficult

busi ness.

.

But when you are 4 to 6 you just pick it up without knowing that

there is a very complex thing happening. Analytically there are
enormous differences as let us say between Japanese and English
or between Japanese and Chinese for that matter. We just take it

all in stride when we are a very, very little child. ,
Because of these differences, the rates and methods of language

learning among different age groups, schoolchildren especially
under the age of 10 should be exposed to English constantly

through contact with English speaking classmates and playmates.

2.i
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They will learn English effortlessly without the sense of undergoing a difficult experience.
A second provision of the Bilingual Education Act or the Bilin-

gual Education Improvement Act would give priority funding to
,

title VII projects which serve children who are both of limited English proficiency and whose usual language is not English.
In our current period of' limited Federal resources in education,
both Secretary Bell and I agree that it is imperative to target title
VII funds to this particular group of immigrant children.
It is clear that the proposed fiscal year 1983 budget of $91.5 million cannot sena: the approximately 8.G million students who are
technically eligible for title VII aid.
This proision in my legislation would targei those who are most

limited in their ability to speak English without tampering with
the current definition of eligibility for title VII funding.
During our discussions, Secretary Bell and I have agreed that
this effort to channel title VII funds to the students who are least
proficient in English is not to be interpreted As a Federal mandate
which wall intrude in the local school's determinations about their
immigrant students.

It is an Incentive ty locid school officials to set priorities for

using limited Federal bilingual education funds. We agree that this

new prokision will be immensely helpful in clarifying the target
tlwir ability to
population of students who are the most hi-tilted
speak English.

The third provision of this legislation would authorize several
programs under title VII :,1-uch wew previously under thc Vocation,d.Education Act Vocational training for immigrant adult: and
other st.hopl youth, training funds for teachers of' immigrant students and bilingual materials deelopment hak- all proved to be
small but nevertheless effective programs.
This provision would remove the :,et aside for eiq:h program re-

quired under the Vocational Education Act and wiitrirlThllow the
Department of Education to set priorities for the use of these
funds.

The focus cur this funding will be for demonstration projects
whith wall identify successful teaching inethods ratlwr than sena,
as projects which merely maintain the status quo.
I am very encouraged by Secretary Bell's interest in using these
programs as catalysts for research and development which will en
courag State and local education agencies to share in the 14mula
tion of' new training niethods.
Apofher small but extremely important proviskm of [11 kgisla
non would require English proficiency for instructors in bilingual
education programs. I was shocked tu letrn that title VII currently
places greater importance on its teachers knowing the native lan
guage of their students than on knowing English.
My legislation will amend section '271ibt of the 1978 act to fund
programs, "including only those teachers who are profkient in
Enghsh and to the extent possible in any other language used to
provide instruction
The emphasis is roersed from knowledge of the immigrant Ian
guage to knowkdge which Secretary Bell and I agree reflects true
intent of federally funded bllingual education.

90

The issue of English as oui official language and bilingual education foi imimgrants is especially timely in the light of, as I say, the
Census Bureau figures released this past Tuesday.

The 1980 census found that 23 million people in the United

States age 5 ur older speak a language other than English al home.
We as Amer icans must reassess uur commitment tu the preservation of English as our common language.
Learning English has been the primary task of every immigrant
group fur two centuties. Participation in the common language has
rapidly made the political and economic benefits of American soci-

ety aaihible to eery new group as they came in, and those who
1171c mastered English have uercome the major hurdles tu participation in our democracy.
pPassage of my English language amendment as well as my bilin-

gual education program will instire that we maintain a common
basis for communkating and for sharing ideas.
I thauk the chair.

IThe prepared statement of Senator Hayakawa and questions
and responses follow':1

I
,

,

,
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U.S. SENATOR S.I. HAYAKAWA
TESTIMONY BEFORE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES
SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HLVAN RESOURCES
"BILINGUAL EDUCATION ItioRCP/EPENT Act"

RRir, APRIL 23, 1982

THANK YOU m. CHAIRMAN.
I AM HONORED TO FOLLON THE TESTIVCNY OF MY gpoo FRIEND SECRETARY TEhREL
BELL OF THE DEPARTNEIIT OF EDUCATION.

HE HAS DESCRIBED IN DETAIL 'IhE

BILINGUAL EDUCATION IMPROVEMENT ACT, S. 2412, WHICH I INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE
THIS PAST WEDNESDAY,

I AM PLEASED TO WORK wIni SECRETARY BELL ON THIS ISSUE,

AS WE ARE BOTH OCMMITTED TO GIVING sc000L. DISTRICTS VORE FLEXIBILITY IN THEIR

TEACHING METHODS WHILE TARGETING THE IMMIGRANT PePTATION IN GREATESt NEED dF
ENGLISH INSTRUCTION,
TODAY

I

MUCH BROADER ISSUE:
STATES.

0

WOULD LIKE.TO ADDRESS BILINGUAL EDUCATION AS IT RELATES TO A
THE QUESTION OF WHAT LANGUAGE WILL BE USED IN ThE UNITED

AS MOST OF YOU KNOW 1 HAVE PROPOSED A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDNENT,

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 72 WHICH DECLARES AS THE LAW OF THE LARD WHAT IS
ALREADY A SOCIAL AND POLITICAL REALITY:
LANGUA

OF THE UNITED STATES.

THIS

THAT ENGLISH IS THE OFFICIAL

WEI:VENT IS NEEDED TO CLARIFY THE

CONFUSUG SIGNALS WE HAVE GIVEN IN RECENT YEARS TO IMMIGRANT GROUPS.

(DR

EXAMPLE THE REQUIREMENTS FCR NATURALIZATION AS A U.S. CITIZEN SAY YOU MUST BE

ABLE TO "READ, WRITE AND SPEAK WORDS IN ORDINARY USAGE IN THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE".

AND MI:UGH YOU MLST BE A CITIZEN TO VOTE, SOME RECENT LEGISLATION

HAS RECUIRED BILINGUAL.BALLOTS IN CERTAIN LOCATIONS. _THIS AMENDMENT WOULD
END THAT CONTRADICTORY, LCGICALLy CONFLICTING SITUATION.
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OUR IMMIGRATION LAWS ALREADY REQUIRE ENGLISH FOR CITIZENSHIP.

THE ROLE

OF BILINGUAL EXCATION IS THEN TO EQUIP IMMIGRANTS WITH THE NECESSARY ENGLISH
LANGUAGE SKILLS TO QUALIFY THEM FOR THIS REQUIREMENT.

THE PROBLEM IS THAT

ALL TOO OFTEN, BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS HAVE STRAYED FROM THEIR ORIGINAL
INTENT OF TEACHING ENGLISH.

A RELATED ISSUE-IS THE FULL SCALE OF

INTERPRETATIONS FOR THE TERM "BILINGUAL E6JCATION".

CHANCES ARE THAT WHEN

ONE ASKS FI7E PEOPLE FOR A DEFF;ITION,.FIVE VERY DIFFERENT ANSWERS WILL BE
3I7EN.

ACCORDING TO ONE INTERPRETATION,

ENGLISH TO NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKERS,

IT SIMPLY MEANS THE TEACHING OF.

THIS IS THE METHOD I PREF'ER AND IS USUALLY

CALLED ENGLISH-AS-A-SECOND-LANGUAGE OR ESL.

ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE SCALE

BILINGUAL EDUCATION IS A MORE CR LESS PERMANENT TWO TRACK EDUCATION SYSTEM
INVOLVING THE MAINTENANCE OF A SECOND CULTURE AND AN EMPHASIS ON ETHNIC
HERITAGE.

THIS METHOD IS CALLED TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION AND INVOLVES

TEACHIWACALEMIC SUBJECTS TO I/1IGRANTS IN THEIR.04 LANGUAGE COUPLED WITH
ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION.

THIS IS THE DEFINITICN USED TO DETERMINE

ELIGIBILITY FOWTITLE VII FUNDING.:
WE ALL ORD uP WITH THE CONCEPT OF THE PVERICAN PELTING POT, THAT IS THE
MERGING OF A MULTITUDE OF FOREIGN.CULTURES INTO ONE.

THIS MELTING POT HAS

SUCCEEDED IN SREATINC A VIBRANT %EW CLLTLRE AVM PEOPLES OF MANY DIFFERENT
CULTURAL BAC\GROLNDS .LA.RGELY BECAUSE OF THE WIDESPREAD USE OF A COtTON
LANGUAGE, ENGLISH.

IN THIS AULD OF NATIONAL STRIFE, IT IS A UNIQUE CONCEPT.

1 BELIEVE E/ERf melBER OF THIS CONT1ITTEE WILL AGREE THAT IT HAD A FUNDAMENTAL
IMPACT CtI OUR NATION'S GREATNESS.

IN LIGHT OF THE GRCNING EMPHASIS CN

MAINTAINING A SECOND CULTURE AC@ INSTRUCTION IN THE NATIVE LANGUAGES,
mYSELF "'HAT ARE AE TRYING TO DO? WHERE DO wE ',ANT TO GO?'

11,

20
4

1 ASK

23
40,
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DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH TELLS US THAT I N SOME OF OUR STATES. '10 OR 20 YEARS
FROM NOW

THERE W I LL BE A MAJOR I TY OF I ND I VI DUALS WITH.. SPAN I SH BACKGROUND.

IT SEEMS TO ME THAT WE ARE PREPAR 1 NG THE GROUND FOR PERMANENTLY AND
OFF 1 C I ALLY BILINGUAL STATES .

FROO HERE TO SEPARAT I ST MOVEYENTS ALA

/EEC WOULD BE THE F I NAL STEP .

IS This THE DEVELOPMENT *il CH WE WHAT TO

PROMOTE?
%

1 BEL I EVE THAT MY CONST I DIT I ORAL AMENDMENT AS WELL AS MY TITLE VI I
AMENDMENTS W I LL PREVEMIT A CR ISIS S 1M1 LAR TO THE SEPARAT I ST MOVEMENT OF
FRENCH CANAD I ANS .

THAT CONFUSE STATE OF AFFAIRS I S A RESULT OF

CONTROVERSY ABOUT MI CH LANGUAGE SHALL BE THE OFF I C 1 AL ONE USED IN CANADA.

I WANT TO AVOID A SIMI LA

S I TUAT I 01` HERE IN !PER ICA WHERE USE OF ANOTHER

LANGUAGE I S ENCOURAGED TO THE
LANGUAGE ALDNGS I DE Et4L I SH .

.

THAT IT COULD BECOME AN OFF IC I AL

TH I S WOULD PERPETUATE D I FF E RENO E S BETWEEN

ENGL ISH-SPEAKI NG AND 'NON-ENGL I SH-SPEAK I NG CITIZENS AND I SOLATE ONe GROUP
FRU.% THE OTHER.

TFERE CAN BE :10 DOUBT ^THAT RECENT IMM I GRANTS LOVE TH I S

COUNTRY AND WANT TO FULLY PART I C I PATE I N ITS SOC I ETY .

Bur WELL- I NTENT I OND

TRANS( T I ONAL BIL I NGUAL .U.,UCAT ION PROGRAmS HAVE OFTEN I NH IBI TED THE I R
CCUMANID OF ENGL I SH AND RETARDED THE I R FULL C I TI ZENSH I P .

CONGRESS RECOGN I ZE THE IMPORTANCE OF TEACH I NG ENGL I SH TO I :41 'GRANTS

IN 1 6 3 "HEN IT P A O S E D TITLE V I OF THE ELE:l'iTARY AID SECCNDMY EDUCAT ION
ACT

,

THIS ACT

EFI'ITTED THE ZE/E...Pr'Cii OF P I LOT PROJECTS TO TEACH ENGLISH

TD ,NDEPPP I / I LEGE, Il-I3PANT '..:11;_:-,PE44.

I'l .197 , CONGRESS EXPANDED ThE

BILI.GUAL DLCATI ,-,N PDOGRNA , .7,RCPREL ME '''',VE PT/ OUAL I F I CAT I ON AND REOU IAD

APPREC IAT: ON F,-,P 7-E CULTLRAL -.F:7CE OF -HE 37,1,E7;T3 .3 PVED BY..FEDEPAL ,
TrE-,E A'''E'OrENT; ALOC :',"R',DIXED 7-1E OPT ION OF PRCV I DING AGILE: !IC
1%STRLCTfON IN ME I,ATIJE :...."44CAJASE: -,F 7-E :TILENTS; COI,PLED WITH ENGLISH CLASSES.
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THIS VEnHOD OF INSTRUCTION, TRANSITICNAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION, -HAS BEEN

INnERPRETED BY TITLAVII REGULATIONS AS THE ONLY ACCEPTABLEATHOD 9F

lumumal FOR BILINGUAL

ICN.

UNFORTUNATE RESULT OF CONGRESS'

A

1978 ACTION WAS TO DEPRiVE LOGAL SCHOOLS OF WEIR FLEXIBILITY TO DETERMINE
THE BEsT VETHOD.OF INSTRUCTION FOR THEIR PARTICULAR NON-E'33LISH7SPEAKING
STUDENTS,

1 AGREE WHOLEHEARTEDLY THAT WE NEED TO DO ALL wE CAN TO TEACH 7HE

liarEvER; I CANNOT SUPPORT A

ENGLISH LANGUAGE TO NCN-SPEAKING STUDENTS.

RIGID MANDATE PRESCRIBING A SINGLE METHOD OF INSTRUCTION.

I BELIEVE THAT

GIVEN THE FLEXIBILITY TO CHOOSE THEIR OAN PROGRAM, LOCAL sCHOOLS.WILL

DPHASIZE ENGLISH INSTRuCTIoN,

WIniOUT niE EXPENSIVE REQUIREMENT OF A

FILL ACADEmIC CLRRICULLM IN FOREIGN LANGuAGES, SCHOOLS wILL BE ABLE TO TEACH
mORE

PON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS FOR THE SAME COST,

1 HAVE VC WITH

MANY SCHOOL 3DARDS WHO ARE STRUGGLING TO MAINTAIN HIGH QUAL11ke EDUCATION
IN TI-E miDST OF REDUCED BUDGETS.

THROUGH MY PERSCNAI_ COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES,

1 HAVE OBSERVIED THAT THE MORE ACADEMIC INSTR1TIQtCHILDREN GET IN THEIR

IMMIGRW PARENTS' LANGuAGE; THE LESS QUICKLY THEY

RENSLISH, .1

PERSONALLY BELIEvE THAT ESL AND IMMERSICN TECHNIQUES AL1614 NON-ENGLISH

SPEAKING STUDENTS TO MASTER OUR LANGUAGE SO THEY CAN JOIN THE mAINSTREAM OF
SOCIETY mORE QUICKLY THAN THROUGH TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION.

MY

LEGISLATION BROADENS THE RANGE OF INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES FORSERVING
CHILDREN OR Lir4ITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY.

1

EXPECT SCHCOL BOARDSTO wELCCME

THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE mORE EFFICIENT AND COST EFFECTIVE.INSTRUCTION TO

THEIR IMMIGRANT STUDENTS MILE MAINTAINING THEIR ELIGIBILITY FoR TITLE VII
FU1DS.

.

u
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WHAT THE LEARNING OF A NEW LANGUAGE REQUIRES, AS IS WELL-KNOWN IN
,

U.S. MILITARYIANGUAGE SCHOOLS, IS TOTAL IMMERSION IN THE NEW LANGUAGE,

OR AS CLOSE TO TOTAL IERSION AS POSSIBLE,
INTENSIVE MEII-CDS Of

LISH INSTRUCTION,

THOUai I PERSONALLY SUPPORT
I MUST POINT OUT THAT EVEN MY.

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL APENOMENT DOES NOT PROHIBIT TIE USE Cf MINORITY
LANGUAGES TO ASSIST NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS,

ON ThE CONTRARY, IT

SPECIFICALLY STATES THAT IT "SHALL NOT PROHIBIT EDUCATIONAL'INSTRUCTION
4
IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH AS REQUIRED AS A TRANSITIONAL MET-CD OF

MAKING STUDENTS 40 USE A LANGUAGE OThER THAN ENGLISH PROFICIENT IN
ENGLISH".

Pr BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROPOSAL FOLLOWS THE SAME LINE OF

REASONING BY ALLOWING LOCAL SCH5OLS THE FREEDOM TO CHOOSE THE TEACHING
METHOD THAT wILL BEST SERVE THEIR IMMIGRANT POPULATICN AND MAINTAIN( THEIR

ELIGIILITY FOR FEDERAh. BILNGUAL ED1XAT1ON FUNDS.
SOME IMMIGRANT GROUPS ARGUE THAT TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDLCATION IS
NECESSARY TO PRESERVE EQUAL EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS FOR NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING

STUDENTS WHILE TNEY ARE LEARNUG ENGLISH,

I BELIEVE THAT THIS REQUIREMENT

CANACTUALLY RESULT IN DISCRIMIRATION,IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF TITLE VII
pRcGRApts. ,THE COsy5F PROVIDING ACADEMIC SUBJECTS IN A.LANGUAGE OTHER
THAN ENGLISH CAN EXCLUDE MANY OF OUR RECENT IMMIGRANT GROUPS SUCH AS THE

INDCONNESE MO SPEAK A VARIETY OF LANGUAGES.

OANY LocAL DISTRICTS

EXCATiNG THESE STUDENTS SIMPLYSMNOT AFFCRD TO PROVIDE ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION
IN THi MANY INDOCHINESE LANGUAGES *NCH ARE OFTEN REPRESENTED IN ONE SChCOL.
ImAGINEtTHE COST OF PROVIDING ACADEMIC INSTRUCTICN IN CAMBODIAN, *ONG,
.

LAOTI,Ail, AND VIETNAMESE IN SEVERAL GRADES,

THESE STUDENTS ARE NO MORE

FLLENT.IN ENGLISH THAN ThE TRADITIONAL IMMIGRANT GROUPS FuNotp UNDER TITLE VII.
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14EvER, BECAUSE-LOCAL SCHCCLS OFTEN USE INTENSIVE ENGLISH INSTRUCTION FOR
INDOCHINESE STUDENTS, THEY WILL NO7 QUALIFY FOR-TITLE VII MONEY. ,SECTION 2,

SUBSECTION 2 OF TEE BILINGUAL EDUCATION ImPROVENENT ACT EaILD CORRECT THIS
BY ALLOWING FUNDING FCR PROJECTS WHICH USE A VARIETY OF METHODS FOR TEACHING

CHILDREN WITH'LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
TRAUSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION, ESL,, OR INVERSION.

SECTION 2, SI/SECTION B

INSLRES EDLCATICNAL QUALITY FOR STUDENTS SERVED BY REQUIRING APPLI4ANT
SCHOOLS TO SHOW THAT'THEY HAVE SELECTED INSTRUCT-I-ON METHODS THAT WILL
OCIMPLEMENT THE SPECIAL NEEDS AND

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TITLE VII STUDENTS.

THE ACQUISITION OF A NEW LANGUAGE IS FAR EASIER FOR CHILDREN THAN FOR
ADULTS,

CHILDREN AT THE AGES OF FOUR TO SIX ARE AT TFE HEIGHT OF THEIR

LANGUAGE-LEANING POWERS,

IN FAMILIES WHERE THE FATHER SPEAKS TO THE

CHILDREN IN ONE LANGUAGE, THE MOTHER IN ANOTFER, AND TI-E MAID IN A THIRD, THE
CHILDREN GROW. UP TRIOINGUAL WITH NO DIFFICULTY.

FROM THE AGE OF SIX

WARD, THERE IS A GRADUAL DECLINE IN A CHILD'S LANGUAGE-LEARNING POWERS, SO
AAT LEARNIN3 A NEW LANGUAGE AS AN ADOLESCENT IS A MORE DIFFICULT AND SELFCONSC ICUS PROCESS THAN IT IS FOR A CHILD,

FOR ANYONE OVER TWENTY, IT IS A

MUCH MCRE DIFFICULT PROCESS, INVOLVING CONCEPTUALIZATION, LIKE LEARNING RULES
OF GRAMMAR.

A CHILD PICKS UP UNFAMILIAR GRAMMAR WITHOUT' CONSCIOUS EFFCRT.

BECAUSE JF THESE-DIFFERENCES IN 7HE RATES AND METHODS OF LANGUAGE LEARNING
.AMONG DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS, SCHOOL CHILDREN, ESPECMLLY UNDER THE ACE OF TEN,
SHOULD BE EXPOSED TO ENGLISH CONSTANTLY THROUSH CONTACT 'WITH ENC19SH-SPEAKING
CLAC:GPATES AZ.PLar"ATES.

THEY WILL LEARN ENGLISH EF5CRTLESISLY, WITKUT THE

SENSE OF UNEEPG011' J A' DIF=ICUCT

PERIENCE.
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THE sEcOND.PROVISION OF THE BILINGUAL EDUCATION !MOVEMENT ACT
hOULD GIVE PRIORITY FUNDING TO TITLE VII PRCUECTS MICH SERvE tHILCRENg
wV0 ARE BoTH OF LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY AND MOSE USUAL UANGUAGE IS
NOT ENGLISH,

Es IN

IN OUR CURRENT PERIOD OF LIMITED FEDERAL RE

gucATIoN, BOTH SECRETARY BELL AND 1 AGREE TEAT IT IS IMPERATIvE TO TARGET
TITLE VII FUNDS TO THIS PARTICULAR GROUP OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN.

IT IS

CLEAR THAT THE PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1983 BLEGET OF $.94.5 MILLION CANNOT
SERvE THE APPROXIMATELY 3.6 MILLION STUDENTS WHO ARE TECHNICALLY ELIGIBLE
FOR TITLE VII AID.

THIS PROvISION OF MY LEGISLATION WILL TARGET TI-OSE

ARE POST LIMITED IN THEIR ABILITY TO SPEAK ENGLISH WITHOUT TAMPERING WITH
THIE CURRENT DEFINITION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR TITLE VII FLNDING.

DURING OUR

DISCUSSIONS, SECRETARY BELL AND I RAVE AGREED THAT THIS EFFORT TO CHANNEL
TITLE VII FuNRS TO 1HE STUDENTS WHO ARE LEAST PROFICIENT IN ENGLISH IS NOT
TO BE,SITERPRETED AS A FEDERAL pANDATE WHICH-WILL INTRUDE IN THE LCCAL
SCHDOLS' DETERMINATIONS ABOUT THEIR IMMIGRANT STUDENTS.

IT la AN INCENTIvE

TO LCCALSCHOOL OFFICIALS TO SET PRIORITIES FCR USING LIMITEn FEDERAL
BILINGUAL EDUCATION FUNDS.

WE AGREE THAT THIS NEN PROvISION wILL BE IMMENSELY

HELPFUL IN CLARIFYING A TARGET POPULATION OF STUDENTS WHO ARE, THE MOST LIMITED
IN TH.EIR ABILITY TO SPEAK ENGLISH.
,

THE THIRD PROVISION IN THIS LEGISLATION wOULD AUTHORIZE SEvERAL PROGRAMS

LEDER TITLE'VII ,MICH wERE PREvIOUSLY UNDER THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT,
VocATIONAt TRAINING FOR ImMIGRANT ADULTS AND OUT-OF -SCHOOL YOUTH, TRAINING
,FuNDS FOR TEAcHERS

OF

IMMIGRANT STUDENTS, AND BILINGUAL MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

HAvE ALL PROVEI1TO BE SMALL BUT EFFECTIvE PROGRAMS.

Tills PROVISION wOULD

REmovE THE SET-ASIDE POR EACH.PROGRAIm REQUIRED UtiDER THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

95-555 0-82--.3

t.)
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AND WOULD ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF Ear-ATION TO SET PRICRITIES FOR 1HE USE OF
THESE FUNDS.

THE FOCUS OF THIS FUMING WILL BE FOR DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

MICH WILL IDENTIFY SUCCESSFUL TEACHING METHODS RATHER THAN SERVICE PRCUECTS
WHICH MERELY MAINTAIN THE STATUS QU3.

1 AM VERY EhCOURAGED BY SECRETARY BELL'S

INTEREST IN USING THESE PROGRAMS AS CAAALYSTS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

,

WHICH WILL ENCOURZ STATE AND LCCAL EDUCATION AGENCIES-TO SHARE IN THE
FORMULATION OF NEW TRAINING METHODS,

moTHER smALL, BUT EXTREMELY IMPCRTANT PROVISION OF MY LEGISLATION WOULD
REQUIRE ENGLISH PROFICIENCY FOR INSTRUCTORS IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS.
j WAS SHOCKED TO LEARN THAT TITLE VII CURRENTLY PLACES GREATER IMPCRTANCE ON
ITS TEACHERS KNOWING THE NATIVE LANGUAGE OF THEIR STUDENTS THAN ON KNOWING
ENGLISH,

1IY LEGISLATION WILL MEND SECTION 721 (B) OF TFE 1978 ACT TO FUND

PROGRAMS "INCLUDING CNLY THOSE TEACHERS WHO ARE PROFICIENT IN ENGLISH, AND,
4'1D THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN AI* OTHER LANGUAGE USED TO PROVIDE INSTRUCTION".-

THE EMPHASIS IS REVERSED FROM KNOALEDGE OF THE IMMIGRANT LANGUAGE TO ENGUSH,
'WHICH SECRETARY BELL AND 1 AGREE REFLECTS'THE TRUE INTENT OF FEDERALLY FUNDED
BILINGUAL EDUCATION.
,

THE ISSUE OF ENGLISH AS OUR OFFICIAL LANGUAGE AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION FOR

IMIICRANTS IS ESPECIALLY TIMELY IN LIGHT OF THE CENSUS BUREAU FIGURES RELEASED
TH I S PAST TUESDAY , k 1

CENSUS FOUND THAT 23 MILLION PEOPLE IN,THE UNITED

STATES AGED 5 OR OLDER SPEAK A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH AT HOME.

WE AS'

AMERICANS MUST REASSESS CUR COMIITMENT TO.THE PRESERVATION OF ENGLISH AS'OUR
COMMON LANGUAGE,

LEARNING ENGLISH RAS BEEN THE PRIMARY TASK OF EVERY IMMIGRANT

SROUP FOR To0 CENTURIES..

PARTICIPATION IN THE CCMMON LANGUAGE HAS RAPIDLY

mADE THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF AMERICAN SOCIETY AVAILABLE TO EACH
NSN GROUP,

THOSE VA-10 HAVE MASTERED ENGLISH HAVE OVERCCME THE MAJOR HURDLE TO

PARTICIPATION IN OUR DEMOCRACX,

PASSAGE OF MY ENGLISH LANGUAGE AMENDMENT,

AS WELL AS MY BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROPOSAL, WILL INSURE THAT WE MAINTAIN A
CalmON BASIS FOR CCNIVNICATING AND SHARING IDEAS.

,
..

r
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June 28, 1982

Honorable Robert T. Stafford
Chairman
Subcomnittee on Education, Arts,
ihd Humanities
Committee on Labor and Human
Resources
United States Senate
20510
Washington, D.C.

.

,

Dear Bob',

:.

Enclosed are my responses to the questions'fron Senator Kennedy
ilingual Education Improvement

for the hearing record of S. 2412, the
Act

The questions were forwarded to me throu

your letter of

June 4, 1982.

6incWely,
57-,......
S. I. Hayakawa
S1H/can

,
tr

c.

/ I

oj
r
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RESPONSES rim SENATOR S.

I. HAYAKAWA TO QUESTIONS ASKED BY

SENATOR TED KENNEDY REGARDI\G S. 2412, BILINGUAL EDUCATION
IMPROVEMENT ACT

I.

IN YOUR TESTIMONY, You STAFED THAT "THE ROLE OF BILI,NGUAL
EOUCATION IS TO EQUIP IMMIGRANTS WITH THE NECESSARY ENGLISH
1.1NGUAGE SKILLS TO QUALIFY THEM TO 'READ, WRITE AND SPEAK
WORDS IN ORDINARY USAGE IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.'"
A.

SINCEA VAST MAJORITY or THE ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS UNDER
TITLE"VII ARE NATIVE-BORN, WHY DO YOU EXCLUDE THEM IN
YOUR DESCRIPTION OE THE GOALS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION?

1nswer:

Let me first address your initial statement.

In

quoting the phrase "read, write and speak words in ordinary

usage in the English language, I was discussing the need
for immigrants to learn English in order to satisfY'the
requirements for naturalization.

In this context, the vast

majority of naturalized citizens were immigrants and their
children who became citizens at the same time.

I

did not

exclude native-born non- or limited-English-speaking people
from the goals of bilingual education but was mw.ely
focusing on the major group that needs to satisfy the
requirement of.English language proficiency in order to
become a citizen oi the United States.
R.

WHY Do you IGNORE OTHER IMPORTANT BENEFITS OF BILINGUAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS (FOR EXAMPLE, LOWER DROPOUT RATES;
OVERALL 1CADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT; INCREASED TEACHER CONTACT
WITH "LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT" PARENTS)?

Answer.

programs.

I

did not ignore the benefits of bilingual edocatron.
Mv legislation does not proh;bit the use of these

programs hut merely allows flexibility so the school districts*
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1B Ans;4er (cont.)

can apply those teaching methods that are besf suitcsd to the
Therefoie I was not 'commenting

students in their program.
tvi

the pros or con+ of

the Title VII ptogram al, such, but

on specific methods of instruction bein4 Ad to implement

2.

it.

IOU INIIICATED IN YOUR '',TAILMLN1 THAI BILINGUALISM COULD
141:VITALLY LEAD TO A'SEPARAT1ST NVEMENT IN OUR COUNTRY.

ART MERE MANY iIRCOMSTANCES WHERE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMINT
WOULD BE IUSIIFIED IN PROMOTING BILINGUALISM?
Bilingualism can Play an important role in national

Answer.

security aftair+, foreign business interests, and the

'develols-

-:

ment of our countrv's relationships with nations abroad.name a

few.

to

llowevel the+c are in no way connected with the

aims of title VII and my legislation.
on the best wa4

The discussion heie

is

to teach English to non- and limited English

--ospeolsing peoPle.

4.

IN YOUR 0 SEIMON1, IOU SIATI MAI BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1UNDED UNDER TITLE 4II INVOLVI "THE MAINTENANCE OE A MOND
HOWEVER, TIrEl
CULTURE AND AN EMPHASIS ON ETHNIC HERITAGE."
VII SIMPIA REQUIRES AN INsrRUCTIONAL APPROACH IMPLOYINC INGLISH
AND THE 'ITHDENT'i'l NATIV1 LANGUAGE AND INCLUDING AN APPRECIATION
TOR THE, STUDENT'S CULTURAL HERITAGE.
1.

WHAr THEN IS Till SOURCE IOR YOUR CONCLUSION WITH RLGARD
If) TIILE VII PROGRAMS'

Answei.
is

true.

Indeed vow statement of the requirements of !tile VIJ
But though interpretation of the 'title,

the method

of in+truction being mo+t widely used overemphasizes the use
ol

the native language.

rhis impedes the pelson's integtation

into the Ameiican society.

Evidence of this pr'oblem can be se06

by looking at the programs of various school districts.
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3.

'

B.

IS IT 1OUR i341ENTION IHA1 AN AP'PRECIATION 01 1111 STUDENT'S
INCLUDED IN TUT INSTRUCTIONS?

MTURAL HERItAGE SHOULD N01 BI
'Answer

No: Mv Japancsg heritage is very important to me and r

would not want to dopy that knowledge and.espertence to anyone.
But rhe mat'or responsyilliy of the Title VII program, a, I've
stated before, is to teach English,
student's kulturaj

An appreciation of ihe

eritagh is important but should not play

a maior role in tl* program.
4.

YOU STATE ,THAT THE CONGRESSIONAL INTENT UNDERLYING THE. 1968
BONGUAI EDUCATION l'iCT WAS TO TEA111 IMMIGRANTS ENGLISH.
WHAT
IS YOUR SOURCE FOR mAr coNcLosioN'
Answer.

I believe it is important to quote my statement.

"Congress recognized t11;e importance of teaching Englqsh to

immigrants in 1968 when 4t passed Title VII of the Elementary

and Cekondarv Education AO."

As' you arc well aware, Congress

in de.lue,cd each session' with proposed legislation and It is

impossible

foi each to ke considered.

Therefore, tilose of a

more urgent and nationally fiaportant nature are emphasized
during the course df chmmittee meetings, flooi action, etc.

The fact that Congress undeitook and completed the task of
investigating and passing this legislation shows it, recognition of the need for the Title VI4 program.

a
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5.

YOU ALSO STATED IN 1OUR TESTIMONY 1HAT LOCAL SCHOOLS WOULD TAKE
1HE OPPORTUNITY UNDER YOUR AMENDMENTS TO EMPHASEE ENGLISH
INSTRUCTION AT TOP EXPENSE OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION.
A.

GIVEN THAT MANY BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS OXUE PROVEN TO
BE EFFECTIVE, WHAT IS TIT JUSTIFICATION roR THIS?

Answer:

Bilingual education programs that focus on

the use of

the native language with English treated as a separate subject
have not-proven particularly successful when compared with an

Tng1i5EIM:ed approach.

The success of the immersion teaching

method canThe readily seen in a variety of educational programs
teaching English to non-Engli:h-speaking students and a
Il%16ig4gn language to English speaking students.

B.

WHY SHOULD THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ENCOURAOT LOCAL SCHOOL
DISTRICTS ro I'm ACTIONS IN CONTRAVENTION OF STATE ,
BILINGUAI, EDUCATION LAWS'

Answer

4y legislation does not encourage such actions.

It

allows flesibility in the methods employed by school districts

and would.work in coniunction with anv existing :tate bilingual
education

O.

YOU STATED 1HAl GREATER NlADEAIC TRAINING IN THE IMMIGRANT'S
NATIVE LAN6UAG1 TENDED TO.INTERFERT WITH HIS OR HrR LEARNING

OF rwLicH.
A.

Dohs THIS OBSeRV1TI0N"1(011) rRur FOR NATIVE-BORN "LIMITED
ENGLISH 'PROFICIENT" STUDENTS"

B.

HAVE 1NY OTHER STUDIES COME TO SIMILAR CONCLUSIONS?

knswer:

In response to both questaons A and B,

reiterate mv comments to question SA.

I

can, only

When the native

language is used to teakh non- or limited-Inglish :peaking
students, it becomes the language relred upon.

When it

used for clarification purpOses, English is emphasized
and more readjlv learned.

is
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Senator STAFFo!tn Thank you very much, Senator Hayakawa.
Your testimony is especially helpful to this subcommittee and b:),
our full committee because of your long and distinguished career in'
education yourself.

I have no questions but I am happy now to welcome my col-

league, Senator Pell. And Senator, if you hove a statement or q stions, this would,be a good time.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I hae no

questions except to say I think we are all very fortunate to have
the Senator froni California here because I do not think anybody
knows niore about the science of the study of language. It is linguistics or semantics?

Senator HAYAKAWA. Both.

Senaior PEIA.. What is the difference?
Senator HAvARAWA. Well, semantics is one branch of linguistics.

I mean, linguistics can be divided into many areas, into lexicography, into phonetics, into comparative linguistics, comparative
grammar, comparative syntax, et cetera, et cetera. Semantics deals
more specifically with the study of meaning as such.
Senator PEEL We are very for,tunate. I think you, more than any
other member of the Senate, ever in the Senate, understands the
,

complexity of linguistics.

One question- a litile off the subject, but when I was younger, I
used to hear a great deal about Esperanto which was going to be
made into a lingua franca for the world. That has been dropped by
the wayside and English is becoming something of a lingua franca
with aviation and navigation and in a variety of ways.
What is your own view? Do you think that Esperanto or some
common language will ever be developed or will English
become
.
the lingua franca?
Senator HAYAKAWA. The very distinguished linguists scholarhe

taught in DenmarkOtto Jesperson, used to say that if the English speaking people would make rational their spelling system, he
would root for making English the universal second language.

Well, we still, have not made our spelling rational. You will

ecall the Chicagi, Tribune Is attempt to spell freight rate, f-r-a-t-er a-t e ,It makes perfectly good sense. 'I'hey wanted to spell tariff and
sheriff w ith oiw "r" and one "1" apiece which also makes perfectly
good sense.
.
But Colonel McCormick who was the publisher of the Chicago
Tribune at that,ttime was simply laughed at for his efforts.
President Theodore Roosevelt was a great exponent of reformed
spelling When he was finally defeated there was a cruel cartoon of

him walking into the sunset and above him was great letters

.s4yink "T-h-r-u." [Laughter.)

So there is every kind of logical reason for improving English
spelling, and if English spelling were made more rationale than it
is, I am sure that the difficultiesthat the world would welcome it,
and it would become an international second language with very,
very much less difficulty than it is experiencing now.
But., even with the diFficulties thbt our crazy spelling system

offers to the world, it is becoming a universcil second language.
N...._.

iV
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When I was last ip Japan, I was interested in the automobile and
its parts, and I askell them, "Well, what 'do you call this part of an
automobile?" And they gaid, "Fender."
I said, "What do you call this?" "Wiper." "And what do you call
this?" "Window." And I said, "Well, you Ilve,a Japanese word for
`window'." Well, on a car, it is window, but anywhere else va
window is a "mato", and so on.
And along with technology and along with games and along with
rock music and along with other cultural phenomenon, the vocabulary follows the cultural phenomenon and the technology, and because of the rapid spread of American technology in all parts of the
world, oven in Japanese cars, it comes along with an American vocabufary.
So I think that the future holds more and more promise of English becoming a universal second language.
Senator PELL. Well, one thought there or comment is now in
France with the new government of Mitterand, I understand he is
seeking to reerse things so that instead of saying hamburger, they

will have squashed horsemeat in French, whatever the words
would be, but taking out the English words that have crept into

French.
And I am wondering if this is not creeping around the world, too,

because after the war we had this direction *toward English, yet
today you find some countries are going in the 'reverse. For example, India which had English as its common language is now going
back, I think, to either Hindi or Erdu. In Ireland, they are trying
to make Gaelic the language where is the common language In the
Philippines where English and Spanish were the common languages, they.are trying to make Tagalog the language. In Africa,
there are various revisions going on.
Is there any way of discouraging this in order to move in the di-

rection both you and I believe should be done to more of a common
.
language?
Senator tlAYAKAWA. The problem is, and it is a problem, is that
the rise of national self-consciousness in any cultural group, let us
say, for example of the Welch, is usually accompanied by the revival of the ancient Welch language and the attenyt to thlk in a, well,
obsolete dialect, and this happens all over the worldat one time or
other
.
But once they begin to join a universal communications system,
if you had, let us say, a more powerful Wales with an international
airline, they are not going' to, Aspproach the airport in New York or

Tokyo or Berlin speaking only Welch. They have got to join the
network of the international languages tIpt are accepted for international air travel.
And that imperative of technology and wo'rldtrade and world
travel hits us all, and therefore, Welch and Gaelic anct many other
langvages belonging to smaller groups like American Indian tribes
and so on, however beautiful they may be to those who speak it,
they have a limited usefulness.
And there may be some wise ofd people among them who will
recall the poetry in those languages, hut for purposes of international commerce or even for ordinary citizenship in a large nation,
it is going to disappear.

,
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Senator PELL And even we are pretty backward in this regard
because you mentioned commerce as well. I am thinking of- the
Imetric system which is a means of communication and whin the
whole world except the United States and three small countries in
the Caribbean and Africa are on it. We are now going in reverse,
moving away from the metric system.

We have had a Metric Board that was moving us toward the
metric system, but now, under the present administration, the
board is being dissolved, and we are moving backward. I do not
know if anything can be done in that regard. Do you have any

thoughts there?
.
Senator HAYAKAWA. In every great struggle, there are retreats
as well as advances. I do not know why it happens to be that liquor

comes in the metric system more and more often than anything

else that I come across. [Laughter.]
But butter does not and mill( does not yet. So perhaps the metric
system lends itself to booze more than it does milk.

Senator.PELL. Let us all familiarize ourselves with the metric

system then. [Laughter.]
Thank you. I have a statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator STAFFORD. ThWilc y9rvemuch, Senator Hayakawa.
Senator HAYAKAWA. ThapKyou, Mr.chairman. ,
Senator STAVFORD. Thi whole discussion reminds me that, since
I live in a State that bordem with the Province of Quebec, French
is the second language in the northern part of my state. It is probably French that would not be fully recognized in France because it
has be,en over here 200 years, just like our English.
And about 5 miles north of the Vermont border into Quebec on

one of the main arterial highways, there is a sign which sayg,

"English spoken, American understood." [Laughter.]
We thank you very much, sir, for your helps
Senator PELL Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment you on.fiolding these hearings which come at a particularly difficuli and 'sensi-'
tive time We are being asked to undertake a calm and deliberative

examination of the Bilingual Education Act at the wiry time the
present administration seeks Co reduce 'the funding by about a
third.
.
.
We are being asked to open the program to permit a wider vari-

ety. of instructional methods at the same time that under the administration's proposal 125,000 students coull be dropped from bilingual education services and 200 school districts could lose Federal bilingual education support.

We are seeking to build a better education program when support for the bilingual teacher training could be cut by 20 percent
and Federal funds for bilingual instructional materials might be
cut in half..

.

I believe we must take a careful look "at the provisions of the
present Bilingual 'Education Act I am concerned that students may

not be learning English as quickly as Congress had intended.
Also, there might be methods in addition to bilingual instruction
that suit the educational needs of the child of limited English proficiency These are complicated questions and can only be answered
by the course of hearings that you are now
conducting.
.
.
.
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I also recognize that asking these questions and debating them at

the same time that funding for the program is in such jeopardy

could proyide ammunition for, those who simply wish to cut off all
Federal ruading and gut the program.

I would hope you could proeeed with extreme care, re gnizing
that the present law should be improved but not by throwing the
baby out with the bath water. We want to insure that English does
become the common language, but that children who come of a for-

eign language background have ample opportunity to learn English.

I feel particularly strongly on this subject because in my State of
Rhode Island we haNe the highest percentage of foreign-born citizens of any State in the union, and we have a good bilingual prof
gram there, and we want to make sure that our youngsters do get
into the mainstream as soon as they can.
I would very much agree, incidentally, with what Senator Hayakawa said about learning languages at a young age. I used to live
in a city called Bratislava which was called Pojon in Hungarian

and Presberg in German, ancl the children there were trilingual
with no great problem at all, and the people were. trilingual. They

Wile% all three languages, and it did not phase them. And this idea

that the children are going to have a nervous breakdown if they
have to learn more than one language or think in more than one
language is simply, I think, not correct.
I also wanted to recognize' from my own State of Rhode Island

Maria Lmdia, Director of Bilingual Education in Bristol with

whom I have worked for many year's, and e will be a witness on
Monday morning when, alas, I will not b ere in Washington and
be able to be with you.
Also, Mr. Chairman, "I would like to submit some questions to
SecretaryBell and to the other witnesses.
Senator STAFFORD. Certainly, without objection it will be so ordered.

And your statement will appear without objection in the record

together with my own before the witnesses testified.
Senator PELL. Thank you.,
Senator STAFFORD. Before closing the meeting, I noted you referred to squashed horse med.
Senator PEN,. It should have been chopped.
Senator STAFFORD. Chopped. It reminded me, however, that one
time I was enjoying steak diablo in a foreign country until I discov-

ered it was actually imported American horsemeat that I was
eating. [Laughter],
Since then I have stuck to hamburger.
At this point the meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10.50 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned to reconvene Monday, April 26, 1982].
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1981
MONDAY, APRIL 26, 1982
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in rooin
4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Robert T. Stafford
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Stafford.
Also present: Senator Huddleston.
-

OPENING STATEMENT OF S'ENATOR STAFFORD

Senator STAFFORD. The meeting of the Education,- Arts and Humanities Subcommittee, in connection with S. 2002, bilingual edu-:cation amendments, and other amendmenti to the bilingual educhtion program, will come to order.

Today, the Subcommittee on Education, Arti'arid Humanities

conducts its second day of hearings on proposals to amend the BiliQgual Act..

At The outset of these hearings, this Senator emphasized .that

equal educational opportunity is the ultimate and inviolable goal of
Federal aid to education.

On Friday, the subcommittee heard testimony from Secretary

Tprrel Bell, and from my eminent colleaguefrom California, Senator Haygkawa, that supported broadening the scope of the Bilin-

gual Education Act in order to support a variety of instructibnal
approaches to assisting language minority students.
Today, we will hear from other witnesses who will disc:Liss whether or not the present emphasis in title VII best serves the educational needs of limited English-proficidnt children.
I am pleased that our first witness this morning is my most distinguished colleague, Walter Huddleston, the distinguished Senator

from Kentucky. Senator Huddleston, on his own initiative, has
become a serious student of title VII and bilingual education. He
holds informed and sincere views on how to effectively structure
title VII, and he has incorporated his recommen.dations in S 2002,
which has been referred to this subcommittee for consideration.
Also, we will hear what may be a spirited discussion of this topic

from a group dtccomplished professionalspractitioners, educators and researchers in thg field of language minority education I
look forward to their recommendations on how best to proceed to
sei-ve our children.
1391
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I am now particularly haPpy to welcome my long-time friena and

colleague, Senator Waiter D. Huddleston, to this hearing. We
would be very happy to hear your statement; Senator.

STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER D. HUDDCESTON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF KENTUCKY
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I ap-

preciate the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee today
on legislation I have introduced to amend the Bilingual Education
Act I commendihe subcommittee for holding hearings on this bill
and for recognizing the need to reexamine the direction the title
VII program is taking.
Before I begin my statement on S. 2002, I want to assure the
members of the subeommittee, as well as those who are attending
these hearings, of my concern for etludation. For as long as I have
been in public service, from my time in the Kentucky State Legislature t
y present term in tfie U.S. Senate, I have been a strong
suppor
of education programs. Education has been and continues to' an important priority for me, and I think for our country.
The Feder,al Government has a proud record of promoting educational opportunities for all segments of our society. From programs
which provide handicapped children with an appropriate education
to,those which permit adults the chance to,get a high schail diploma, we have taken great strides in making an education available
to all who want it.
Our successes, however, have been threatened by recent reduc-

tions in funding We have been forced to Closely'examine every program to guarantee that it is achieving the results Congress intended This process has been helPful, for it forces us tb improve the
deficiencies which we have in our programs and makes us. work
toward our ultimate goal of excellence in,education.

Perhaps with no other program was a reexamination more
needed thin the bilingual education program. While most other
education programs funded by the Federal Government have impressive records of success, the same canuot be said for bilingual,

education Since its inception in 1968, the title VII liiI;ingual education program has remained controversial. While there are studies
which sh.ow that bilingual education has been sUccessful, there are
an equal nnmber which question the validity of this method of in-

struction and question the results produCed by title VII. In few
other edpcation programs,funded by,the Federal Government is
there suO controversy and mixed resuk.
The legislation I have introduced has generated a great deal of
controversy. Some criticisms have' been leveled against the approach I have suggested for revising our bilingual education program. However, along with the criticisms, there have been a
number of favorable comments, and I am pleased that we have at
least taken a step forward by havit$ hearings on this matter.

Because of my work in the Senate with issues which affect immigration, I have chosen to look into ihe area Of bilingual education.
There are those who have violently reacted by saying that bilingual education has nothing. to.do With immigration'. However, I be-

It
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lieve there is a (..onnection when you consider the children who are
?eceiving services under the title VII program.
In 1978, the children's English and4ervices study showed that 25
percent of the students wshb were of limitedlEnglish profici6pcy,
aged 5 to I4and thus eligible for title VII services-7-were forbign
born. More recent figures seem to be unavailable. However,, in informal discussions my staff has had with various title VII project

it has been suggested that this
number isinuch higherperhaps even as high as 50 percent in

dirdctors, across the country,
some program's.

With approximately 450,000 students ,participatira hi title VII
se figures point to the
programs for the 1980-81 school year,
fact that a substantial number of title V students are immigrants
who may or may not presently be American citizens. Thus, we
have a Federal education program which has close connections to
our immigration policies by the very number of students who are
not native-born.

New census data which has just been released shows that with

an increase in immigration, we can expect an increase in the

,

number of people who do not speak English. The census figures
show that the percentage of those who are foreign-born increased'
from 4.7 percent in 1970 to 6.2 percent in 1980. At the same time,
the Census Bureau found that in 1980, 1 of every 10 said he spoke
41.
a language other than English.
Because this connection exists, it ddes not mean that these students deserve less of an education than native-born Americans
However, a program whin closely affects these children needs to
be examined to see if We are indeed helping non-native-born students achieve proficiency in our common language and are helping
to rapidly assimilate them into our society.
Additionally,-we need to see if we are helping, through our present programs, to assimilate native-born Americans who-are limited
in their ability to speak English. If these gpalg are not being'met,
then it is time to change our course so that we can provide all limited-English speaking students with an education which promotes
English proficiency.

Much of the controversy surrounding bilingual education revolves around studies which have been completed on the effecilveness of titre VII proirams. Questions have been raised because of
the negative results which many reports have preduced aria because of the vested interest which various language groups across
the country have in bilingual education. Just because these repbrts
are controversial, though, should not permit us to ignore them.
While these studies may not hhve universal Acceptance, they do
have valuable information which can be used to improve the program's effectiveness.
Since these hearings are focusing on the Federal Title VII program, I will comment on the few national studies which have bees
completed. A national 'evaluation that was completed in 1977 by
the American Institutes for Research, or AIR, found that students
in bilingual education programs were doing no better at learning
English or any other subject than non-English speaking students
who had been placed in regular classes. Perhaps most startling,
was the admission by 86 percent of the project directors that even

.1
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after a student was able tO function in English, he or she remained
in a bilingual project Many of the directors reported attempting to
use a maintenance approach to bilingual education. This clearly
was not the intent of Congress when the bilingual program was approved..

The validity of the AIR.results were seriously questioned in a
reexamination of the report by the National Institute of Education
in 1979. A recommendation included in this reexamination stated
that the intent of the authdrizing legislation should be clarified.
This intent has never been clarified, and the 1978 amendments expanded the definition of a limited-English proficient child. According to the nett definition, approximately two-thirds of the students
'in title VII programs wereJimited-English proficient rather than
less than one-third, as suggested by the AIR study.
The Department of Education itself issued a response to the reexamination conducted by NIE and refused most of what it claimed
by upholding the validity of a good portion of the AIR study.
The argument over the success of bilingual education continued
intp 1981 when the so-called DeKanter/Baker Report was circulated Whili this study was completed by an office at the Department
-of Educatiun, it has never been released as an official Department
report In any eent, it deserves attention as it represents the most
comprehensive review of bilingual education to date.
In this report, the authors concluded that the case for the effectiteness of transitional bilingual education is so weak that excluske reliance un this instruction mqthod is clearly not justified. Too
little is known abuut the problems of educating language minority
students fbr the Federal Goernment to prescribe a specific remedy
for helping them.
The report alSo found that there is no justification for. assuming
that it is necessary to teach nOnlanguage subjects in the child's

native tongue fa...the student to make satisfactory progress in
school It pointed 'put that immersion programs, which involve
structured curriculuips in English for both language and nonlan-

guage subject areas, ..1tow, promising results and should be given
more attention in progkani development.
As expected this rep* has also been roundly criticized. I believe
these criticisms are cumtpg because of a differing view on exactly
what the purpose of' the ti*Eje VII program is.

Cpngress explicitly appkned a trangitional program only. Yet
manY imuked with title Vtl. programs have read their own intent
into the program This is beskillustrated by a letter I received from
Mr Joaquin C Armendariz of-,,the University of Arizona's Mexican
American Studies and ResearckCenter. Mr. Armendariz said.
Lirdtatulialt. that .s,toi
belitAthat so-talled transit wnal bihngu.iI Mutation is the best approath for nie(.ting thet needs ul the language minority children
Mt reason that the nailorit.s, 10111111unitik, and comerned educators accepted the
transitIonul model of bilingual education
one of compromiseit was that ur
II ut
i
nd 'Mt
rese.& ri. h or comnitnitense would indicate Just because the
ori;;Iritil title VII law went am-mist the evid64we from researth and cionnionsense
(IIM.,.'flOt Mean I bat W 4hou1d abide by it

t.
if.any thing points to the need to clattify congressional intent with
the bilingUal education program, it 14-1. this quotation. In all 91
years in tlw Senate, I Was unaware thili we were passing laws so.

`4.
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that citizens arid school officials could d7ith gem as they pleased
regardless of the intent of Congress.
The 1981 Annual ,.Evaluation of Department of Education programs also gave bilingual education failing marks. It is obvious
that the Department sees the need for change as evidenced by the

proposals which the administration has pyesented. I agree that

these changes, together with my legiglation, will help provide some

direction to the bilingual program which is more in line with the
original intent of Congress.

It is important to note that there are people who are intimately
connected with the children being taughtparents, teachers, and
administratorswho agree that the`title VII program is misdirected. While these peoples 'comments are not all grounded in educational theories or studies, they are impOrtant because they provide
us with a broad picture of.what is happening with bilingual education.

An associate superintendent for instruction in Michigan wrote to
me that, "I have seen no evidence supporting the educational merit
of bilingual education. Indeed, I have seen this whole approach as a
regressive, divisive, confusing, unsound policy against the national

interests of our country." Another letter from a public school
teacher in Boston stated that many of the students sperid their

entire elementary education in bilingual programs and continue in
the sarrie into middle and high school as well.
Additionally, an article from the Sacramento Union which my

colleague, Senator Hayakawa, has inserted into the record last
year refers to a parents' group which sued a Long Island school
system because it would not even test bilingual students td see if

they were ready to be mainstreamed. The same article tells about a
Los Angeles Times report from the previous year in which several
thousand Hispanic parents asked to have their children removed
from federally endorsed bilingual programs because they thought it
had become an obstacle to learning English.
These are just a few of the examples that show dissatisfaction
with the bilingual education program as it now exists We would be
doing the public a great disservice if we did not carefully consider
their views and make changes where they are needed.
The legislation I have introduced would go a long way toward
meeting some of the criticisms of the program and making the program more effective while reiterating the intent of Congress for a
transitional program only. The bill would accomplish this by returning the definition of a limited-English proficient child to that
which existed before the 1978 amendments. I beli&e this change is
necessary because .groups which are involved with title VII procrams have used the present definition to maintain the child in the
rogram for as long as they wish. If we continue to require that
each child be proficient in reading, writing, speaking, and understanding Ehglish, we eire not peomoting a transitional program and
we are insuring that limited-English speaking children will never
be educated together with other American students. Indeed, there
are children who know only English who have difficulty reading
and writing English. If we continue to use the -present definition,
we will guarantee that some children will be eligible for title VII
95- 555 '0 ---
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bilingual services through their whole elementary and secondary
education.

.

S 2002 would help place some accountability on those responsible for title VII programs by limiting the time in which children
can participate to 1 year. This time limit could be extended for up

to an additional 2 years, but only after an individual evaluation
has been completed on each child to establish the need for continued services Howevep under no circunAtances would a child be
permitted to participate in a title VII prolgram beyond 3 years.

This time limit has been criticized by some because it would

guarantee a termination of title VII services beyond a certain time.
Yet, in view of the efforts of some to make title VII a maintenance
program beyond the intent of Congress, I believe this time limit is
justified.
A member of the National Advisory Council on Bilingual Educa-

tion brought to my attention a 1979 study conducted in three

sclwol districts in the San Francisco Bay area which showed that
Hispanic students remained in bilingual programs an average of
1 9 years and Chinese students remained an average of 2.3 years.
Additionally, my staff has spoken with a number of directors of bilingual programs who substantiate these findings by saying that
children remain in bilingual programs an average of 1 to 3 years.
Based on this evidence, I fail to understand the objections to the

time limit Some have said that this time limit is not based

on

sound educational theory. However, the evidence on what is presently being done in bilingual programs tends to refute this argument

No one can deny that there are a large number of limited-Eng-

lish speaking,children 'Who are not receiving services because Federal funding is limited By placing a time limit on participation, we

would be insuring that those children who have learned English
will be mainstreamed. This will make a number of additidnal

places available for children who are not now being served. Even if
only 10 children out of a class of 50 are mainstreamed in 1 year, we
would be opening up 10 additional spaces for children who need to
learn English.
If a child has been in the program for 3 years and still lacks the
ability to speak and understand English, it is obvious that the services provided _by title VII programs may not be sufficient to ever
teach him English. If services are needed beyond this point, the responsibility lies more appropriately with the State and local school
systems than with the Federal Government. This is especially true

since a large part ot our bilingual population is concentrated in

three States:,Texas, New York, and California.
The requirement of an individual evaluation at the end ot 1 year
would guarantee that we mainstream any. child who has progressed
sufficiently to be placed in the regular classroom. Most, if not ail,
school district's with bilingual programs conduct yearly evaluations

of a child to determine the child's progress. Some districts have
more frequent evaluations This requirement would not increase
the paperwork burden that already exists for schools, and there
would be no additional burden on the Federal level since the evaluations would be kept at the local school districts.
<,
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These evaluations would havb to be kept on file as a condition
for getting any further grants under the Bilingual 'Education Adt

Any grantee who does not have this information available for
review by the Department of Education will be unable to get fur-

ther grants or could haNe present payments withheld until there is
compliance with these provisions.
All of these provisions would help insure that the title VII bilingual program will be only a transitional program according to the
original intent of Congress. They will also insure that we are providing services to the greatest number of individuals with the limited Federal funds which are available.
In closing, I believe we should also examine sorne of the implica-

tions for maintaining the bilingual education program we now
have. Since my bill was introduced last December, I have heard numerous criticisms of its various provisions. All of these criticisins
have come from Hispanic groups and representatives of Hispanic
interests. This fact is interesting in that the title VII program pro\Ades services to students of over 70 language groups across the
country. I respectfully suggest that the subcommittee consider examining the attitudes and concerns of representatives from many
of the other language groups served to see if they share the same
views of the bilingual program that Hispanics do.
I do nut believe that interest in promoting foreign languages can
be used to justify having the title VII program become a cultural
mziintenance program. This program was p ssed to promote English proficiency nut to promote children lea ing languages other
than English. If Congress should determine t ere is a need for increased foreign language training of our elem ntary and secondary
education students, this should be a matter fof separate legislation
apart from the title VII bilingual program.

I also fear we may be promoting a poor sy tem of education in
uur country if we allow a language maintenanè program to develop for limited-English speaking children. In 1954, the Supreme
Court in Brolert v. The Board of Education of Topeka declared that
separate school systems are not permitted in this country. Yet, I
fear if we permit the bilingual education program to continue on
its present course, we will once again be returning to two separate
systems of educationone for English-speaking children and one
fur children whose main language is something other than English,
We cannot deny language-minority students, an educatiori. However, at the same time, we cannot encourage Policies which promote
a separate system of education. This idea i completely contrary, to
the pnnciples for which this country sta,fids, and one need only
look to our neighbor to the North, Can da, to see the problems
which one country is experiencing coping with a dual language
sos.
,

ciety.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to enter into the record at this point
a statement submittod by Ms. Rosalie Porter, of the Newton Public
Schools, in Newtonville, Mass.,,relating to this subject.
Senator STAFFORD. Without objection, it will be entered.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Porter, with attachments, follows:l
4.

3

U1)
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Statement submitted by
Rosalie Pedalino Porter

When the original bilingual education legislation was enacted in 1968,
it was a compassionate response to the severe problems of limited or non.

English speaking children for whom equal access to education was not a reality.
There was-serious cause for concern for the civil rights violation inherent
in such a situation.

Title VII and the-subsequent enactment of state bilingual

education 11.6 have done a great deal to inErease educational opportunities
for these children.

It is now time to review the results obtained tprough this new educational

initiative and to consider what improvements may be necessary in light of these
re'.ults.

It is for thiS purpose that I offer my views of Senate Bill 2002 which

is currently before your committee.

MY involvement with bilingual education spans a period of ten years from
bilingual teaching, to graduate studies, to the directorship of a Bilingual,
and Lnglish as a Second Language program in the Newton, Miassachusetts,Public
Schools:

There arc approximately 400 limited-English proficient students

participating in this program, out of a total school pOpulation of 12,000
children city-wide.

There is a wide range of economic, social and ethnic

backgrounds represented in this school System which calls its bilingual program
"a source of pride."
Since the Commonwealth of Massachusetts wus first to pass a Transitional
Bilingual Education Act (P.L. 71) mandating native language instruction for'
minority language childreni we have had the longest experience with this
educational model.

Some timely changes in the legislation are needed to provide

better services to limited-English proficient children.

f
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A serious weakness in Transitional Bilingual Education prbgrams has been
Because

the lack of akstrong, well-defined English language teaching component.

of the disproportionate reliance on the home language as the 'instructional

medium, the effective acquisition of English has been delayea.

As a consequence,

classrocm instruction through the use of English in all the school subjects has
been held back also, creating linguistic segregation.

S. 2002 akiears to offer

a corrective measure by insisting that an intensive course of English language
study be part of any program for limited or non-English speaking children.
Another important change should be in the Bilingual Education Act due /o

the recognitwn that the

"vernacular advantage theory" has not been proven,

i.e.. the notion tha.t children can best be taught only id their native language.
41.

Most recent research shows that the

optimal

condition for aceitiring effective

second hmguage skills is the early, intensive classroom instruction in that
language, delivered by well-trained professional staff providing the richest
possible language environment.

There must be oppbrtunities for each local.education agency to plan its
own program to serve the needs of its particular speech communities.

No

--

particular methodology should be prescribed by law, but it must be clearly
understood that a special program of instruction must be provided.

This would

more closely follow thespirit and the letter of the Suprene Court's Lau decision.
With 79 mother tongue programs currently operating in the United States, there
muse be some flexibility in program options, allowing commnaities to choose
tietween the transitional bilingual education, an ESL model, some form of
immersion program, or some combination of these.

I am mailing to the subcommittee,

under separate cover, an outline of one alternative model which wns the focuc
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1,

of my doctoral dissertatien

This program is c

the Newton Public Schools.

sing a structur. Ummersion, modified bilingual

4 form of instruction, students from 21 dif
in age from 6 to 22, arc effec ively a

partiLipating in regular Llassr
their peers.

Generally, ;tudent

mainstream classroom after I
(,enate bill 200Z als

at the end of each ye
reasonable provis
one year limi

rently being implemented in

rent language backgrounds, ranging

uiring English language skills,

tivities and becoming integrated with
arc able to function unassisted in a

to 2 years in this pTogram.

mpbses he obligation of testing student achievement

and the deft ition of measurable goals.

These arc

s that should be hart of any instructional program.

The

lion may not be realAst c and it should be clarified in the

law tha,tArtudents requiring more than o c year of services would not be
'removed from the program too soon.
It

is urgent that the Department of ducation provide funding for the

evaluation of alternative programs that sho. sucLeSsfuf outcomes.
infUnnation should he made available, toget
tu local education agencies that request it.

made by the Department to survey language use

Ibis

r with technical assistance,

There should also be some effort
d language attitudes in

different speca courntunt les in order to help etermine language education
policy for a local school system or for a state or federalmgency.
of research is sorely lacking.

This kind
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THE NEWTON P.USLIC SCHOOLS
100 WALNUT STREET

NEWTONVILLE. MASSACHUSETTS 02160

DIVISION DI I110411104

May 13, 1982

Senator Robert T. Stafford
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Senator Stafford:

In my statement to the Subcommittee on Education during the hearings
on the Bilingual EducaO.on Act, which Senator Huddleston read to Your
committee on Apr1.1 26, 1982, I offered to submit further material for
the record
Enclosed is a chapter from my doctoral dissertation entitled,
"A Structured Immersion Bilingual Program for Teething english as a
Second Language." Based on the latest research in applied linguistics
and second language teaching, it offers an alternative plan which is
currently working well in our city.
Should you or your committee require further information or advice,
I will be happy to be of assistance.
Sinctr ly yours,

RP/ da
Encls.

/Rosalie P. Porter
Coordinator of Bilingual
and English as a Second
Language Programs
,

t.)
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CHAPTER III
A STRUCTURED IMMERSION BILINGUAL PROGRAM
FOR TEACHING EN(LISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Introduction

The program model I present is designed to facilitate the
a

uisition of Engligh language skills for minority language child-

re 'entering an American public school system.

The primary goal of

.

this program is the integration of these atudents'into the mainstream
/ classroom for instruction with their native English speaking peers.
.

The home language will be used as a secondary but not as the initial

d um of instruction.
i

It will be employed for supportive purposes

the early months of the child's entry into the program; for coun-

iSA.

selling; for conferences with parents, school principals and other
classroom teachers; for language and culture enrichment classes,
which,will be available.on a selective basis.
Fundamentally, if the intent of bilingual education laws is
ethe learning of English skills for access to a full educational program, and the research in applied linguistics indicates very strongly
-

that the best way to achieve this is to have as much exposure to the

second language as possiblewith a planned, structured, language
environment--then It mut follow that the best design for language
learning is some form of immersion plan.

01.

It simply makes sense that

'.
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schools concentrate imaediately on the business of 'teaching the

second language immediately, systematically and with all the resources of staff,and materials to make successful outcomes possible
for the gredtest numbrer of students.

The best elements of all the

models described in the last chapter can be combined to produce a
system that accomodates children of various languages, different
socioeconomic backgroupds, abilities and educational potential.
With the entry of so many new groups from the Caribbean, Southeast Asia, Central Europe and the Middle East, very few school systems still have bilingual programs catering to only one or two language groups.

Rather than struggling to implatent full bilingual

programs for every language group, it is possible to conduct an
effective second language program with the flexibility of selective
es
mother tongue instruction predicated on local conditions and indi.vidual community aspirations.
Another fundamental concern that'underlies program.planning is
the multicultural aspect of the populatiin.

Addressing the needs of

such a variety of ethnic backgrounds can be skillfully handled to '
coordinate with the multicultura/ backgrounds of the native American
students.

There'is the occasion, in multicultural eciiicatfon, for

creating a bond between the linguistically different student learning about the elements of the majority culture, and the English language dominant student whose own ethnicity can be studied and compared
with others to make him more sensitive to cultural similarities and
differences.

The second language can be the positive force for
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integration rind.accessibility, while the various cultural and
ethnic differences treated intelligently in the.classrtibm will

foster greater self-respect,and positive motivation.

The cultural

component is a feature of the program that is to be addressed by
4.

diffarent strategies Suitable to the different age and grade levels.
Because the existing.research on bilingual education results
available on programs in the United States has so far not demonstratgd any-clear advantages for the "vernacular advantage" premise,
When I assumed ehe

this program model is worthy of consideraiion.

directorship of an existing bilingual education program, I found the
A supportive admin-

opportunity to effect changes in program.design.
.

istration aneschool board gave me thg necessary approval to develop
and install an innovative plan.

The population for which I developed this plan is not unique or
exotic, except in some minor ways.

In a student population of

12,000 city,wide, there-are approximately 400 minority language
students from 22 language backgrgunds, with the major language grouP's

being Italian, Mandarin Chinese, Spanish, Vietnamese and Hebrew.

-They are almost equally divided amo4 three socioeconomic groupings:
'lit

refugee children,from lowlincope or publicly assisted families, many
with gaps of several years in their schooling; first and second
.

.

.

generation children f low income immigrant families who
their mother tongue

cm

retalnh

n tbeir Imams; children of visiting professord*

and businessmen of middle and upper incomes.

A program that pro-

vides successtGlly for such a disparate group of children should have

5

e
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tome generalizability to other communities.
The elements of the different approaches to

ecIpca-

tion which I incorporated'into this model are:
1.

Multf-cultural

ecognition and spme mother tongue main-

^

tenanée frOm-the TiE model,
2.

Second language as first medium of instruction from the
Canadian immersion models,

3.

Strong staff training in applied and socio-linguistics
from the ESL model.

But none of these models appeared to meet all the needs I perceived because:
1.

The ME model does not provide sufficient opportunities
for effective second language acquisition, lacking the
professional ESL staff and fOcdded disproportionately pn
L

instruction.
1
*14

2.

The Canadian immersion model promotes full bilingualism,
Which is ideal and workable in a bilingual country but
not sliitable in a linguiStically heterogeneous country
at,

such as ours.
3.

The ESL model comes near to meeting all the conditions but
es nothing for the home language, thereby wasting a
valgable resource.

The main,design features of my program which will be described
_in detail are:
1.

Central screening procedures for ilikntification, assessment.

.

and placement of students--elementary and Secondary
2.

Bilingual/ESL centers--elementary and secondary

3.

Grouping for instruction by Ige, language proficiency and
ability levels--elementary and secondary

4.

Classrbom management--the ESL Resource Room

5.

Curriculum objectives--elementary and seondary

6.

Professional staff qualifications

7.

Awciliary staff--teacher aides, counsellors, psychologists,
volunteers

8.

Special programs for pre-school,.summer school, vocational
education and adult education

9.

Program evaluation--accountab'ilAly
--

Central Screening Procedures

The very tirst step in the registration of new students of

limited or non-English spe4ing proficiency is_to be conducted in
one central office and ric/ delegated to the office staff in each

school building:

This first step is so important that it'cannot be

empkasized too strongly.

Without procedural guidelines that are

accepted and followed by all school 'personnel, a chaotic situation

develops between the time a new student arrives and the time, days
4.
or weeks later, when that studenE is identified, tested and placed
-

in the suitable educational situation tha

responds.to his particu-

lar background and ability level in all re pects.
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0-

ThE following serits of steps constitutes a procedure that it
in place- -and working very well.
1.

Entry procedures for students whose first language is ndt
Enilish-..elementary schools:

4

a)

Identification:

Registration af ihe Attendance Office'

and Bilingual Department Office.
.(1). Docaments examined'
(2)

Parents interviewedlanguage dominance of students is established

4'

(3)

Bilingual program described to-parents

(4)

School placement cleared with priqcipaIs of
approptiate schools.

0
(5)

,Gracte and school placement.detp-mined

(6)

Biqiraphical data sheet prepared,. one copy kept

in,B4ingual Office; one copy sent to receiving
school
b)

Assesiment:

Stedent.enters appro^priate school and is:"

(1) .Aspigned to a homeroom

11

(2)

Observed by his teacher for language qse

(3)

Tested by Oilingual teacher for language
,

dominance and English proficiency within three
days of arrival
(4)

Scheduled for instruction, planning being done
by the.bilingual teacher and classroom teacher
tägether

.
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c)

Placement and record keeping:
(1)

Letter sent to parents by principal advising
of placement in Bilingual Program, with parent
A

approval in writing requested
(2)

Record card is started by bilingual teacher showt
ing date of entry into TBE program; criteria on
which bilingual education issrecommended.

Card

is kept in student's cumulative folder and
entries are recorded, at tbt end of each year,
.

.

of tett data and reading texts used
Information on student prbgress iS,reported to

(3)

parents, on regular progress report form, in
N

the home langUage, when necessary

A biographical data theet containing the following information
is prepared and sent to the receiving scLool-

1
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Student Registration and Referfal Data
4 *

Biographical Data
Student Nam!

Date of Birth

/

/

Mo. Day Year
Address
Telephone Number

Sex

M

F

Parent/Guardian/Sponsor Naze
Length of Time in U.S.
Address

Previous School

Telephone Number

Attended from

to

Grade
Type of Document

Number
Visa, Passport, etc.

Expiration Date

Document Examined by

Medical-Data

Medical fprms examined by

Date

School Nurse
Approved

'Not Approved

To comPlete stuaene registion, the following.is necessary:
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Language Data

Other Languages'Spoken

Primary Language

Date

Tested by ESL Teacher
Score

Test Used
gnglish Language Proficiency:

Level

None - Beginner

Limdted - Intermediate
Not Limited - Advanced

Recommendations of ESL Teacher
periods of ESL daily

Placement in

Placement in the following courses:

An.academic recori card is started for each new student on
which information is maintainebi for the permanent folder.
upcited periodically.

4

6 ti

It is
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Bilingual Student Record

,
Birthdate

Name

*4

Home Language

!lace of Birth

Date Entered

Grade

School

/

/

Identification:
Date

Interviewed by
Tests:

Language Dominance

Date

Score/Level

English Proficiency

Date

Score/Leliel

Placement in TBE Program:

Date

Ytarly Evaluation:

Cognitive Assessment
Tests:

Date

Score/Level

Date

Score/Level

Date

Score/Level

.

.

..

.

.

Exit from 'RE Program:

'

1

Date

Recommended by

Date

,
Crtteria

Language Test

Date

Score/Level
Other

t

94 :.sr.
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Unless there is,a central'place and a consistent plan for
finding and evaluating students for placement, the opportunities
for error are many.

This makes a new student's school adjustment

more difficult that it needs to be.

In the past I have witnessed

the placement of studenis in a bilingual program because their
last name was Hispanic; arbitrary decisions to include or exclude
students, made by school personnel without sufficient understandtng
of minority language students' needs; placement according to parent
evaluation of their children's language proficiency, etc.

In all

cases where uninformed judgments prevail, there will have to be

rks

much more effort invested in correcting unsuitable placements, once
the student's problems begin to emerge.

It may take some time and

public relations efforts to earn the acceptance and cooperation of
school personnel in following these procedures but it is,important
to achieve this as quickly as possible.

Bilinval education is a voluntary program, subject to parent
approval.

Children may not be enrolled in this program without

parental consent, and may also be removed from it oe. written demand.

Sometimes new families will ask that their children be placed in
a regular classroom and not be given any special help, because they
will easily "make it."

When the bilingual program is explained to

them fully, most parents choose to accept it.

In my first year as

program director, before a centraa registracion process had been
implemented, there were a number of messages from sChool principals
who registered limited English spe"aking students, stating that the
children's parents felt that no special help 1:nts needed.

6'

But within
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a few weeks, theY Te calling me to say that severe problems had '
developed as the students were not learning English.quickly enough
to have any ide4 pf the classroom inAnction in that langCage.

This

past fall, September 1981, I personally interviewed every family and
registered 115 new students.

Eleery parent understood the character-

istics of the bilingual program and all-but two families agreed to
this placement.

After interviewing the child and family and 'determining Ianguage dominance, etther thiough the, interview or by means Of a lah-

guage dominance test, the evaluation of English proficiency mu^st be
done.

Certain categories are easily established, for instance, the

langgoge dominance of a child who has no English

languag

skills at

all does not require testing but will be evident from the initial
interview.

Nor w:11 that child need an English proficiency test to

prove that no English skills are present.

That ';tudent is labelled

as a beginner and is placed accordingly.
When the family brings documents from the previous school of

whatever country, these are valuable in determining the student's
achievement level in his own language.

In the case of refugee child-

ren who arrive without documents and who may have missed several
years of schooling, it is necessary to establish what the child's
minimum competenties are in reading and writing,in,his owm language
and the level of mathematical skills.

ThiA is especially difficult

when tests are not available in some of the low-incidence languages
suelt ac Forsi (Iran). Pushtu (Afghanistan) etc.

,-
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Students are placed in regular classrooms with ot

1

z children

of the same age, within a one to two year span.
Every-effort i\s
0
made to place students inc.& school and classroom situa ion Aat is

best suited to the individual's educational and social needs.

Wheth-

er this will be a neighborhood school or an out-of-di trict piac
ment, depends on the size of the city and the size of the minorit
language population.

Interpretors are necessary for helping the int rviewer and for
helping administer tests of-math and reading skill , and translators
are needed for,on-going communication between sch ol and families.
A master list of qualified interpretors and tra
maintained for this purpose.

lators should be

It is not suffic ent to rely on a

Oa

family friend or neighbor to fulfill tLdel cate role.
there are many languages to contend with, t1

active list requires a considerable effort
compass all school personnel, community
bilingual stc,dentse older students alr

gual program, and foreign students e

When

maintenance of an
The search should en-

olunteers, parents of

dy exited from the bilinoiled in local colleges or

universities.

At the secondary level, Ole
ally the same but with the dif
be done with the assistance
The entry procedures for s

egistration procedures are basicrence that course scheduling must

the school guidance department.

dents whose first language is mot

Ene.lish--secondary schoo s entry procedures follow on the next page.
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1.

Entry procedures.for students whose first language is not
English--secondary schools:
a)

Identification:

Registration at the Attendance Office

and Bilingual Office
(1)

Documents examined

(2)

Parents interviewed--language dominance of student is established

t

(3)

Bilingual ?rogram is described

(4)

Grade and school placement determined

(5)

Biographical data sheet prepareZ one copy kept

in Bilingual Office, one copy sent to receiving
school
b)

Student enters district school and is:

Assessment:
(1).

Interviewed by a.guidance counsellor

(2)

Tested by,a bilingual teacher for language dominance and English proficiency within one week of
arrival
-

(3)

c)

Scheduled for appropriate courses

Placement and record,keeping:
(1)

Letter sent to parents advising of placement in
Bilingual Program, with parent approval in
writing requested

(2)

Record card is started by bilingual teacher
showing date of entry ihto TBE program; criteria
on which bilifigual education is recommended.

, Card is kept in student's cumulative folder Old

,entries are recorded at,the Ynd of each year of

test data and reading teAs used
(3)

Information on student progress is reported to
'parents in the hdme language, when necessary, on
regular progress report form

'The #bove steps are followed when new students arrive during
the course of the school year.

An enrollment process has been de-

signed for junior and senior high school students who arrive at the'

beginning of the school year and iiis As follows;
1.

A regigtratiou day for each peconary schodl is designated,
,

one week before'schools open
2.

All new students for 'thosepartiCular schools are scheduled

c for a half hour appointment on that:day
3.

School Guidance Counsellors, Bilingual CoOrdinatdr, Attendance.bfficer, and interpretors see up A registration center

4.

Stpdents have their documents. examined, are interviewed

for language dominance

and English proficiency and are

counselled oo the most suitable scheduie oi courses
5.

Stu.dents are invited to a day of new student orientation

activities, before scliools open: The bilingual or ESL
teacher located id that school will guide the Rrientation
By using,this proce'dure, new students'are very Well serv,ed 'as far

as completing the ne.c'essary paperwork and they are also slightly

acquainted with thelr ne4 school and some of.the staff before enter-

6 Z1

k.
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ing the somewhat daunting American high school scene.

Bilingual/ESL Centers

In cities with large concenttations of minority language students
each elementary school may be organized for,bilingual instruCirtion.
In places where these students are scattered, a few in gach school

district, it is necessary to designate certain ,schools that are
stracegically located, as bilingual center schools and provide trailsportation for the students for the one or two years iequired for
second language competency to be achieved.
attend thei neighborhood sthools.
well as elementary schools.

Later the students will

ibis holds tru:lir-secondary as

Enoagh students should be gathered for

instruction so as to avoid the wasteful practice of sending itiner-

ant teachers to give short tutoring sessions.

For children, second

language learning is best done in'group lessons where asliuCh peer
interaction as possible is provided.

.

If there is a magnet program in the city, it would be a worth-

while plan to locate the bilingual centers in the magnet schools.
Whenever there is an occasion to identify the bilingual program as
enrichment and not as a reMedill or compensatory
portunity should be seized.

program, the op,

Atcording to the mix of-languages and the number of speakers

of those languages in each particunr city, the center schools at.
the elementary level may be of two types.
I

One type may house one

language group, with a bilingual teacher to provide orientation in
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the mother tongue and ESL instruction.

Another type would be a

purely ESL center, if there are many low incidence languages re-

presented, with an ESL teacher and tome teacher aidekwho.are native speakert.

When I desigoate a person asa bilingual teacher I

mean it in

the true sense of the word, that is, a qualified, certified teacher
'who is capable of giving instruction in English and one other Ianguage.

In this program model all bilingual teachers are also

trained in ESL theory and methodology, in addition to the aforementioned qualifications.

This is described more fully in the appro-

e/
priAte section..

One bilingual teacher or one ESL teAcher, with aides to assist,
is responsible for providini!instruction in all language skills for
up to 25 students in an elementary school.
wial be explained in a later section.

Classroom management

The organization Of the

bilingual .instruction is along the lines of.a resoiirce center.According to English language skills, students are classified beginners,
intermediate or advanced.

Grouping for instruction follows that

classification and the student's age.
Two types of center school programs are sutge'§ted according to
the linguistic distribution in the area, a bilini;ual support model
or an E4lidodel.

In schools or cities-whergleere are large enough

groups of children from the same language backgrdund, the profession.

al.ttaff vilI he certified in the native language as well as having
ESL training.

Students receive orientation in their home language
-

e-,
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and minimal support in content areas.

Second language instruction

4s the major focus from the beginning, but just enough native language will be used in the first few months to facilitate the learn.

ing of concepts.

This is especially useful for the upper elemen

students and secondary, students who are expected to covgr much m

academic content and are in greater danger of falling behind.

is

transitional support allOws for continuity in the student's atademic

It builds on the factual knowledge already acquired in IT

progress.

using LI as the medium of instruction selectively and with decreasing
.

frequency:
Elements of the student's culture are included in the planning
of all lessons and a continuing effort is made to coordinate this
with classroom .teachers by providing them information regularly.

As

important as it is for neW students to gain a balanced understanding
of the dominant culture through their school experiences, it is, just
as important that studentsgof the dominant culture be taught about
the different culeural backgrounds of their classmates.

The daily

contact in regular classrooms is important as are the planned activities of bilingual and classroom teachers to promote cross-cultural
understanding.

.

Where a large number of students from the same language background exists, there is the potential for LI maintenance.

The plan

for this activity, follows these stages:
I.

Ust-

of 1.1 in brientation, extensively during the first

few day s'
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2.

Use of LI for content teaching, as long as necessary, but
generally not exceeding 6 months

3.

Use of L

1

for language maintenance, 1-3 periods per week,
P

throukhout elementary school years

This is a valuable characteristic of the structured immersion
model that is not' generally included in immersion progrmms.

It is

a hature that may be difficult to promote in times of vev tight
budgets, but is well worth fighting for.

To neglect the home lan-

guage skills which stLdents already possess is to waste a potential
resource.

But. automatichl1y assuming that every mihority language

student must become fully bilingual and achieve,biliteracy is unrealistic.

I believe-the model I am describing is flexible in this

respect, providing first.for the second language lynrning that will $
make the students bilingual (fOr they already are monoling-ual speak4,1

ers of one language when they dRe to school) and secondly allowing
for the deyelopment of literacy in the LI for those -gludents who

have the 4titude and motiyation to do so.
We are providing enKichment classes in the major languages
,

vr"

of TtLian, Spanish and Mandarin Chinese, and inclusion in these
4

,classes I

decide& by agreement between the parents, bilingual teach-

;

et

and classroom/teacher.

Bilingual parents have made a strong

coqmitment tollis arrangemeat.4i they have stated that they wish
w.

V

'to;e.e the homeolanguage maintained until the junior high school
,0.,

years, when the studLas can then elfct to continue language study
I

lj
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th'rough regular foreign language classes.

Where the minority language students represent several lowincidence languages, the use of L1 is not a reasonable optiorL
thae case, an ESL only model can be fmplemented.

In

Suudents, again

are placed in regular classroomS by age and are scheduled for 1-3
hours daily in the ESL resourde Classroom.

On arriving in the new

scbo3}, the student may spend most of the first few-days in the ESE
rd8ource,r6om for.orientation.

This is an impOrEant function of the

minority language program th'at should not 4e left to the regular
classroom teacher...lh'e ESL teacher provides the new student with

survival vocabulary and communication skills in the L2; helps him
becoaw acquainted with other minority language 'students in the grou0
who are ailarIng his experience; acquaints the student with classroom

procedures; takes the student on an exploratory tour of the school,
taking sufficient time/ro promote as much comprehension as possible
of the different areas, and their labels, i.e., brathrooms, library,

gym, office, etc:

Such a simple expedient as haWing

small, cdlor-

,

ful placards on the different parts-of the'schooklabelling the
areas in all the lankuages of the Students serves tWo purposes;

basic

information for non-English roficient children, and PromOCing:
awareness among All students of the multicultural nature of the
school population.
Instruction in'ESL

ill be provided 1-31/2 hours daily, dependilg

on age and profi,ciency levels.

A recommended schedule of the hourS.

to be alloted to each group is as follows:

oy
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Grade

Beginners

Intermediate

25 minutes daily

25 minutes 3 times a week

1

14 hour daily

14 hour daily

2

2 3/4 hours daily 2 3/4 hours daily

1 hour daily

3

2 3/4 hours dai y 2 3/4 hours daily

1 hour daily

4

31/2 hours daily

34 hours daily

5

34 hours daily

A

6

31/2 hours daily

331 hours daily

Advanced

hours daily

1 hour daily

1 hour
.

1 hour da
1 hoer daily

Students in the lower grades will be exposed to some language
arts activities in their regular classrooms, in addition to art,
music, physical education, recreation'and meal times.

In the upper

grades where subject matter instruction is more accelerated, students
spend more time in the ESL resource room where science, mathematics
add :.ocial studies units ?Jill be.part of the ESL curriculum.

They

will have the integrative experiences in their regular classrooms

of takiag Part in art, music, phycical ednation and sharing mealtimes.

Each stu'dent's capaciey to handle grade level instruction

in each subject.will determine when that student's schedule is to

be mt. #Zed to allow him to wolk ins mainstream classroom group.
When students are judged capable of performing classroom work
wltto.ut ppecialsupport at thejr grade level, then they nb longer
neva the services of this ESL program.
neterred to in making this judgement:

N
-

Variotis indicators are

,
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1.

Test data - reading and language skills

2.

Academic performance

3.

ESL teacher recommendation

%

'4.

Classroom teacher recommendation

The bottom line should be that any student exit the program
if he has developed the L2 skills sufficiently so that he can be'
included in a pre-existing reading group ip the mainstream classroom.

Student progress should be monitored for the following year

so that ESL support could be reinstated if necessary.
On the secondary level the basic schedule recommended for
limited English proficient students, with additions to allow for

\

individual circumstances, is as follows:

NEP (Non-English Proficient)

I

1.

2 or 3 Blocks of English as a Second Language

2.

1 Basic Math (a native language tutor will help in

./".

.4

math class, so students should be grouped in on94lass

,

,-'

in the fall semeser)
3.

1 Physical Education (No waiver of p
should be given except for physi
an excellent oppAtunity for

sical education

I reasons.

This is

ocial integration and

language development in an/ informal setting)
/

4.

1 Period in an art, craft, or music class

/
LEP (LAlited English Profici9eit)
1,

i
2 Blocks of English as a Second Language (to be reduced
/
to 1 in the sec9(d semester)

/
/

/
ill
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2.

1 Math (according to skill of student)

3.

1 Physical Education

4.

1 Social Studies Tutorial (small group instruction in

American History, possibly with the help of a native
language tutor
These are very tentative models.

The variables that we must con-

sider are the educational background of each student in his native
land and the years lost by refugee students, in addition to the
different learning styles and abilities, and problems of adjustment.

In the past, one of the major problems for high school students
of llmited English was that frequently they were scheduled for inappropriate courses by uninformed guidance counsellors.

Students

with no English language skills were placed in advanced science or
math courses or remedial English classes for the emotionally disturbed, and other such,gross misplacements.

Having coordinated the

efforts so that language data is obtained before course selection
is done makes for a more effective process--to the students' benefit.

One bilingual or ESL teacher can deliver English language instruction in all four skill areas--listening, speaking, reading and
writing--for up to 25 students/

Native language aides are essential

for consistency in academic learning during the transitional period
and also for doinil remedial work in basic mathematics, science and

social studies fur non-literate students and for refugee students
who have missed some years of. schooling.

LI maintvnance is promoted by cooperation with the foreign Ian-
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guage department.

Whenever possible, studen'ts are encouraged to

register for an advanced level literature course in their LI (if
the language is taught in the particular high school).

Another

possibility is that the bilingual department offer an advanced
course in the language and literature, when there are suffiCient,
numbers of students to warrant it.
During the first year of this transitional program some Li
support is helpful and the recommended way to provide it is for
native speaking teacher aides, working unde4, the direction of the

classroom teachers and the ESL teacher, to'reinforme the'content
teaching.

However, a successful secondary school program can be

carried out without it.

It can be done with a good ESL teacher

using suitable methods and materials and a schedule that allows a
..:.

The content of

heavy concentration on second language instruction.

the ESL classes will be drawn from the high school curriculum and
not be only grammar-based.
,

k

A full time ESL

Flexible instruetion time is essential.
I.

teacher will have at leaSt one block set aside for individual
tutoring of intermediate or advanced students.

This is where the

structured immersion program becomes personalized to adapt to each
student's needs.

As each student develops sufficient language

skills to particyite in a class in science or history, or an
elective course, the ESL teacher is a resource for helping hfM
achieve mastery of the content by simplifying.the written discourse
in that discipline.

This technique is the basis for the current

,..

...

10
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vogue called ESP or ESL (English for Special Purposes; English for
)

Science and Technology).

Rather than translating all high school

curriculum into the students' home languages, this approach is not
only feasible but ultimately of more practical vafue.

For, after

all, to deLiver biology or chemistry instruction in Vietnamese or
Spanish might have short term benefits, but there would still have
to be a further ability developed to demonstrate knowledge of science
in English at a later time, in pursuing further course work or higher education, or a job.

Therefore, it is more efficient Co concert-

trate on the second language learning even at the cost of delaying
some content work for one semester.
Cultural ,elements will be included in the planning of the second-

ary curriculum and special programu of extra curricuaar activities
-

will be implomented to help integrate the students into,the life 44
the school and to make native speakers aware of theoe students in
some very positive ways.

These programs will be described in a la-

ter section.

Crou,Ling for Instruction
4orpk

All new students are clasified in three categories of English

profinncy, based on data collected in the interview, documents,
and.languagw te.t.

A fairly good instrument for testing listening,

speaking, reading and writing skills In English for Kindergarten
through twclfth grade levels is the Language Assessment Battery,
published by the Houghtun-Mifflin Company.

7,

This instrument was
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developed for, and norwed on, minority language students in urban
It is a good, rough indicator of English

public school settings.

language skills, but a diagnostic instrument.

There *are many other

English proficiency tests on the market, but I cannot recommend any
others as being superior.

At the secondary level the Diagnostic Test for Students of English as a Second Language, written by A. L. Davis and published by

McGraw-Hill, is useful for students: reading and writing skiils in
English to determine entry level competeRcies.

The three basic '

cacegaies are beginner, intermediate and advanced, 'brid they cor-

respond to the following characteristics:
Beginner:

1.

The student has little or no English,pro'ficiency.

Intepsive FSL in all four areas is recommended.
Intermediate:

'2.

The student has sdme proficiency in under-

standing and speaking English, but little or no reading or
writing 'skills.

Intensive ESL in all four areas is recom-

mended.
Advanced:

3.

The student is fairly proficient in understanding

and speaking English, but is still limited in reading and
writing skills.

Some students may arrive with good reading

and Writink skills. but very little proficiency in spoken
English.

In either case. some ESL instruction is recommend-

ed for improving necessary skills.
4

the recommtuded Instruction for elementar ,. school students should

4adhfre to the followie4 pattern:

'11

.

f5

f-

Q

$2
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1.

Kindergarten:

Since the regular kindergarten program is
c

devoted in large part to language arts, a daily ESL lesson
'of 25.minutes of small group instruction will suffice.

In

the first few weeks of school. the LI may be used to facilitate school adjustment and to help teach basic concepts,
such as colors, shapes, numbers, etc.
2.

Grade 1:

All ESL students are given a 115 block of ESL which

includes oral language development, reading, and writing.

Where bilingual/ESL teachers are present, a further 45 ohnute period of instruction may be offered in the LI to support content area teaching.
3.

Grades 2-3:
a)

Beginner and intermediate ESL students receive two hours
of language arts, reading, writing, spelling, and handwriting daily.

An additiGonal 45 minute period for each

grade is provided to support content area classes.. Where

bilingual staff is employed, this instruction may be
conducted in the LI of the students; on, a gradually decreasing ha:Us.
b)

Advanced studentsi

One hour of small group, individual-

ized instruction daily, concentrating on reading and
writing skills and supporting content area.
4.

Grades 4-6:
a)

Beginner and IntermedIPte ESL students:

Two and'a half

hour., datly of language arts. rending. composition,
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spelling, and handwriting.

An additional hour of

ingtruction for supporting content area clasSes is
provided for each grade level. .Where bilingual staff
is employed, this instruction may be conducted in the
LI of the students, on a gradually decreasing basis.
b)

Advanced students:

One hour of small group, individual

ized instruction daily, concentrating on reading and
writing skills and supporting content area.
-The ESL teachers will form instructional groups across grade

levels, gathering beginners together fro= two or three grades for
all the language teaching areas.

Then stadents will be given the

additional time fof addressing the conte=1. areas particular to their
grade so that they are following their e-z.n school curriculum as

closely as possible.

As they develop the skill-, to successfully

participate in the content area lessons, they are miinstreamed for
that subject.

It is important to have this kind of flexfbility
110

because language skills develop at difforent'rates in different

children and there are also periods of r4pid progress andPlateaus
riithin rhe. same child.

So it is best to preserve the individualized

aspect of the program by nut Naving sei times fdr mainstreaming
students.in each subject, but by keying the move to the readiness
of each student, at appropriate timt.5 dertng the school year.

could be effected at the;beginning of k new report-period, for
in.,tante, ocwhen a new unit of study Ls k,eginning.

L),

It
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As the secondary:level, students classified as beginnexv will
'be scheduled for three periods of ESL daily,Athich wifl provide an

accelerated course in all ;our language skills.

Intermediate level
\

students will be in two ESL period,' daily for the same program of
instruction.

Advanced level students will take one period of ESL

daily and thetonce'ntration will be 9n writing style and critical

approaches to literature.

Grouping for instruction will be entire%

ly relyted to proficiency,levels'Aitd not to grade-level or age.

Clssroom Minagement:

The ESL ResourCe Room

A classroom capable pf accomodating an average of twenty- stu-

dents working in up to four smarl groups should be established as
the locus for ESI, instruction..

The classroom is organized into

learning areas and instruction will take place concurreutl;

different ability levels.

':

A great deal of planning is,needed to

malCe all the activities proceLl smoothly !With a minimum a wasted
effort.

Because I ha%c orglnized aild delivered instructioniin such
-

a manner Myself, and I have 'visited similar.classrboms in othbr
1

location, I.can cocifIdently 'propose Ghis'system to my colleagues.
'
In order ..th provide` the best physical set-up; rnall the eci'ilIpment

found in ii! tegular classroom shbuld be ava4lable. "With as.many as ..
v

..

,

.:

5,

he fo 1 lowing additional iteiesd w
1,

,

-,

.

,

r

_

Room dibLder s. ig th'e ,formeloa. dOuble 'chaIkboal-ds or .bul let in
),

,

.

'..

bogeds'

.,

,

0

2.

Li,,tenin
.

stutWns C/Iththree carielsor language lab-use,.
4.e
, `6
,
'
. 7.
7

o%."

,V

j,

k

()

,

fr
r

C.
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3:

Chart stAnds . ft

4.

Sing ai4 stove; if'possible

,

Abdio-visdal equipment such as tape recorders, phonovaph,
individual film strip prbjeaors, movie projector, over,

head projector
,

6.

Learning machines such as Language Miser, Systems 80 Programmed Learing Machines, Audio-Vox computer termii-lals

7.

Movable chairs,,desks, or tables for regroqpihg.

There must be enoug
individual lessons.

.

spa,ce for several small groups to have

F'ttr:'6 five :foot tall dividers tAat are either

`,...t.halk boards or bulletin board's serve to separate lea'rning areas'and
*

as the focos'for visual.imaterials on display. Movarfuroiture''
is needed so that occasional re-grouping,tan take plac& fel- 'small

gruuli lessons or whole group activities such'sasfiim
I.

Settrng up this kind ctf classrSom requires above.

ing 'hrld dancing.

.

average organizational skAlls and the capacai for teaching several
'

areilaty Tevels at the same time with,confidence,and con*l.
.

.

,

..

'

One
1

-"'

.

,rtacher ,can, within the VI d 2'1 hour Etriblock,,give le-ssont in oral
.
9
*.
,
4,,,

.

language to ono group and'thep. assign them independent tckvities
.

.

,

.

'on to h seco d0 iroup and then
in art,-writing or'Iinguav'tabi 'moye
.
.

r

'

Theie must be prepared mate-

,

I

.

4

.

it'hird, foil-eying the AAme pattern

;

"

'

rviLs ,tri hand fpr eackt aceivIty---art suppges, work sheets, tapes,
t %
;

langu4e0"gdbes, 04p1bmentary'req.dei-s, ea.

,

mugi IC;

orgatit'7edephat 00 arc arLessible to studeots and kept

gr'ooti.

'

r

A

z

,

Arid these materials
4
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In the first week.of,school, in addition to helping students
beCome oriented to their ney school and teaching them survival
EngMh skills, a concerted effort must be Ziacle to train them in
classrOom procedures'. 'In due course, they are also instructed in
.00

the use of the'varion mechanical leaening aids in the classroom.
The-time spent in these preliminary activities is not wasted as it
lays the groundwork for the diversified learning possibilities in
an orderly and creative envirdnMent.

This kind of system also

teaches self-reliance and allows studehts to take responsibility
for their own achievement.
F,acirig is important in this type of *teaching routine.

Activ-

ities must' be structured so that oral lessons alternate with quiet

reading or composition, so that physical activities such as dancing
dramatizing situations, s'ing'ing, etc. alternate with language lab
or film viewing, so .chat whole

activities alternate with

small group lessons or 'imdependent work:

Ev'en though students from two or three grade levels may be
-

.

clustered together as beginners, they will soon develop a sense of
camaraderie as they work together and begin to experience 9uccess in
communicating with each other,and with other peers and adults.

When

new students arrive during tile school yeat, as they inevithie
they will find an established ambience o- academic and social funs

tions.

They will dot only be welcomed by the ESL tea her, bu4 they'

will be assisted by the ESL students who will deriv
from thas helping role._

r4

b

.

personal pride

-

""..
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The classroom must be filled with visual materials, from
bulletin board displays to mobiles, charts, uall hangings, etc.
As ouch as po'ssible, labels should be attached to classroom equip-

ment,and other items in the room. Student work should be displayed
constantly and all displ,ays should be panged frequently.

Everything

in the learning environment calbe an occasion for motivating language learning and the richer the enviefimment, ehe.better.

If there is a sink and stove in the classroom, then the teacher is fortunate indeed for among the most successful ESL lessons are
those involvinvcooking, flowers and'veget'able growing, papier machd
making, and science experiments.

Otherwise, it is possible to use

a hot plate or small electric oven and the children's lavatory for
wash up.

Cooking lessons have been sonie'of the most popular units

in ply ESL class.

With good planning, they can develop not only read-

ing, writing and verbal language skillse but teach sequential pattern%
nutrition, cultural traits, rable manners, and safety in the hoMe.
*

The only restrictions on what can be accomPlished in a multlevel ESL clalsroom are the'ingenuity of the°teacher.and the physical
limitations of space or resources.

Curriculum Objectives--Elementary and Secondary

4"

A sequential, structured ordering ofdanguage skills to be
mastere-d at each of the three jevels identified in the'last section

provides the master plan for ESL instruction.

Withouy guide of this

sort, which should be developed and agreed upon by the teaching staff,
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there will be very uneve,n results--sometimes e+ccellent, sometimes
mediocre.

Bearing

in mind that the ultimate goal is to teach coMmunica-

Lion dnd not jut the memorizing of verb conjugations or a list of
vwcabulary words,

I b.ave forMulafed a hierarchy of objectives for

beginner, intermediate and advanced leve,rS.

This is certainly not

a totally 6riginal concept or definition of goals for, in my years
of teaching

Al

research, I have examined the ESL curricula of many

school systems in this country and in Europe.

I believe it can

be useful as the, basic teaching plan, the point of departure, beyond
which matly a7,re learning experiences will be provided.

The curricu44.

lum model for all ESL instruction can be adapted to elementary or
seutidary Icvel :.tudents.

Older students will be given expanded op-

portunities to practice each unit with more complex grammatical
patterns and with texts and materials suitable to their age and
aca-denfc level.

Younger students will work on the same objectives

with simpler gramm;r and appropriate materials.

Beginners should be

able to.master adequately the following'objectives.

There is no

optimal time for the acquisition of the skills described.

Depend-

ing on the age and prior experwience of each student, it may take a
few weeks, a few months, or longer.
1.

Beginner Objectives:
a)

Ability to understand and respond to greetings and
information questions; acquire basic survival vocabulary

.83
,

Oa)

Use wordl tra identify objects and adtious demonstrated

44
by the teacher
c)

Follow simple one- Or cwo-step oral directions

d)

Respond to oral questions:

u
,

1

1)

use a yes/no answer

2)

Use a one-word answer

"3)

Use a shoit, simple ans
\

oi

e)

Ask questions orally toja1fii1formation

f)

Interpret and use vrio'bs.Zontepts of time and weaher:
I)

Ordinal number

2)

Morning, afternoon, evening,' day, night

1)

Calendar, including day of week, date, month and

1

year
4)

Hours 'and half hours on the clock

5)

Weather

4

g). Classify objects and pictures 11,5t one or more of the

following attributes:
1)

h)

color, number, shape, size, and function

Use the mechanics of writien
1)

Top-to-bottom, left-to-right orientation

2)

Letters, words and sentences

1

i)

Identify. name.and Write upper and lower case letters;
identify and name numerals (0-1C0) presented in random
order, and higher numbers for older stildepts

e.

640

*

Use the proper headings on assigned p.apers, including
name, .umnth, day, year, and subject
k)

Identify written words already known in oral linguage,

using context, initial sounds, and word structure
(especially plural'. endings and tense markers)
1)

Prody= sentences orally and in"writing following
the ba-sic Isentence patterns:

m)

1)

N + V

2)

PN + V + N;

3)

N

4)

P/N

5)

N + V + Adj.

6)

Question forms

7)

Negative forms

N + V + N

Vbe + Adj; P

Vbe + Adj.

NV + N/Adj.

Use capitalization and punctuation appropriate to grade

4evel
n)

Follow simple written difections

o)

Alphabetiie, to the first- and second-letter, words
appropriate to student's instructional read.ing level

2.

Intermediate Objectives:
a)

Use synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms <homophones) orally
and in written form

b)

Answer questions orally and/or in writing with specific

Information from a selection read by the studenteor
the teacher,or presented in other media

8;)

,
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c)

Use telephone book and telephone for personal and/or
emergency use, such as:

d)

1)

calling fire department

2)

calling police

3)

calling doctor

Continue to Improve in conversation and compositicon:

e)

1)

Vary and refine word structure

2)

Demonstrate appropriate intonation and stress

3)

Modify sentence structure

Give simple one- or two- step directions, orally and in
0

written form
f)
f

Divide familiar words into syllables using an accepted
method

.

0 Write a personal letter, an invitation, a thank you note,
a sympathy note, using a commonly accepted style.

Ad

,

dress an envelope to go with each
h)

Recall sequence of events from stories heard or from
personal experiences

i)

Sequence given sen'tences chronologically or conceptually

as appropriate
Explain what happened in the beginning, middle and

j)

end of the story.

v

1)

Explain complete subject and predicate

2)

Cioneral format of a paper:

introduction, body,

conclusion

er

5Ii
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in verbal or written discourse

k)

Identify Ole main idea

1)

Predict the outcomes of stories heard or presented
in different media

Change direct speech to Indirect speech and do the

m)

Dever,e
Write a story that tells who, what, when, where, why

n)

and how, using logical organization
Determine the meaning of unfamiliar written words

o)

using syntactic clues, such as letter sounds and
'word structures (roots, affixes, and inflectipns)
and genera.l context.

Begin to recognize all parts of

speech
Write a ba,,ines,, letter:

p)

1)

Include appropiiate heading/greeting

2)

Compose a two-ot three sentbrice body explaining

who, what, wh.n and where

a
3)

q)

Write a cc,mplimentary closing

Use title page, table oftontents, chapter headings,
'and gloo;ary to find information

3.

Advanced Objetives:

___% a)

Resew, and give verbal messages
multi-styp written and oral direCtions

b)
c)

Give multi-stop oral and written directions

d)

hh

it, and distinguish between main ideas and

detlils in material read

4
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e)

Write directions using chronological order

f)

Write a paragraph:

g)

a topic sentence

1)

'Use

2)

Include supporting details

31

Have an appropriate concluding statement

Differentiate, between fact and opinions, and between
fantasy and reality in written or verbal discourbe

h)

Outline and write a short report to prove a statement,
support an idea/theme, or draw a conclusion

i)

Summarize familiar material presented orally and/or in
writing

j)

Draw conclusions from materialjresented orally and/or
in writing

k) ,Paraphrase specific information orally and/or in wTiting
1)

Identify types ok literature:

drama, novel, poetry,

fiction, biography, story, essay
m)

Understand and identify basic literary terms,uch as
setting, character, plot, protagonist, antagonist, first
.

person, third person, etc:
n)

tity

/

Reorganize the foilowing organizational patterns iq
familiar material:
1)

cause apd effect

2)

chronological orde/T

3)

compariron and contrast

4)
5)

inductive or dkcluctIve

definition, and enumeration

88.

o)

Interpret figurative language encountered in reading
material and/or literature presented orally

p)

q)

Give a speech:
1)

Choose a topic

2)

Outline main idea and supporting details

3)

Plan an appropriate ending

Learn to proof read; self-cornect written discourse;
learn elements of style

0, Become familiar with the format of standardized tests
'A summer 1982 work project fox my professional staff will be
the writing of material's, coordinating grammatical patternl, teach,

'ing material

and strategies with the objectives for each level.

Profdssional Staff QualifiCations

At the present time there is no certiLication requirement for
teachers of engli0; as a Second Language in theSCommonwealth of Massa-,
chucettts, but guidelines are being developed for 1982 or later.
After reviewing the certification requirements in other states, it
is evident that certain qualifications are common to most.

I pro-

pose the following criteria as the essential entry level skills for
ESL teacliing.

For staff already involved in ESL teaching, but lack-

ing the training,

a period of three years should be allowed for

the completion of these requirements.
I.

Elementary Teacher Certification at the appropriate level--
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early childhood, middle grades, et.c.
2.

Secondary Teacher Certification in English language arts or
reading

3.

Teachers of all levels should hal;e:
a)

Nine credits in linguistics, including phonetics and

any cr of the following:

applied linguistiC-i;soolor:______

linguistics, psycholinguistics, history of the English
language
b)

Six credits'in theory and methods of teaching reading:

.developmental, diagnostic, or reading in the content
areas
c)

Three,credits in methods of teaching ESIe

d)

Bilingual competency is very desirable, but dot
essential.

Study of another language and its stx'-ucture

is recommended.
4.

ESL Teachers who are non-native speakers of English should
have:
a)

Fluent comdand of English to near-natiVe proficiency
and at least, fifteen credits in the English language

and literature
No other single component of an instructional program is as
crucial to its success a,r.4re quality of the professional staff.

If every other elenent were well-planhed--program, classroom setup, textbooks, audio-visual.materials, etc.--and there were not a
competent teacher to execute the plans by delivering effective

,
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o.

instiuc t ion, It,

li uot

t'oo ata

:a.ic cued.

Teachers need to be not

only professicqially trained to re ognize and deal with linguistiy and
cultural dif ferences, but must have a cpmbination of sensitivity
and toUgh-mindednea., to pr?vide the very bect learning experience
Thec.i. children are not brain-damaged

for mioority lane,1.1461.: chIldren.

or basically incompetent because they have a language other thari
F.nglish,* and tne teacher' s attitude cannot be. one of providing only
Besides knoving one's job and being

a safe, comfortaule haven.

*actively con,,ined for

scinuol adjustment, an ESI. teacher

..A.tnust be strunbly task-oriented' and be committed co the ,goal of get-

tit' to f uuct wit successful ly as quickly as possible in

t lag ea,

the world .,,utn..ide the ESL classroom.
/twit,

i

it may seem contradictory to also stress the

t

I

lal worker and genera: factotum' hut

role of the E.,l

te ac. h. z

that, too,

b. urvlen,;tood.

411 .t

An) prufessioaal who expects to

instrutt a middle class group of \l^lildren, all at

level, all neatly dresed,

111.: same "Ability

scribbed and healthy and well.

cared for, bhAild took elt>ewhere .

Part of every teacher's duties

will Certainly be t.. dell with many extraordinary e\tra-curriculae
problems.

In the proLess, Conimunication between hose

nd school is

more essential than is generally the case. This will require a greater expend it ure of

energy pn lthe teacher' s par L

't`ikna. 'and

6

TheIi.,1. tea, her will need to develop a close working relation..

ship witii other 'staf .sembe,t's and with administrators.
tuan h vith the

KeePing'in

n_urricuurn being used in dif ferthit grades
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.1

16,
and with the performance of minority language students in their
mainstream classroo:-as requires constaut communicationg with school

per,lnnel. Being a public relations resource for the bilingual
program is another role the teacher plays as there are alwayg,
educators who do not "understand" what is, or shyuld be, done
for our students.

In-service training of bilingual/ESL teachers should be

conducted bi-monthly throughout ihe school year.%-Presentations
of new materials and texts, demonstrations of teaching methods
and information on developments in the field motivate and invig-,
orate the teaching staff.

At least one meeting should be held in

each bilingaal/ESL classroom so that each teacher may dembnstrate
visual aids or technique, developed locally.

Specialists, book

publi,.hp.ts, etc. mai be Invited to cowl-et some of the workshops.

Sufmner workshops in curriculum and materials development are

essential for a lively, self-renewtng program.
A

In this pr,,fe.sion the responsibilities are great; the

qualifications are high; the financial rewards are ceitainly not
sufficient; but the personal satisfactions in the

job itself ale

outstanding.

Au&il lax

y ,and Support

tif f

ai.e a valuable re,,ource in the ESL cla,,sroom,

Teather

h can be a trainin.; ground for coriimunity parents.
ti. 1( hint;

Whenever

a,5,1,.1 nits ,,hould be bilingual in any of the

'10.4

Pt2

7

,e
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community langUages.and English.

English language proficiency

need not be developed to a high/degree but should be sufficient
for communicative purposes.

Aides can serve instructional functions,

under the supervision of Bilingual/ESL teachers who must carefully
plan their activities.

Tleey are also a resource in communicating

(Tith parents and serving as interpretors in interviewing and

screen-

ing new students.

Aides may be employed for their native language skills alone,
or for their ability to tutor in English.

In the latter case their

English skills in speech, reading and writing should be developed
sufficiently so that they can be good models for the students.

Train-

ing aides to do small group lessons or individual tutoring, to use
audio-visual equipment, to conduct word games, etc. is the
sibility of the Bilingual/ESL teacher.

respon-

Some training of aides and

volunteers should be a regular part of the Bilingual Department's
in-service program.

In times of poor job opportunities for teachers, many professionally qualified people are-taking jobs as teacher aides.

This

gives the Bilingual PrOgram a richer pool of resources in its
(.

auxiliary staff and gives the tteacher, aides an opportunity to demon-

strate their competence when teaching jobs become available.

It

is certainly not an equitable situation but it iq a present reality.
Every community has or should develop a school volunteers'
organization to supplement the regular staff.

A group may be

organized using the parents in the bilingual community as well as
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anywhere else.

..

An excellent source of volunteers are the elder

members of a community who bave retired from various jobs but
still want to be active:in some worthwhile activity.
During the sixties and pearly seventies a number of social

changes andlrrready funding of socIal programs converged to aake
volunteer work seem demeaning and unacceptable.

Lately, budget

cuts for educaeion an.d a waning economy have restored the appeal

of volunteer workers and they are once moxe being sought out.
Two good rules to observe in initiating a volunteer program

.

for minority language students:.
1.

Iri-service training should be provided to volunteers--at
least two o'Allree sessions per year--to give them some

understandLg of the children they will be serving and
the rationale of the instructional program, and to review
their experiences and recommendations a't the end of the
year.
Jo
2.

Bilingual/ESL teachers should assume the re;ponsibili'ty of

plapning what the volunteers will do and monitoring their
performance.

Very little will be accomplished by a volun-

teer whose time is no. 4 put to good use and 4 valuable

resource will be lost.

I

I

)

Special Programs

A multi-cultural pre-school has been operating for the past
few years and has achieved such good results that it will continue

a
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to be funded In tbis.school r,ystem, even though it is not a state

mandated program.

The NeTork Tices Winter Survey of Education of January 10,
1987 states that "

.

.

schools' interest in children from the,

.

ages of four through eight has grown as findings have mounted to

indicate that educational experiences durtg those.years provide

ter

nor only th

foundation for

learning 01

e'aror in the article the importance of early learning

experiences

t5 attested to by a George Washington University study

but also the attitudes torlard

4

basPd on more than fifty evaluation projects whicii show "

.

.

im-

.

prwod reading -1-111s, more m 'ture behavjor, and lower absenteefsri
for

['Or:1)4,r particip ants

in sLI h a progrm."2
a

The pre srhyr0 progr-ak

4 51

open to a

r,

i

.

than juct minority languneistudonts.

lil
tte

:

N

broaer
d population

These are the guidelines

c

for applicant,,:
.

Me MultiCulturaliPreschool Program is designed for children

I

who5e first lanWlige is one other than Englich and who need
experiences in

e area of socialization and language de-

velopment.

al consideration will be given to children

who f(,Il

Sp

into q e or 'core of these categories:

a)

11-ive a deveopmental deficiency

b)

Hav('

c)

IP,ve a .110:4114

d)

1 int41
contact with childrerof'tlwir own age
1

r

family situation

,

Hie. been orred to us by school personnel or by

a s ,#

ial (Neney
Ns,
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te

.06ne Bilingual/EA teacher and one or tWo bilingual aides can

provide a program for twenty children in each of two sessions, morn.ing and afternoon.

A process should be in place for cooperative efforts in the
identification and assessment of biliAgual students with special
.

.

Thv.procedures which I recommend for this joint effort by

needs.

the two deP.artments feature:
1.

In-service training of special educatinn staff, lealning
disabilities teachers, resource room teacflers, school

psycho1ogi7s, and social workers, in non-discriminatory
assesm,int
2.

1n-service training of bilingualxand special educ.ation
staff in procedet-a4 steps for referr:al of bilingual

students with :Tecial needs
3.- Designating a bilingual staff person to monitor student
assessment and dcliverr of services
4.

In large enough programs, support staff with competenceOin
the major community languages should be employed

5.

A list of intexpretors, translators, and professionals
(socia,1 worhols, psychologists, etc.) in the %,tea be

maintained so they can be employed on a nase basis
An example of the type of referral procedure developecilpintly
by the Bilingual and Special Education Departments fs the following:

-1

u

;
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The process for the bilingual chkldlaho is to be evaluated and
who may need special education services is basically the same as that
for any'other child .but for two differences:
1.

A language dominance assessment must be made before the
referral, and

2.

All documents and other communicaFions must be in the
languaga of the home, and incerpi-etors, if needed, must

be at Team meetings
1

Before a Chapter 766 eeferral takes place it is essential that

-

a thourough assessment be made to determine that the child's diffi.

culties are not merely the problems of second language acquisition.
It is equally important that patents participate in TEAM meetings
and have information prcriided to them in thelr own language.

The

process for ensuring that these things are done will be aided by the
appointment of a bilingual staff member who is certified,in both
bilingual and special education, and will work half-time in each of
those departments.
1.

Students of bilingual background are not to be neferred
for TEAM evaluation ulgtil language dolpinance and/or pro:

ficiency testing has been done in English and the home
Idnguage

4
2.

Language dominance and proficiency testing will be.done

by, or a;ranged for by, the BilingUal/SpecT Education
appointee

ol

r
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3.

When appropriate, the appointee will participate in TEAM
meetings fof bilingual special needs students.

The appointee

will periodically monitor uhe implementing of the Individualized Educational Plan
4.

By arrangement w,ith the Bilingual Office, interpretors will
J.

be provided for TEAM meetings and translations will be made
for limited-English sPeaking pa?ents
5.

Services are provided by certified special educators such
as learning disability teachers, speech therapists, resource
room teachers and learning center teachers.

When services

are provided by an aide, the tasks must be clearly defined
in the IEP and the aide bust be jointly supervited by ihe

appropriate special educator in.the buildinz and the general
education.teacher (including the bilingual teacher) who

.

best know the child, his needs and hi's potential

In addition, the appointee will assist in obtaining bilingual

psychologists, social workers, and other staff, review IEP's twice
yearly, and be available for consultation about any issues and problems in the bilingual-special education area.
r.

A basic component of the regular vocational program for minority
language students is the availability of ESL lessons for one or two

,

,periods daily.

Native speakers of:other languages may be provided

as teacher aides in vocational training areas whe
content teachiaz.

they support the
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An innov It iv.- program wi

ate try ing for the f irst t ime this year

is an evploratorv, aft.er-school program foi any minority language
high scln?ol staldents.

Through a federhl grant fox adult education

.

this progr -en w is dev,'loped t.0 provide f?r:ign students from under
develop(' 1 coon tr ies with an int lodott 91 to variou
les.

c lass weets tt.iice weekly

1I'

career possib

for a lecturehlemOnstration

in one of several areas, for example, auto body, printing, electronic
assembly, computers, food services, etc,.

A Bilin'gual/ESL teacher

gives Fnirl ish language instruction relate'd to the content and a

teacher nide ot in(erpretor assists in explaining concepts whenever
At

thl.

least one visit is wade during the year to each of the

local inAw.tr tes for which Ole training is offered.
stoAt x ts

ed,lcat ion.

voc at Iori

This gives

uoder,tandIng of the wide range of choice

au

available in

It also pt ov ides !,tudent:: and prospect ive
A

,ppOt toil it y

e np love r

t

0 meet informal ly.

Job app 1 icat ion and

job interv ew procedures are an important par t of the

cur r icul um

In this plograw.
education.

Adul t
to of f et

,

I

The Bilingual department has an ubligar ion'

t,Icpc; in English as a Second Language .to community resi-

dent s and should not leave thits to other agencies which may not
have per,,onnel with the expert ise to dr; the job well.
Vr an
to

program can be implemented will vary from community

Idti It

If resourcel permit. it would be helpful to offer

,

(

IA", "

How exten-

i

ii

;,

1

I uiu

and wt it

I" 1

An

t he mother tongue for the minor it.y

in taching tln, history and literature of their
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countries.

program Evaluation--Accountabilitx
1

In Massachusetts the Transitional Bilingual Educa
mandates an evaluation tu be conducted by a commdttee o

law

ients

_and educators at regulal intervaqs: Every aspect of th
program from administration and record-keeping to teachi
and census-taking is to bt examined and evaluated for its:a

ngual
iedules

rence

to the stipulations of the Transitional Bilingual Educatiqjlaw.
Any Billn.gual proglam worthy,of the name should welcomi'

assessment of its varying degrees of success in providing a'

Ica-

Accountability is not

rty

tion for minority language children.

word unless ditty deeds are done, in its name.

There is alwO

uch

to be learned from an evaluation of any operation when ii is
constructively motivated ex:ercise.

An in-house evaluation could be done by a team of 3-5 par*
with children in the bilingual program, together with an assort
ment Of educators from other prOtrams, possibly including an
4.0

elementary teacher,.a high school teacher, a social worker, and A
school principal.

Such a tearawould be small enough to work effedi

tively.

lhe team should develop their criteria for program evaluation,
and should observe and cormma un at least the following,categorie,st4
1.

Student achievement

2.

Physifal tacilittes in the schools

- 100

3.

Staff competency

4.

Materials and textbooks

5.

Administrative leadership and effectiveness

Of all the elements to be observed, the outcome that has great-

est signiffcance is student achievemmt.
the raison &etre of the whole program.
then the program is not working.

Teis is the bottom line,
If progress is not odcuring

Attention must be p'aid either to

improving the performance of staff, or developing different methodologies, or acquiring new materials, or using different diagnostic
and assessment instruments, or some combination of several,of these
4components.

An on-going, formative evaluation will help ensure a

systematic appraisal and re-appraisal process.
.

.0

.

A program of achievement testing at the end of every schok year
will provide teachers and parents with an accurate assessment of how
much progress has been made in second language acqtasition.

Some

professional judgment must be exercised in selecting the most appropriate instruments to use for this purpose.

Sinee basic skills

testing is now required in many states, minority language students
may, when they are deemed ready by the staff, be allowed to participate in that testing to determine their performance in comparison
with their classmates.

Ducking the issue 9f achievement testing is

do do a disservice to minority langugage children.

If results do

not match expectations, then new strategies must be devisted for
impro'ving the possibilities for learning.

Developing the ground rules for a formative evaluation of, the

.,

;
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bilingual program makes sense fc4 several reasons.

It keeps the

initiative for program eyaluation in the hands of people most directly concerned with the program--the parFnt.s.

Adding profession-

al educaters within the school system. but not involveein the program, provides a necessarY balance between familiarity and objectiveity.

A regularly scheduled evaluation, perhaps,every other year,

allows enough time for problem areas to be improved and reconsidered.
Make up of the evaluation team would change, of necessity, providing fresh view points.

A summary of previous evaluations should be

studied, preliminary to stariing a new process, tb assure continuity
,and avoid repetitious efforts.

An evaluation process might ensure that documentation on

minority language studentsbe maintained in a more systematic manner
than has seen the case so far in the ten years of Transitional Bilingual' Education in MassaChusetts.

Copclusion
The program model *escribed here

is an accurate reflection of a

living, existing program in operation at this time in one city in
Massachusetts.

Like ,any livipe organism, it will not remain in this

exact form for very long.

It is not a static, totally unique plan

for saving the academic lives of non-English speakers.

It is not

-necessakily to be swallowed whole, withoutpre-consideration.
is a iJorkable, systematic inodel.

'But

I believe that some or all of its

tures On be of imediate or of future use to other communiities.

it
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June 21, 1982.

The Honorable Robert T. Stafford
Chairmae
Subcommittee on Educati66. Arts and lumanities
Dickson Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Bob:

Enclosed
regarding the
on Education,
a copy of the

are the answers to questions submitted by Senator Kennedy
hearings on S. 2002 which were held by the Subcommittee
Arts and !inanities in late April.
I have also forwarded
answers to Ted for his informatiOn.

If I can lit of further assistance in this matter, please let me know.
Sinc'erelN.

wm
Enclosures

cc

Seratar Edward M. Kennedy

'Wh ter D. Huddleston
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Answers to questions submitted to Senator Huddleston by Senator Kennedy on S. 2002
June 21, 1982

Your bill adds a new defining characteristic for bilingual education:
"An intensive course of study in English.". Why do you believe that the current
effort in this area is insufficient?
Q.

The current emphasis in,the bilingual program seems not to be to teach
children English but to make sure that the home language remains strong. -This
Was not the intent of the bilingual education program when it waS first passed
by Congress.
I believe that putting a specific provision in the bill which
defines the purpose of bilingual education wilPassure that the program teaches
English and does not place a disproportionate share of the time on maintaining
the child's home language.
A.

-------

.

.

What does this characteristic require.--more,tune studying English or a
different unstructional approach?
Q.

The requirement for an intensive course of English would promote more
effort in having a child learn English. It would not mandate only ESL programs as some have feared.
A.

Studies have indicated that reading and writing skills are important in
student acquistion of language literacy skills. Given.their importance, why
do you delete these two skills from the definition of "limited English proficient'
Q.

The definition of a limited English proficient child has been changed
to exclude reading and writing-because the present definition has only
The idea
legitimized keeping Children in a bilingual program indefinitely.
of therplogram was that it would be transitional only. flbwever, by requiring

A.

proficiency in speaking, understandinTWITETandLuriting skills before
a child can be move on, we are guaranteeing that these children may never.be
Everyone is aware that many children who
placed in the regular classroom.
Yet we do not
know only English hale trxible reading and writing English.
segregate these children from others in the classroom and there is no reason
why bilingual thildren who speak wid understand English should be segregated
only because they have problems reading and writing the languageo

Should bilingual education programs not emphasize the acquisition of
these two skills?
Q.

Bilingual education should emphasize the development of all skills,
however, the primary responsibility is that the child learn English as
rapidly ap possible so he can be placed in a classroom with other English
In the regular classroom the child's skills can be
speaking)students.
developed further along with other students.
A.

Q.

Why should students be tested annually rather,than every two years?

The problem with the present bilingual program is that there is no
requirement that the children be tested at all. The language of the Bilingual
Mucation Act does not require an evaluation as the basis for continued
participation. The language is only advisory and there are no sanctions if an
evaluation is not completed.
Students in classrooms all across the country are tested each year to
see what skills they have acquired during the year and to see how they have
progressed. There is no reason why bilingual education students should not
In fact, is is moie hmperative
be subject to the same evaluation process.
that these students be .evaluated as.often as possible so that students who
Having an
have acquired slifficient English skills can be mainstreamed.
evaluation any less frequently than cmce a year only helps to perpetuate
a bilingual education progam where the students will remain indefinitelL
A.
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Senator STAH.-olw. The balance of the morning will be d6otea to
two panels. The Chair would ask the first panel to come forward It
consists of Mr. Arnoldo S. Torres, executive director, 1,,pague of
United Latin American Citizens in Washington; Dr Roberto Ct:uz,
president-elect, National Association:of Bilingual Education, here
in Washington, Dr. G Richard Tucker, director, Center for Applied
Linguistics, Washington; and Mr. Ronald P. Andrade, executive director, National' Congress of American Indians.
In view of time constraints, the Chair is going to have to ask Wit-

nessesand I believe you have been so warnedto limit your

statements to' 5 minutes. If you have a longer, printed statement,
we will be glad to have it placed in the record in tun. But .we are
gout- to use Claiborne Pell:s designed "stop-go-catition" lighting
system. In illy committee, I am more inclined to use an hourglass,
.
which is a little bit flexible.
So, gentlemen, when the gr4n goes on, you are starting; when
the yellow goes on, you have 1 minute in which to conclude your
remarks.

The Chary-really would leave it to you as to wild goes first, although I would suggest maybe you go in the order in which I calred
your names, a that is agreeable. So that would mean Mr. Arnoldo
Tort-es, you are at bat.
_

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD() S. TORRES, EXECUtIVE DIRECTOR,
LEAGUE OF UNITED 'IATIN AMERICAN CITIZENS, 4C('O)
DR. JOSE LLANES; DR. ROBERT CRUZ, PRES ENTNIED
ELECT, LEAGUE OF UNITED LATIN AMERICAN CITV, ,NS, AC-

COMPANIED 131 DR. JAMES CUMMINS; DR. G. RICHARD TUCKER,
DIRECTM. CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS; AND RONALD
P. ANDRADE. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, N-ATIONAL CONGRESS Or
AMERICAN INDIANS, ACCOMPANIED JIY. DR. WILLIAM LEAP1
PANEL

Mr. TolUtES. Mr. Chairman, befoie the veep goes on, I would just

like to provide you with just a brieftatement about the strAture
Many or us here hae brought with' us Witnesses who will be, pro.
viding expert test imony--Senator STAFFORD. That is agreeable to the Chair, but it will still
have to be within the 5 minutes.
Mr. TORRES. Yes, within the 5 mi»utes. I just wanted to let you
-

know why we have so many people up here.
Senator STAFFORD. 'All right.

Mr TORRES. I appreciate the opportunity to come before you
today as the executive director of the League of United Latin

American Citizens, this country's oldest and largest Hispanic orga
n ization.

I commend you and Senator Huddleston for wanting to discuss
this issue which, as he has indicated, is extremely important to our
community On behalf of LULAC, we have always considehd bilingual- education an extremely high, priority, and we demonstrated
that concern in the 1950's, when we formed the "Little School of
-11/0,- which was aimed at teaching Hispanic children 100 basic

English words in ordee to ease their 'transitionand. we note,
9`. 545
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-transition" into a monolingual English classroom. This program
formed the basis for the Federal Head Start program of the 1960's.

I would simply like to respond somewhat to Senator Huddleston's
comments earlier. He mentioned the AIR study. We want to indicate for the record that that study began in 1974, was terminated
in 1977, and was released in 1978 because of methodological problems Incidentally, every scholar primarily has indicated that its
findings are incorrect and have rejected the study.
,
The other point, ,as he indicated, is that in Los Angeles parents
withdrew their children from school, -add I primarily want to indicate for the record that these children were segregated in order,to
instruct them in t'heir native language, and this is why the parents
withdrew them. It was primarily a design problem, as opposed to
just an opposition to bilingual education.
I would like at this time to introduce Dr. Jose Llanes, who has
done a study-Of the De Kanter/Baker study and a couple of other
.issues that we would like to have raised.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Torres followsj
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PRESENTED BY
ARNOLDO S. TORRES

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
APRIL 264 1982

GOOD MORNING, MEMBERS OF U.S. SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,
ARTS AND HUMANITIES.

I AM ARNOLDO TORRES, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR OF THE LEAGUE OF UNITED LATIN AMERICAN CITIZENS (LULAC),'

THIS COUNTRY'S OLDEST AND LARGEST HISPANIC URGANIZATION WITH

OVER 100,00 MEMBERS IN 45 STATES.

WE APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO COME BEFOREYOU AND
PRESENT TESTIMONY ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION, AN ISSUE WHICH IS
OF PRIMARY IMPORTANCE TOTHE HISPANIC-,COMMUNITY AND ONE WHICH

HAS BEEN GIVEN HIGH PRIORITY BY LULAC SINCE ITS INCEPTION

.

IN THE 1950's, LULAC FORMED THE "LITTLE SCHOOL V 4004 WHICH
WAS AIMED AT TEACHING-HIS'PANIC CHILDREN 400 BASIC ENGLISH

WORDS IN ORDER TO EASE THEIR TRANSITION INTO A MONOLINGUAL
ENGLISH CLASSROOM.

THIS PROGRAM FORMED THE BASIS FOR THE

FEDERAL HEAD START PROGRAM OF THE 1960's:

HISTORICALLY, CHILDREN OF MINORITY LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS
HAVE SUFFERED ABUSE AND NEGLECT DUE TO THEIR SO-CALLED
"LANGUAGE HANDICAP."

ACCORDING TO THE 1979 ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE CARNEGIE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK, "CONSIDERED BY

nci

AUTHORITIES 10 BE CHILDREN OF A

FNERI0R RACE, (MEXICAN

Amc_RICAN CHIIDREN IN TEXAS AFTER THE CIVIL WAR) 11ERE OFTEN
FS'? SPEAKING SPANISH, HEARD THEIR NAMES ANGLICIZED,

"0 SAPI

IHrAB GULIURAL BACKGROUND SYSTPMATICAELY IGNORED

IN TExTBOOKS."

IN A 1970 ARTICLE IN CENTER MAGAZINE ENTITLED, "MONTEZUMA'S

N," PHILIP 0, ORTEGO OBSERVED:
IN PRACTICE, MEXICANAMER1CAN CHILDREN ARE
FREQUENTLY RELEGATED TO CLASSES FOR THE rDUCABLE
M1NTALLY RETARDED SIMPLY BECAUSE MANY TEACHERS

QUM E LINGUIST! C AB I L !TY WITH INTELLECTUAL
AB.11 I TY.

IN CAL IFORN IA, MEXI CANAMERICANS ACCOUNT

EQR MORE THAN 1107 OF THE SOCALI ED MENTALLY
RETARDED.

MANY OF THE ATTACKS ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION TODAY, AND THh
'Ali! JUDE S AND. MISUNDERSTANDINGS UPON WHICH MANY OF THESE ATTACKS
",1,E

PA',10, RE VIAL, THAT THE ONGOING CONTROVERSY REFLECTS A DEEPER

-(6NEL IC1 JTHAN SIMPLY A S I ROGGLE TO F IND T,HE BEST METHODOLOGY

'FOR EDUCA IND MINORITYLANGUAGE CHILDREN.

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

IS BUT ONE OF A SERIES' OF APPROACHES TO MEETING THE NEEDS OF
mINORI TY

A:IGUAGE STUDENTS, AND IT OCUP IES ONLY

OF 1% OF

4'61 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS, YET 11 HAS FICEIVED AN IRORDINATE
W1OUN I OF AT TLNTI ON,

IN PART BY THOSE WHO VIEW TEACHING IN

A FOREIGN LANGUAGE AS "UNAMERICAN," OR "DAMAGING TO OTHER

111

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS."

CONTRARy TO PUBLIC PERCEPTION, AND ro

THE MANNER WHICH THE MEDIA HA

CHARACTERIZED BILINGUAL EDhCATION,

IT IS NOT AN ATTEMPT BY THE SPAN1SH-SPEAKING COMMUNITY, NOR
ANY OTHER NON-ENGLISH DOTI1NANT GROUP, TO CREATE ITS OWN

COUNTRY WITHIN THE UNITED STATES.

THERE ARE NUMEROUS STUDIES

To SHOW THAT STUbENTS TAUGHT IN I ITt IR NATIVE LANGUAGE UNTIL

ABLE TO SuCCEPD IN MONOLINGUAL ENGLISH CLASSROOMS PERFORM
BETIER THAN THOSE WHO ARE FORCED 117.EDIATtLY INIO AN AIL.

ENGLISH INVIRONMENT, SO OUR PURPOSE IN SUPPORTING THESE
PPOGRAMS IS PRECISELY THAT OF5H6LPING STUDENTS BE BETTER
c,,,NTRIBUTOPS 10 MAINSTREAM AMERICAN SOCIETY. 'THOSE WHO

INSIST ON RILICATING MINORITy-LANGuAGE STUDENTS TO AN
INfERIOR srATis BY PLACING HTEM IN SITUATIONS WHERE THEY
ARE DOOMti) 10 1AG BEHIND OR FAIL ARE THOSE WHO ARE ACILIAllY

PROMOTING A CONTINUED SEPARATION DUE TO LACK OF

COMMUNICATION

ANL ACHIEVI:1ENT.

IN THE LAST 10 yEARS WE HAVE SEEN A SIGNIFICANT RISE IN
ANTI-IMMIGRANT SINIIMENT SWEEP THIS COUNTRY.

THIS MANTA( ITY

Fit,S EXIINDID INTO THE CULTURAL TRAITS OF THE .NEw IMMIGRANTS

WHICH MANY VIEW AS BEING PRIMARILY EiT3PANIC, SPANISH-SPEAKING.
IN VIEW OF THIS COUNTRY'S CONSTANT ECONOMIC DIFFINLIts OVIR
THE IASI 10 YEARS, IT IS NOT SURPRISING TO FIND NAT AS A

CONSEaltNCF, THE NEW IMMIGRANTS 3AVE BEEN MADE THE sCATHGOATS
fOR ,,UCH PPo,BliMS.

THIS HAS HISTORICAILY BEEN THE MANNfR

IN WHICH U.S. SOCIETY HAS RESPONDED TO NEW IMMIGRANTS IN

Jib
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TIMES OF ECONOMIC DOWN SWINGS.

HOWEVER, WE FIND THAT TWE

NEGATIVISM TOWARDS NEW ARRIVALS I; DEEPER AND ATTACKS
CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW IMMIGRANTS

IS ALSO THE LANGUAGE OF MANY RESIDING IN THIS COUNTRY.

CONSEQUENTLY, BILINGUAL EDUCATION ALSO BECOMES A FOCAL
POINT FOR VENTING FRUSTRATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH

ECONOMIC

TROUBLES.

THE TENDENCY TO LINK THE BILINGUAL EDUCATION ISSUE
WITH THE IMMIGRATION ISSUE REVEALS POLITICAL MOTIVES BEHIND
MANY ARGUMENTS WHICH THREATEN THE YOUNG LIFE OF AN EFFECTIVE
INSTRUCTIONAL TOOL.

THIS TENDENCY ALSO PLACES SPECIAL DEMANDS

ON BILINGUAk EDUCATION PROGRAMS TO PROVE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS.
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES ARE BEING PROPOSED BEFORE THE PROGRAM
HAS HAD THE CHANCE TO PROVE ITSELF, AND MANY OF THESE CHANGES
ARE BASED ON A FEW AND FAULTY NEGATIVE REPORTS.

WE WOULD NOW LIKE TO ADDRESS OUR REASONS FOR OPPOSING

THE TWO BILLS UNDER CONSIDERATION TODAY BECAUSE WE Fru THAT
THEY TAKE BACKWARD STEPS IN ALLEVIAING THE PROBLEM OF
MAINSTREAMING MINORITY LANGUAG

CHILDREN INTO AMERICAN SOCIETY.

WE OPPOSE SENATOR WALTER HUDDLESTON'S BILL, 8.2002
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:'
1)

THE PROPOSAL TO LIMIT PARTICIPATION 14- A TITLE VII

PROGRAM TO ONE YEAR IS BASED ON THE IDEA THAT THE
TIME LIMIT WILL PERSUADE TEACHERS AND STUDENTS TO

113'

REACH GOALS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH IN THE SHORTEST
TIME POSSIBLE.

RESEARCH EVIDENCE REVEALS THAT

BEST RESULTS ARE OBTAINED AFTER FOUR OR FIVE YEARS
OF SIMULTANEOUS INSTRUCTION IN THE NATIVE LANGUAGE
AND ENGLISH.

ALTHOUGH MANY STUDENTS PROGRESS RAPIDLY

AND ARE ABLE TO ADVANCE TO A MONOLINGUAL CLASSROOM
IN LESS THAN TWO OR THREE YEARS, ONE YEAR IS ENTIRELY
TOO RESTRICTIVE AND WILL RESULT IN A BURDENSOME ANNUAL
EVALUATION PROCESS AND MONOLINGUAL CLASSES F'ULL OF

STUDENTS WHO TRULY ARE NOT PREPARED TO SUCCEED IN
THAT ENVIRONMENT,
2)

PERHAPS THE JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ONE YEAR LIMIT IS
SENATOR HUDDLESTON'S PROPOSAL TO RE-DEFINE THE
POPULATION OF STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION
TO TONSIST ONLY OF THOSE WHO DO NOT.SPEAK OR
UNDERSTAND ENGLISH.

THIS PROVISION DOES NOT TAKE

INTO ACCOUNT A CHILD'S ABILITY TO READ AND WRITE
ENGLISH, WHICH IS AN ESSENTIAL CRITERIA TO SUCCESS IN

,

THE CLASSROOM.
3)

THE'PROV1SION WHICH WOULD MANDATE AN INTENSIVE,,ENGLISH

COURSE WOULb DEMAND EXTRA TIME IN THE STUDY OF ENGLISH
AND EVEN LESS TIME IN TH

NATIVE LANGUAGE.

ACCORDING

TO THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S 1978 CHILDREN?
ENGLISH AND.SERVICES STUDY, 85% OF STUDENTS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAMS RECEIVE FIVE HOURS OR MORE OF STRUCTURED
ENGLISH INSTRUCTION AS COMPARED TO ONLY 78% OF CHILDREN
IN AN ALL-ENGLISH PROGRAM.

THIS OVERZEALOUS APPROACH

10

'V
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c,

COULD REsUL1 IN A NIGIILT OF tHL INSTRUCTION IN
THE NATIVE LANGUAGE wHICH IS NECESSARY IOR THE
COGNITIVE PRoGRESS OF THE. STUDENTS,

WE OPPOSE THE ADMINISIRATION'S PROPOSALS FoR THE FOLLOWING
REASONS:

THE PROPOSAL TO FUND NON-BILINGUAL IDUCATION PROGRAMS

1)

wITH TITLE VII MONIES WOULD PLACE ADDED DEMANDS ON
THE LIMITED RESOURCES AND WOULD BE DETRIMENTAL TO

,

RESEARCH AND RETINEMENT OF BII INGUAL PROGRAMS WHICH

INCORPORATE THE USE OF THE NATIVE LANGUAGE,
2)

THE PROVISION TO PRIORITIZE FUNDING FOR'THOSE

STUDENTS

WHO ARE LIMITED IN ENGLISH AND WHO A460 HAVE A "USUAL"

.

LANGUAGE WHICH IS OTHER THAN ENGLISH IS PEDAGOGICALLY
1,W,OuND DUE TO THE FACT JHAT A CHILD VOLD BE PROFICIENT
,

.

IN fNGLIsH, BUT PREFER TO SPLAK ANOTHER LANGUAGE MOST
OF THE TIME.

,
:..

,

THIS PROVISION WOULD DEPRIVE MANY STUDENTS

OF sERVIces WHO SpEAK SOME ENGLISH, BUT WHO STILL
HAVE NOT PROGRESSED IN THEIR CONCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF
THE LANGUAGE TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY TO SUCCEED IN A

,

REGULAR ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ClAsSROOM.
,

ACCORDING 10 DEPART-

MINT OFFICIALS, THIS COULD REDUCE 1HE NUMBER OF E(IGIBLE
CHILDREN FROM 3.6 MILLION TO 700,000.
3)

;

THE PROVISION TO PLACE BILINGUAL VOCATIONA1 TRAINING

..,,

PROGRAMS UNDER THE BUDGET AUTHORliY OF TILLE VII WOULD
J7.,. BL DETRIMENTAL TO BOTH PROGRAMS BECAUSE OF THE INCREASED

DEMAND ON FUNDS.

..
..
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Dr I.I.ANFs Thank yo,u %cry patch, Mr. Chairman This testimo-.
in two parts. The hist part deals with the dlitft final report of
Dekantei and Baker, the second part offers some leconvilendations
On how the act may be amended. ,

First, we would like to state that we atree with the general as-

sessment k untamed al the memo horn the Chief of the Department..
of Education's Legal Standards and Policy Branch In this memo,
the% point out that "the DeKanter:Baker repont is invalid and or
httie rely% anee to Federal policy or to local educators who are con
cerned with pro% aling equal edm,ational opportunities to language
minority students,- and the memo goes on to identify why
At the present time, the data, analysis, and synthesis of research
in US. bilingiud educamon iemains largely undone There is considerable data !tom Mexico. Per U. SWeden, Canada, and the Philip
pines. all agreeing with our current policy direction. The- minimum
le% el irf effeetiseness of this treatment saries according to study
method. foreign national community characteristics, and the ()hive
tises of the bilingual education program under study, but there is

w ide agreement that transference to the all English curriculum
should not- take plAe before the child has des eloped what psycho
linguist, James Cummins, has called CALP, or cognitise academic
linguist k pr ohi it'l10 a language rich enough to handle conceptual
acadermi infor (nation There is, howmer, no body of similar data

on US programs at this time. To do a summary of all that

is

known about (TS bilingual education at this time, which is what
DeKanto Baker piesume to do, would be like sending a Oase to the
Jury beVore one side has had a chance to present its e5 idence.
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The case for iMmersion in the repqrt is Made on the basis of
three studies. Only 'one of them fits the criteria that DeKanter/
Baker has already outlined for inclusion in the treport. This is the
Canadian St. Lambert experiment. The purpose of this experiment,
sir, is to add a languageFrenchr--to English-speaking Canadian

s

children without expecting that they lose their English skill at all.
The U.S. case is totally different. The Bilingual Act seeks to subtract the language, leaving in its 'place a second language. The comparison is therefore invalid.
rn order to substantiate this, I called Dr. Lambert,, who is the
principal investigator of the above study. He said:
It is totally wrong to use our study of immersion in Montreal tu justify a similar
apprua.h with non Enghsh-speaking students in the US. The only possible parallel
Is with native English-speaking students m the US being introduced to Spanish ur
Purtuguese Tu fad tu do that is tu put them at a tremendous disadvantage, intellev.
tually. attitudinally. and socially, and to keep them there fur the rest of their lives
The popular Canadian and Ameman myth wh,tch points at someone's grlindfather
who came from Poland ur Italy. learned English, and made a rndliun dollars without
the help of bilingual edueation. is a story which Is statistically tnvahd.

In the second part of this testimony, I would like to outline for,,
the subcommittee the policy directions we see emerging from research on bilingualism and bilingual education at this, time.
We have observed that bilingual education is a very local and
community-interactive phenomenon, which has to be designed and
evaluated in the linguistic and social context where the school is
situated This argument is supported by over 40 studies, reviewed,
and analyzed in an article already given to staff.
In order to prescribe a certain mix of languages, the pdlicy maker
must know certain linguistic and social characteristics of the environments which, according to research evidence, provide functional
power to the'school's program.
Senator STAPFOIth. I hate to be hard-hearted about this, but it is
the only way we can get the job done rend hear as many people as
possible. So we will place the balance of your statement in the
record.
Dr. LANES. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Llanes
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PREI'ARED BY

DR. JOSE LLANES

APRIL 26, 1982
4

On behalf of LULAC, my colleagues at Cal-State and myself I want to
thank the Committee for this opportunity to offer testimony,
this testimony is in

two parts.

Mr. Chairman

The first part deals with' the Draft Final

RepoFt of Adrienne de Kanter and Keith Baker on the "Effectiveness of
Bilingual Education."

The second partsoffers some recommendations on how

the.Ace may be amended to coincide with current theoretical and practical
understandings on the education of l imiiecf English speaking (LEP) students

in the public schools:

First we would like to state that we agree with the general assessment
contained in the memo from the Chief of the Department of Education's Legal
Standards tend Policy Branch.

In this memorandum it is pointed out'that,

"Tbe de Kanter/Baker report's conclusions are)nvalid and of little relevance
to federal policy or to Jocal educators concerned with providing equal
edjtational'opportunities to language minority students."

The memo goes on

to identify "four fallacies" contained in the report, three of which according to the memo (Auola4 involve an unwarranted simplification of complex
educational real ities:' kwrgcrut-e-).

We couldn't agree more.

At the present time, the data, analysis and synthesis of research in ow
U.S. bilingual 'education (6E)remains largely undone.

There is considerable

data from Mexico, Peru, Sweden, Canada and the Phillipiiires all agreeing with
the current policy direction, n'amely that limited-English speaking students

should receive a certain minimum instruction in their home language, before

being transferrA into an all-English curriculum.

The minimum varies

according to study method, foreign national community characteristics and
the objectives of the bilingual education program under study, but there
is wide agreement that transference to the all-English curriculum should
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not

ake p1 ce before the child has developed what Ps'ycholinguist James

ummins has called CALP or Cognitiie Academic Linguistic Profli.iency, a language
rich.enoulh to handle conceptual academic ioformation.
no body of
of all that

There is, however,

data based on U.S. progcams at this time.
known about U.S

Co do a summary

Bilingual Education at this time,which is

what de KanterIRAker presume to do, would be like sending a case to the jury
before one side has had a chance tu present its evidence.

The reason is

that,thes,e data are forthcoming trom 48 studies, a list,of which has been

submitted as part of this testimony, which were lieigned and contracted by
the National Institute of Education and the Departmentiof Education and are
currently nearing completion.

These studies, once synthesized apd published,

may provide pecifis guidance on which aspects of the theory.of bilingual
education can be said to be operant in the U.S. Context.

'

the ca,e for immersion as a treatment for LEP is made by de Kanter/Baker
on the basis of three studies

Only one of them fits the criteria de Kanter/

Baker outlined; a Canadian study which the authors themselves claim is not

la
relevant to the U S. case, the St. Lambert Experiment.'.Tire.pyrpose of the

*.

Canadian experiment is to add a language (French), to English-speaking

Canadian children without expecting that they lose their English skill and
in Tact expe(ting to fully maintain both languages throughout their life
U.S. case 4, different.

The

Thr BE dAct is subtractii7e, in that it does not seek

tu retain the mother tongue, !At to subtract it, leaving in its place the
second language.

the comparison is invalid and every critique to de Kanter/

-Baker has made this point.

In'order to reinforce the p'oint

I called the

principal investigator of the Canadian studies1 the psychologist Wallace
Lambert, and he asked that

I

to ,ubstantiate the claims

tha.t immersion prugrams like the Canadian experi-

read you his rention to the use of hi: stu'dy

ment are suitable alternativ'es to BE:

12 J.
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It is totally wrong to use our study of Immersion in Montreal
to justify a similar approach with non-English speaking students
tn the U.S. The only possible parallel is with native Englishspeaking students in the U.S. being introduced to Spanish or
Portuguese.
ft

Fo-r anyone who comes from a home language background other than
English (such asthe French-and Ukranians in Canada and4the
Hispanic, Navajo or Vietnamese in the U.S.) we recommend that
a prolonged period of home language instruction be given, either
before or concurrent with English language instruction.
To
fail to do that is to put them at a tremendous disadvantage
intellectually, attitudinally and-socially and to keep them
there for the rest of their lives.

The popular Canadian and American myth -.Dr. Lambert says which points at someone's.grandfather who came'from Poland or
Italy, learned English and made a million dollars, without the
help of bilingual education, is a story which rs statistically
invalid (unquote).
(Wallace LaMbert, personal cocrunication: April 23, 1982)
Another point in which we differ with de Kanter/Baker has found its
way to the proposed legislation.

It relates to the duralion of treatment

for LEP studr,,t, which May be judged sufficient ,to shop bilingual effects.
S. ?002 sets a

limit of one-year and deKanter/Baker's review of programs

of Bilingual Education which showed poor results was largely constructed
on one-year effects.

We interpret the poor results as indications that

the one-year duration of the treatment reported in those studies is not
What de Kanter,f8aker failed to-note IS that the successful
1
bilingual outcomes or effects, noted in the literature are most often
long enough

registered in the third year of testing, giving rise to the hypothesis.,
(currently being researched by two of the ongoing studies mentioned
earlier) that successful bilingual program outcomes would begin to show

durtnq or after the year rif treatment. Wingual Education, we believe,
is lire A 4.minute egg

In order to produce a 4-minute egg, the egg has

to be_Poiled for tne full four minutes, ind to break the shP11 open at the
,

4

,

12 'I

12(:k

end of one minute to see how the egg is doing would yield the result that
the yolk is runny and the white is clear, and those are the supposedly
unsuccessful 'results de Kanter/Baker reported.

conclusjon, we believe that some of the effects of Transitional

Bilingual Education reported by de Kanter/Baker are to be expected since
4,

the minimum duration of bilingual treatment appears to be longer than the
"end of one year" outcomes some of.the studies measured.

To transfer

students to an all-English curriculum after one year as S. 2002 proposes
is to compound the prob1em, and to ensure that only a small percentage
of Limited Engtish speaking children succeed in the American public schools.

We summarize these three points as follows:.
We, along with 12 other scholars in the field who have read and critiqued
the de Kinter/Baker report, believe that the Report fails to find studies
of successful bilingual education programs in the United States because
it unnecessarily excludes them
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II.

In the second part of this testimony we would iike to outline f

the

subcomnittee the policy'direction,we see emerging from research on bilingualism
and BE, and while we remain cautious until the 48 studies have been fully

analysed, we canythis time articulate the most powerful evidence we have
encountered in our own analysis of U.S. and foreign(data.
1.

We have observed that BE is a very local and,community-interactive

phenomena which has togbe designed and evaluated tn the linguistic and
social context where the school is situated.

tlf

This argument is supported

by over 40 studies reviewed and analysed in an article already given to
staff.

The argument is also ptesented in the Office of Education's i'nemo

alluded to earlier.
In order to prescribe a certain mix of languages and duration of a
Bilingual Education or English as a Second Language or Immersion program,
the policy maker must know certain liqguistic and social characteristics

of the environments which, according tà research euidenceprovide functional
power to the schoof's program.

In these communities, ME it more effective

than in comnunities where no such functional power exists.
But the best results do no,t come from illE at.all, but from the additive

BE which the Canadians have studied for over 10 years.
To summarize this point, the mott successful Bilingual Education We
'have found has been in locales where "functional power" exists and where
the objective is to add a.language, not subtract the home language.

The

objective should be to develop bilinguals from all, ethnic groups, far the

global and national importance of this action, briAging in the wake an
educational system that provides true equality of opportunity for LEP
students and to do so in a fashion that pays close attention to communities'
linguistic and social qualities.

12
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As education philosopher Rene Dubos put it in his last article before
'his death in March, Ne must think globa'lly and must act locally.",
2)

There has been much concern expressed over the large numbers of

native English speakers who are part of the lodal program of Title VII:
From an applied scientist's perspective the presence of these large numbers
can only help to design the type of Bilingual Educatiqn which is most
helpful to all concerned.
nation.

the LEP, monolingual English speakers and the

We are referring to the type of bilingual education that is called

"two way biliqual education" where both.LEP and PES (Proficient English
'speaking) children would be expected to learn to function in a second
language and where the objective is additive and the community provides
functional power
In these settings - such as the Coral tiay School and the Miami Gardens

as well as other schools in New York and
in Dade County, Florida
/
California - achievement in both lraTiguages has traditionally exceeded national
School
.

norms for the population.

The reason is as basic as democracy itself.

Since all children participate and receive the benefit of the dual language
skill, and together asscune the burden of learning an additional language,

a burden which does not retard programs in the English language, but enhances

cognitive skills such as chnitive flexibility and semantic richness, two' way BE places all children on an equal footing.

We are hined in these

recommendations by the recent policy document of the Edward H. Hazen foundation
and the Acadeniy for Educational De'velopment as well as by testimony

presented to Congress by thole who have testified before me and in previous
hearings on this act going back to 1972.
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The opportunity to enact a more productive type of BE will be yours

/when you consider S. 1817 side by side with the reauthorization plans for
Title VII.
3.

In communities where little functional power exists for home language

education, and where two way'BE would not be feasible, another type of BE
is recommended,

This BE violates some psyscholinguistic understandings

outlined earlier since it seeks to introduce the student to English before
he/she is theoretically ready to do so.
In these communities, students' home langmage wcitird be taught in a

developmental curriculum, and an (SL program put in place to teach the
Cognitive Academic Language to the student, to make him/her ready for the
all-English curriculum.
In these communities English is to powerful and attitudes against

other languages so negative, that any attempt to teach in another lUguage,
will be faced with a great deal of opposition socially, culturally and politically and nO linguistic support would be present outside of the school.
In summary we recommend that theaamended BE Act carry with it provisfons
for the approval of program applications on the_basis'of community and school
characteristics.

Th; policy should be clear and simple:

11) 'Where functional power exists (by virtue of the fact that a large
percentage of the school population speaks other languages, and other language

95-55S 0 82 ---9
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resources exist in the community), the legislation should recommend two-way

additive BE.
6) Where functional power tips not exist, a program of,home language
development and ESL should be recommended by the legislation.

These technical terms and the differences they shire are not well

understood by all local schools and lefrto their resources local 'educators
ebto

may not perceive the subtle differences in approach which may lead to
,

i rreparable damage to LEP students.

Thus Congress must assume the responsi-

bility for abstracting what has been learned from this national experiment
i n TBE and prepare 1 egi sl at ion cons i stent with this knowledge , aware of

local community di fferences and the impact these di fferences will have on

the success of its 'policy..
The best time to do this, would be in 1984 when Title VII is to be
reauthorized and when a national synthesis of research findings is made
available to Congress by the Department of Education's Part C Committee and

in the meantime it should resist the swinging pendulum of popular educational

rhetoric which will brill"; us back to the days when only 4% of the MexicanAmericans finished high, school ,,when Anita Lau sat in the San Francisco

,
to the Supreme Court ruling in the case of Lau vs. Nichols, "clearly denied
Public Schools traumatized by the all-English curriculum which, according

her the opportunity to be equally educated." We must resist the temptation,
to turn baCk the clock and instead look ahead to the 21st century when this

,nation will be either suffering the consequences of having denied equal

education to fully 20% of its populatjon or benefit from the outcomes of
having educated these students to become productive members of this.society.
Given all that is now known about BE we recommend that you reject boili
the BE amendments S. 2002 and the BE Improvement Act, S. 2412 based upon

de Kanter/Baker and set a new, better informed course, toward realizing the

-

full potential of all Americans regardless of their home language background.

..
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Senator STAFFORD. The next witness will be Dr. Cruz.

Dr. CRUZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is Robert Cruz, president-elect of the National Association for
Bilingual Education, representing 32 State affiliates with over 20

million. loyal Americans whose native language is not English. I
am also here on behalf of the National Advisory Council on Bilin'gual Education, a body created by Congress in 1974 to advise Congress and the Secretary of Education on the needs of language minoDity children and the state of the art of bilingual education in
the United States.
On behalf of the National Association for Bilingual Education
and the National Advisory Council on Bilingual Education, we
strongly urge the Senate to reject the proposed administration's. Ld-

lingual -education amendments of 1982 and Senate bill 2002. While
we support programs that insure that a once-limited English proficient student can successfully compete in an English classroom, we
are opposed to legislation which would deny children instruction in
a language understandable to them and deny services to over 2 million eligible children.
Also speaking on our behalf, is internationally renowned biling 1 education researcher, Dr. James Cummins.
D. CUMMINS. Gooc morning, Mr. Chairman.
Senator STAFFORD. ood morning.

Dr. CUMMINS. My çstimony this morning deals primarily with
research evidence rega, ding the effectiveness of bilingual education
and the importance, frçi a pedagogical' point of view, of including
a primary language com onent in programs for language minority
students.

It is appropriate to note, rst, that bilingual education is not a
uniquely American phenomen n. In fact, bilingual programs' are
found in a large majority of countries in the world, either as a
means of teaching foreign language skills, or in order to provide

equality of opportunity for language minority students.
The substantial number of longitudinal evaluations of these programs are virtually all consistent in showing one thingthat concepts and academic skills transfer across languages, with the re-

sults that students taught through a minority language for part of

the school day perform as well, or in many cases, better than
equivalent students taught entirely through the majority language
Thus, at an international level, the pedagogical basis of bilingual
education is well established and universally accepted by researchers who have worked in the field. The relevance of this in the pres-

ent context is that the common assumption that bilingual programs will impede the acquisition of English is refuted by an enormous amount of research data. .
Research ev idence from the United States is entirely'consistent

with the international data insofar as it shows clearly that bilingual education facilitates the acquisition of English literacy skills
fat- language minority students. For example, statewide evaluations
in Colorado, Michigan, New Jersey, and New York show that bilingual education programs are in fact succeeding in advancing the
English literacy skills of language minority students toward national norms. In the New Jersey study, for example, it was concluded

that "Nem, ersey's bilingual education prokram effectively pro.

u
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niotes development of these English skills. Added time in the program is related to increased abilities to read, write, speak and understand English." The fact that students who spent more time in
the bilingual program, did better in English academic skills supports the findings of many smaller studies that the effects of bilingual education are cumulative. For example, in the Nestor school
program in San Diego, language minority students gained an additional 36 of a year's growth in English reading for each consecutive year they spent in the program.
Thus, the research data'from these and many other programs
show that the effeCts of bilingual education are cumulative. In
other words, the more time the student spends in a bilingual program during the elementary school years, the more likely he or she
is to approach grade norms in English academic skills.
In view of the research data regarding the cumulative positive
effects of bilingual programs, it is clearly antieducational to place
an arbitrary limit of 1 or 2 years on the time the child spends in
the bilingual program This conclusion is reinforced by the findings
of perhaps the best evaluation of sa preschool Head Start program
that has ever been conducted. I am referring to a study released

just this month by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, conducted under the supervision of Dr. Steven Martinez,
who is in the audience this morning, which found that children in

Head Start bilingual/bicultural curriculum models made significant gains over comparison groups in English-only programs, in
their ability to use, understand, and think abstractly in English.
The study also found that despite these gains, ,1 year in a bilingual
preschool curriculum was insufficient for language minority students to reach the level of competence in English necessary for
them to compete successfully with English:speaking students. In
this regard, the research evidence clearly shows that although
many language minority students become fluent in superficial, surface level English speaking skills, it takes considerably longer for
the conceptual roots of English proficiency to grow sufficiently
deep to provide a basis for strong and sustained growth of English
literacy skills, for its research findings and the experience of many
teachers across the country show that students who immigrate
after several years of education in their primary language have
better educational prospects than minority students born In this
country whose primary language has never been reinforced by
their schools.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Cummins follows:J

:
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Testimony of Dr. James Cummins
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Research evidence related to four issues is considered in this testimony:
a. the effectiveness of bilingual education;

'

b. the inadequacy of time-based exit criteria;
c. the necessity for literacy-based exit criteria;
d. the importance of insuring that teachers can
communicate yith those they are supposed to
teach.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION
The major educational question related to the effectiveness of bilingual
education is whether bilingual education has effectively promoted English skills
for language mdnority studenta.

When you only examine the data from all the

recent stste-level evaluation's of bilingual programs to answer this question ip
the affirmative from positive state-vide evaluations in Colorado, Michigan, New
Jersey and New York it is clear that bilingual programs are overcomang the
inevitable initial implementation difficulties and pushing minority students
towards acceptable levels of English academic skills.

The New Jersey studY, for example, concludes that, "New Jersey's bilingual
educational program ... effectively promotes development of these English
skills.

Added time in the program is related to increased abilities to read,

write, speak.and understand English."

(1981, p. 21)

The fact that students who spent mare time in the bilingual prog4im did

better in English academic skills aupports the findings of many smaller
studieuthat the effects of bilingual education are cumulative. -For example,
in the Nestor School Program in San Diego language minority students gained an
additional .26 of a year's grqvth in English reading for each consecutive year
they spent in t

rogram.

Another indication of the effectivenes.s of bilingual education is its
success in Colorado i. promoting ficademic skills for both Anglo pnd minority
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students.

More thp 90% of the 39 programs for which datt were availAble

reported that limited English proficirt students showed a' rate of academic
progress at lea..t as good as that normally expected for all students. More
surprising, however, , was the fact that 50%' of the programs showed growth rates

in English academic skills for language minority students well 'beyond the nor-.
7

sal expected growth rates for all students. These results are especially
significant in view of previous research in Colorado shoving that Hispanic students tended to fall progressively further behind grade nonas during the elementary school years.
In summary, from researchers in the field the effectiveness of
implemented bilingual programs as

a pedagogical tool for promoting overall

a-ademie skill is beyond dispute.
THE LHADEQUACY OF TIM-BASED EXIT CRITERIA

The research data show clearly that the effects of bilingual programs
are cumulative. In other words, the more time the student spends in a bilirrgudil
program during the elementary school years the more

- he/she is to

approach grade norms in English acade.nac skills. There is no educational basis

for placing an arbitrary limit of one year or two years on the time the child
spends in a bilingual program. Such a provision, in fact, is clearly anti-

educational in view of the data regarding the cumulative positive effects of
bilit;gual education.
THE NECESSITY mit LITERACY-BASED EXIT CRITERIA

Research shows c learly that many language minority student,, become fluent

in surface aspects of English reltitively quickly but antl i t takes longer for
the conceptual roots of English proficiency to grow strfficiently deep to provide a hasi:: for strong and sustained growth of English literaey skills. To

exit students on the bask of superficial oral English skills only is aki; to

3
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denying that:literacy skills have anything to do with equality of educational
opportunities.

If equality of opportunity is to mean anything, then students

must be provided with sufficient literacy skills in Englich.to compete on an
equal basis witk/monolingual students.
The research shows that a good basis of literacy in the primary language
omgc'

Provides the surest foundation for the development _of English literacy.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INSURING THAT TEACHERS CAN COMMUNICATE WITH THOSE THEY
ARE SUPPOSED TO TEACH.
If teachers can not communicate with the limited English proficient child
-then their ability to teach 'the child is severely reduced.

To relegate this

role to instructional aides alone is undesirable since the aide will generally
have less pedagogical expertise than the teacher.

'Thus, every effort should be

made to provlde initial instructional experiences for the child which will
fully promote his/11,-r, future academic succeis.

This is difficult, if not

impossible, to do in a lnngu\ge the child does not understand.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
Dr. Tucker?

Dr. TUCKER. Mr. Chairman, I am honored to appear before this
subcommittee on behalf of the Center for Applied Linguistics CAL

has for 23 years been involved in research, technical assistance,

ancLev-aluation actiiities in diverse bilingual education programl, in
the United States and abroad. I myself have been involved in the
implementation and evaluation of bilingual education programs in
Asia. Africa, the Middle East, and in North America.
It is on the basis of this accumulated knowledge and experience
that we affirm our unequivocal support for bilingual education as a
viable educational approach for language minority students While
it is our con'tention that all students must develop the ability to understand, speak, read and write English so they can effectively par-

ticipate in school and in later life, we argue that it is of equal importance that these students develop the same language skills in
their native tongue. We also support the notion of bilingual educa-

tion for English mother tongue students in the United States,
which for them means developing proficiency in a second language
That is, I want my child to have an opportunity to develop profi-

ciency in another language in addition to her mother tongue,

which is English. The results of careful empirical and longitud nal
research and many studies throughout the world have dernonst ated that the development of bilingual skills is assotiated with gre
er cognitive development and scholastic achievement A bilingual
education program can be an effective vehicle for furthering the
development of language resources in the United States We welcome the opportunity to offer comments this morning.
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The changes proposed by Senator Huddleston and by Senator
Hayakawa are cause for concern tor several reasons. First, lgt us
comment on those proposed by Senator Huddleston. We commend
him for his attempt to clarify the language or the Bilingual Educe,tion Act, and we are certain that the Senator and his staff are
keenly aware of the important role language plays in education
and national development. We do queStion: however, the fact fhat
many of his efforts are undermined by basing his legislation on certain assumptions drawn from the Baker and DeKanter report. This
unofficial study, which has yet to be as noted seriously misrepresents what is known about English language teaching and immersion programs Everyone always refers to the St. Lambert Program.
I am from the St. Lambert program. Prof. Wallace Lambert and I
evaluated for 13 years the cumulative effects of the St. Lambert
program The authors claim that English immersion would be a
reasonable substitute for bilingual educatiqn ,programs 'for language minority youngsters in the United States,. They base their
conclusion on the reported success of three programs: The St. Lambert program, the Culver City program, and the program in McAllen, Tex These progrbms, in fact, utilized both the student's home
language and a second language for instructional purposes. The
goal of these cited programs is to develop dual language proficiency

by using the student's native language and a second language for
instructional purposes.

Wally Lambert and I have, on numerous occasions, unambig-

uouslY and explicitly stated:

The claim that the results of studies of Canadian immersion programs lead tu the

conclusion that minority group youngsters in the United States, Canada, or the
third 'world should be immersed or submerged in the target language is fake.

And we go on to talk about this in some, detail.
On the other hand, we support wholeh4artedly Senator Huddles-

ton's efforts to insure that there is an English language arts com-

ponent in all bilingual programs. We cOntend that a good bilingual
education program, by definition, will include an -English language
arts component for all students. We have serious question, howev-

er, about the proposed etimination of the reference to the use of
"native language as a means to achieve competence in English,
and we raise for consideratfon the fact that at one poiut, the draft
legislation seems to strike "native language," and at another point,
it leaves it in. We think there is ambiguity there.
We also are concerned about the definition, the proposed change
in definition of limited English proficiency to include only those
students who "have difficulty speaking and understanding." We
think that reading and writing are crucial as well.
In the administration's legislation, 'we are concerned about the
restriction or the lack of attention to native language proficiency
on the part of the teacher. We believe that the teacher must be
proficient in the language of the student. We also support many of
the recommendations noted by Professor Cummins.

'As a final note, let me indicate for the record that Congress, as
you well know, has authorized and appropriated more than $6 million for a comprehensive research and evaluation effort known as

the part C research agendA. These studies are funded and orga-
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nized in three general research categories. There are over 50 studies under way, many of which will provide us with the information
to judge the effectiveness of the current bilingual education effort
In addition, the Center for Applied Linguistics, on April 16, received a grant from the HazeFoundation, a private, philanthropic
foundation, to study the efficacy of9 immersion ducation as an educational alternative.
We urge members of this subcommittee, rathe thaw making precipitous changes, which may prove to be detrim ntal, to withhold
action uhtil the studies have beericompleted.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Tucker folrowsj
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Testimony of G. Richard Tucker
before the
Subcommittee.on Education, Arts, and Hunanities
of the
U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources
April 26, 1982
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am honored to appear before the Subconittee to address the issue of

the future of federal assistancefor students of limited English
prOficiency (LED).

The Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL), since its,

founding 23 years ago, has been concerned with the role of English

and

native language instruction-for language minority students in. the United
States.

During this time, CAL has convened conferences, conducted and moni-

tored research, published reports and provided information and feedback

to

legislators4and policymakers at"the fedqral, itate and local levels of
government.

CAL staff members have been persdnally involved in research,/

technical assistance and evaluation activities ,in diverse btlingual

edua-

tion programs in'the United States and broad.
Pfis on the basis of this accumulated knowledge and experience that we
affirm CAL's unequivocal support for bilingual education as a.viable educational approach fdr language minority students.

WJVle it is our cogtention

that all 'students must develop the ability to understand, speak, read and

write English so they Can effectivelysparticipate in school and in later life,
it is of equal importance that these students develop the sane language skills
in their native tongue.

.

We also,suppoirt bilingual education for English

mother-tongue students in the United StafeS, which for them, means developing
prpficiency in a second language.

r
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The results of careful, empirical, and longitudinal research in many
settings throughout the world have demopstrated that the development of

bilingual skills is associated with greater cognitive development
,- and scholastic achievement.1 The United States continues to have the dubious

distinction 'of being One of the few highly industrial societies whtch does
not promote the development of bilingual, language skills in the schools.

We

continue ta experfence the negatiVe repercussionk a ()dr monolingualism in

international trade, diplomacy and national security matters.

A bilingual

education program can be an effective vehicle to further ttie development of
language resources in the United States.2
Ve welcome the opportunity to offer coments cond2rning the proposed
Education Act. The changes proposed by Senator

amendments in the Riling

lluddleston in Senat

ill S.2002

d the Department of Education amendments

sponsored by Sena or Haykawa in Senate Bill S.2412 are cause for concern

fOr at least two reasons.

First, certain prOvisions run contrary to

retearch findings compiled in the United States and elsewhere; and second,

in many instoces,ihey contradict Ale experience of pract)tionersteachers,

supervisors and achlnitratorsover the lastdecade.

In the remarks to

follow, we Will first offer bri*f coments on the bp1 proposed by Senator
Huddleston; and then on Senator Haxakawa's propOsal.
14e commend Senator Huddleston for his attempt tolclariry the language

of the Bilingual Education Act and we aie certain tha,t the Senator and his
e

staff are-keenly aware of the inii2rtant role of language in education and
national development.

It is unfortunate that Senator Huddleston's efforts

4
are underlined by the fact- that tfie basic assump4tions of his legislative

amendments are drawn from the controversial Department'of Education report
_authored by da Kanter andiTaker.3

In his Dear Colleague letter, Senator,

kluddleston states,

'
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"A recent Department of Education report conclusively shows that
bilingual education has not been effective and notes that there is
no justification for assuming that it is necessary to teach
limited English speaking students in the child's native language
ln order for the child to progress in school."

.

.

This is simply not true.

This.unofficial study, which has yet.to be signed

by Secretary Bell, sefiously misrepresents what is known about English
lariguage teaching and immersion programs.

The authors claim that English

immersion.would be a reasonable substitute for bilingual
for language minority youngsters in the'United States.

education programs
They base their

conclusion on the reported success of three prOgrams which, in fact, utilize
both the students' home language and a second language for instructional
purposes.4

The goal of these cited programs is to develop Aual language

proficiency by usfng the students

native language and a second language for

insthuctional purposes.

At this po(nt, we would like to unambiguously and explicitly state for
1
the record as Wallace Lambert and Richard Tucker have noted elsewhere:

"The claim that the results from studies of Canadian immersion
programs lead to the conclusion that midority group youngsters in the
United States, Canada, or the third world should be immersed or submerged in the target language is false..;.

We (Lambert and Tucker) have not previously and we will not in the
future recommend, on the'basis of these careful, critical,- ahd.longitudinal studies, that Mexican American, Franco-American, or other
non- or limited English-speaking youngsters in the United States be
submerged in English medium programs. We believe that the
appropriate inference to be drawn is exActly the opilite."5
(See Appendix l).

On the other hand, we support wholeheartedly Senator Huddleston's
eiforts to ensure that there is an English language arts conponent in all
bilingual programs.

We'Contend that a good bilingual education program,

definition, will include an English language arts program for all

We

students.

eriously question, however, the proposed elAmination in Sec. 2. Section 702

of the reference to the use of "native language"

13

as a means to achieve
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"competence in the English langupe." Thts proposed change is particularly
troublesome because it is i-nconsistent with Sec. 4. Section 703(a)(4)(A)(11) of
st.

the amenthent which defines a program of bilingual education as one in which:
-

.

"...ther, is instruction given in, and study, of, English and, to the

extent necessary to allow a -child to achieve competence in the English
language, the native language of the children of limited English

proficiency... (can be usedr.
Pyrtliermore, we have serious reservations concerning. Sec. 3. Section

703(a)(1) of the anvdments which would substantially change the definition

of limited English proficiene.y to, include only those students who "have difficulty speaking and understanding instruction in the English language".

The deletion of reading and wr'iting skills as eligibility criteria for par,
ticipation in bilingual' education programs conflIcts directly with the

.

results of research studies and classroom experience.6 There are thousands

of students who speak-En'glisb with some facility but are unable th'read or

write well enough to be able to "progress effecively through the,educational
system".

Researchers and practitioners hare repeateily cautioned that we must

examine an individual's abil ity to use-,each of the language skills necessary
to succeed, in school.

Educators oust be particularly concerned about the

child' s abil ity to read and write effectively in the English language if

that child is to proiit from instruction. It has been amply demonstrated
that learning to read in English is facilitated when the child is first
taught to read in the naive tongue.7

Lastly, S.2002 is naive in its proposed ioposition of an arbitrary
one-year limit on partthApation in bilingual education programs found in
Sec. 5.(a) Section 721(b)(3)(8).

Research has consistently demonstrated

that bilingual education has positive and emulative effects on school
achievement, which may only manifest themselves after three or four yiers of

I.

0

136participation in such programs.
.

Research also informs us that extended edu-

cation in the students' native language enhances and expedites acquisition
.0
of English language skills.

Indeed, the evidence suggests that a premature

'termin4ion of instruction via native tongue may delay the cognitive and
linguistic development of the participating children.

let.us now focus on Senator Haykawa's proposed legislation, Senate
Bill S.2412, which we feel contains three_major weaknesses.

First, in Sec.

2 Sectio003(a)(q(A), the term 'program of bilingual education' is so
broadly.defined that it may perAit a school districe to implement any type
of language program, including a monolingual or "immersion" English class.
Bilingual, by definition:means two, languages, and the interpretation in -this
bill is confusing, to say the least.
It should be noted that Title 1 funds are

urrently used to provide

English language prograis for limited Engl ish-s

aking children.

this bill seeks to reach those "underserved by pro

Givgn that

,
ams of

ilingual

education", and those who speak and understand.little or no

glish, it is

inupropriate to open up the pro*grAm teother approaches which

not make

/

any attempt to uti)ize a lan.gUage the students can understand.

A second weakness in S. 2412 concerns Sec. 3 Sectipn 721(b)(-3)0)(a.)
which would diminish languagesproficiency

requirements for teachers, no

longer requirip4 them to understalid the students' native language.

We

1

appreciate the need for teachers to be,proficient in English; however, the

most effective elementary school feachts alsothave a demonstrated ability
in the students' home language.8
A third shortcoming of the Hayakiwa Amendment relates to Sec. 4.

*Section 723 (altim) which seeks to establish vocational fraining,programs
for limited English proficie*peesons, inCluding
adults.

eut-of-school youths and

It is important to note that students in school would be eligible

-

1*
.
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for bilingual vocational training under the Title VII basic grants4program.
Thus, the most needy groupI-high school dropouts--would have to compete
against those students fp,* the small amouht of funds available
efforts.

We recommend that the bilingual vocational set-aside

for these
be'reserved

only for out-of-school youth Ind adults.
As a final note, we believe that the record should show that Congress

,

has authorized and appropriated more than six million dollars for a compre,

hensive research and evaluation effort known as the Part

C Research Agenda.

These studies are funded and orgahized in three general research categories:
I) assessment of national needs for bilingual education;
the effectiveness of t'ervices to students;

program management and operation.

2) improvement in

3) improvement in Title VII

There are over 50 studies under way, many

of which will provide us with the informatiop to judIepe effectiveness of
the current bilingual education effort.

Rather than making precipitous

changes which may prove to be detrimental to the educational development of
all American.children, we urge that the Subcommittee withhold action uhtil
the studies you have mandated are completed.
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rained by children partiopating in English instructional
programs with French as-a-second-language compo;
nents For the most part, the participating youngsters
speak. as their mother tongue, Englull. tht language of
higher prestige and higher ascribed Vann Within the
North American setting the target language French has
relatively losver ascribed social and economrc status
even though it too is an important world language and
the indivadual .ho adds French to hiszher repertoire,
particularly in Canada islikely tolrenefit

Net-onier 4 4 I979 is

Vid,hoisiou DC bah., ,ternitrd ci th Nottmirr, I 979 owr of Mt
NABE News

Over the last 13 years Wally Lambert and I have been
cons erned with questions of pilingual education and the role
of language in education not only in Canada but also in many
Parts of the world Much of the research that has been dont

in places such as Canada or other parts of the wold does
hav e direct reference and application to the United States
During the past year Or so it has become increasingly clear

that despite explicit warnings to the contrary many Amencan educalors have interpreted the abundant Canadian re .
search data isumrnarized by Lambert and Tucker 1972
Swain 1974 Swain 1970 Swain, 19781as offering empirical

Participants in the immersion provams throughout

2

Canada have, for the most part come from families of
middle to lower-middle socioeconomic backgrounds
Participation in sucts Pro6rams has always been vOluti

3

tary and parents have always had the alternative of
sending their children to traditional sChorls in the in.

support tor the immediate "Submersion cc mainstreaming of
limited or non English-speaking youngsters in monolingual

e neighborhoods whiuh offer mstruction only in
English

English-medium classrooms They have claimed that the
Canadian research has demonstrated that a childany child

English Canadian Mexican American ethnic Chinise can

Parents have from they ery begnnmg of the prbgrams
played art extremely strong and catalytic role in all
aspects of program design development, and implementanon 4n fact it was parentsrather than school

4

learn a second language and content material simultaneously
Although this general zosertion is moll probability, correct it
does not mean that the most effective .ay to educate every

board officials, teachns or university scholars .ho

child regardless of demographic sociopolitical or other cir-

relentlessly presSured school board officials to develop.

cumstances is by submersion m a second language

4d like to summarize the salient characteristics of. the .
Cal adman expenente and to try to draw generalizations

this Irmo% ato e approach to second language tea ching

The early immersion approach most typically imple-

5

regarding what we have learned Then Id like to summarize
Tery briefly the salient characteristics of United States bilingual education and see what interface there is if any

mented involves introducing children to school in

be's, een the tsvo systems

.

French the second languSge. from the s ery beginning
French is used for all initial readiness activities and it is
the language Of initial reading mstruction For the most

part the language skills of entering children are uniThe Canadian Experience

form All speak Englisfi as their mother tongue and live
in neighborhoods populated by English speaking playmates They speak virtually no French upon entrance

Let us consider for a moment the circurnstances under
,Olikh the CoAcion immersion programs kwhich Canadian

T i, atiqs refer to avinlingual edu.aton programs) were
under.alen and trom which the data ss ere collected

TFe F,ench immersion proy,rams !lace been designed

youoOtto irs re<ra roc to sontootil

,iiriul dr,..11,5t vlion oh the 'c el of French at

:I:

6

Decpiir the fact that French is used as a malor medum
ot ini-nary instruction an English language arts cons,
po 'Tint a nes ertneless added o the curriculum dunng
gracie two or grade three at thy option of the ponopal
Jh addition se-% es to mark explicitly the contining
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Importance or status of English as a valued language
and helPs to sohdify formal language skills The par
grams which ate designed and which Are erscineraged
are
amtenance bilingual Programs and are intended
e
ead toward what Wally Lambert ho called addi- *

language That Is, there is a threshold or a minimal kvel of
lingurstg competence that must be reached to avod cog
nitive dead, antage as well as to allow the beneficial aspects
of becoming bilingual to accrue Furthermore, the development of second language skills rs dependent upon the ade-

tive" bihngualsm the addition of another language

quate des e loporient of mother tongue skills That rs if mother
tongue skills are not adequately des eloped the introduction

without swills up one's own language

-

The Canadian tederal government provides financial
support dor innovative second language teaching ln
fact in FY 195'4 it provrded SI70 million vs approximately SISO Million in the United States ffor a Cana.

dun population of 22 million vs a US population of
220 million) The important silfference however hes
not sO much in the amount of the suPPort but in the
way the government of Canada allocates the funds It
does so on a per capsta baso to the provinces which
then distribute funds to the legal educational agencies

a format quite different from that followed in the
United Stales

cognitive or lingurstic growth This COlital language des eIop-

ment is something which we believe can occur at home
whgh we think It seems to do in Canada or obvsnusly in
school So w e want to look at what is causing thrs to bappen
in A corporal school environment or in a stimulating
nonkhool environment

We have not previously and we will not in the future
recommend on the basis of these careful critical, and longitudinal studies, that Mexican American., FrancoAmencan, or

other non- or limited Enghsh speaking youngsters in the
United States be submerged in English medium programs

We believe that the appropriate inference to be dpwn as

`
s

and promotion of a second language may actually Impede

%These general katures characterize the programs which
now rust in many communities throughout all ten Canadian
provinces It is not appropriate rn tIlls paper to reiterate in
detail the research results reported to date However by way
of summary the consensus of researchers whb have worked
with large groups of Jiff erent children par tic ipat mg over long

periods of tine m programs in different khools school
boards, and provinces is that. for thifyoungsters an innovative approach tu econd language teaching in which the
lai get hoguage s ...Sea as the sore or mayor medium of class-

exactly the oppoide
The United States

Various facets of the contemporary Amman experience
education hase been described, and it *not the

Intent of this paper to repeat those descriptions (see, for
example, Andersson and Boyer. 073, Schneider, P176.
alzoike, l9-tlbl It is relevant to note, however, that despite
more than ten years of federal support for bilingual educa.

without .ausuig a .y detrimental effects whatsoeser io native

tton. very little critical empirical. or longitudinal research has
been conducted One notable exception. is the es aluation of
the Nas aro English Llingual program abRook Point Commu.

ogn.bse or social

nity School The interesting thing about that study is that

de selsprhent In atisidion the youngsters perform, as well as
.1 esr Enkich taushi peers on achiesonent tests in content
geas such as math science or social .02die ci lambert and
Tuck, la-2 scan ICrO Ctho lambert Sidon and
Tu. ker 14-8)

when you look cross. sectionally at any grade (grade .5 4 ,P

rcdn comm.,. own facilitates se.ond language acquisition

language des elopment or to gennal

Conclusions f rum the Canadian Experience

Clv di isasts

t

ovidellte oit. in AS thrs.we have ogued

I

tlarnbert and Tucker la'2 Tut ker la"a Tucker lo""tu
kttir.,s sbelt the home lanyisige is h.,' I, satued by
all nmbers it die ommundy where Parents adively
Fie eissoitiagensent and sum's,' for 'he awoosibon of
s he rnOS'Sef tongue and o her e a sornmunity
s
th.A1

SOU are not overwhelmed by what "..you see of bilingual
education as reseied by yearly testink However when you
look at the cumulative impart Of snheI you take a retaspec.uve look, vilkh is now possible hqause these youngsters
have graduated from their elementary program what you
see is indeed impressive The gains afe both statutically sig.
nitgant as mien anpsychologicaliy meaningful Troike
7B)
pro, ides a good su-nrnarse of th scanty but relevant research
as does Paulstcn (197:1

The in'ert c I this sect on a/sot to bemoan the paucity of
NiTiefisan researdi but rather/to attempt io isfentify some of

shradef AILS of/ American bilingual education

;fog:Ann
A

,..ert Fs re es is bas the shirkers 0. U CU,ceed d would seem
Lill it

ap, ritf tut, I,, kegin schooling di he ttond 1.01 Owe
ii

iiort
I
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e are ivii nun. red cond.( ens us ter ohrh
nt
An
11,ette niren, s also tind
ifneart h And thtnrrein it ./kuinabhn
And
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Nissen! day A-neroan Title VII or other gos ernment.
loop. rted bilingual programs has e been designed
in a .erwe o i onpensatory or remedial pograms for
lrToted or non Enslish speaking zourggers who seem
.
o `di
rot r , insifudion'in Enlish SerAf ate

e' In ifs

has e

'
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Tait LH basic projtcts nett` I untied pi., hling lingual
education 471 dozens ot languages plus Enghsb the

languitge of higher ascribed social itatus Typically
but not alw.1}. Ice mi,ther tslIttLie sit the putA crating
child 3 a 1.1,htlage Slower ascribed social or esonomis
status This has not been the case in Canada

s. fans ot the parr, °pants in bilingual programs come

trim familes in which the parents fase not cons
p'eted 'he losal ego, alent of rice compulsory c y de ot
Amer can education Again tbIS S not the case in the
Canadian setting

recpte ihe provision in Tide 1.11 legislation tor parental ads own) orninittees Many parents are sadly un
inforngd 01 misinformed about the purpose structure

.4 content or bilingual education programs in their

communities A survey concluded bystaff at the,
(enter for Applied Linguistics during academic year
'0 revealed that many parents felt cut off from
whool happenings and that many schools made no
attempt oiharciiinner to , ornmungate with Nrents in
their mother tongue esen though they might speak
no E-glish hhatcovier I know that s probably not the
general rule but a happens and we have to be cops
rant of it
4

I tn entry cccl uanguages /ails of participating childien
are extremely heterogeneous A Spanish English class

may inelude tor esanipee Spanish monolingual chil.
dren Sparich dominant children children of question
aole dominance n either language English dominant
and English
children Needless to say it
is vitt emehi if thcult tor even the ment talented

than one half of teachers teaching through a non.
English language teaching ESI. or doing both had
had es en one bilingual education cosine and only
fourteen pence:, had had relesant training for teaching
non Engl.ch language arts and content areas Likewise
thve exists a serious reed for the continued.develop.

ment and immoyernent of eunicula materials and
fencing in trumecits

At this point it is appropriate to reiterate that the scanty
research evidence alluded to earlier iliosier and Holm in
press Troike IC'S+) does suggest that children will thrive
when they are educated initially in their mother tongue and
then later bil.ngually in carefullg designed and well.

implemented programs by sensitive teachers working in
communities where there exists widespread knowledge and
support for bilingual education

Implications for U.S. &lingual Education
The Information summarized above, including a descrip.
hon of so-ne of the sal ent abdcrctercal attributes of Canadian,
selected third-world and American bilingual programs, leads
to the follous mg general conclusion It would seem desirable
to introdace children to schooling in their hOme language in
settings such as the various ethnic communities in the United

States in multilingual developing countries and les parts of
Canada where groups of non-English/non-French-speaking,
residents have congregateckand where the home language is
one of lower ascribed social or economic status where there

does not exist uniformly high pressure within the home and
community to encourage literacy and language maintenance
where many teachers in the educational system are unaware

or insens hoe to the ialues and traditions of the minority.

d ally heierosereousiornmunities They often tall
10 retelye ensOuragernent Or support mom parents

group pupils This schooling should take the form of a care.
fully des eloped language arts program integrated into a
general curriculum in which content material is also taught in
the mother tongue The purpose is to sustain and to nurture

ir peers cnt.-tsueentras-urricular asaciernh interests

youngsters

teather
team teacher, to reach such a diverse
clientele Iiiicewice many of the children live in lin-
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children inill succeed. schooling can .approptately and
wTthout detriment commence in the second language Ira fact

it has been argued elsewhere that the central ptoblem lacing
us is to reach the ''dominant.grour American n an attempt

to drive home sensitivity to awareness ot and interest in
cultural diversity I feel that one of the best ways of doing so
rs to encourage the development of Immersion pros:4011140r
Anglophone American youngsters
'
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Dr. Tucker.
Mr. ANDRADE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate the opportunity to come before you today. Senator
Huddleston, during his testimony, asked to hear from other constituencies, so-it seems to be very good that we are here today.
My name is Ron Andrade. I am executive director of the Nation-

al Congress of American Indians. With me today is Dr. William
Leap, the education director 'for the organization. We are here
today to tspeak on behalf of the 170 Indian tribes which are members of NCAI, and to examine the proposed title VII amendments.

Title VII occupies a critical place in the educational services provided..to the tribes by the Federal Government. Two hundred and
six different Indian languages are spoken by the tribes. Students
representing 56 of these language backgroundsstudents enrolled
in BIA, public, tribally controlled, and contract schoolsare receiving title VII services. The actual language arts instruction supplied
by these programs varies widely from site to site. There is great
'variability in the use made of ancestral language development by
these programs. Still, it is- clear to tribes that Indian childrerihave

to learn to survive in a predominantly. Englih-speakii

Hence, a stress on the development of affective English 11
. skills is always integral to these progFams, regardless of tri

world.

uage
con-

text.

Mr. Chairman, NCAI voices great concern over many of the

-

amendments under discussion before this comiiiittee today. Most, if

enacted into law, would seriously disrupt' the-progress in Indian
education which title VII has helped bring about in recent years.
Perhaps more seriously, most would prevent -tribes not currently
served under title VII from utilizing to their fullest advantage the
benefits which bilingual education can bring to the Indian student's schooling experience.

It is proposed to change section 703(a)(4) so that title VII programs would be defined solely in terms of English language acquisitional goals. Such a definition excludes any reference to the critical role played by ancestral language instruction in title VII pro-

grams. It also excludes any requirement that ancestral language
arts be included in Indian schools receiving funding under the act.
We realind you, Mr. Chairman, this was the way Indian students
used to be educated before title YII became enacted. English was
the only language used, and the only language permitted in the
Indian classroom. The high incidence a English proficiency problems among the national adult Indian poRulation shows' that tribes
are still suffering from the effects of those restrictions. We ask you
not to impose those restrictions on the tribes once again.
The proposal to free the school district from the use of any required instructional strategy in its title VII program strikes a serious blpw at tribal self-determination in education. We agree that
there ,must be local flexibility in program design, so that the most

appropriate remediation strategy can be supplied to Indian students at each site. If, however, local decisions of this nature are to
be made, they must be made with the consultation and active participation of the affected tribes. School districts cannot be given exclusive responsibility for.the setting of policies in Indian ducation.
Under the current:System, tribes are involved in,every stage of the
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process a program design. NCAI wants to,.see that involvement
strengthened, not diminished. It is proposed that teachers in title
VII programs need to be proficient only in English and that ancestral language proficiency not be a requirement in their job descriptions. This proposal will prevent Indian title VII projects from inN,olving parents, tribal elders, or other :adults from the home community -in the primary instructional taSIts of these programs The
contributions these people can make to program effectiveness
cannot be disregarded or so lightly dismissed. Their value here lies
in their knowledge of traditional culture and of the relevance of
those traditions for modern day problem solvingcommunication .
problems included. Such information can never be supplied by Eng-

lish dominant, non-Indian instructional personnel, regardless of

their commitment and sincerity.
The plan to treat as title VII priority only those students whose
"usual language" is other than English is not compatible with eligibility extended to Indian students under section 703(aX1XC) of the
act. Just because an Indian student's "usual language" iS English,
and not the language ancestral to his tribe, does not mean that the
student is.free of English language proficiency problems.
Frequently, we find khe English of Indian students will contain
pronounciation patterns and rulespf sentence for.m which are characteristic of their tribe's Indian language. This happens even if the

students themseles are not speakers of that language and do not
use the language in daily conversation. As you see, Mr:Chairman,

we, are concerned that.many amendments proposed would seriously

endanger the Indian programs,. We. have other concerns that we
will submit for the record much more broadly, but we wanted to
detail at least some of.air.concerns for the record.
We would be happy 8) answer any questions, Mr. Chairman.
[The following material submitted by Mr. Andrade follows:I

.J
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Additional concerns of the National Congress of imerican Indians regarding
proposed changes in Title VII, Bilinguaf Educatiln Act, include the following:

I.

The proposed amendments stem to be motivatell by an assumption --that Title VII, as currently operated, allows projects to use only
a single language arts strategy in the remediation of L.E.P. students.

This assumption is not consistent with the facts, ai least in so far
as Indian-oriented Title VII projects art concerned:Transitional '-

bilingual eduetion, in Indian country, includes programs where
English language instruction is given primary weight, with native
language instruction used to reinforce English-based information;

as well as projects where ckassroom instruction'is°carried out in
the ancestral language, with English used as a focus'for language

arts development and nothing more; as well as projects where
aative language as well As English language serves as the media
for instruction and the target for laitguage arts development. YOu

must remember that'there are over 200,different and distinct Indian
languages stilfspoken in the United States; this means, at minimum,
more than 200 different mixtures and balances between Indianrand
English,language fluencies exist in "Indian country". Such conditions
inescapibly call for varieties of solutions to ,ptudent languaie-"related

ed4eational needs. Title ViI, as currently de;igned, has proven itself
60 be sufficiently flexible to respond to local needs in lOcally
appropriate terms. NCAI woulcChate to see this flexibility become
altered, by such 'unecessari proposals as the recommended shift in

Title VII,emphasis from true bilingual education to English-only
language instrdctien.

Ipt is opposed to the proposal to amend section 703 (a)(4), so that
LEA's,Will not be required.to use any particidar approach 77 i.e. will

noebt requiTed to use a BILINNAL approach -- in the remediation of

the lanpage arts needs ofrIA:P. students. It is'clear that ESL
strategis, however 'intensive: they may be,%are not slifficient to
meet the langliage arts needs of Indian students. As uiinote earlier
in tge tettimony, Indian.students hove been subjected to intensi;e ESL

for yearsOind the Indian English problem remains with ult. NCAI'does.
not :want to see the school districts set.free to reverse ie'C'nt trends

i.

:'911k

'

L-

/

I.

.
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ari:1

return to archaic' instructional.strategies. NCAI does want to

see the most appropriate language arts strategy employed in each
situateon, to guarantee that student language needs are actually
addressed by the language arts program in the school. NCAI endorses
the continued use of current pratticr.

brving the proposal developed

by school dis.trict and parental authority, and requiring that the
parents sign-off on the proposal as A requirement for submission to
OBEMLA.

x

Parental involvement in the.sclection of the language arts

program is critical; for Indian students, this is the closest the,
law gets to Tribal oversight over the Title"VII program and NCAI
does n'ot wane to see that ovrsight 'altered. Rence NCAI does NOT
want to see school districts given .the authority to design programs

of bilingual instruction under their own authority; and thisas why
NCAI opposes this so-called 'flexibilit,y' move which the Administration has endorsed,,=

3. NCAI sees no point in adding a one-year limitation to student participation in Title VII programs. The Act as currently implemented
requires the use of entrance and exist criteria. And if OBEMLA
Monitered projects more careftIlly, tO ensure that projects attually
applied entrance 1nd exit criteria to the student populations these
projectu are serving, there might not be so many reported instances

of "fraud" ag "abuse" of Title VII funds by school districts. Tightening
that aspect of project activity, combinad with closer irriolvement of

parental and Tribal authorities in the whole monitering proctess, will
deal Gith the issue the "one year restruction" tries to address.

4. NCAI is most Concerned abOut.the data base which has generated so many
of these proposed alterations in Title VII. The so-called "Dellanter" study
wantonly rdeglected to look at the Indian component of Title VII activity;
111d the researchers done so, they would have seen abund'ant evidence

that Title VII contributes, and'can continue to contribute, to the
schooling of L.E.P. students. Several witnesses cited the AIR study

.and its attacks on Title VII effectiveness. NO WITNEtS chose to mention
the component of the AIR study which dealt directly with Indian projects;

Marie Batiste and her staff prepared a report looking,at non-European
languages served bY Title VII. 'They find nothing but praise for the

hr.
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work which Title VII is doiq in.-the Indian, Asiand-Pacific
Island-comtexts. NCAI is not going to argue that there are no problems

in the impleientation of bilingual education under Title VII. But NCAI
IS going to demand that, if Congress undertakes any revision of the
program, Congress give full attention to the whole of the work being
done by the program and not to only a sfngle part of it. NCAI fought

to obtain the right to give testimony before the Subcommittee during
'sthe Hearings. Title VII provides educational services to Tribes. Therefore,

Tribes haye a right to have their concerns voiced for the record when
changes in services are to bediscussed. NCAI will continue to fight to
preserve the services which Title VII is currently providing to Tribes.
,

And we appreciate the opportunity extended to us by the Subcommittee
to place these concerns in the record at this time.

Senator STAFFORD. Tbank you very much, Mr. Andrade.

We do have some questions We would again ask the people who
are questioned to be as brief as they can, consistent with an adequate answer. I keep reminding thyself what Calvin Coolidge used
to tell both the General Assethbly of the Commonwealth4`of Massa-

chusetts and later on, the U.S. Congress. "Be brief, above all
things, be bilef."

Mr. Torres, in Lau v. Nichols, the Supreme Court explicitly

,

avoided mandating one method of datisfying a child's ,educational
rights under title VII of the Civil Rights Act. My question is, why

should the Federal Government only fund one instructional ap-

proach under title VII?
Mr. TORRES. I do ndt think, th-at our organkation has taken a-po-

sition that it should fund only one approach. It is concerned that
there is a misconception that we are advoctiting a separatist movement by advocating that bilingual ,education be prescribed to children with limited English speaking abilities. We simply want that
to be the law, that flexibility be there to provide that, and that
there be no attempts to try to do away with that concern.
Trying to be veV briefand I appreciate that the lights are not
op.for the respon,ieswe heard on Friday and we heard today the
concern that this is a very dangerous Jnove tO the country. Under
no...circumstances-has our organitation or, for that matter, I think,_
any other organization at this table, ever advocated maintenance

program. It has always been the need to be able to prepare the
child to be fully integrated in American society, and Wingual education is the best instructional tool proven thus far to accomplish
that aim.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you. Let the Chair say that in anY case

where you consider you have insufficient time to present an
answer here, tbe Committee will be glad to have you expand the

answer in writing, if you care to do sowithin, we hopet a reasonable-length of time.

The next question, Dr. Tucker, is directed to Nu. You have expressed unequivocal support for the bilingual education as a viable
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educational approachAfor language minority students. Yet in your
comment on the then proposed Lau regulations, you indicated:
The Center does not, however, believe it is appropriate or useful to prescribe only
one educational option for all youngsters. .

You later stated, quoting again:
'The important point is:t.hat the local school system, working together with teachers and parents, who must be given an active voice in educational decisions, to be
able, in our view, to develoP educational programs to meet the needs of a rapidly
changing student body.

Your remarks create the impression that you are not weddeeto
only one method for educating language minorities. 4 that true?
Also, would you endorse the concept of a "Language Minorities
Educational Opportunity Act," which would fund alternative ap-

-,

proaches to minority language student education?
Dr. TUCKER! That is a several-faceted question. Let me try and
sort out several of the approaches. The statement in this morning's
testimony, that we do affirm unequivocal support for bilingual edu-

cation as a viable educational approach for langtage minority

youngsters, does stand and is accurate. We, however, as noted in
the comments at the time of the proposed Lau regulations, wanted
to, make sure that the implementation of educational programs or
innovational programs take into account the realities of a local
school district We weie cOnCerrted, for example, that in situations
where there are extremely small ritirnimrs of youngsters from iverse mother tongue groups in the stme classroom, it may not be
feasible, nor practical, to iropleinent a program for two speakers of
language X, three speakers of language Y, and one speaker of language Z. Likewise, we were concerned about the situation of the7116
immigration of large numbers of refugees from various parts of
Southeast Asia, .for example, the Hmong refugees from Southeast
Asia, who come from a marginally literate; if not a preliterate society, who are only beginning now to have available to thew a standarct orthography, materials, and so on. We took cognizance of a variety of circumstances in 'which it was simply tot poSsible -or feasi-

.

ble to offer bilingual education as an alternative of choice. When
conditions permit, when there are numbers of youngsters available
who share a mother tongue, when there are materials available, we .
certainly do recommend bilingual education as an educational alternative ofshoice.
With.respect to your latter.question, Clealing withra language minority education act, I would, of course, kave to know more about
that, and it is certainly something which we would study very carefully and would be prepared to respoud in writing to.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Dr. Tucker.

Dr. Llanes, you indicate that doing a summary of bilingual education effectiyebess at this`time "would be like sending a case to
the jury before ohe sidehal had a chance to present its-evidence."
Therefore, don't you thinkvthat Congress, in funding only transitidnal bi1ingutl edlication under title VII, was moving prematurely
and without proper evidence when the act was passed.
Dr. LLANES. When the act passed, ftere was a proyision called,
part C of the act, to fund research, and no research,was funded by
Congressuntil very recently. These studies take time.

1.5
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The investment made at this time is so large, the information
forthcoming so great, that it would take several months after they
are published before we can have 'a synthesis of what is in there.
The Bilingual Education Act was experimental. You wanted to
,

experiment with a form of transitional bilingual education and you
%anted to evaluate its-, outcome. You have experimented with a
form of transitional bilingual education, but you have not evaluat-ed its outcome.

On May 24 and 25, we will hold a colloqdium at Cal State University, and we will.fake-a look at about 12 of these 48 studies that
are how ready, and then we wry publish a preliminary set of find, ings But the final findings, the ones that answer every qudstion

that is legislatively interesting, w.ill not come until 1984. I am

sorry, bu t. that is the way. in which we have fashioned the, act, and
the bureaucracy has workecrit through.
This evidence which Dr. Tucker speaks to is very reliable, and it

does-point to the fact that bilingualism and bilingual. education,
when they go hand in hand provide enhanced cognitive skills. Yet
they are all held without any sort of official sanction or approval,
these works of individuals and works or States.

So, yes, we must wait until the money you 'have paid.for tliese

studies begins to pay off.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Doctor.

Let me address a question now to all of you. I would ask this.
Many of you have made the claim that certain studies of bilingual
education improperly use evaluations of programs in foreign c:ountries. In particular, some of you have said that the Lambert study.
in Montreal should not be applied to the U.S. experience. Yet at
the same time, some of you have cited other foreign studies to sup-.

port the emphasis on only bilingual education in this countr)r.
Aren't you, I wonder, trying to have it both ways? Why should

some foreign studie§ a'Pply and not others?

.

Dr. LLANES. If I may, the study in Canada is presented as evidence of immersion, in the DeKanter,'Baker Report. Yet immersion.
is described as a system where no home language is used. And we

have just .heard from one of the principal investigators of that

study that two languages were qsed. So we object-to the classification of the study, not to its results.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.

Dr CummiNs. I would like to take the opportunity to address
that question. I do not think any of this meant to imply that the
St. Lambert study or any of the studies abroad were irrelevant to
the bilingual education data in the States. Any evaluation of a bilingual program will provide information which is relevant to

,

uther situations, But you have got to be careful about just svhat, is
generalized. And I think the principles underlying the success of
the St. Lambert Program and other bilingual programs abroad are
identical to the principles underlying the success of bilingual, programs fur language minority students in Canada, insofar as programs which promote what is called an additive form of bilingualism, onv where two languages are acquired and maintained and developed, deNelops high lai,els of academk skills for both language
minority students and for majority language students. There is a
lot of eNidence that this is a cognitively and academically enriching
1

...
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form of bilingualism. That is one thing which I think we can generalize very clearly.
Another aspect of the St. Lambert program which can be gener-

alized is that the kids in Canadian or American immersion pro-

grams who come from majority language backgrounds tend to have
very high levels of academic readinegs when they'go into the program; their first language is not threatened, they have had a lof of
exposure to literacy in the home, and because they have this good
base in their first language, they are able, to survive very well an
immersion experience.

In the American situation, that background very often is not

available to language minority students, and because they do not
have a good basis in their first language on entry into the program,
or they do not have a good basis in literacy-related skills on entry
to the program, they do riot have the capacity to assimilate aca-

,

demic or literacy-related skills in English.
So I would contend that the principles underlying the success of
the St. Lambert and other programs are identical to the principles

underlying the success of programs for language minority pro-

grams in the Stateg.
Dr. TUCKER. I would like to note also that what does generalize
directly from the Canadian experience and in particularly from the
St. Lambert study, but also- from others with which Dr. Cummins

has been associated, is the method of inquiry. The method of inquiry does generalize and is relevant to our questions here in the
United States, and above all else, one of the criterial attributes of
the method of inquiry was that it was longitudinal and it was critical. If one looks in the United Statesone finds evidence from the
Navajo commlinity, as one of the communities that was alluded to
this morning, where in Rock Point, the results of a careful longitu:dirial and empirical evaluation demonstrate pretty convincingly for
me that. Navajo-speaking youngsters wtio had an opportunity to
participate in bilingual education programs not only developed
Navajo fluency and facility and ability to read and write Navajo,

wliich was important to their parents, but in addition, as they
moved through and:completed. their elementary schooling, they

outperfornied on measures of English achievement, their Na-vajo
counterparts whw had been immersed dr submerged in English

.thrqughout. The AIR sudy was rrot a longitudinal evaluation oi the efficacy'
of bilingual education.
Senator STAFFORD, Thank you, Dr.*TuCker..-

about_ tq ask Mi.. Andrade, did yo want to answer here?-I Wa§*
.
you a question, in any ent.
. Chairman. UrffortunateryAliere a're not
Mr. ANDRADE. Yes,

many studies done on American Indian aits or American Indian
language. The Navajo study, the Rock Point study, is critical. I
guess we would have to point back at something called the Merriman stady, done in 1928, approximately, that said that the total effects of the education system upon American Indian children are
probably the most disastrous thing in history.
I would also point, in mentioning the Navajos, just this year, the
Senate commended the Navajo speakers for being of tremendous

assistance during World War II for what they called the Navajo

.

,
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"code talkers.- Yet, we turn around now, and as we mentioned in
the testimony, there is some kind of attempt to totally throw that
out. And I am not so sure, if they were good during World War II,
what happened to us hi the last 40 years, why, that language being
protected and enhanced and cOntinued on through language arts
instruction is wrong. The fact that they knew both English, they
could translate into Navajo, and they were proficient in both languages during the war was very critical to the war effort of the
United States.

I do not want to see us go back to war to protect language arts,
but the fact remains that there have not been sufficient studies
done on Indian language. We would like to see some more done.
We' think that th6 would only show the effects as they did in
Navajo, in Rock Point.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, sir. I am sure you are alluding in

part to the fact that Navajo was used to communicate orders over
the air on open mikes in Guadalcanal, the Solomon Islands, and
some of the other fights out in the Southwest Pacific. I would venture to say that quite a few American boys are alive today who
would not have been, had that ability not existed.
Could you, Mr. Andrade, describe a successful Indian bilingual
education program for the record, or do it in writing, if you prefer
to do it that way?
Mr. ANDRADE! Mr. Chairman, let me ask Dr. Leap, who has been
running one, or working with one.
Dr. LEAP. I think we would like to dp that for the record, Senator

Stafford. I would like to point out that siae we are talking 57 different languages, it would be difficult to find one program that in
any way would be typical. I think you will find whichever program
you look at, the critical characteristic is tribal involvement, and
that would be the theme,that any decription we present would un.
derscore.

Senator STAFFORD. Why don't you, if you would care to, 'provide

us with several descriptions of various programs that have been
successful tor ou; resord?
[The information referred to followsl
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Charactgristics of a uccessful Indian bilingual program

- Several recently published essays (including Dr. Leap's 'I4r3erican Indian
Language Haintenam,ce, Annual Review of Anthrolagitgy; vol

,

1982)

have provided characterizations of Indian bilingual education projects. We
would refer the Subcommittee to the arguments in that essay and to the recently
released report of the National Center for Bilingual Research,,American Indian
(Southwest Educational Research Laboratory, Loa Alamitos, CA)
for background commentary o6 this questim
Specific characteristics of success ful Indian bilingual projVcts would
.
include the following:
1. Tribal endorsement and Tribal support. Indian bilingual programs
Languagekh_i_c_riti

cannot operate outside of the Tribal milieu. Often language iSsues are sensitive
question's., treated as part of spiritual as well as cultural heritage. Decisions
about language cannot be made unless Tribal authorities, og-their designates,
help direct the outcomes of the discussion. Otherwise, the school intrudes into
Tribal sovereignty.
in the language arts focus. The overall goal of all
2. Diversity
Indian bilingual prugramis requires the programs develop the full range of language
skills which will be expected of Indian students in their daily' lives. This meang
. ancestrarlanguage skills development as well as English language skills development. Now clearly, the school does not have sole responsibility for this effort;
language learning and language instruction ( informal and formal) happens in the
home, the community, the neighborhood, and other Tribal contexts, as well as in
more English-oriented situations outside of the Tribal domain. Indian bilingual
programs are co-participants,, with other instiltutions, in the I.nguage arts
.
education of Indian students.
-ThiS .is thd reason why different programs demonstrate dif ferent kinds
of commitments to language arts instruction. The amount of responsibility the
school must assume, and the amount of re4onsibility the school is permitted to
assume, will,vary extensively one situation to another. Some Tribes are interested
in seeing Indian language literacy developed, as a goal in its own right and as a
foundation for developing literacy in English. Some Tribes want to see training
in reading and writing focused exclusively oil English skills development, since
the absence of a traditional literary base makes it seem unlikely that a moderb
literacy base will emerge within contemporary Tribal culture. These are not con-

\
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flitting. positions, these are different positions, each motivated by concerns,

needs, and priorities specific to local, Tribal conditions. Successful Indian
bilingual programs have to give rise to a varie0 of language arts foci; no.,
single language arts strategy can be expected to work with equal 'effectiveness
in all Tribal domains.

3. Lengthy start-up requirements. There are few effectively written

gramars Of Indian languages and even fewer sets of materials which can be
used for oral
Recall

or written) languag6 arts instruction for these languages.

over 200 Indian languages currently are spoken in the United States.

The amount of information we DON'T have on these languages is staggering; the
resistence of federal agenciesa -- NSF, NEH, NEA, NIE, and the* like, to the idea

of giving support to Indian language research is part of the reason for this
situation.
There are few certified, trained, or otherwise "proi.tfessionally

qualified" teachers of Indian languages. There are qualified Ikons within
the Tribal communities, if by qualified we mean persons the Tribe would trust

with the responsibility of "formal language education"; but usually these
people have not have training in lesson planning, classroom management and
other of the more formal aspects of schooling processes.

Tests which measure student Indian language proficiency orAdingnosis
Indian student English language ileeds with any level.of accuracy have just
4

begun to be developed.

Evaluation models which are sensitive to the multicultural problems
faced by Indian students in Engkish-oriented school setting

have likewise just

begun to appear.

Bilingual projects are expected to have all of this in line -curriculum, materials, staff, ,

e

assessment- devices, and evaluation strategies

before project activities begin.

Indian.bilingual projects have to spend a considerable amount of
their time, in the initial months of their operation at least, addressing these
issues. Providing instruction to targeted students. cannot be sacrif iced during

this period. Still, the overall impression is that in the initial phases, Indian
bilingual projects are confused, disoriented, and lacking in success. This is
false impression. The success of an Indian bilingual project is not something
which can be measured within the early stages of project operation.
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4. Complex funding base. No single source provides support for
Indian student language needs exclusively..No single source is committed

by legislative mandate or regulation to provide support in this area. Tribes
an4 school districts servibglitibes are therefore forced to 'shop around',
matching needs evidenced mgithin 'fhe target popularion against categories

for which funding from particular sources is available. This haa meant, in
many cases, that one kroject wilr be support by funds from several sources.

jederal, state, local, Tribal, other public and private monies may all combine to support these efforts. Volunteered time, labor, energy, and talent

will also play a critical role in project Operations; the "hidden dollar

.

value" of those contributions adds to the complexity of the financial base
off of which all of these projects are required to operate.
There are several reason why several such sources may jointly support
a single Indian bilingual effort. First, because the number of students in

an Indian ochool or school district may be small, funds provided under
capits means ( e.g. "Title l' funds, for example) may not generate
enough revenue to absorb much of the costs of program operation,'supplementary
funding in those instances is essential to project operation. Second, the

diversity of costs and expenses ( see discussion, point 3, above) may force
a project to seek support from aeveral sources, since restrictions on the

use of funds from one source may prevent the project from obtainfng full
support for its expenses from a single program. Federal restrictions preventing
"hard research"

dollars from being used for "applied" purposes, or "program

support" funds from being directed toward basic research needs are two exAmles
of the situation.

Third, since /ndian student language needs are not treated

as a high prioirty or pressing national need hy any

federal agency'( including

BIA), Tribes often are negotiated out of a large percentage of the funds they

need for basic operating costs, requiring projects to seek supplemental funding
to keep basic program operations intact.
5. Emphasis on teacher training and staff development.

The situation

detailed in point 4, in sum, means that Indian bilingual programs always operate
at the very edgesof financial disaster. Special needs of these projects combined
Z/10 the precariousness of dleir funding base creates a situation.of extreme
dependence on external revenue. Tribes being restricted in their taxation
powers, Indian students living in most cases on tax-free federal 'trust land',

and other fiacal prioritids in local school districts further restrict the
security of funding base and program operation monies each fiscal year.

/
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Tribes and school districts are aware
this situation. The
uncertainty it creates has led many school dis'
ts ( and many Tribes) to
res is f forts by.parents or educators to set
innovative programs in local
classrooms, Tpbes and school districts simply are nor 'prepared, financially
or managerially, to assume the responsibility for such programs once external
funding ends.

This is why almost evea Indian bilingual project currently in
operation seems to place great emphasis on staff development, usually by
integrating a teacher training/cehification component into the basic
operation of the program itself. Teacher training, leading tO the BA degree

and to certification according to state standards, produces a cadre of
individuals who can function as teachers of bilingual and bicultural education
within the regukar tclassroom. If hired by the local school district, their
presence in the school guarantees that a tbilingual initiative will continue,
even if funding for specifically bilingual teaching efforts is terminated.
prnperly trained bilingual teacher can integrate bilingual instruction
into every component of the classroom instruction and the local curriculum,
merely by applying his/her knoweldge oi both language and both cultures to
lithe lesson plan development process. Termination of federal funding may
eliminate a special program, but termination of funding will not eliminate
the pakers ability to think and talk in two languages, or the trained

speaker' s acquired skills in applying bilingual perspectives to all phases
of the stUdeilte education.
6. Recognized dependence on externally based technical assistance.
Few Tribes have sufficient technical expertise within their own ranks to be
able to supply all of the skills development which an Indian bilingual project
(and project staff) require for effective operation. Reliance on personnel
from other sources
universities, technical assistance and' resource centers,
profit and non-profit research and development agencies, and the like -has therefore become dn integral part of Indian bilingual project operation.
Some Tribes are not content with this dependency and take active s eps to
transfer knowledge from outsidea,to inside the Tribal domain'"as... oon as the

staff for thQ purpose can be located and trained. Other Tribes prefer to
maintain contract ties with external agencies, expecting them to supply
services when Trihal needs and priorities requilie and expect them. The point

to.

I 6j
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is: the complexity of tasks facing an Indian bilingual project means that
technical assistance issue cannot be avoided. And unless sources for technical
assistance are available for project purposes, project success is highly unlikely
me
regardless of the level of comcdtment the Tribe or the school brings to the
endeavor.

7. Inter-Tribal information exchange. This is one reason why most
Indian bilingual projects quickly develop strong ties with other bilingual pro-

grams in their area, especially programa operating in terms of Tribal language
needs or Tribal cultural perspectives. While a national Indian bilingual education
organization has yet to re-appear

(there was one,the Native American Bilingual

Education Conference, operating from 1973 - li77), regional and national meetings

like that ofthe National Association for Bilingual Education (NABE) as well,'
the.continuing patronage ofrnational Indian organizations like NCAI, the Natienal
Indian Education Association, and the National Advisory Council on Indian Education
(NACIE) all help provide channels through which exchange of information between
project/I can be effected. Staff visits to other sites, sharing of newsletters,

exchange of curriculum materials, recommendations of effective workshop leaders
and on-site specialists -- these are only a few of the ways in which Indian
bilingual projects work jointly with other projects to becure the

strength of

'

all projects, overall.

These are only a few of the characteristics of effective Indian'bilingual
programs. But the comments are sufficient to suggest several important truths
about Indian bilingual education and Title VII's involvement in Indian bilingual
*education. First, to return to a familiar theme: diversity: no projects are
the sate or can be expected to be so. Each project has its own needs and w
out its"own solution to its needs. Second, tribal control: because the languagds
at issue here are Indian languages,4rojects cannot operate without Tribal
involvement. The strongest projects are those where Tribe and school have
developed the strongest working relaticmship; 'the weaker projects show weaker
and less developed relationships, accordingly. Third, English language goals.
Obviously, Indian, bilingual projects will contain an Indian language arts focus.
But no project ever denies the importance of effective'English fluency or the
p,

role that the school must play in securing English fluency

for Indiangstudents.

Paradoxically, then, even the most Tribal of Indian language projects always
contains a visible and viable English language arts component. To eliminate the
things
English component would mean that the school was totally intruding on
their own initiatives for years; few
Tribal communities have maintained under
school, or any external agency, take on that
Tribes appear willing to see the
that is as essential to'the life of the
much responsibility for something
Tribe itself.

\
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SentlIOT STAFFORD, One. final question, which again,. I will ask
you all to respond tó if you care to, and that is this. Title VII part
C has initiated research in only native lAnguage bilingual education What would be youP N)ieN:vsof expanding part C to`fund research into other Methods of instructing, language mipority students, such as ESL and immersion?
Dr LLANES If I may, the transitional Bilingual Education Act
w s indeed the `subject of the study. The methods used to carry out
ir'Istruction throughout the United States vary widely. There are
Studies on first and second language.aCquisition that are par
the part C agenda lightnow.
What there is, not, is a direct comparison of program effects between a variety of methods that is longitudinal, as Dr: Tucker
points out, and is also at the-same time geographically complex,
that is, it has samples from all parts of the United States. That has
not bten done. I think that would be an excellent idea. There are

'innumerable methodological problems.

But the.most important think is the fact that the studies that

have been reviewed in Places like DeKanter/Baker look at 1-year
effects, and as Senavor fluddleston said, the average of these program's Was 1 3 It is clear that'bilingnal education is like a 4-minute
egg,'Senator And if yondO.not leave the 4-minute egg for 4 minutes inside a_ pot, and break it open at the end of the first minute,
it just does not yield the same results.
Senator STAFFORD. Is there further comment?
Dr CUMMINS I think eve,rybody,would have ti. agree with the desirability of well-controlled longitudinal studies which compare different alternatives I think on e. of the things that most researchers
are ver9 cogniaint of at this stage is the necessity to avoid facile
definitions of programs, and that this is one of the main critiques
that have been made of the Baker/DeKanter report, in that they
lump uriller transitionalbilingual education programs which vary
enormously and the term becomes absolutely meaningless. I think
the staies that w'ould be funded would have to include a careful
description or what is detually happening in t,he classroce sothat
meaningful conclusiOns can.be drawn. But Pthink a comparison of
different progrlim results for different kinds bf students is essential
for meaningful decisions to'he made in thi4 area.
Senator STAFFORD. Dr. Tucker?
Dr Ttlext.:11 We wotild favor the iiiiplementation of the broadest
pOgsible research hgenda, but would simply urge that, no precipitouschanges in legislation occur Until the results of such research
are-known.

,
Senator; STAFFORD. Any further comment?
Mr TORRES slf I may, _Kist for the record,.I would jtist bring to

the atIentipty of the chairman thafshould the're be any attempts in the budget or apPropriation process to attach any of the substantiie provisions of-the administration's-bill or Senator lIuddleston's
billthat this subcommittee cemveneThearings once again to go ()Ser
those proposed changes, becate it yaiuld be a very inappropriate
action ,tn. be
insofarr as proposing :s4bstantive changes
through the budget or the dppropriations process. So we would
.Hope that the subcomwittee wonfrbe-cognizant of those potential
efforts and convene another hearing to discuss more in depth any

,
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of the specific provisions that are being attempted to be attached to
the budget or appropriations bill. We would appreciate that.
Senator STAFFORD. Gentlemen, we appreciate your help for the

suberommittee..I can assure you that the othei members who are
not here this morning will be studying the testimony and that they
join me in expressing gratitude to you for helping tis with this
rather thorny problem we are facing.
Tha4k.you very much.
,Dr.,Cauz. Senator, on behalf of the National Advisory Council on
Bilingual Education, we would like to submit this for the' record,
also.

Senator STAFFORD. Without objection, we will make it part of the
record.
[The inforMation referred to follow§:1

I 60
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NATIONAL ADy1,96MY,COUNCIL ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION,
us. IIVIAMMEXT or poucAnuff

,

111,411106310k, D.C. UM
,

AprIl 26. 1982

'NATIONAL AlOVIS6RY COUNCILAti BILINGUAL EDUCATION

'

Testimony to be presented to The Senate Labor and Human Resources

Subco'raittee an Education, Arts, Humanities on Bilingual Education
Improvement Act

We the members of tht ational Advisocy Council on Bilingual Education, representing the
vast linguistic resources and cultural diversity of the American Nation, whicqs enrich the

greatness of our society, are here today to strongly oppose the propoied Bilingual
Educationlm provem ent Act of 1982,

While the overall school-aged pcipulation in the United States is projected to rise 1E4 by
year 2000, the population of language_minoritystudents will rise by 40% during the.same.
period. In is much as the promotion of access and equality remains the principal federal
responsitAity, ft is incompatible that the proposed Bilingual Education Act serves to deny

educational,acceSs, at miniumum, td more than si million children who are presently
enrolled in our schools.

The Bilingual Education Act as amended in 1978 provides the flexibility needed to
successfully I mplem ent different models of bilingual education instructian. The proposed
amendments intended to be more flexible, in fact deny the basic principles of bilingual
education by ormittineinstruction utilizing only English as a Second Language (ESL) and
English language immersion programs. It ,would also further curtail the educational
services and lower educational standards as mandated by previous congressional action.
Effeitive education cancElly take place when teacher and child share a Common language.
While the above addresses the problems associated with the proposed amendments to the
existing Title 1/11 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, we would welcome the

invitation of the subcom mittee to provide amendments that would indeed enhance,
educational opportunity and increase flexibility, without cropping .the native,language
requirements.

1
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N.
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION
U S DEPARTMENT-Of EDUCATION
WASHINGTON., D.C. ZDZOI

Whereas, The N ational Advisory Council on Bilingual Education (NAC BE) has
reviewed the Baker/de K anter Report entitled, 'Effectiveness of Bilingual Education: A
Review.of the Literature," and
Whereas, The National Advisory Council on Bilingual Education has also studiedthe
respective analyses of the A merican Psychological Association, the Office of Civil Rights
(Legal Standards and Policy Branch), Or. Steven Arvitu et. al., Sacramento State
University, and Dr. Stan Seidner, The National College of Education; and

Whereas, these independent and objective studies have noted that the Baker/de
K anter Report is of questionable scientific quality and thus misrepresents and/or ignores
the documented successes of many Bilingual Education programs which have increased
the-English competency of LEP students, Therefore,

Be it Resolved that the National Advisory Council dn Bilingual Education: reject
m ost, of the conclusions of the Baker/de Kanter Report, question the advisability of using
an unofficial-drift document' as part of the decision making process in affairs concerned
with language minority education, and her...Ay-recommend that this report not be used to
akrise the publie on the effectiveness of Bilingual Education,
Be it further resolved, that this resolution and attached docum ents be distributed to
me mbers of Congress and other key formulators of natiorfal education policy.
Signed.

da Tnzaleejbvedo. Florl ir-

tryafr./..20.2.
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NACU - Chairperson
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON MLINGUAL EDUCATION
AS. DEPARTIIENT Of EDUCATION
WASINNOTON. C C. 3132

MEMBERS
Dr. Arnhilda B. Gonzalez -Quevedo--Chairperson
Mrs. Atsuko Brewer
Dr. Russell N. Campbell
Dr. Roberto Cruz
Itr. Jose E. Delgado. Jr.

Mrs. Kilda L. Garcia

Mr. Richard AoGresczyk. Sr.
Dr. Seymour Lachman
Dr. David Machilis
Ns . Carmen Maldonaodo

M. Lorella LeDed Marshall
Mr. Paul Saiidoval

Mrs'? Maria Medin;-Seidner

Dr. ;;Apcis T. VillemaIn

Ms.'Earolin Hong Chan

Senator STAFFORD. The Chair would now invite the iecond and
final panel to come to the witness table. This panel will consist of
Mrs. Esther Eisenhower, ESL program coordinator, Fairfax County
public schools, Fairfax, Va.; Mrs. Delia Pompa, executive director,
bilingual education, Houston Independent School District, Houston,
,

Tex.; Ms. Augustine ReYes, member, Houston School Board, Houston, Tex. Ms. Phyllis Blaunstein, executive director, National Asso-

ciation of State Boards of Education, Washington, D.C.; and Ms.
Maria Lindia, director, bilingual education, Bristol, RI.
Once 4gaix), ladies, my apologies for asking you to stay within
N, the 5 minutes. You have heard of the "Pell.grants"; Vie are using
-the "Pell stop-and-go system" this morning.
Before we begin, ladies, I would like to note that Senator Pell is
partioularly regretful that longstanding, cominitments prohibit his

appearance here, and I know he would want .to be here to intro-

duce Ms. Lindia; but circumstances prevented thlt.
I would suggest we go in the order in*which yoU have been-listed
on-the program, and I would ask you to terminate i the 5 minutes. If you, do have a longer statement, it will fully ap
in th
record as if read.
With that, Mrs. Eisenhower, youare at bat."-;

J..
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STATEMENT OF ESTHER J. EISENHOWER, ESL PROGRAM COORDINATOR, FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, FAIRFAX, VA.;
MRS. DELIA POMPA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BILINGUAL EDUCATION, HOUSTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, HOUSTON, TEX.*; MS. AUGUSTINA REYES, MEMBER, HOUSTON
SCHOOL BOARD, HOUSTON, TEX.; MS. PHYLLIS BLAUNSTEIN,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE
BOARDS OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.; AND MS. MARIA
LINDIA, DIRECTOR, BILINGUAL EDUCATION, BRISTOL, R.I., ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES J. LYONS, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AMERICAN COALITION FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION, A PANEL
Mrs. EISENHOWER. Good morning.

In 1976, following the, Lau v. Nichols Supreine Court decision,
Fairfax County was urged by OCR to adopt the preferred educational approach, bilingualism. However, from the onset, the school

system argued that local school districts needed flexibility in deciding the.best way to meet, the educational needs of the students with
limited English proficiency.
We did not believe it was apprdpriate to kescribe only one educational option for all youngsters, but rather, that school systems
needed to consider carefully the linguistic cognitive, affective, and

social needs of their students before deciding which option best
meets the needs of different groups of youngsters.

As a Jesuit of an extensive systemwide needs assessment, the
schooVsystem developed English as a second language program.
This program has five different models for organizing instruction
in the schools. The availability of these models allows students to
develop the ability to understand, speak, read, .and write English,
without neglect of subject matter achievement.
For 4 long years, OCR and the school system engaged in negotiations concerning the contents of an appropriate instructional program. In the fall of 1980, OCR received and analyzed program and
evaluation documents and conducted two onsite visits On the basis

of this interaction, evaluation of the current program, and the

achievement test scores of present and former students, OCR determined, that we were in compliance with title VI without having to
addpt a bilingual approach.
This settlement has been roundly praised by many.and vociferousl*denounced by others. Many of the opinions on both sides of,
the issues have Oeen thoughtful and well reasoned. Unfortunately,

there are those who are reported using our case as suj5port for a
decreased attention to the needs of the language minority students.
Others cite the Fairfax program as evidence that bilingual education dbes not work or that an ESL program is better than bilingual
education.

This is ludicrous. We spent 4 long years trying to make a point
that we did not believe that one instructional program is proper to
meet, the needs of all LEP children, especially in Fairfax County,
where 50 different languages are represented. Therefore, we should

be the last ones to say that we havd come up with a model that
should be implemented universally. What we are trying to say is
we have seriously assessed our students' needs; we have come up
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with an instructional mOdel that works. Other school Systems

should be allowed to teach LEP children in the methodologies that
they deem best for their students' particular needs.
For whatever reason, we have been deluged since the settlement

with requests from school boards and school administrators for
onsite visits, for copies of our aaministrative manual and for technical assistance. As a result of all this interaction, we are convinced more than ever of the need for a more effective use of the
resources that Fairfax County and other school systems with successful programs, be it bilingual education, ESL or, immersion, to
find out what the school systems have to offer to improve the instruction of language minority students. There is a need for hard
evidence of the success and educational benefits of alternatiVe
teaching models. We believe this evidence will prove that certain
groups of LEP students benefit most from immersion in English
language classes, while others respond better to transitional programs and still others to ESL programs.
Unfortunately, there is not enough empirical evidence for corn-

paratie research todayI think you heard over and over again
from the distinguished panel ahead of meto try to decide this

matter objectively without the emotionalism that has dominated
the issue up to today.

We urge the members of, this committee and Congress to
demandnot to recommend but demandthat the Department of

Education Undertake a systematic documentation of the development, contents, and implementation of identified successful alternatie teaching models. I was heartened to hear Professors Cum416 mins and Tucker agree with us in this area.
17.1.
We would like to see the presentation of these documented mate-

rials in a usabre, practical written format. I have spent months

looking at materials thai I humbly believe the best use for is to put

them iRtan incinerator and to provide heat for these hallowed

Halls ,It is about time that we get something that we can use.
I recommend a longitudinal study. The specific contents of this
documentation should concentrate on five universal components.
First, the philosophical commitment. The necessary tangible commitments of money, effective leadership, top-to-bottom support.
Second, a systemwide and individual needs assessment.
Third, entry 'exit criteria progress while in program monitoring
students after they lea% e the prograrn staffing, qualifications of the
staff; pupil-teacher ratios; assignments of the staff.
Fourth, varieties of instructional programsrational and specific
components of these programs, scheduling of a teacher's day, student's day and t he use of systemwide supportive resources.
And:List, but not least, the relationship within the school system,

the structucal and functional relationship between the program
and other parts of the school system. I have seen too many progi ams 1,(hich have become a system unto themselves. It is about

time we realize that we Lannot teach the children to drive on automatic whilo the rest of the world is driving stick shift.
Thank you.
Senator STAFPORt. Thank you very much.
iThe prepared statement or Mrs..Eisenhower follows:l
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Comments delivered by
Esther J. Eisenhower

Fairfax County Public Schools (FCPS) is a large suburban school
system with approximately 127,000 students.

It is a diverse county.

Much of che county can be characterized as suburban.

Part of che eastern

the Population is econ-

end has che characteristics of an urban area:

omically and ethnically diverse, student enrollment is declining, and
business and industrial centers have developed.

Part of che western

end has characteristics of rural and small-cc:ma America.

This is the

developing area, with new houses being built and student enrollment
graving.

Since 1976, increasing numbers of language minority scudents have
enrolled in the school system.
limited proficiency in English.

Ac present, approximately 4,000 have
Their ability to use English varies.

Some are almost bilingual, WIhile others i'lave little or no facilitY

with English:

Among these students, over fifty different first languages

are represented.

Spanish, Vietnamese, and Korean are the most frequently
Most schools have limited concentrations of any

spolcan languages.

language group.

Although a small number of students are children of

diplomats or professionals who are in Fairfax County temporarily, most
students in the English as a second language program (ESL) are children

of imnigrantsqbd refugees.

Traditionally, these stUdencs have attended

schools in their native country and are licera'te in their native languages
However, beginnin6 in 1979, an. increasing number of the students who have

enrolled have little formal schooling and are nonlicerate or semiliterate
in their' native languages.

In 1976, following the Lau vs. NidhOls Supreme Court decision,,FCPS,

was urged by the Office of Civil Rights to addpc the preferied bilingual
education approach.

However, FCPS argued that the Lau decision alit:Aged

greater local flexibility in deciding the bese way to meet the educational
aleeds of students with limited English proficiency (LEP).

FCPS did not

believe it was appropriate VD prescribe only one educational option for

A all youngsters; buC rather than local school systems needed to consider
carefully the linguistic, cognitive, affective, and social needs of the,.
LEP population before deciding upon the optionls (such,Ss various types ,pf

bilingual education, English as a second language) which best meet the
'Maeda of,differe'nt groups of youngsters.

Ir
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As a result of an extensive systemwide needs assessment, FUS has.
developed an English as a second language program.

This program has

five different models for organizing instruction in the schools; The
'availability of these models allows students to develop the ability to
understand, speak, read, and write English so they c.am particiOate actively
and effectively.im the regular English instructional program.

Furth4rmore,
they assure a steady and raPid acquisition of,English without neglect

of subject matter achievement.
For four years, OCR and FCPS engaged in negotiations concerning
the contents of an-appropriate instructional program that meets the
requirements of Title VI, the Civil Rights Act, and the Lau,decision.

In the fall of'1980, OCR recived and analyzed program and evaluation
documents from FCPS, and conducted two on-site visits.

On the basiS of

this intervtion, evaluation of the current program in FCPS, and the

,

achievement tett scores of preseat ;nd former students, OCR determined
that FCPS was in compliance with Title VI without adopting a

bilingus

approach.

This settlement has beeh rOdndly praised by many and vociferously
denouhced bY others.

Many

of the opinions on both sides of the issues

have been thoughtful and well-reasone4.

However, thereAre thosi whd..

are repoited using the FCPS case as support for a decrease i.attention
given to the needa of the LEP students.
410

Others cite-the FCPS program

as evidence that bilingual education does not work or that an ESL.prograrn
4

is,,better than bilingual education.

For whatever reason, FCPS has been deluged'since the settlement with
requee'ts from school boards and school administrators for on-site visits,

,for eopies of its admdmistrative manual.4nd available natarials, and
for technical assistance.

As a result of this extensive ..nteraction with

a large number of school systems, we 'are more than ever convinced of

the need for a more effective u4e of the resources that Fairfax and
other school systems with successful programs have to'offer to improve
insCruccion for LEP students.

There is ; need for hard,evidence of the

success and educational benql/ts of altemiative teaching models.

We

believe.this evidence will prove that certain groups of ianguage -minority

students benefit most from immersion in English,language classrooms, while

,t
-others reapond better to transitional programs, and still others\to

continued initruction In bath languagS.

Unfortunately, there is not

enougrempirical evigke from comparative research today to decide the
matter objectively, without the emotiOalism that has doC6ated the
debate on this issue.
We urge the members of this subcommittee to recomnend'4that the

Department of Education undertake a systematic documeneacion of the
development', contents, and impletbentation'of identified successful

alternative teething models; presentation of the documented materials
in a useable, practical written format; an& finally the provision for

technical &sentence (when requested) in adapting these experiences

to

et the individual needs of each local school system.
The specific cdntents of suchla documeneation should concentrate

on five universal components:
1.

Philosophical Commitment -- Tilis commitment assUres the

-academic succele of the target population and the necessary
"tangible commitments of Money, effective leadership, top-to...I--

bottom support, and time for curriculum preparation and staff
-development.
2.

Systetwide and Individual Needs Assessment -- Systemwide needs
assessments include methods for identifying the tar

t pop -

ulation, for identifying the availability of needed nstructional
resources, and for analyzing the iiplementation problms of a
variety of instructional strategies.

Individual needs assess-

ments incltide the methods for identifying potential studentt
.for th
,

program, for diagnosing individual needs, for placing

students n appropriate programs, for assessing ptygress while
the piogra. for determining student readiness.td leave the
program, and for monitoring students after they liave the program.

3.

Varieti s of Instructional Pro rams 7- Included in this sectio'n

are the rationale and specific components of these programs,
detail
day,

concerning'the scheduling of a teacher's and a student's
ouping students, use of aides and volunteers, use of

sys cerJtde suPportive resources, and finally the process of

sale tins or daVeloping curricular materials.

1 74
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4.

Staffing_ -- This component summarizes the history and current

status of the folloieing: qualifications for the staff; pupil:teacher ratios, assignment of staff, the involvement of staff
in the development of the program, and the continuous *training

5.

of the staff in the implementation of the program. The variety
of supportive services, such as interpreters, translators,
social service providers, psychologists, volunteers, liaisons
with parents, and active comunitY groups, is also described.
Relationships Within the School System
Outlined in this
section are the structural and functional relationships berween
the program and other parts of the school system, such as the
regular instructional program, individual schools-, and agencies
for student services,. research, and evaluation.

I would like to submit for the record a copy of Report 'on English as
a Second Language Program, FCPS_, 1980-81.

It will be available on or

before May 1, 1982. I will be responsible for delivering a copy of
this document to the subcommittee.

Senator STAFFORD. Mrs. Pompa, would you Care o go next?

M.

REYES.

0,

We are going to share the testimony. 1 will give an

overview, and Mrs. Pompa will give the teStimony.

We are from the Houston Independent School District. HISD is
the sixth largest district in the country. We have 193,000 students.
Thirty percent of our students are Hispanic; 28,000 are limited
English proficient students.
1
Houston has implemented bilingual programs since 1969, and we
can gladly say Skit many of our students are attending universities
such. as Rice, Harvard, Universits:of Texas, and other universities
throughout Texas and the Unitentates. We would like to emphasize that we support the flual language instrubtion with the realization that alternatives be allowed when resources for dual languae
Instruction are not available.

The second item we would like to emphasize is that teacher
training be a major emphasis, so that sufficient teachers can be
trained, so that districts like Houston will be able to provide services to fulfill the needs of limited English proficient students; and
finally, a personal care of mine, and that is that we all remember
that what we are all about isproviding services for children 'in this
country We know that chilaren often are not.heard because they
do not vote, and they are not properly advocated, I think. But I
think that if we would a)l. keep that within the perspectitre that°
what we are trying to do is provide a service for children in this"
country.
Thank you.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.

Mrs. Pompa?

-0

.
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rs. Po A. 44.$ a district representiog over 28,000 limited Engo icie t students, and as a district t19.4t has taken up a large
th costs of the bilingual program, rfeel that we are very
sha
qu fled o speak as an important voice in the field of bilingual
edu
n.
In Ho ston, as Ms. Reyes said, we have an emphasis on dual lans, or what we have called transitional bilingual eduguage pr
cation prog lms. We have provided English as a second language
program to s ents whereFwe do not have the resources'. We have

over 60 language groups in Houston, so many times, we do not
have the resources to provide a dual language program. On a yery
limited basis, we are piloting an immersion 'program this year.
I would like to focus on the successes of these programs during
my testimonysuccesses because lately, it has become fashionable
to deride bilingual education. ,

In Houston in programs where we have utilized dual language

instruction, where children have been taught to read in their

native language, and have specifically been taught English as a
second language skill, we have fourid through our district research
that these children are on grade ievel or better in English and in
their native language by the end of the thirdcgriide. This is not a.
small feat for a large urban ichool district.
In our ESL 'programs where we are able to provide supPort serv-

ices such as some native language instruction, materials in the
.nativelanguage, a support' system of staff who speak the native
language, and i nclusion or the culture in that program, we have

found that' thWchildren quickly catch up to other children of their
grade level in English language skills.

Why have these programs worked? This is what we are concerned with and what we are focusing on. They are working because the programs are consistent, because the community, the
staff, the administration, and the children know what the gOals of
the program are, they know what we are about, and there is no
waivering or indecision as to what the goals of the teachers, of the
administration, and the community are. They have worked because

we have devoted time to these programstime on task..They are
not programs that have functioned for 1 year, and then we have
changed our minds and thrown therri, out the window We have
given children time to succeed in English.

We have heard the testimony earlier of notable linguists who

have said that time is required. to acquire any language, particularly a second language, that these are pedagogical principles that we
, must not forget.
They have also worked, our programs, I believe, because they
have a strong basis ip research; research evidence. We do not undertake our programs lightly or on whims. We undertake programs
which have been shown to work and where we have evidence that
the programs are best for children.
This leads me to the concerns we have with some of the propused
amendments in the act. First of all, changing the definition er limited, English pi-oficient student to ihclude only those children whose
usual language is not English would severely, cartail services to
many children who are not ygt at the acadernic level of literacy in
reading and writing skills. We have 5,000 stich criildren in our dis9.$145
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trict who, on,one definition, are limited English proficient; given
the new definition, they would not be eligible for some of the services that they so desperately need.
Another concern we have is with the modification of the Bilin-

gual Education Act to allow for approaches not using the native
language Although we in our district:do utilize such approaches,
we utilize them because we ao not have the resources to ,serve all
the students.
It is my concern and, the concern of Ms. Reyes that if such wording is placed in the act, the issue will become one of local control
versus educational equity, and we all know that that is not something that we want to happen. I think in Houston, we are very justified in providing the good programs and justified in speaking out
representatives of interests who do believe in good education for
children My concern is that in sothe local school districts, this is
not the case Economic efficiency and other cOnsiderations will take
over, and children will not receive the best education possible.
There should be some language in the legislation or in the guidelines which insure that children receive educatiotially sound programs which do meet their needs.
And our third concern as stqAed before is that the cutbacks will

severely ,affect teacher training prbgrams. In Houston and in

Texas; we are experiencing a severe teacher shortage. This impacts
greatly on bilingual programs, because we have a great shortage of

bilingual teachers. A cutback now would leave us even further
behind than we are. We need an increase.
'Thank you for your time.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mrs. Pompa.
[The joint prepared statement of Mrs. Pompa and Ms. Reyes follows:I

a
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The Houston

School

Independent

District

(HISD),

a

large

urban

school district of approximately 200,000 students, has identified 28,000

children of limited English proficiency (LEP).

these

2110001

students,

are

there

Hispanic;

The greatest number of

are 3,000

Indochinese

childred; and 41000 Children representing 60 other language groups.
4

is 'projected

that

by

1985 over

(It

"

50 percent

of

the

sch ol

district

0

enrollment will be Hispanic.)
\

HIS() offers two major programs to serve LEP students.

Students in

kindergarten through grade

5 whose native languagei's. Spanish receive

language instruction.

In this program of tcansitional bilingual

dual

educatiOn, the students are tclught new concepts tn their native language

1
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Thus, students learn to read,

and known concepts are taught in English.

in their naiive language., Additionally; instruction is given in Englis1h

as a secOnd langua.ge (E4).

1

LEP students in kindergatten through grade 5 whose native language
,

is not Spanish receive English as a second lailUi'ge instruction for up

a
to thcee hours a day depending on their English proficiency.

Bilingual

instruction is not offered for these children because of the lack of

'teachers who spelk the more than'60 languages involved.

All LEP students in grades 6 through 12 receive ESL instruction up

to three hours

a

d:y depending ontheir level of,English peyficiency.

They are scheduled in.to classes which require minimal language usage For

the remainder of the day.

Eventually, when their language proficiency

permits, they are mainstream d into the all-English curriculum.
ft

Although HISD reCognizes the. benefit of dual language instruction.

for many of its LEP students and suPPorts theeconcept of qansitional

btlingual education, ESL pragrams have had ta be substituted for .iome

studebts

A
the'elementary revel fO two reasons.
A

Because of the large

numbers of LEP studeqts in tfie district and the varioo languages spoken
.

.%)

17j
>

\

.
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/

. hy

. '

than

fewer

.

.

students.

20

.

language

Host language groups are represented

instruction for each IEP student.

by

..

.

is impossible /o develop a Program Of dual

.40s grouP, it

first reason

The

directly, leads

to

the

a*

second re'ason--the teacher shortage.

Texas, and

In

in

we Are faced with an

The very specialized field of bilingual

enormous shortage of teachers.
.

specifically,

Houston

-

education

is

directly

impacteeby the general

shortage

oi teachers.
-

There is

a

dramatic need to recruit and train

tilltal 'teachers.

keeping

potentially

capable

Presently,, institutions ,of higher education are not:

up Oth the school dfstriCt's demands ( for 'bilingual

teachers.

One riust also recall that in the Houston area, the number of potential

LEP students promises to increSs4 yearly.-

Despite such exigencies as teacher shortages Xnd- large numbers of

students, bilingual education in

show' success daily.

Houston ,ras worked and continues to

In classes where *Students are taught to -read in

their native'language And at the same time, receiVe English as a second
.110
,

language instruction, research showed students to be at grade lever or

,

,

r
,
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better in English reading at the third grade.

This is no small feat for

a class of' children in a large urban school district.

In schools where gsL instruction solely

is

used to instruct LEP

children, .several factors have been identified through district research

efforts as necessar4 for a successful program.

As in the case of dual

language instruction,-it is-important forthe teacher_to
be aware of and
_
_

to utilize the culture of the itudent in teaching English as a second

language.

Inclusion of the student's culture helps to ease the child
-

into learning

native

in

language

a

second language.

required.

is

This

In many cases, some use of the

particularly

is

childreq, toc children with a limited school experience.

support can take the form o

irue

for young

Native language

supplementary curriculum materials in the

native language or the use of trans

ters/interpreters where available.

Finally,

econd language,requires

S"uccess

English' as a

irf

a

multi-

.

disciplinary approach.

dialoiues

are

devoid

Rote exercises, drill, and practice, and abstract

of

eaning

for

children, learning

a

second

a

language.

Language

'_1.

instructioil has

tb

be

delivelled

in

a

meaninglul

...
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\

.

context to lead the child to discover syntax and *vocabulary in a way

This type or

that clicks*with other cognitive processes in his head.

instruction

,

requires varied materials
*

and

equipment;

requires

it

.

a

/

.1-

creative and welTttrained teacher.

Children,

programs. for LEP

Successful

bilingual

instiuction

or

-

First,

English as a second language, have three variables in common.

_

--

--

.

-

they are consistently implemented over whatever time period is necessary
6

..,

for the child to make the transition into the all-English curriculum.
.

The community, the administration, and the teacners know the goals, know
4

-

.

a manner which indicateA that they

the strategies, and apply them in

.

The various factors which affect the rate,of

know what they are about.
.

learning a_ second language are considered and allowed for within the

'

curriculum.

Stemming

/

over-all factor--time.

from this overall consideration,

is

the second

Programs which work are given time to work.

.

The

.

research of such notable linguists as Lily Wong-Fillmore and Jim Cummins
.

-,.

has shown.that time-is need0d for a child to acquire any language, par-

_

ticularly a second language.

Three or four years is not an unreasonable

I

,

.

....

,

'.1.6-
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length of time !or a chi ld to develop the necessary ski 1 Is for 1 iteracy
In 'a second language.

and final.

Again, this factor leads to another, the third

Programs which work for LEP children are based on sound-

research.

The question, is asked of us daily in bilingual education, by the'
press,

by

the community, and by- athe educatoft--Which works better:

bilingual education or Engliosh as a second lklguage?

timeworn truism for anybody in education.
and oranges.

espetially
program.

The answer is a

Oneq'an not compare apples

Bilingual education works for 'most of our LEP students,

whene

the

resources

are- available

to implement

a

good-

Some dual language instruction is necessary, particularly when

students are not literate in their natilte language. Eriglish as a second
language works well for our older student's who are literate in their
native

languale

comonent,

sitme

given the support system which includes
supplementaey materials

meaningful functional language instruction.
Asen.

in

a

cultural

the native language,

and

179
.
ks riggpractiti*Oner:

bilingual education,

in

the day to day -implem ntation of

urge the Subcommittee to consider the fo lowing.

1

%comments:

o

I

invoived

j

The modification of the Act to allow for varfous approaches,

'some

not

ptilizing.the

potential problems.

native

language,'

s

fraught

with

We must not allow services to LEP children

to tecome an issue of educational equity versus local control.

The Education bepartment must

insure

thrgugh

legislation or

through the regulatory process that school.districts implqment

-the programs which best meet the needs

dUidelines

of

LEP students.

should be issued and guidance be given

Strong

to school

410

districts to help them decide which-method would Work best in

their community..

For example, when an.Option other than dual,

language instruction is chosen by a school district, then the
.

-

English as a second Janguage program should include supportive

services, such as speakers Of the child's native language who

serve as teacher aides or tutors.

z
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o

A change in the wording defigAng the4'arget population of the

Bilingual

Act

Education

would sevire.ly curtail

services

to

millions of.LEP children who are An need of special services.

Is the goal of the Bilingual,Education Act economic efficiency

or service to children?

*

o

Support

from

the

Federal

Government, for

teacher

training

programs for teabling LEP children4in institdtions Of higher

A

education and local education agencies must be continued.

The

,

need is still with us ari'd is increasing.

Senator STAFFORD. Ms. Blaunstein? ..
Ms. BLAUNST1IN. Thankyou, Mr..Chairma'n.

My name is Phyllis Blaunstein. I am executive director of the
National Association of State Boards of gclucation, which repre:

sents education policymaking bodies in nearly all States, U.S. Trust
Territories, and the District of Columbia. I am very pleased
the opportunity to testify today on the future of title
ssistance

for students from other language backgrounds who have little or
no command of English.

-

We have submitted full testimony for the record. What I, will
present to you this morning will be a summary of that testimony.
I would liketo'note that I am speaking on behalf 'of those who
represent the Nation's Governors, State legislatures, chief State

school officers, school administrators, secondary school\ principals,

elementary school principals, and the American Federation of .

Teachers.

,

How language minority students have been echicated has been a
subject of considerable sontroversy and misunderstanding. It is our
hope that with renei)ral.of the title 'VII legislation, we can go a long
way toward putting these eontrptzersies and misuqderstandings,to
rest so that we may concentrate on the important task at hand: de-.
veloping the best ways Co provide theae students equal educational
, ,
oppodunity.
Central to the misunderstandings hoe been the idea, embodied in
the existing title VII law, that there is o\.1ly one way to teach these
students English and subject matter, an that this way i§ transitional bilingual education. This,is the same idea that was advanced
by the U.S. Department of Education when it proposed regulations
mil:the summer of 1980 to carry out the Supreme Cowes 1974 decision in Lau versus Nichols.

8<,

.
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There is nu question that transitional Bilingual, education, in
which students are taught basic subjects in their native language,o
while they are also learning enough English to transfer to regular
classes, is one valuable approach, and bilingual educ,ation supporters deserve great credit for the strides they have made. The technique Is now among those used in many school systems, thanks in
large measure to pat actions of this subcommittee. But the proposition that transitional bilingual education is the only approach to,
helping these children is fundamentally flawed.
This was the basic point stressed by representatives of Statp leg-,
islatures, chief State school officers, State and local boards, t,eachers, principals and curriculum -authorities in the disputes,over the
proposed Lau regulations In a letter to Shirley Hufstedler, then
Secretary uf Education, we stated what we would emphasize again
today:
The simple education fact is this There Is no one "best- way tO teach all students,
only different ways fur different students under different circumstances There is nu
single Naly to teach math ur reading or writing or history or science or any other
suktrt.t to all children. as an exaahination of different ,school systems prid different
schools of t hought would quickly illustrate.
Mere certainly IN nu one "best- way in which to correct the "language deficiens ho have httle or no proficiency in Enghsh. as require& by Lau.
cy of all ,tudtnt

We are ham)), to see that this position has now received important support from an extensive study done by the Department of

Education's Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation. That analysis states, unambiguously:

.1.tiumal bilingual education should rue be the sule approach encouraged by
Fedecai pohc

This conclusion was based on an examination of all available
studies meeting minimum methodological standards which compared the effectiveness of transitional bilingual education with
other approaches in promoting the learning of English and subject
matter Some bilingual advocates have attacked this study as
flawed, as they, have attacked other independent studies that preceded this one. Ig this regard, 1 would commend to yoU the words
uf a Federal judge in a 1975 language minority case, Otero versus
Mesa County Valley School District No. 51. Judge Otero said in
this case:
Listening to these experts 1. d uses one to conclude that if psyaiatrists' disagree
merits art, to be kompared to differences bet4aten educators, psychiatrists r 111104
of a s1110. 111111(1

Psychiatrists and educators are kindred souls with soCial science
researchers, which is precisel) our point. There is no agreement on
any une way to teach limited English proficient students. This is
because, as Lornrnonsense and educational experience tell us, there
is no one way, and-we think it a serious mistake 'for the Federal
Government 'to prescribe a single method of teaching,these or any
other students. It is,not done with chapter I assistance for disadvantaged students It is not done with, aid to handicapped children
And it should not be done here..
From all this, we believe the following changes are needed. in
title
First, the raw should be amended to define a range of programs
authorized fur funding under the act, not just transitional bilingual

1
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.

education. These should include, but notte limited to, transitional
bilingual education, English as a second language, and structured
immersion. .
Second, the law should be amended to authorize research cornparing the different methods used, so as to discover which approaesbes_are best for which children.

Third, the name of the statute should be changed. And for the

record, while all groups represented agree on a_ name change, the
AFT has no current policy on this yet.
If the law is.opened to other instructional methods in*addition to
transitional bilingual education, we believe it would be e mistake

tu continue calling it "The Bilingual Education Act " English as a
second language, fo.r example, uses only one languageEnash. It
cannot, as any bilingual education supporter will tell you, be defined as a "bilingual method."
In a national law designed to promote the proper use of English,
we think it would be unwise to misuse the language in the title.
Just as Importantly, much of the -controversy and misunderstanding surrounding this measure, we believe stems from its
name. Many, people seem to be under the misapprehension that the
legislation is intended' to promote bilingualism or language equality in the-Canadian or Belgian tnanner, when it is unmistakably de-

signed to help students to adjust to and succeed in our Englishspeaki ng society.
Senator STAFFORD. Could you conclude nbw, please?

Senator STA1TORD. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms,. Blaunstein follows:J
MS. BLAUNSTEIN. Yes.

4
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PREPAR6 STArtINTJw PHYLLIS BLAUNSTICIN
My name-is Phyllis Blaunste1iL

I am Executive Director of the

National Association of State Boards of Education; which represents
education policymaking bodies in nearlx all States, U.S. Trust\Terri-14

tories and the District ofColumbia.

I

am very pleased tcchavg the

opportunity to testify today on the future Of Title VII assistance for
students from other language backgrounds who have little or no command

/ of English.
4

The education of these student; is a matter of great import for
the nation, especially as their numbers swell.

The latest projections

from the National Center for Educational Statistics suggest, for
example, that limited-English-prbficient students aged 5 to 14 will
increase by 400,D00 in this decade and by an additional 600,000 in the
1990s.

There are several conftlE"ting estimates of just how many

lanquage-inority chiOren are in the nation today - ranging from 1
million to 3.6 million - and nobody cab say precisely how many there
will be tomorrow.

But there is no doubt that their ranks are growing.

There is also no doubt thaippow .language-minority students are

educated has been a subject of considerable controversy and misunderstanding.

It

is our hope thai with renewal of the Title VII legislal.

tton, we can go a long'way toward putting these controversies and
misunderstandings to rest so we may concentrate on the important task

at hand: devloping_the best ways to provide these students equal
-

educational opportunity..

I

would therefore like to review, briefly, the source of these

'misunderstandings before recommending the changes we belteve are needed

in Title V.

1

4
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The Source 0 Misunderstandings
r

Central to. the misunderstandings has been the idea, embodied in
%

the existing Title.VII law, that there is only one way to teach these
students English and subject matter, and that this way is transitional
bilingual education.

This is the same idea that was advanced by the

U.S. Department of Education when it proposed regulations in the summer
of 1980 to carry out the Supreme Court's 1974 decision Lau v.
'

Nichols.

There is no question that transitional bilingual instruction -- in
ohich students are taught basic subjects in their native tongues while
they are,also learning enough English to transfer to regular classes -is ane valJable approach, and bilingual education Iupporters deserve
great cr'edit for the gains they have made.

The, tec nique is now along'

those used in mapy school systems, thanks in large measu

to past

actions of this subcommittee.

But the proposition that trlinitional bilingual educatioli is the

only approach to helping these children is iundamentaIly.flawed.

This oas the basic point stressed by representatives of state
legislatures, chief state school officers, state and loca) school

boards, teachers, principals and curricqum authorities in the dispute
ove- the proposed Lau regulations.

In a letter to Shirley M.

Hufstedler, then Secretary of Education, we stated what we'would
'emphasize again today:

lb

awl"'

1
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The simple eduCational fact is this: There is no one
"best" way in which to teach all students, only different ways for different students under different
circumstances. There is no single way to teach math
or i.eading or writing.or history or science or any
other subject to all children, as an examination of
different school systems and different schools of
thought would quickly illustrate.

'

There certainly is no one"ibest" way in which to
correct the "language deficiency" of all students who
have little or no proficiency in English, as required
by Lau. .

'Fortunately, those regulations were withdrawn, with Education
Secretary Tercel H. Bell expressing similar opposition to their narrow
And prescriptive nature.

Today, moreover, the Department of Education

says that it is no longer enforcing the "Lau Remedies," or "guidelilies," which the regulations were intended to replace -- and which

have been used to pressure more than 500 sChool systems into heeding
the federal government's demands.

_

Rather, according to an internal Department memo of last January,
Att "has returned to the non-prescriptive standards set out in the May
25, 1970 memorandum," which allows local,school systems to choose from

a variety of teachinvmethods.

We strongly agree that this is the proper policy, educationally as
well as legally, and we are happy to see that it now has received
further important support from an extensive study by the Departlent of1440

Education's Office oePlanning, Budget, and EvaluatVon.

That analysis

states, unambiguously: "Transitional bilingual education'should not be
the sole approach encouraged by Federal policy."

1

1
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This concIustoi was based on an examination of all available studies
meeting minimun, metilodological standards which compared,/ the effectiveness of

irarsittonal biringual education (TBE) with other approaches in phomoting.the
learning of Engiisn and subject matter.41The findings from the28 applicato'le
t4di'e5..tré %unmerited in Table A.

You will note,that these findings show:
4

i

,,'

In teaching a second langpage fl.e., Engl ishlA only 10 of'30
findinis ,reported any positive effectS of T8E in comparison
to Submersion in the ordinary classroom.

In teaching,math, on1Y2 of 14 findings redorted posstivv,
results 'of T8E in comparAsqn to the ordinary classroon%
English- as a Second Language and transitional Abflingual
educa0on programs44ert equally effective, al fhouijh only

4 few,such,compaMsoh% were reported.
Studies of structured immersion,
Show promising results.
-

1:4hi

le ve* few,inoumber,

Some oilingual education- advocates have attacked this study as flawed, as
they

4/

other independeni studies jhat,preceded this one.

In this regard; I
A

wuld

co:lnend to you the words of a federal judge

tha

case, Otero v..i.Osa County Valley 5hool District, No.

1975 Tanguagemi nor ty
5,1. who said:
.

.

A

Listening to these experts causes tne to coliclude that if,
psychiatrists' disagreements are to be cogpared to differences
between educators, psychiatrists are almost of a single mind.
,

'

Psychfatrists and edicators are kindred souls with social science,
researchers, wych is precisely our, pointA There is no agreement,on arqt one way
to teeth these students,.

This is because, ai common sense and educational

experience te11 us,,there is tio one way, and we think it a serious mistake for

the hderal
stadenfs.

ment to prescribe a single method of teaching these or other

lets nO

done with Chapter 1 as s fstance for disadvantaged. students:
1

It is not done(with a d t6 handicapped chil4ren.

It should not be done here.

:

Pcom all this, we believe there cAn beAktle question about the
first changes needed in Title VII:

The_law should be amended to deeine a range of programs autWaized
for funding under the act, not just transittonal bilingual educe=
tion.

These should include, but not be limited to, transitional

bilingual education, English,as a Seco4i Langbage, and structured
immersiOn, which have been described by the Department as follows:
,

Transitional Bilingual Education (TBE)., Subject matter
is at least partiaTly taught'in the home language,ofminority children until their English is pod enough to
successfully participate in regular classroom.
ESL isw
often a part of TBE to helo minfmize the time spent in.
mastering,English.
It is also generally heYd thatlearning to read in the home language facilitates learnt
ing to read in English.
Sometimes hoMeslanguage'instruction is gradually.phased.out and regular English inttruction is gradually phased in; other times, the change it,
lore abrupt with the student being mainstreamed olit of4'
the home langyage'program. The ultimate goal of TBE is'
to4move the student into,the all English program.
TBE
is,differentiated'from submersion andESL.by the use of
tqrhole language,for instruction.,
English As a Second Language (ESL).:In ESL,.laiiguage- minority Itecists are placed in regular instruction foc'
most of the day: During some part of the day, however,
the curriculum differs from thac of the regular dlassroom in giving extra instruction in masteringiEnglish.
Generally,-this extra help,isbased on 4 special curri,
culum designed to teach English as a sec(ond rather Chip
a first language.
The home language may_or may not be
used in ESL instruction.

Structured Immesion.

In a structufed immersion program
almost all instnuction:.is given in English. But immersibn teachers are fully bilingual. Also, while:Students
can ask questions of,the teacher in ,the home language,
-am immersion teacher genertally replies only in English.Further, the curriculum it structured so that no prior
knowledge Of English is assumed when'suOict areas are '
No content is introduced except in a way that
taught.
can be understood by the student.- The student in effect
leirns English.and content simultaneously.
Structured
immersion programs may include Aome language arztschisses.
*,

,
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2.

The law should be amended to authorize research comparir4 the
different' methods used, so as to discover whith approaches

best for which children.

are

This was the intent when the law was

first enacted in 1968, and,it is information we need to know
A

#

today.

3.

The name of the statute should be changed.

If the.law.is opened

to other instructional methods in tddition to transitional bilingual education, we believe it would be a mistake to continue
calling it "The BilingUal Education Act."

English as a Second

Language, for exampre, usually uses only one language', English; it
.

-

cannot, as any bilingual education supporter
defined as a "bilingual" method.

be

In a national law designed to

promote the proper use of English, we think it would be unwise to
misuse the language in the title.

Just as importantIy, much of

the controverstand misunderstanding surrounding thA measure, we
4

believe, stems from Ats name.

Many people seem to be under the

misapprehension that the legislation is intended to promote
"bilingualism" or "language equality," in trie Canadian or Belgian
manner, when it is unmistakably designed to help studarits to
adjust to.and succeed in our English-speaking society.

For the;e-

reasons we recommend that the name be changed'to "The Language
Minórities Educational Opportunities Act," to reflect what has
been its underlying purpose from the outset.

1

9.

I.
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Addittonal amendments, we believe, are also needed:

4.

. Gik'n the nature of the population of the U.S., a respect for all

4

cultural heritages is important.

References to the studeots'

"cultural heritage" should indicate that "sensitivity" should be

shown 'in this area, antra should be maclear that "bicultural"
.education using material's from the students

ethnic batkgrounds,

wnile certainly desirable in many cases, Vs not a requirement fOr
funding.

The section dealing yoth educatilonal persOnnershould be amended

5.

to state that teachers in funded projects must be "proficient

in

5ng1ish and, where necessary, in any other language to be used

n

providing instruction."
.

Finally,

I

would like to add a word of caution: No matter which

method of instruction is used, there should b4 no enrealittic expectations that addresstng the l'anguage needs'of these children will

necessarily solve all of the difficulties they may face in school.
t

There has been eididence fon some years suggesting that factors other

than language -- particularly such socioeconomic factors as poverty,
discrimination and Parental level of education -- lay be thp larger
bpnriers for many of these students(

In a 197
stated:

j

report, for example, the U.S. Civil Rights Commission

*iv/

When discrimination and negative socioeconomic condiLions do not exist,'ohildren are more likiely to show no
linguistic .or cogoitive deficit when being instructed
in the medium of a second language.

(k'

Similarly, the Department of pucation's Office of Planptnl, Budget', and Evaluation neportedin

S latest studies:
1:11

An analysisof data from,1,850 students found that
fattors other than langqage background may accourit for
most of the lower achiOement of many language-minority
Children.

The education system clearly must do eyerythiC possible to
provide equal educational opPqrtunity for these students.

But it is

only one of many institutions,working to assure access and equity

in

our society.
.

I want to thank you again for the opportunitrto testify today and
,

to commend the chairman and Mpmbers of this subcoMmittee for their
sensitivity toward and concern for the language-minortty students of
the nation.

A reauthorized Title VII measure, we'berieve, can help

provide a new beginning both,for these children and for ihe nation's

policies in this critivl.area.
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TABLE A

SUMMARYOF FINDINGS FROM APPLICABLE STUDIES ON THE EFFECTS OF LEARNING*
Transitional Bilingual Education Versus Submersion

Second
Language

73E:

.

Math
2
9

10
15

Poiltfire

No Diff%rence
Negative.%

5

.Transicional Bilingual Education Varela Englishias a Second Language

r".
73E:

.

Second
Language

2

Math
1

1

Positive
No Difference
Negative

3

NA
NA

.

1

Transitional Bilingual Education Versua Loomeraion*

S

41t3E:
(

Second
Language

Math
0

0

Positive
'No Dilference

_1

Negative,"

.1

0

,

Immersion Versus English as a Second Language* .

IMMERSION:

Second
Language

*

Math
NA

1

Huh scores found in immersion projects in Canada are difficult to
What can be concluded,
compare %rich scores in regular English curricula..
however, is that studencs'can achieve equilly well (Or better) in
math el sssss taught in 1.2 as in math cl sssss taught in

U.

1
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Senator STAFFORD. Ms. Lindia?

Mr LYONS. Mr. Chairman, my name i Jim. Lyons, and I am the
legislative represpntative of the Americhn Coalition for Bilingual
Education 'It was my understanding with Senator Pell that I would
introduce Ms. Lindia, if that meets with your'agreemente
Senator STAFFORD. Can you /II hear? I remember I wad' making

a

speeCh oncethis will not come out of your timeand I inquired if
those in the back of the room could hear me, and they, said, "No,"
whereas a couple of people in the front of the room got up and offered to change places. (Laughter.]
Go ahead.

.

Mr LYONS. Mr. Chaitman, the American Coalition for Bilingual
Education appreciates the opportunity to appear before you this
morning It is my pleasure to introchice Ms. Maria Lindia, the title.VII director of the Bristol Public Schools.
Before doing so, however, I would like to state that the coalition
is very concerned by these two legislative proposajs before your
committee They deal with an extremely complex subjecttitle VII
of the Education Actand in so doing, they somehow do not give
credit to the complexity and the importance of the subject that you
are concerned with. We know, for example, that title VII serves
children from over 90 different Igngudge backgrounds.
While the coalition opposes these bills, We belieye that you have
taken an important first step in developing a factual record that
will serve the Senate well -when it takes up. legislation to reauthorize title VII prior to tile end 61 fiss.aL.year-I484: 'The-coalittrqns
f__prepared-,to-assist

tb-fikling this record.

Again, it is my pleasure to introduce Dr. Lindia who runs a_program that is extremely effective in providing language minotity
students with the benefits that they need to succeed in school.
Indeed, it is a program that benefits the NationThs well.
Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Lyons and,the Ameridan Coalition for Bilingual Education follow:I

..

a.
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PRESENTATION
OF

JAMES J. LYONS
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

My name IS Jim Lyons,

I am the legislative representative of the

Am4rivn Coalition for Bilingual Education.

The CoalLtion'a.

objections to the bills before this Subcommittee are detailed in
our written statement. .Rather than belabor the defects of these
legislative proposals, I would simply say that the Coalition
views them as contrary to the national interest.

(

If enacted, these amendments wquld exacerbate a tragic national

irony. Xhe United States leads the worlid ih freedom of expre
sion.

Yet, we fail to provide many of.our stiidehts with Ihe

Englishlanguage dkill* they need to learn effectively in our
This deniaj of educatiolial opportuni.ty i, in a larger

schools.

sense, a form of national "self-denial".

By denying language-

minority students effective education, we deny the natipn the
benefits of their potential genius an0 productivity.
,

r

N.

.

-

e The irony of our national "selfz-denial" extends beyond the

' unfulfilled rights of language-minority.citizens and even beiond
unrealized domestic e*onomic opportunities.
/
b'al implications.

Indeed, it,has glo-

Mog't of us are, as Representaive Paul Simon wroee, the " ongue.

Tied Ame.rican.". Representative Sibm's book provides abundnt,
evidence of how our linguistic povetty diminishes out influence

4

.,2
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in the world community.

t

Because of our linguist 'deficiencies, we lose world trade.

But

even more fundamentally, w.e. forgo,. the opportunity to communicate

with and learn about' people in other countr'ies. In so.doingL we
may be deniing our childcen the chance to )1ve in a world.of
peace and understanding.
,..

It is my pleasure to present Maria Li..ndia, the Title VII Director
for the Bristol, Rhode Island Public Schools: Mrs. Lindia's
program prov-iaes a gbod illustration of how effective bilingual,
education programs benefit language-minority studenti vend

ultimately the nation.
I7Tiñd1Ta.
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STATEmENT OF THE

AMERICAN COALITION FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATIOR
The Amarioan Coalition for Bilingual Education 4ppreciates the
opportunity to.. testify on S.

2002 and the Administration's

propOsed legislation amending Title VI/ of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act.

.Both.of the legislative Proposals'whtich are the sub3ect of these
qtarings.would make fundamental changes in the Bilingual
'Education Act.

4

Fundamental is an understatement since the.)

Administration's proposed-amendments would eliminate the
reguiren4nt that Title VI/ programs provide instruction in both
.

the

In other words,

English and the child's native language.

Administration'sIbill would authorize the funding of nonbilingual education programs under the Bilingual Education Act.

It,

Both S. 2002 and the Administration's proposals would alter the
..

S. 2002 would redefine

student populations served by Title VII.

the concept of limited English language proficiency by exaluding
consideration of a student's reading and writing skills. 'The

Administration's proposal to establish a funding priority fO-r
programs which serve limited-English-proficient students whose
"usual language is not English" would effectively preclude the
proxision of-Title VII services to countless students who need
them for academic success.

The Huddleston bill would 'impose stringent limitations on the.

duration of a student's enrollment in Title VII,programs.

a

II

.

,
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Moreover, the Adminiltralion's propo:al wuuld subtantially alter'
the existin9 requirements regarding qualifications oC Title VII
staff.

Thus, both bills would have a prefoOnd impact on thc

manner in which Title VII programs arc operated by local
education agencies -- an impact that wc.view as)detrimental to
the educational well-being of lauguagei-minority students.

.Hefore considectng these matters in detail, I should state that
the Coalition ;ccognizes that Title VII, like all educalon
programs, deserves on-going Congressional review.

We belier,

however, that the appropriate time to consider fundamental
changes in the 'progiam is when Congress takes up:reauthorization
of the 6ilingual Education Act.

Having said this, I will now

turn, to ma)or provisions of the bills bcfor'e this Subcommittee.

I.

FUNDING OF PROGRAMS THAT DO NOT USE A CHILD'S NATIVE LANGUAGE

The Administration's proposed amendm6nts toeTitle trII would

eliminate the current requirement that programs include an
instructional component utilizing the child's natiVe language.
4

This would cpnstitutc a chInge of fourteen years of consistent
congressional policy.
prohibit change.

That reason alone, of course, should not

Yet, that policy was one thil, was forged after

considerSble debate, study and testimony.

It ought not be

changed without similarly thorough consideration%

In any event, wc are highly skeptical of any suctill,change that

20
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does not place on the recipient a heavy obligation to show that

its program will meet all of the neeys of the child in an
effectip, -appropriate and timely fashion.

More specifically,

it remains true, whether we like lt or not, that it takes time to
learn English.

Assuming that an intensive Eizal,ish program can be

devisad to make a child competAtivl! at some time

in the English

language, the purpose of education is defeated if the knowledge
deficit suffered by delaying substantive inStruction cannot be
made up.

A ma)or court ruling by ,the Fifth Circuit Court of

Appeals, Castaneda v. Pickard, recently held that should a schpor

district choose to delay substantive instruction in the child's
native language,

it has an_affirmative obligation to remediate

any resultant substantive learning deficits.
v,

It makes a mockery

of this ruling and the logic undergirding it if a district's
program cannot provide conceret,e assurance that the child wilr be

made "educatinnally whole" at some reasonably early date.

Because bilingual education does address 'the dual needs of English
languag-e devel.opmenA and spbstantive knowledge 'acquisition it

clearly should be preferred.

Much has been made of so-called

"research" that shows the failure of bilingual education.
In, this regard,

several points are worthy of consideration.

First, no one ever believed that bilingual

education mas a pana-

cea_lor all of the problems that bedevil Poor, language-minority
childreh.

Secondly, contrary to the assertions by,new righi

zealots, substantial evidence ,does exist to show that a properly.

hnplemented bilingual program is more effective in teaching

.

English and substantive instruction than any of 'the alternatives.

In a ma)or, unrefuted review of relevantresearch studies,
1,rofessor Rudolph Troike,of the Uhiversity oV Illinois who is a
t Director of the Center fbr Applied Linguistics,conclude!d.

'P
tha

:

qulity bilingual education..prograin can be effective

in

me Ong the goals of equal educational opportunity fir

mi4Ity
so

lenguage children, and if a program is not doing

ething is wrong with the program.

While the st

e of bilingual 'education research is far from

complete (fn 1

t 7hecause of limited Title VII funding) the

research eviden

s4pporting alternative strategies is much less

complete and con

Coalition ftnd

t extremely significant that both S. 2002:

the Administrat

fficial Education

propAals to amend Title VII cite an
ptment staff repOrt :entitled "The

ttiveness of Bili
ture."

This rep r

9t that it was ne

1Troik,

Educat

"Research Eviden
; National Clear

Education.-- A Review of the
ceived ex.tensive publicity despite

a proved by Secrptary Bell and was..in

The Effectiveness of Bilingual

Be For Bilingual Education, 1978.

w

.
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fact, the subject' of major controvOr4 wit

n the Department

prior rb its being leaked to the press.

I will not be'labor the substantive inaccuracies or metDodologica'.1
infirmi ties associated with this report; they have been addressed

by 'witnesses in the hearing and by objective scholdrs and research
Nevertheless, I would be remiss if I'did not

associations.

mention one of

the more glaring factual inaccuracies contmird in

The inaccuracy concerds the report's lavish prais,

the

report.

for

the "structured immersion" program in McAllen,

Trucas.

Indeed, the report suggested that the success of the McAllen
e

program refuted the Federal. preference for programs of billngual
education.
teachers.

In point of fact, the MCAllen program uses bilingual

More importantly, the McAllen program has been opera-

ting for such a shore per Pod of time that 'it has not yielgrd
suf ficicnt data which could be used
to substantiate it cduca.

Clonal effectiveness.

Wi thou t De laboring ghe obvious, much more

thought and research

needs to occur before Title VII is amended to permit the. funding
of non-biltngual pro9rams.
*
II.

FUNDING PRIORITY FOR PROGRAMS.w4icii SERVE STUDENTS WHO
"USUALLY" SPEAK A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH

This proposal is viewed by the COdlitIon as motivated prinarily,
if not exclusively, My the desire to justif0-further reductions

4

7

'

A
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in Title VII fundipg It is certainly.not'grounded oh any
pedagogical considerations.
4

At present, children who come from a non-Engliti language
background and who, thereby, are limited in their English
ICZ:irofi,diency,

are entitled to participate in a Title VII program.

The Administration's
proposed amendments to Title VII would
a
A

es6blish a "funding priority" for those programs which serve
students whose "usual" langua4e is not English.

Given the

limited appropriations for.Title VII, this "funding priority"
would,
t

in effect, be tantamount to an eligibility requirement.

We have two specific oboections to this proposal.

Ftrst,

it could have the effect of virtually excluding American

Indian and Native Alaskan students from Title VIf programs. ,
Altaough most of these studeets do not "usually" speak .a language
other than English, many of these stachants are so limited.in

thetr English language proficiency that they cannot succeed in
r

school without special lagguage instruction.
4

#

Second, this new "funding priority" could not be implemented, ih

practical and uniform manner.

a

What language a child "usually"

speaks is difficult to assess and is without stalards in any
event.

I suppdse this protosal could be imple

nted in a manner

similar to the Administration's program to ensure that children
do not "abuse" the school lunch program.-- through long forms
that pa['ents must fill out. -Maybe,ihe Education Department would

4
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send forms to parents of language-minority students asking them

who speaks with their child, for how long, and in'what language.
So much for speculation.

'IIJ.

EXITING OF STUDENTS FROM TITLE VII PROGRAMS ON THE BASIS OF
TIME

S. 2002 would arbitrarily limit the length of time a LEP student
could be enrolled in ,a Title VII program.

Except for those

students weo are handicapped, no student could remain in a Title
4

VI/ program for more titian three years.

School districts are obligated to assist limited-EnglishThis obligation is

'proficient national origin minority students.

not circumscribed by arbitrary time limitations.

The one court

that has confronted a program exit standard based on time rather
than student functional ability found it to be violative of civil

rights laws which guarantee equal educational oRportunity U.S.

V.

-

Te4a6 (G.I. Forum) 506 F. Supp. 405, 1981.

Indeed, a prov4sion that uses time as a proxy for proficiency can
find no support in the edudational literature.
learn at different speeds.

indi'viduals all

This is certainly true of language.

Though we might wish it otherwise, enactmeni of time limitations
on student parti.kipation in Title VII programs will not make

students learn English faster.

Ironically, such time limitations

might, in fact, defeat the goal of developing English language

2Ub
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proficiency.

If this provision were enacted, many children would

be removed from Title VII programs before they could acquire the
skills necessary for acadeinic success.

*

By questioning the legal and pedagogical efficacy of an arbitrary

time limit we do not mean to suggesbthat there should not be
written into law or regulations effective exiting

Nor

criteria.

4o we mean to suggest that failure ought to be Met with the
indifferent retention of a program that does not work.

In fact,

the Castaneda decision, preously mentioned, makes clear that a
school district is obligated to systematically assess its program
and to make appropriate changes when the program is found not to

oe wbrking.

IV.

IMPORTANCE OF READING AND WRITING SKILLS IN'DETERMINING
ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

Rresent Title. VII law defines limited-English-proficiency in

terms of a child's inability to speak, understand, read or write.
7'
S. 2002 would renlove.consideration of the ability to read and

wrf+in determining whether a student was LEP and, therefore,
0.

eligible for a Title VII program.

Linguists agree that language, at a minimum, is composed of
four components set out in the current legislation.

the

Teachers

will attest to the educational retardation which occurs when
students lack effective reading and writing skills.

2U;
a

fndeed, in
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the U.S.

V. Texas litigation, State Education Agency witnesses

readily agreed that reclassqicton or exiting of students from.
bilingual education programs should not take place wAhout the
measu'rement of all four skills.
7
V.

ELIMINATION OF EXISTING REQUIREMENT THAT, TO THE EXTENT.
7 POSSIBLE,

TITLE 'VII STAFF BE BILINGUAL

The Administration's proposed amendments to Title VII would
we

eliminate the current requirement that, to the extent possible,
Title VII staff be'bIlingual.

At the same time, the

Administration's,proposed Amendments would require that all4Title

,

,-

VIi staff be proficient in English.

In an ideal world, all instructIonl personnel in programs
serving language minority students would be bilingual -proficiene in English apd the native language of the students.
However, either because of a lim1ted supply of bilingual teachers
or.because of tenure laws, many teachers in such programs have
not been proficient in the child's native language.

In many

classrooms, the only persons who speak the child's native
language are teacher aidep.

Although most of these aides speak

some English, many are not fully proficient in English.
Nevertheless, their communication skills provide a vital link.
t

between monolingual Englislt-speaking teachers and children who do
not speak or understand English,

Quite simply, we beli4* that

language-minority students are better served by the existing
L

96-.A65 0-82-14
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.

Tttle VII staffing requirements than they would be by the new
staffing requirements proposed by the Administration.

CONCLUSION

As noted at the outset of this statement, the American Coalition
for Bilingual Educdtion _appreciates the need to re;"iew Title VII

and Its effectiveness,

Like Other Federal programs, Title VII

could be tmproved.

A
The legislative proposals currently before the Subcommittee
cannct be %flowed as Improvements to the Bilingual Education Pct.

If.enacted, tne proposals would fundamentally alter the kind of
instruct:tonal services provided under Title VII.

,They woUld also

limit the number of chtldren eligible for Title VII assistance
and restrict the amount.Of special language instruction school
districts could ptovIde to LEp students.
gre contrary to logic and sound pedagogy.

Sone of ttiese proposals

Others are bighly

speculative or are based on so-called policy research Which is

substNtively and methodologically flawed.

For thAse reasons; we

urge Congress not to act upon S. 2002 or the Administration's
proposed aMendments of Title VII.

A
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A

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.

Ms. LINDIA. Thank you,'Mr. Chairman.

I am proud to be here today a; a bilingual educator and a representative of a school district than can effectively demonstrate the
sucdess of ''good" bilingual instruction.

Eleven percent of Rhode Island's student population has a
mary language othep than English. In Bristol. that language is Portuguese.
Our bilingual program provides ourTrortuguese students who are

limited in thvir English language proficiency with the skills they
need to achieve success in our district's English language currigulurn.

Indeed, the need for our bilingual program is great. During the
last 3 years, 217 students dropped out of Bristol High School. Of
these, 26 percent were Portuguese-speaking students with 1imited
English proficiency. This drop-out rate is six times that of the nonLEP Bristol High School population. The students who dropped out
in the past 3 years have not had the benefit of bilingual instruction.

_

Since the inception of our program in 1977, evaltation reports.
hae documented the fact that students in our bilingual program
made substantial gains in all cognitive areas.

Our success, I believe, is the result of,several factori. Some of

these factors relate tu matters which woulU be affected by the legislation before the subcommittee.

The first critical factor is that our program includes both substantive instruction provided by a bilingual teacher and English as
a second language instruction provided by an ESL teacher. In other
words, the students in ouu program have tyo teachers who work
together as a team. The teaching team is'adso.supriorted by a paraprofessional bilingual, aide.

s

The second critical point, is the way we "exit" students froni our
program. The exit process is initiatedby the teachipg team. Upon
the request of a student's teaching team, I convene a meeting The
participants in the meeting include the student's bilingual teacher
and ESL teacher, the school principal, the teacher who is to receive
the student upon exit from the program, the schodl principal, and
for sixth and seventh graders, the school's guidance counselor. Together, we review test data regarding the student's academic progress and potential for success outside the title VII program.
If, in our professional jud.gment, the studeilt is ready to be mainstreamed, the student's parents are contacted. With the parents,
we re% iew the student's- progress, explain our recommendation, ,md

obtain the rarent's consent to exit the student from our program.
If mainstreamed students show weaknesses in any of the- learning
skills, a resource teacher works with the student to help him or
her develop the-needed skills

The third critical factor is that a majority of my teachers,and
nonteaching_staff an. bilingual. Without equivocation, I can say
?their akility to speak both Portuguese and Enghsh makeg our program a success My staff is able to communicate effectively. with
our students. At the same time, our bilingual staff are able to communicate effectively with the parents 61 our students, most of
whom are monolingual Portuguese. I cannot stress enough how im1,

LI
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portant this is, parents are vital to successful education, and paren- 4
tal involvement requires effective communication.
In closing, I hope that this subcommittee will cut through the socalled controversy surrounding bilingual education and will focus
on how title VII sloes provide and could better provide effective
education to limieed English proficient students. Not all bilingual

education programs are effective, but bilingual education has

proven to be a successful way of meeting the special instructional
needs of language-minority students.
I wish that we had more time today. Language and education are
not simple matters. One thing, however is simpleand that is the
fact that we cannot afford to ignore the educational needs of the
millions of limited English proficient students in the United States
With each passing day, our counti-y becomes moce technologically complex, and our world more economically competitive. We
cannot afford, in dollar or human terms, to have our students fail
academically because of surmotintable language barriers.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Ms. Lindid.
[The'prepared statement of Ms. Lindia follows:]

.11
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Washington, DC
April 26, 1982

Testimony by Maria Lindia

My name is Maria Lindia.' I am the Tile VII Project
Director for the Bristol, Rhode Island Public Schools.
I am here today as the chosen representativ% of JI.20 non-

Englisb speaking families in my school district.
I would like to begin by telling you about Lucia.
Lucia is now 16 years old.

She was a bilingual student,

for two years and was partially Tinstreamed into a
regular program duriniper third year in the Bristol system,
A

when she was in sixth grade.

Lucia is,presently in High
Upon tuining

School and has become an excellent studerit.

16 she was under pressure from her family to work to help
Because

them so they would not have to seek welfare.

she Vas doing well in school she felt she wanted.to
complete her high school education and.perhaps cqntinue
further.

Lucia sought my help and asked me to intervene,and
I have been able to help her secure a job which will
-

allow.her to complete schobl.

Her parents are happy

with this decision and with her capability, Particularly
:

sir-me they have a very bright older son whose life
to

a different turn.

a

top
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older brother also wont to the Bristol schools
but was not so fortunate a; to benefit from a bilingual
program.

He had difficulty in school because of his, poor

English language skills and cogstantly was failing.

He

dropped out as soon as he could, became unemployed, got
himself into trouble and is now serving time in the
Adult Correctional facility.
Thi's simple story can be retold with slightly different

names and circumstances for up to thirty percent of Bristol's
Portuguese speaking fami'lies.

Brigtol, Rhode Island, is reprssentative of a great
many New England cities and towns which have had and
.continue to have a large minority of Portuguese speaking.
immi.grants.

From the first whaling ships that brought

back,new deck hands from the'Azores until the present, there
.has been a steady influX of Azotian Portuguese into Bristol,

Fall River, Ma., New Bedford, Ma., and many other smaller
%

erties.

This,immigration continues and so there are.newly

arriving studenti.all year round in.these school systems.
Our bilingual program haS'guietly begunfto turn aroupd
what has been a vicious pattern. of sc

ol failure, dropout,

oW far too well.
unepployMent and Crime which we all
lb
Because our program only began in 1977, we are just now able

to see comparisons which might serve to elucidate the
drama that is unfolding and the.real impact the progra; is

2rj

I

----""
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! making on our students.

We can recognize some of the

! deeper trends that have begun and to interrupt this
.now would be disastrous.

2'puring the last three years, 217 students have dropped
,

out of Bristol Nigh School.

c
Ir1;

Of these, 26 percent are

Portuguese speaking students with a Limited 1:nglish
Proficiency.

This number is six times that of the regular

priAtol dropout and three and one-half times that of
students dropping out elsewhere, in our

tate.

T ese

students, like Lucia's brother, have not reaped the
' benefits of a bilingual .education.

We have focused on our elementary school children
and have served 200 students in grades one through four.

The average length of time each student needs to be
mainstreamed is about three years.

About one third of

our students have been mainstreamed within this time,
about one third have done it faster, and the others still
need more time.

The first group of these students are

now turning sixteen,,and the cycle is beginning to be broken.
Lucia learned fast, and is uow doing well:

She did,

however, need two yeard Of bilingual classes as well As
a third transitional year.

Other students take longer.

We have serious doubts that our -students will benefit

from just one year of Englishor all of us except the

,
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few with qXceptional linguiseic talent, takes longer.

any of you have ever traveled'in

foreign countries in whiCN

you don't speak the language, you know what it feels like
For, you and we are mute when we are unable

to be "chuab".

to learn and express our knowledge and questions.

Our

'students cannot Ile put4into this position of continually

being dumb, and therefore feeling dumb, and knowing that
they are too.dumb to succeed in school.

They must learn.

.4k:instead to distinguish between school content, skills and

'English acquistion.
There is a ;train of thought in our country that has
been opposed to bilingual education because "their grandfathers
.%

made it".

In today's world we must recognize that literacy

does not only mean reading and writing, but now must in9lude
an increasing knowledge of computers and technology.

Like

our students, our society is in a period oetransition where

?

high,unemployment speaks to a lack of preparation for the jobs
.

aftertised in Sunday's paper.

.

Our students cannot just walk

;iri.to a job market without an education.

There are few,

if any, jobs which lead to the Horatio Alger story.

Traiiipg

is mandatory for a society in which full employment becomes'.
reality.

1.1e are no longer in our grandparent's age, and
-

our needs ar( different.
1

,21
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Ouv stuients must be allowed the opportunity to graduate
and to go on for advanced learning .and/or training.

'

They

will not do this 'when continuous school failures teach them
they are,dumb.

They have begun to do this now that our

bilingual program has successfully mainstreamed 'children

presently in High School who have had successful school
experiences.

The statistics are not yet in, fpr like

Lucia, many of our fiist bilinggal graduates are jupt turning
sixteen.

A major concdn of our families and other community
residents and public-officials is'the arbitrary

limiltation

proposed by...Sen'ator Huddleston for a maximum of one year's

instruCtion in a Title VIrprogram. 'Based on my eight
years of experience with Limited tnglish.Proficient students,
call .say.without equivocation ,,that this goal is both

unrealistic and potentially detrimental Lto the educational
future of our children.

As research has long substantiated and any parent

an

attest to, children learn at different rates and through
a variety of techniques.

To restrict allTitle VII instr c.tion

to English only does not take this variety Of learning
needs into account and fails to separate the different skills
ofi learning content and learning English.

We might have lost

Lucia had she-not been given the time she needed to succeed.
As our children and our program demonstrates, At is
important to.recognize both the variability in learning style

216
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and individual language necds .;nd to program for \ those

differences.

By not providing for these options

o be

implemented at the local lotiel, professional judg ment
cannot be exercised in the best interests of these youtisters.

While some unofficial studieshave received di pr poitionate
publicit}Nn their efforts to disclaim the effecti

ss of the

Title VII programs this should never be interPreted tO

evaluate the success of bilingual education in othp parts,of*
the country.

Our students are just now be9inning to Oemonstrate

the changes taking place in Bristol.
We must voice concern that publicity and focus has

\

again been on pograms that lawie not been quccessful, Atber

,
than seeking and finding models that work.

Better evaltiation

procedures and assessments might allow for a greater success
nationwide, -and would not bring us here today.trying to

stop a rertriction which would "throw out the baby with the
bSthWatet".

Yes, some S'tudents can be mainstreamed Athial

a Y.ear, put they are a minority and.will succeed anyway, a:id,

the sad reality is that the others will give ina and diop out,
-

Once that happens it becomos all of our prgbleam.
It is fal more cost effective,both in dollars and in human
terms to allow children the time they need to,acquire Engrish,
than to pay for them later as truants, drop outs, unemployed,
or criminals.

direct linit between these options is
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dtdmatically (lucidated in LUC14's family and In at lear.t

.4

60 otheis like it tn Bristol alone.

The United States was made qieat through the blood,
ritat and tears'of its immiglant *populations.

The Smithsonian

Institution here paid its tribute with the bicentenial
exhibition dcdttated to tracing the donations of each immiciant
grOup.

We must allow our newly arriving students LO tie into
the history that has brought lib into our third century

and not iestrict their capacltit<renergy, and dreams.
We Cannotlorget our obligation and coMMitment to seek the
best of each or us to parLIcloate In those dreams.

I would like to take this ooportunity to personally
invite each of you to visit our "biggest little
Stilte in the Isflior;", and verify first hund the accuracy of

these statements. 'Thank you.

Senair STAFFORD.

I now do have a few questions, and once

again, I would ask you to be as brief as you can, but the l..ornmittee
will keep the record open, if you feel that you MAI to expand an
answer, so that you can do so in writing in the event you want fur- /
ther detail to appear in our resord.
Mrs.. Eisenhower. 'some critics of the Fairfax County ESL pro-

gram have said.that ESL 'worked there becaut,e your county is .
wealthy and therefore can devote the resources to makc it work s
Also, it has observed that t-Ite student body is more affluent These
observers infer that the Fairf,ax experience should not be used to
predict how ESL would function in other settings. Could you comment on this, and before you do, I would parenthetically say that

my Washington address is in F'airfax County. [Laughter
Mrs. EISENHOWER. I have heard th?s so much that it is becoming,
almost a Many, like a "Hail Mary". Our students this year, over 80
.percent of those who have registered in Fairfax County have been
monolingual immigrants. Sixty-two percent of them are on "F'ree
Lunch." We have an increasing percentage that are coming in that

are nonliterate or semi-literate. We luive only.17 percent of the

children who are chirdren of diplomats and professionals, these are
children who are in Fairfax County temporarily.
We are dealing with the same population as most of the school

systems around. Yes, we are affluent, and are proud of the resources that we have made available for this program But I would
like to remind you that we devote less than 23 percent over and

above the per pupil expenditure for our program, which in my

opinion, is quite cost effective. as it includes provisions for year-
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around instruLtion We offer summer school, translation services,
counseling and other adjunct services beyond Our instructional program.

And one last thing, the Fairfax County program works because
we have made a commitment that nothing but the best-qualified
teachers will instruct these children. We categorically deny that
just because a person speaks Korean and they have a degree in pediatrics for example, that they are qualified to prepare the children
for pre reading readiness arid success in elementary school.

'We ,have put totetlier a dynarriLte combination of a curriculum

that w as specificalTY designed to work hand-in-hand with the regu-,

lar instructional program. We have brought staff that is trained in
elementary education and in second language acquisition, put them
together in a very supportive atmosphere, and the results speak for
themselves.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much. I guess the Chair
should now note that his presence in Fairfax County, is not one of

the reasons it is said to be the most affluent county in this area.

{Laugh ter.]

Mrs. Pumpa and Ms. Reyes, I understand that Houston's gchool
district uses native language instruction and ESL and is embarkin
on an immersion program. If your school distriet is wilIirg to utilize these three approaches, my question is, why should the Federal
Government only support one of those?
Mrs. POMPA. I think the question is not so much "willing to" as
"hav log to We-support dual language instruction and would like

that for all of our childreh. Because we do have numerous language groups of children that number sometimes under 20, sometimes only 2 students that speak a language,it is not always feasible to have a dual language program for our children. In these

cases, we have English as a second language program.
Our immersion pr9gram, as I stated earlier, is a pilot project that
has been irrSoperation for about 4 months now. Our-preliminary re-

search is sllowing that it is not really working with the kinds of
studerIts we, have. The teachers are having to use native language
instruction with the children to get across some of the points. The
parents of these children are asking why the native language is not
used. And perhaps we are finding we are one of the populations
that immersion does not work with.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.

Ms. Blaunstein, some observers have indicated that Federal support for other approaches to language minority education, in addition to transitional bilingual education, could jeopardize transitional bilingual education. The argument seems to be that transitional
bilingual education is more expensive, and that the disincentives
Lreated by these costs would almost force school boards de facto to
choose other, less costly approaches.
What are your views on that, and also would you comment on
whether the $9:1 milhon authorization in the administration's bill
is considered to be adequate?
Ms. 131.AUNSTEIN. We think the answer to the first part of your.,"
question is probably "No." Transitional bilingual education is an
institutionalized part of the educational system. In a recent study
done by the Education Commission of the States, it was noted that
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30 States mandate ur prescribe bilingual education, and that means
that there are thousands of local school districts that incorporate
bilingual education in their teaching of limited English proficient
students.
However, we do believe that curriculum choice is a matter best

left to local school districts, and should a local school -district
choose to use methods other than transitional bilingual education,
we would support that.
We feel that local school districts are in the best position to determine the methodologies used to meet the needs of their constituents and are in the best position to gage those needs.
In terms of ESL programs, if a school district feeling severe fiscal

constraints, as most are in these times, chooses to use ESL, it
would probably afford those districts the opportunity to serve

larger numbers of children,-and so that might be a potential benefit and advantage in doing so.
But most importantly, we feel that the quality of the prOgram is
far more important than any single approach. The quality of the
program really depends on trained, sensitive, caring teachers, administrators who understand the problems of the kids in that district, and well-developed curriculum. This makes much more sense

than any single approach or any variety of approaches. If the
teachers are well grounded in methodology, if they understand the

research findings, if they are sensitive to the needs of students,
then we believe any of these approaches can work successfully.

And in this regard, I would like to say that we would advocate

for_additional funding for teacher training. We feel this is absolutely *critical. A poor teacher who uses ESL, immersion, or transition-,
al bilingual education will doom the potential achievement of their
students.

Now, should funds be reducedno. We would oppose that. And

in fact, if the'liudget conditions improve, we would like to see funding increased. Additionally, we would like to see title VII become a

service program, rather than, a demonstration program. We feel
that there are going to be increased numbers of children who are
limited English proficient, and that the responsibility for this must
be shared, as the actions created by the Federal Government have
caukd a tremendous burden on school districts.
Federal and national policy, including Supreme Court decisions,
civil rights policy, and immigration laws, have all created large
numbers of children who will need this instruction, and the schools
must respond in order to providQ these children equal educational
opportunity.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.

Let me address this question first to Ms. Lindia, if she cares to

comment, or her associate, and then to all of you.
When considering the educational deficiencies of language minority students, is it the language problem or the level of economic
disadvantage that is the primary source of a child's educational deficiencies?

If. you would prefer to respond in writing rather ehan now, we

would, be glad to have it dime that way.
Ms. LINDIA. Yes, I would prefer to respond in writing.
.

Senatoil STAFFORD. All right.

22u
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LYONS. M A' Chairman, indeed, language, socioeconsmic

status are some of the variables which impinge on the way in
which a child learns. I think what is also clear, and it has not
really been stated very well this morning, is that when we talk
'about the factor of language we must also talk about discrimination There is a long history of language-based discrimination in
our public schools, in some areas of the country, children have
been penalized for speaking their native language on school property.

We are now looking at the question of what is best for our chil:
dren, and we cannot ignore history in so doing.

I would simply raise one other point that I think is critical. We
will be providing you with a number of studies which critiques the
Baker-DeKanter report. One such critique we will submit for the
record is by the American Psychological Association. The APA critique is important for it shows That it is not just Hispanic educators who are concerned about the policy research being carried on
by'staff in the Department of Education. We will also be providing
you with information specifically on the question of whether it is
language or whether it is SES that prevents language minority students from receiying equal educational opportunities.
[The supplemental statement of Mrs. Lindia followsi
-
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.

Do any others care to comment?
Mrs. Pompa?
Mrs. POMPA. Mr. Chairman, while we axe very cognizant of the
fact that sociocultural variables have a lot to do with learning, we

have fOund in our District that in ESL classes where we have a
mixture of different income children from different language back-

grounds, there is no difference in the rate at which they acquire
English.
Senator STAFFORD: Mrs. Eisenhower?

Mrs. EISENHOWER. I think that is sometimes a trap we fall into

t.

with the best of intentions. I cannot deny that instruction in the
native language, when it is available, when there is the proper cur-

riculum, when there are the best trained teachers, is the best

method to teach the children. But sometimes, we look at the labels
and forget that the main ingredient for education is how a program
is implemented.
It is the atmosphere that one creates in the classroom. The five
universals I pointed out earlier that should be present in any program, whether it is a transitional program, an ESL program, or an
immersion program. Get together the commitment of the school

system with the qualified staff, with a curriculum that has not

been imported from §pain or Puerto Rico or France. I have seen a
program where a French program has been brought from,France to
teach Haitians. these children were learning a third Jaiguage. We
have tO be careful that the curriculum that we are teaching these
children has at least a nodding acquaintance with what the other
children in the regular fourth grade are being taught.
We need to identify these children properly, monitor them while

they °are in the program, and mainstream them when they are

:ready, and not 1 minute before.

, I really think that these universal variables have a lot more to
do in the success of the educatioh of these childrenthat is not to
say that economic or social considerations are not important, but a
good program goes a lonw way to equalize these inequities and to

help these childrep learn.

Senator STAFFORD, Thank you.

If there is no further comment, for the subcommittee, I want to
express appreciation oh,ibehalf of all of the members for your at-.
. tending this morning and assisting us in this difficult task that lies
; ahead for the subcommittee.
Yes, Mrs. Eisenhower?
Mrs. EISENHOWER. I neglected to say that wp have an evaluation

of our program for the year 1980-81. It will be available on May 1.
I regretJ was unable to bring it with me.
Senat6r STAFFORD. We will keep the record open and make it a'
part of the. record.
Mrs. EISENHOWER. I will be, responsible to deliver it very shortly
after May 1.

.

,

Senator STAFFORD. Very good.

At this point I order printed all statements of those who could
not attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record.
gIle material referred to follows:]

,
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The Honorable Robert Stafford
Chairman
SubcommIttee on Education,
Arts and Humanities
309D Senate Courts
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear.Bob:

Please find enclosed copies of a statement prepared by one of my
constituents, Beatriz C. Andrews of Western Oregon State College
in Monmouth, Oregon, regarding your recent hearings on bilingual
education.
.

I would very much appreciate, if at all possible, Ms. Andrews'
statement being included in the hearing record of your
She was unable to obtain time to testify at 0
April 26 hearing.
that hearing, but I believe her statement is quite short, lucid,'
and supportive of your efforts to improve the use of bilingual
education in our nation's public schools.
I appreciate your consideration in this matter.
,......22)

Kind regards.
Sincerely,

//I
Mark 0. Hatfield
United States Senator
MOH/jam
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"Bilingual Education Amendments of 1981"
"Bilingual Improvements Act of 1982"

Testimony Submitted to
,U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts
and Humanities by
Beatriz C. Andrews, Assistant Rrofessor
of Education
Western Oregon State College
on April 26, 1982

Introduction

The lack of a language policy in the United States has traditionally diminished tlie potential national resource which may be found in bilingual education. Due to this lack of focus or position as a nation, bilingual education
has been perceived as a threat to our lc/alty to the nation.
For this reason,
we hide behind our ambivalence by attacking and constantly changing a program
of instruction which promotes'unity, not separatism; English language proficiency, not bilingualism; human understanding, not cultural politics.
Language and ethnic diversity should be perceived as a national resource
needed for international business and diplomatic concerns.
Instead, we have
applied.the conversion theory to language and culture in an attempt to make
us all a monologinual ethnocentric 'society. Bilingual education, a viable
proven approach used to assist children in developing Englishitlanguage proficiency through the use of the students
native language, has been caught in
a national controversy which jeopardizes equal access to learning and academic
success for children of limited English proficiency.
Bilingualism should be
considered a national investment, and educational giftedness rather than a
problem which needs to be eliminated. We need to recognize the capability
of the human mind to learn and stop language and information.
Why do we
refuse to accept these capacitieS and potentials in the.most technologically
advanced country in the world?
Maybe rie need to redefine the role bf public education while establishing
language policy so that bilingual education does not become a problem but
a solution in education. The role of public education is not to teach
of
English exclusively but to educate our children in a variety of subject matter
areas required by individual state standards.
Without bilingual education
as prpviously defined, children of limited English proficiency would not be
given 'access to the full school program, denying then the opportunity to
acquire the same skills, knowledge, and abilities as their English speaking
counterparts. Without bilingual education, the public education "minimum
competencies" and "basic education" standards would not be equally applied,
with equal expectations-for limited English proficient and English speaking
students.

The state Of Oregon has an estimated 11,429 students of non AV limited Engl4sh
proficiency; and at least fourteen statutes and administrative rules which
regulate services to those students. Services are presently being provided
to stUdents from thirty-four different language groups.
Out of 310 school
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districts in the state,,four are receiving funds under Title VII, ESEA and
sixty are receiving formula type grants under the RefugeeChildren's Assistance Program.
1..

*4

The districts funded under Title VII,. ESEA provide two-language approach
instruction, as well as other approaches on local funds. Student language
and academic need, educational theory and research, as well as family circumstances and choice usually determine the best approach or placement for
Districts receiving funds under the Refugee
students in these districts.
Children's Assistance Program, for the most part, provide English language
development services with native language and cultural support through the
use of instructional assistants and community volunteers.

Following is a discussion of the proposed bills being considered at this
time relative to bilingual education. Oregon's children of limited English
proficiency would benefit from reconsideration by your committee of the
proposals being made under Senate Bill 2002 and the Administration's Bill.
Senate Bill 2002

"Bilingual Education Amendments of 1981"

It is
This proposed legislation is unnecessary and educationally unsound.
unnecessary because all bilingual education programs already include an
intensive course of English instruction and their main goal is for children
to acquire English proficiency. It is educationally unsound because there
is no evidence that language proficiency needed for learning inAthat language
couTi be acquired in a period of,one year.

"Bilingual Education Imerovements Act of 1982"
Definition of a Program of Bilingual Education--

.1

The proposal does not endorse a two-language approach as a viable and proven
If English as a Second Language or other approaches
instructional process.
are made possible under the proposal, limitations on the use of approaches
other than the two-language approach should be placed. Limitations may
include grade level considerations, or insufficient number of ehildren Of any
.- one language group needed to establish a bilingulkl education classroom.
Language of the bill should be revised to include endorsement of the use of
both the native language of the child and English with exceptions only in
extenuating circumstances to be described and supported with appropriate
data.

.

Personnel--Targeting

The proposal diminishes the importance or role of the language other than
The bill should include requirement of proficiency-in English and
English.
in the other language used to provide instruction. When a two-language
approach is used in, instruction, the teaching personnel should be required
to demonstrate fluency and proficiency, in the languages of instruction..
Even in situations where the two-language *roach is not utilized, teaching
personnel should still have knowledge of the children's language and culture,
in order to facilitate understanding and communication within the clastroom
environment.

\
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Training Programs-The proposed lianguage would allow for competition of programs for in-school*
youth with out-of-school youth.
Programs for in-school youth are eligible
under the Title VII Basic Grants Program.
If oq,t-of-school youth neel are
to be properly addressed, the language of the bill should assure it th ough
creation of an area or category with adequate appropriations to carry
out the efforts.
Research--

The proposed language in this section seems inappropriate and/or premature
in nature.
Studies and research on alternative practices to the two-language
approach have already been conducted and are available for review.
Rather
than spending additional federal support in 1983 to determine alternative
methods or approaches; federal support should first focus on a comprehensive
review of the literature and of existing approaches which are operant and
may'be working at this time.
Authdrization of Appropriateness-Since there' is a proposed reduction of funds under Title VII, ESEA, from
$166 million in 1980 to $95 million in 1983, the administration should not
be necessarily broadening its scope of work to include alternative approaches
to the two-ranguage approach in bilingual education.
It seems as if this
bill is proposing to do more for morêNs.tudents with less. We should be
satisfied if we can do the same or the e
ivalent of the same through capacIty'.building at the local levels; with fewer re urces.
^
.

Conclusions

Bilingual education is basic education for many.children, and the proposed
bills weakin the access to this basic education.
In addition, excellence
in educational programming would be greatly compromised if reviLions in the
language of the "Bilingual Improvements Act of 1982" are not mil* and if
the "Bilingual Education Amendments of 1981" are not totally wi4drawn.
Bilingual education is and should be an educational ilsue; but when the
rights of our educatTOn are-jeWirdized for a select group of students,
bilingual education will again become a civil rights issue.
It is.up to you
as decision-makers and representatives of the people to keep bilingual
education in the school system and out of the court system.
Oregon is.counting on you and other members of Congress to take a sensitive
and fair approath on these matters. We need to get through this process
and then examine bilingual education once more, but the next time as an
international issue and as a national need.
Bilingual education should be
ayailable to all children if we expect future generations to resort to better
communications amohg nations.
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PEIONAS DE/HABLA ESPARIOLA DE OREGON

Committesof SpaniA Speaking People of Oregon

April 23, 1982,

Senaq Subcommittee on.
Education, arts and Humanities
United States Congress

,

Honorable Subcommittee Members.
The Committee of Spanish Speaking People of Oregon fully supports
and endorses the testimony beihg subMitted by Beatrtz C. Andrews
on the "Bilingual (ducation AmendmentS,of 1981" and the "Bilingual
Education Improvements Act of 1982" as representative of our
Board and of the Hispanic ccemunity's issues our organization
serves.

Respectfully yours.

ost Calderon, Jr.
A ;
Chairman of the Board of Oirecto?sw

1

uNt.S F Grand Portland Oregon 07214

Phone, 150-Ii 238 13:r
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RESUME
BEATRIZ CASALS-ANDREWS
EDUCATION
1976111

%titterer Oregon Stale C011ege Monmouth

1974

baby College Miami Mores Plorlda hpaduate world

197i 75

tibly College Miami ShOies. Plorida LISA In Spanish English and Education summa cum tau*/
tniueesity o Mian.i Mlaml Florida (Special certificate programleltosolla y Culture Hispana

1972

199670
1965 66

I N S A.in Handicapped Learner education/

timecard CoMMLinird College. Port Lauderdale florid+ (A A with honors/
Lindsey flopkinS Miami florid+ (high school)

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS
President s and Dean s List Broward Community College

.

PLesident International foreign Language Organnation broward Community College
Pull academie scholarship Barry College
Dean s Conference batty Cpileg,
President Alpha Mu Gamma foreign Language tIonOr 'Society Barry College
Papa Gamma Pt C athollc Women s National Honor 50ekt7 tarry College

Coordinator tanarntrican Cultural Program batty College
rederacion CatudiantilCubana batty College

rftoressiorIAL ExrcmEricE
1981 Present Western Oregon State College
Assistant Prop OW Education. Coordinator bilingual Multicultural Programming
I97S 51 Salem Public Schools. Salem OregOn
rile- ill CSEet anti title IP ChM bights. iirOgrams Director and bilingual Programs Coordinator
NOVide leadership in planning Implementation and evaltiatIon of seven Bilingual education Programs
...rapanish and IndoChinese Languages basic Programs of Bilingual CducatiOn Newcomer Center Demonstra
Don ansarer lid 11,4rtgual Cducation National Ortg1n Desegregation trojett,IndoChineseRefugee Act Program/
Pro'vide stale wale technical assistance to educational agencies serving limited Cnglish proficient students
under a sperial state grant

coordination of recruitment employment and resource supPOrt to seventy-eight stall members
Coordination of district state and regional resources
Identification and coordination of materials development for clIssrOom rne
Development and implementation of a communicatiOns plan to increase (linnet and public supped/1M bi
lingual education
Development and dissemination of program Information
Coordination with Advisory Council Lao Planning Task Pone and Parent Advisory Committee
Coordinatien of training activities for administrative and certificated stall and Caller ladder component for
paraprofessionals
Development of federal state and local proposals tor needed funding
Supervision and evaluation of twenty nine staff members
Coordination in the implementation of the evaluation design
Development of budget and fiscal management In encess of one million dollars
Secondary Bilingual Program Itesoune Specialist
Assisted in plannlng development and ImplernentatIOn of the SeCondhry Bilingual Program at five sites and
provided technical assistance to Classroom teachers
Secondary Milingodl Prograntl teacher Waldo middle sehool
Developed and piloted the Secondary bilingual Program at Waldo Middle School
Vitrify iiomrreSilrool Counselor Waldo Meddle School
Provided counseling service, to students and served as liaison between the Manic and the schoot
Taught language and leading to migrant students
J 974 73 Pima. rd County Schools. Pt Lauderda/e Florida
spanieh and Pneilish leather Classroom and curriculum responsIbilltle
11171 74 Madonna Academy Archdiocese n11410,11 florid+
vanish tea, her c I. ,,,,, ours and currirulunnesponsIbilitles
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1872,73 North Miami !fermis Senior nigh. MOM florlda
Vanish Intern Classroom and differentiated stalling responsibilities

186440 The Paperback baIt'Shp. Inc.. Hollywood florida
General Manager General saninistrative responUbllities

rrtoressIonnt. COPIMITMENTS
Committee of Spanish Speaking feople of Oregon board of Directors
Salem Area forum on Indochinese "%gee Affairs
Salem Community Housing Resource board
Region X Blfingual Coordinating Council
Title VII Advisory Committee to State Department olEducation
Title IV Advisory Council to State Superintendent of Public Instruction
(funding recommendations program monitoring)
National ASSOCIA I Ion for Bilingual Education (1979 Conference Manning

Committee National Elections Committee)
Oregon Asscklatlon for bilingual Education (Legislative Committee
Chairperson 1979 80Conference Coordinator)
San tiam Girl Scout Council board Member
Nat ICOal ASSOCIatiOn (or Asian-American and facifK Education
Chic ano Task force on Research and Development
Affirmative Action Advisory COmMi t toe Salem Public Schools School Board

National Education Association ObA SEA iMinonly Involvement In the Profession)
Salem Education Association - Executive Board Member
American Association of Teachers of Sp.yish and Portuguese

1979 frescnt
1979 1981
1980-Present

1979-fresent
1978 'resent
1.978 81

1978 Present
1976-Present
1981 Present
1979 Present
1978 1961
1978 80
1973 78
1977 78
1973 79
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.rotoressioNAL INVOLVEMENT
Presented at the western Regional Hlgrant Education Conference february 1982 on Mtketing St rategles In
Education
Conducted training for the San Diego State University 8E5C in the area of capacity building Vingual

education April 1981

Presented at the TIM vli'vvestern Management Institute March 1981 on Marketing Strategies for bilingual
Education
Developed adopted budget plan I or Salem school lo capacity build bilInguaieducation In Its,goieral fund
budget from 1979 19114

Developed Planning document to be implemented during isaael for Salem schools to adopt a voluntary Lau
Compliance Man
Provided testimony before the State board of Education. Senate and House Education Cominittecs Ways and
Means House Committee on Aging and Minority Affairs as and when requested by these policy and
legislative bodks
Made presentation on bilingual education to the 1980 Oregon School boards Association State Conference
where a resolution Wif passed to promote bilingual education legislation In the State of Oregon
Assisted educational agencies In the development of proposals fon Title VII MCA Basic Training Fellowship
Sehool of Education and SuPPort Service Center grants
Provided testimony to the Governor s office on the need to form a State Hispanic Commission
Developed and conduttld a seminar on Legal Aspects of Equal Opportunities in Education and
Employment for Western Oregon State College
Senestas advisor to Salem School District 24J Salem Oregon, regarding a national origin discrimination
case and as liaisons between the district and the complainant
Manned and conducted an interpersonal relations seminar to alleviate racial tensions in the classroom at
Flantation 11199 School ft Lauderdale florida
Assisted In desegregation activilks with Spanish American, Black and Jewish student populations at North
Miami beach Senior high Miami florida

reRsonAL DMA
1740 Highlight Court South Sakm OR 97302
Marital Status. Married twO children
backgroundi born Havana Zuba May 15 1948
Ad

0031371 9055

native Spanish speaker
Moved to United States October 1962
Product Man elementkry Spanish Criglish bilingual education program with frenc h
as a third language 01 instruction
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COM MITTS./ OM LASON ASO
HUMAN PSICNAC CS
WASHINGTON. C. 301111

May 18, 1982

The Honorable Robert T Stafford
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
United States Senate
Washington, D. C
20510
Deaf Bob

,

Attaeheti is a copy of a statement in support of Title WI,
tilingual Education Programs, by Phillip E. Runkel, Superintendent
of Public Instruction with the State of Michigan Department of
EducatLon
I request that you include this statement in the
record of hearings which the Education Subcommittee held concerning bilingual Education on April 23 and 26, 1982.
Thank, you for your attention to this 'Matter.

Since ely,

nald W. Riegle, Jr

Attachment
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BY

PHILLIP E. RUNKEL
ft

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
STATE OF MICHIGAN
.

Bilingual education is currently under the sharpest attack in
The Administration has proposed a 32% funding cut in
its history.
its 1981 budget, coupled,with proposals for programmatic revisions
in the legislation. The AdAnistration's bill, S. 2412, introduced
by Senator S. I. Hayakawa (R-CA) would permit ehe funding of nonbilingual programs out of funds available under Title VII, ESEA. This
bill also weakens the provisions that bilingual teachers be bilingual and
would restrict the numbers of chilAren eligible to receive services
with Title VII monies. Another bill, S. 2002, introduced by Senator
Huqdleston (D:KY) would limit children's pAti,5ipation in bilingual
programs to one year, restrict a district's perdgatives to decide
which children are in need of bilingual programs, and impose additional
Provisions in these bills
paperwork requirements on local districts.
would have the effect of drastically diluting the scarce funds available
for bilingual education programs and represent a sigpificant departure
from the federal commitment to improving the educational opportunities
available 6 limtted.English proficient children. The scant federal
resources currently allocated to this program are inadequate to address
either children's need or district's demands for bilingual programs.
These bills will have the effect of further exacerbating the shortage.

to<1.

The recent evaluation report of bilingual education in Michigan
found that bilingual programs have been very beneficial for our limited.
English.proficient students. The report concluded that "scholastic
achievement among bilingual students was found to have increased at
a rate faster than normal in English reading." Students also had a
In the most real sense, our programs
higher rate in learning mathematics.
have succeeded in meeting the students' educational needs. We have
not only been able to teach these students Englich, but have been able
to offer them an instructional program which has allowed them to keep
pace academically with their native English speaking peers. Our programs
have been able.to do this largely because of attention to improving,
parental involvement and employing trained bilingual staff. Our
bilingual evaluation report indicated'that the variables contributing
the most to improving achievement were "frequent family participation'
in the schools and the ptovision of instruction by teachers who have
bilingual endorsement." Based on the successful findfngs of the evaluation, our report also contained recoMmendetions that districts should: participation with school

-

specifically encourage parental
activities;

-

employ endorsed bilingual teacher

-

ensure that aides'receive appropriate inservice training;

-

devote necessary effort to ensure the systematic testing
of all students in the bilingual piograms.

in bilingual programs;

fr
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Tit1.-Vil funds were an important incentive for establishing this
successful program in Michigan and continue to supplement our efforts.
Services from Title VII training and techhical assistance, functions
have also been important in helping MichigIn evolve the high quality
programs of which we can justly be proud. In fact, acting upon one
of thc recommenUations in the evaluation report,, Michigan has applied
for Title VII funding to establish a parent involvement project,in
addition to funds for basic progiams for children. This federal assistance has never been more crucial considering the dire financial straights
in which the State now finds itself. The financial resources simply
do not exist in Michigan this year to meet the critical needs of our
limited English proficient students. Title VII works and we.need it.
The Administration's proposal to amend Title VII would allow nonbilingual approaches to compete for bilingual funds.
The two principal
non-bilingual approaches mentioned in Department of Education documents
and testimony are Immersion and English as a Second Language (ESL).
The mention of ESL as a separate approach from bilingual education
can be confusing since ESL is ilways an integral part of bilingual
education. When these documents refer to ESL as an alternate approach,
they refer to the teaching of English with a methodology appropriate
for second language learners; the curriculum and methodology for all
other courses is usually that designed for native English speakers.
Immersion is less clearly defined,as most comments are based upon
one Canadian study which would probably be classified as a bilingual
cqograms in this country.
The Baker-DeKanter literature review defines
immersion programs as those where almost all ipstruction is given in
English, but by fully bilingual teachers.
Instruction is structured
tn such a way :hat students learn both English and content curricula
simult,4neously.
In the United States immersion programs for limited
English proficient children have been extremely rare, most experiments
involve teaching fluent English,speaking children a second language.
Title VII primarily funds Transitional Bilingual Education (TBE)
prograbs. TBE is an approach which utilizes both English and the
students native language in order to help them become fluent in English
and master other important content curticula. Inside every TBE program
is an ESL program and full' and speedy proficiency in the English language
is one of the two prime goals of these programs. The goal of TBE programs
is to learn English and not to fall behind. These programs are important
b.ecause they address the full educational needs of children. This
approach is designed to reduce the disproportionttely high drop-out
rate of limited English proficient (LEP) students, improve their selfimage and attitude toward school, and reduce absenteeism. The availability
of bilingual teachers and staff has allowed these programs to concentrate
on better involving non-English speaking parents in the schools.
In
many schools, prior to bilingual programs and bilingual staff, school
notices were sent in an ,incomprehensible language. Language barrieis
prevented effective parent-teacher conferences, and membership in the
PTA,and other school support groups vias virtually impossible.
Even
in the case of a child's illness, communIcation between home and
school was often impossible. These parents were effectively cut olf
from eheir children's education.
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The current drive to amend Title VII is based on policy recommendations contained in.an unofficial literature review of bilingual
education conducted by an office within the U.S. Department of Education.
This review, commonly referred to as the Baker-DeKanter report, bases
its policy recommendations on 28 out of more than 300 evaluations and
This report has been criticized by
studies of bilingual education.
many for its methodological flaws and in fact, Secret:1-y of Education
Terrel Bell refused to sign the report, saying that he considered it
to still be a draft document, to be used only for internal discussion.
Secretary Bell went so far as to write a letter to Senator Huddleston
clarifying the unoffical, draft nature of the report and stating that
the Senator had incorrectly interpreted the conclusions. One of the
difficulties in the feview is its attempt to compare all transitional
bilingual education programs as if they were identical. Since these
programs are designed by local districts, there is tremendous variety
among bilingual programs funded by Title VII. Comparing such diverse
programs is akin to comparing apples and oranges. The report also
malZes a strong case for the need to experiment with immersion programs
,
based solely on four studies, two in Canada and two in the U.S. Some
of the studies w ch Baker and DeKanter classify as immersion are
ual approaches since they utilize instruction in two
actually bill
econdly, these programs were designed to teach a second
,languages.
children with parents of average
fluent English spe
language
status. This is certainly
educational attainment and m dle cla
providing '-adequate education to poor,
not analogous to our tas
minority children Khose arents most frequently halie an extremely low
'
level of formal schooling. The American'Psychological Association,
in its evaluation ot the report concluded tnat in debates about the
effectiveness of bilingual education,. "the study can be ignored -because it is irrelevane." APA also concluded that "the scientific
quality of the report is questionable:" This conclusion was matched
in evluations conducted by researchers at California State University,
Internal, critiques
Sacramento and the liational College of Piucation.
from the Office for Civil Rights and the National Institute of Education
Clearly policy recommendations based
concur with these criticisms.
on such a report are inappropriate. The findings in the Baker-DeKanter
report also run counter to what we have found to be true in Michigan.
There are an estimated 3.6 million limited English proficient
children in the United States in need of special language instruction.
Projection studies to the year 2000 indicate that this number will
Although Title yll was created tO help local
increase substantially.
districts develop their own bilingual programs the money has never
been adequate to meet the local demand For funding. Throughout its
history, Title VII has only been able to fund about half of the districts
During4schooll year 1981-82, Title VII
that have applied for assistance.
only awarded 550Jrants serving 295,000.children. Funding cuts for
FY 1982 will reduce th6 number of grants to 435, serving approximately
213,000.students. The 1983 proposed level would further decimate this
relatively small program. It will have been cut from $161.4 million
in
FY 1981 to $94.5 million in FY 1983, of which about $63 million
would be available for grants to local school districts. This represents
a 417. reduction in money available to states and local districts for
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bilingual education.
If Title VII is amended to allow non-bilingual
programs to compete for bilingual funds, this would be yet another cut
in funding for bilingual education.
For example, if each of the three
proposed approaches were equilly funded, the money available for
bilingual education could be as low as $20 million.
This would represent an 817. rechIction in funding from 1981.

Clearly if additional monies were to be made available for funding
eSL-only and immersion programs, these should be,,supported within the
education community and elsewhere. However, if ESL-only and immersion
programs,are to be funded out of Title VII monies, a settaside of perhaps
57. to meet--special needs where bilingual education maylnot be practical
should be inclndetlin the legislation. One such case would be where
the number of LEP students is too small, or when there is a wide variety
of languages spoken within a school or district. Special consideration
may also be needed for districts with a sudden influx of refugees. In
those cases, bilingual education may be-impractical due to lack of
-quSlified bilingual staff. While the law should have enough flexibility
to serve districts witb these special circumstances, the majority of
districts with LEP students do not fit into these categories.% For those
districts and students transitional bilingual education is undoubtedly the
most comprehengive and satisfactory approach. Without such safeguards as
an add-on or set-aside, districts and states will be caught between rising
needs and drarticalll' reduced resources,
Much of the anxiety with Title VII is misdirected. It'sigeft over
from the fight in 1980 civer the proposed and withdra-In Lau
Regulations.1
These regulations stemmed from a case regarding the civil rights ofslanguage minority children.
Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), of 1965 is separate and distinct from Title VI of the
Civil'Rights Act of 1964, under which.the "Lau Regulations" arose. Civil
rights concerns are administered by the Office for Civ.il Rights in the
Department of Education. Title VII is administered by the Office of
v
Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Afflirs (OBEMLA).
It is a
funding source for districts choosing to implement programs of bilingual
education.
Title VII.does not force any district to use bilingual education, it simply assists those who have chosen this as the most appropriate
method for their students.
Title VII bilingual programs are.designed by
local districts and states and there is tremendous variety in t
types
of transitional bilingual programs funded. The flexibility in t
Title
VII legislation allows districts to design bilingual programs whit reflect
their specific needs and capabilities. Although some concerns in the
current Title Vkl debate have been phrased in terms of the Lau Regulations,
Title VII is not'a Lau issue.

k

.

Thirty states, including Michigan, have laws mandating Transitional
Bilingual Education'within certain criteria. These states have decided
which educational approach is best for their students, and provide assistance for local districts in implementing that approach. If Title ViI
ceases to be a federal bilingual education program, Ois could have
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serious implications for all states with bilingual laws. It may be
perceived as a federal retreat from bilingual education and may signal
opponents of bilingual education that this is the time to re-open the
debate in the state legislatures. This battle has been fought and won
With all of the serrirus challenges facing public
nd is now behind us.
education today, our efforts must be concentrated an.excellence in education and preserving our su6cessful programs.
.

...

4
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title VIi has emerged as the leading contender for cracking the
united front of the eduostion community at a time when such cohesion
Furthermore, the proposed changes in
is needed more than ever before.
Tttle VII would shift the program's emphasis toward simply assisting
disadvantaged children. This would make Title VII a candidate for a
new block grant with Chapter 1. Our experience with the Chapter 2 block
grant has already shown blocking to'be a guise for reduced fundine.
When opening the block grant door, we must be careful indeed.
.

In a year of retrenchment in education, the entire education community
must stand united. Title VII is a successful program that fulfills a
specific national need -- teaching English to and educating our nation's
limited English proficient chdldren. The present program deserves our
.
,
coRtinued supPort.
. .
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TestiMony of Senator Gary Hart and Colorado State Senator
Paul Sandoval
Before the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Atts and Humanities
Comittee on Labor and Human Resources
,

April 2,3, 1982

Mr. President and Members of the Subcommittee7 / would like
to take this opportunity to Urge Congress to retain the current
language of Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary education
Act and to oppese propo

legislative and policy changes that

would seriously underminp the law and harm hundreds of thousands
of children with limited English proficiemcy currently in our public
schools.

hen Congress enacted Title yn, it was because evidence clearly
'sh

d that standard instruction by regular clmssroom teachers

le

students with limited proficiency in English so ill-prepafed

that the Consequences to their education and work futures were
devastating.
skills.

They failed to learn basic language, reading and math

Wittiout these, they slipped furttierind further

hind

'

their classmates in all other subjects each year they we e in school.

Frustrated and unable to understand schoolwork, they were retained
in grades at up i'n five times the rate of white chtldren in some
districts anck dropped out in alarminglylhigh rates at great cost

to local school systems.'`in some Colorado school districts the
dropout rate among Hispanics was higher than 60 percint.

Chicano

students were three times 'as likel Y to be suspended as white children

and three-and-a-half times more likely to be labelled and placed
in classes for the mentaley retarded.

2.

,
a.
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By not paying special attention to their particular educational
needs, schools were losing children with limited English proficiency,
and communities and their economies 4ere losing these''c*hildren's
talents and contributions as a result.

Recognizing the rights

these thy&dren had to a decent public education, as well as our

nation's eC'&omic and political self-Interests in having them be
literate and productive members of society, Congress enacted Title
vII to assist local school districts In designing programs and hiring
and training personnel qualified to communicate effectively with
these children.

The task was not simple.
'trained and available.

There were too few bilingual t'eachers

There were too few bilingual counselors;

few reliable d.agnostic tests in languages other than English to
measure students' capabilities and needs: few curricula or materials
teachers could use in bilingual classrooms.

'

In addition to these shortcomings, in some districts bilingual
education programs had to overcome stiff opposition from forces
in the community and school systems who had at worst actively

discriminated against children of limited English speaking abilities,
and at best ignored their needs.

To be heard speaking Spanish in

the school yard waq, a suspendable offense in some places in"My .

home state of Colorado as recently as five years ago.

A pre-first

grade class,tc provide "intensive bilingual instruction" was held

2 30
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in a dArk area under a stairwell weth 30 five-year-old Chicano
children kept separate from everyone else with a teacher who
spoke only English and who slapped on the hand any chIld speaking
Spanish.

The 1974 Supreme Court ruling in Lau v. Nichols,

like

Title VII, was the (esult of passive and undeniab4e evidence
showing discrimination and its harmful effects for children with
limited English speaking abilities.

Now there are,three efforts to undermine Title VII and the
services it enables tchool districts to provide:
and two are legislative.

one is budgetary

The rescissions of M.5 million from

the FY82 budget, plus the recommended FY83 reductions of

$44 million,

mean 13,000 fewe'r children will receive any bilingual services, or

125,000 out of someb3.6 million children deemed in need of

bilingual

educational services.

These fiscal cutbacks are harmful enough to those children
who will be left bo flounder uncoMorehendingly in classrooms
whose medium of .instruction they do not underhtand.

But now the

Atministration is using the excuse of tight money to justify legislative changes xn

yll that would seriously )eopardize even more

children.

I.
.Let me address the mapor changes proposed and the harms that
would result.,
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The Administration's proposed changes are Included in the
'Bilingual Education Improve4ents Act of 1982."

The first ma)or

change is to redefine what is an acceptable bilingual education
program to be funded by Title VII so as not to exclude 'any particular
method or approach for providing education to children.of limited
English proficiency."

The Administration has offered the change

.2 so the Department of Education can fund "whatever educational

approach a school district believes warranted.'

While local

flexibility and discretion in,education are commendable, this
overly broad definition does not give any guidance to local school
districts to help them serve these children.

It does not allow

the Department to have Federal funds used effectively for meeting
these children's needs,

nor does it provide a framework, carrot

or stick for school districts who have refused to help these children
In the past.

The darkened classroom under the stairwell I described

earlier could qualify for Federal Title VII funds under the
Administration's proposed change.

To degrade and harm children

in that manner is serious; but to use Federal funds to do so would
be more than irresponsible.

The research on bilingual education shows that not 'any" approach
works.

When some evaluations found few benefits of bilingual programs

across the country, they were averaging the effects of many bilingual
programs which operated for only 20 minutes a day, others where
students were pulled out of classes for an hour drill in English and
then returned to regular classrooms, or programs where 48 percent of

95-858
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the educators had no knowledge at all of the chikd's language.
With these tnaaequacies in some approaches, it is not'surprising
that,overall statistics showed nef strong support for bilingual
program effk.etivness.

But to draw the conclusion that.since

the research did not confirm the best apprpsti, then an

is as good as any other, is a serious gap in logC.

approach

We know

from experience migy school. districts will not help children with

limited English speaking abilities without Federal monitoring.

We should not be rewarding their recalcitrance to provide appropriate
instruction for these students by allowing "any" program to qualify
for' Title VII funds,

T.he second proposed'change would eliminate the requirement

that Title VII-funded programs use educators who are proficient
in the language of instruction (that of the child) and in English,

and substitute the vague requitement to employ

those proficient

in Eng'listiland "to the extent possible, in any olher.la'nguage used
4

11.

'to provide instruction."

_If students cannot understand English well (and hence are
eligible for this program to begin witb), and if there is no
t

requicement sto.have personnel available who can communicate with

them, .ere will the effective instruction come from?
bridge'the gap of ignorance and confusion?

make the (W.-ter,/ Of h lesson into a part of th. ofilid'
/

Who will

Who will translate and
..doc?tion?

We already have too few bilingual educators in tle United States to
teach our.children.

By weakening this requirement in Title VII,

we elAminate an incentive for this professional development; per-

24I
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petuate our lack of bilingual educational human resources and
build failure into "biltngual" programs if rio one tn them ts
btltngual.

The third change proposed would limit the target populajion
for Title VII eligibility to those children with limited English
proficiency whose "usual language is not English."

Astde from

being another example of vague language which would be an administra
ttve nightmare to monitor, the standard of "usual" is educationally
irrelevant and, if used, could actually harm thousands of children.

,

In an interview, a Title VII director tn a school district in my
state reinforeed from her personal experience what several research
studies have shown:
it

"Many students come in speaking English.

is conversational English.'

But

.

It may sound fine and be good enough

to play in or talk in, but it is mtsleadtng.

It iS usually not

strong enough to be the medium of instruction."

This is true of many Chicano children, whose parents were
born here, who speak English at home sometimes, who ltsten to
television and radto and pick up enough informa

English so an

observer might very well conclude English is their "usual" llpguage.

However, when these children are asked to do more advanced
schoolwork where their reliance on written English is more Important,

"N
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they begin to fail.

Each year in school they do worse and worse

than their classmates.

Their teachers report it is their poor

preparation in early grade school for understanding English reading
and language skills well enough to use them (to learn math or
geography or chemistry) that underlies-\their academic problems.

This proposed change% thus, would eliminate from Title VII
eligibilifty and targeting the ma/ority of Chicano and other
iiispahic school children who are not new immigrants and who may

be heard speaking English, but who still desPerately need bilingual
instruction to succeed academically.

The fourth proposed change would Neve the administration of
vocational training activities for'adults and youths out
of school from vocational programs to Title VII of ESEK:

While

such a change may be sound, these are currently programs with
separate functions, goals and target populations and there is no
evidence to show Title VII s.taff are prepared for or able to take
on this additional responsibility.

Before such a move is made,,

we should know why it makes sense, how prorams would be Improved
by it, and the steps proposed to aid in the inte4ration and administration of these two different functions.

.
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A fifth change proposed in the Administration's bill authorizes
funds for research on alternative methods to bilingual education
for teachtng children with limited English proficiency.

In view

of trie shrinking funds being recommended to provide badly needed
services to children, targeting funds for res arch seems to be
a misguided priority.

Further, the Depar

nt to my knowledge

has not made maximum use of the research it already has sopported
'In tl)as area.

Many districts and states have evaluations of Title

VII -programs and of students

progress that could guide policy and

inform practice on bilingual education.

Building on what we have,,_

learned seems to be more prudent' in scarce economic times.

,, -

Let me turn for a moment to S. 2002 or the "iilingual Education
Amendments of 1981," which proposesto limiit ArticiPation in
...

bilingual educational programs to one year, with an additional
year's participation allowed only after extensive testing.and
evidence of need presented, and a requirement that an intensive
course in English be part o( any bilingual program.

One year is simply too short a time'for many children to
master English well enough to succeed LD all school sub)ects.

The

courses in intensive English are not developed or widely available.
Teacherd are not trained to administer them even if they did exist\.______.

The results of S. 2002 if it were enacted would be to penalize
children :-- already at an educational disadvantage due to their

difficulty with English -- by discontinuing their participation
In bilingual programs prematurely, leaving 'them without effective

alternatIve courses of instrabtion and requiring time-consuming

r

e

I,

..

$
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and costly tests and diagnoses bkore appropriate educational
services can be continued.

There are too many children in this country who need b4lingual
education to take these proposed threats to Title VII lightly.

Hispanics alone by 1990 yill be the single largest minority group
In this country, and more than half of them will be under 20 years
The failure 'of public schools to meet their needs is staggering:

old.

It

. .

.

A 1980 stpdy found that 17.8 percent of Hispanics

age 25 or older had fewer than five years of schooling compared

to 3 perceneof their Anglo counterparts.

.

One-third of all Achool-age Hispanics were two years

or more bel t. thei4 expected grade level compared to 14 percent
of Anglo school children.

More than six times as.many Hispanics as Anglos -I7.S percont and 2.5 percent, respectively -- were functionally

Between 1970 and 1979, the gap between Hispanics and
Anglos completing high school had widened.

In 1970 Hispanics

trailed Anglos in graduation rates by 22.9 percent; In 1979,
Hispanics trailed by 27,7 percent.
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Achievement levels in reading and math for Chicanos

fall farther behind either Anglos or the national norm for every
grade a child stays in school.

Hispanic children's numbers are too large and their educational,
needs are too great tO continue to be Ignored.

Failure to help

schools meet their needs will mean economic and social problems
for tBis nation.

Helping them produce to their potential may

help turn America's flagging productivity trends around In the
coming decades.

Opponents of bilingual education have fanned the fear.s of the

public and policyma&rs by 'implying that Title VII programs will
a

prevent children of limited English proficiency from learning

'

English and Strom 'assimilatihg into American society.

But we should remember the goals Congress understood when
It enacted Tifle VII.

We want children to learn English: and

we nfed to provide instruction in 't'he language.they understand
so they will learn English.

We also want children to stay in

f

school, attend regularly, not drob out, and learn other academf%
,subjects so they can graduate, go on to college or get grld )obs.

Until they do know English well enOugh, we should be providing

instruction inother areas./n a language they understand so they
will succeed in school.

In my home state of Colorado in districts

where bilingual education programs cif good quality have been operating

and.vhere bilingual personnel are in classrooms in greater numbers,
dropout rates. absentreeism, susp!nsions and retentions have dropped

st

2 4 t)
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for Chicano Children and achievement levels for 67 percent of those
.

.

In the bilingual programs shOwed significant improvement's.

-

If

we can sustain the gains we have made, perhaps some of these children
will become the scientists, computer experts, leaders And citizens
we will need in the future.
^

Learning English and staying and succeedIng in school are
two important_goals of Title VII programs as they are currently

constrUed.

I

therefore urge My colleagues in the Senate to maintain

the guidance and programs leading to those goals which Title VII
has supported, and to oppose the legislative proposals that would
substantially weaken Title VII's services to children.

24
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STATEMENT OF THE

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,

I am Willard McGuire,

Presideni of the National Education Association (NEA).

The purpose of the NEA, which represents 1.7 million teachers and

educational support personnel, is "to elevate the character and advance the
interests of the teaching profession and promote the cause of education in
the United States."

Consequently, our members are directly involved with

the education of limited English proficient children.

We are concernea that

comprehensive and effective educational opportunities be provided to every
linguislic minority ch'ild.

And we believe that one of the most effeetIve

vehicles to assure quality education for,limited English proficient.

f-*

children is bilingual education.

We have been involved in and supported the bilingual 'approach to
education for nearly two decades.

Through the 'efforts orthe NEA and

numerous community groups the TucsonAievey (1966) was conducted on the
needs of bilingual children.

The retTlts of the survey were published by

the NEA under the title "The Invisible Minority--Pero No Vencibles (But, Not
Vincible)."

Thnt report became the foundation for many subsequent state and

federal laws and court actions relating to the education of non- or limited
English proficient children.

Today', we 'come before you in opposition to S. ,2002, proposed amendments

to the Bilingual Education.Act, a;c1 with specific proposals for the

'

improvement of the Act.-

As summarized by its authors, S. 2002 is intended "to assure that an
intensive course of English instruction is an integral part of the btlingual

244 ,
e*ducation program ana that participation in the bilingual, educatison program
will

in most cases be limited to one year, and for other jAirposes.", The

"other purposes" include significant modifications in the criteria useci,

to identify children in need of assistance.

for the followrngyasons:

The NEA opposes the bi 1 1

First, the bill proposes that an intensive course of English
instr,uction be integrated into the current provisions of the Act. \We call
your attention to the wording of the Act as presently written:

"(i) there

is -instruction given in, and study of, English..." The Act clea;Vprovide;
for the study of English. Further, this provision has been diligently
observect.

A G.A.O. report (1976) entitled "B.ilingual Education:

An

Unmei Need" noted the relative use of English in bilingual classrooms.
It noted that too many English speaking children were being placed in

bilingual classes and, more significantly, that in billngual progi:ams the
chifdren's primary language was not being used enough in favor of English.

More specifically, our: teachgers.are well awa.re not only of the letter but

the intent of Title VII regulations; development of skills in English has
As stipulated by the provision of the currelit

been our, primary objective.

Act, the child'i primary language is used "...to the extent 'necessary to
allow a child to achieve competence in the English language." If S. 2002

is adopted, its additional requirement
for the use of English will surely
.

curtail our ability to:direct our instruction both to individual and group.
needs.

We would remind you that this added federal prescription is not

in the spirit of the Reagan Administration's desire to promote local rqspon,

.sibi 1 i ty and discretion.

,

41.
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where circumstances require an increased use of English in
instruction, 'Title

I

funds can be used.

Secord, the bill proposes that participation in bilingual programs be
limited to one year.

Research, experience and common sense all point to

the irrationality of such a provision.

Children learn in different ways and at different rates.

The learning .

of language is a complicated process requiring that teachers use a
multiplicity of approaches.
experience as complex a

la

Specifying time limitations for any educational

age is not only poor pedagogy,,i4runs

counter to all that we know about lesson sequencing, pacing, and student
assessment.

Teachers and others who know how the,child is progressing are

best qualified to determine when a child will exit Nom so program.

The

NEA cannot support arbitrary restrictions of professional diS-cretion.
.

,

We point out that studies consfstently show that bilingual instruction
has a "cumulative effect," it takes a number of years to realize the full

benefit of apilingual programslbut such students will eventually vurpass-their limited English-Speaking counterparts in Englisg-only classes in the
development of English language skills.

Third, the bill radically alters the methods to be used for identifying
children to be served by bilingual education by ,auct.tha-t-tng proficiency
.criteria for the reading and writing of English.
listening and'speaking skills be used.

'

It is proposed that only

If adopted, these amendments VI

represent a giant 'step backward in the education of linguistic minority

.

_4

.

4.
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children. It is not enciugh to evaluate speaking and listening skirls in
Experience has taught

English to determine proficiency in the language.

us that communication and learning occur thfbilgh different means and at
%

different levels.

As children get older nd instructional objectives become

more' complicated-and abstract, learning depends increasingly on reading

sk.ills.

Educators know that apparent verbal facility with a language is

not prima facie evidence of a child's ability to communicate and to learn.

Accurate diagnosis of children's needs is the result of evaluation of a
multiplicity of factors which include, among othgrs, reading and writing

skills.

Comprehensive assessment is based on sOund educational research

.

and educational practices proven effective over many years.
There are approximately 3.5 miT1on students whose primary language

.-

e

is not Enghsh,or who have limited Emilisfi profictency. All indications

.are that this number will increase.

If schools are not assisted.in

helping these students to functiop successfully in the dominant society,
then these ;iumbers will have a drastic impact on the social arid economic

structures of this country. Bilingual education has been proven an effective

!-

strategy 'in helping hmited or non-English proficient students. As a
nation we need to move iorward.in making bihngual education an even more
Oa

effective strategy.
4.

We reassgrt that as the ration's largest organization of teachers, the
National Education Association is in a unique position to evaluate the
efeicacy of bihngual education.

4.

Our members must deal on a daily basis

wi th the educati onal problems ei ich confront students with 1 imi ted Engl i sh

proficiency.- Teachers experience first hand the effect of bilingual education

4
St

A.

It.

t

,

,

1-
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programs in the classroom.
bi h ngua 1 programs work.

From that experience, we know that quahty
That bihngual education works despi te continued

efforts to undermine and discredit it, is further testimony to the soundness
' of this .approach.
4$

The Title VII legislation was enacted to explore further oii a large
scale the effectiveness.and feasibihty of bilingual education.

..

`Beyond

'

deal ing wi th immediate and urgent needs in many of our schools, the i ntent.

of the legishltion was to examine appropriate ways for implementing this
.

.

,I.

appro?ch.

Bilingual education was noi conceived on..the spur of the moment.

,It evolved as an effective educational approach

tO

solving a serious problem

.and was in'fact in wide use in many parts of this country in the last
century.

It is`"currentl; in Use in many parts of the world (notabily
,
.

Switzerland, Belgium, South Africa, Finland, Canada., and
Ahdprra):
- -.
-

,-,

}:le have 'learned enough in the past fifteen years to be able "co supPort
(

bilingual education unequivocally as an effective and viable educational
s t r a t egy .

fr

We propose that present bihngual progoams should incorpor4te four
.1

essential elements.
..

1.

Language arts and cOmprehehsive reading programs which are

introduced and taught in thq chi d's language;
ht in a language which

2.' CUrriculum contentsareas which are

the child fully compreheruls;

,

e.

,
4.

I
...

.-
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3.

English as a seond language, which is taughylirthrough a sequentially

structured program which includes understanding, speaking,
reading and writing skills...
A

the chtld's native cultu

4.

is respected in all aspects

-

of the cirriculum,

./

Further, wo urge that the provisions of thAct include the
following:

1.

G

research emphasis on efforts to refine the bilingual education

pproacho Language mix and the bilingual methodology appropriate
for varying circilmstances must be systematized.

Also, further

research is needed on the correlation between language proficiency
and academic performance.

Unless thii relationshiP is further

clarified, criteria'for exiting,students from bilingual programs
will be based on little more than political or financial expediency.

2.

Because we recog tzg, the economic and.political casts to this

nation as the re ult of its deficiencies in languages

and international

studies, we urge that the Act seek to establish closer links with

\

instruction,in the foreign languages.

We know that bilingu'al education is successful when the programs are
properly admin4stered and adequately staffed.

k,there6re u'rge

increased emphas'is on buildind the capacity of locsal school

districts to serve present and future student needs. \Comprehensive
and well-planned programs to assist teachers and adminis

a tors to

work effecti41y in bilingual education must receive contin ed
and significant sdpport.
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In conclusion, we again state our unequivocal support for bilingual
education.

We'urge this Committee. to seek to improve the act by building

upon experience.

Teachers must be allowed the flexibility to assess

properly student needs.

t

At the very least, student identification should

Include assessment of reading, wrijing, comprehension and speaking skills in
English.

Teachers must also be allowed to exercise their professional

judgement as to when a child is ready to participate in monolingual English
classrooms.

Finally we reemphasize that prescribing content by requiring

even more English instruction in the bilingual classroom runs counter to
sound educational practice.

Such practice ignores what is clearly written

in existing legislation and research findings.

Bilingual education is most

effective when there is a baTanced use between the native language and
English.

The NEA urges that efforts to amend the Bilingual Education Act focus
not on weakening its strengths but on refining research. increasing
enrichment capabilities and improving the capacity of educators' to deliver

services--thus strengthening its ability to serve present and future
student seeds.

NEA LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM

THIRD TIER:
NEA CONTLNUING
.LEGISLATIVE CONCERNS'
-

IV.

Provision of High Quality Public
Education for All'
.

-

.

..
.

.

.

'

.

r .."..

A.
Bilingual and ESL education.
Ailingual and English-o-second-langliage'.'
lEA) programs are unique add neces'ary 0programs designed to achieve functional
proficiency in Engli h which should be.
funded sufficiently tç..e available to
all students not prof cient in English.
The educational program should reflect
the cultural diversity and heritage of
the children Within 'the district including
Chicano and Spanish-speaking children,
Asian and Pdcific American children,
native Hawaiian children, and American
Indian/Alaska Native children.
"

a
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Ms, Meg Greenfield, Editor
The Washington Post Letters to the Editor
The WashIngton Post
1150 15th Street, N.W.
washingtali,D.C. 20036
Dear Ms. Greenfield:

The Washington Post, 1n stating that the Reagan administration is "moving in
the right dtrection on the highly anflammatory sub)ect of bilingual education"
("Which Language in the Classroom?" April 29, 1982), displays profound insensitivity to the educationa) needs of mullions of non- or limited-English speaking
children.
The Lau Remedies, referred to as "masguided rules" by the Post, relate solely
to civil rights violations and not to bilingual education. Thee have for
'saven years ser.red school systems effectively in complying wit). tu, 1974 SupreMe
Court rulIng that it is a violation of the 1964 Cavil Rights Act tO deny nonZnglash speaxtug childpen instruction 1n English. By dropping the remedies.
the federal Twernment takes another giant step bacKward in educatton. which
By Applauding
ts not surprising given its record under the Reagan administratIon.
tne action, the Post,does a preat disservice to civil rights, to the nation,
and

to itself.

The Post also states that the Lau Remedies tell local school districts that
In fact,
tney have to provide 'instruction in the, child's first lanpuage."
the Remedies have not called for Instruction in a child's first language except
when the use of English solely is educationally counterproductive and until
sdch time as a child learns enoug& English to compete with his or her Peers
in a regular classroom.
En place of the Lau Remedies, the government has reverted to a vague 1970 ItSw
memorandum for its sole sourch of guidance in this complex arca -- schools shall
:attend to the needs of lcmuled-EnglIsh speakipg students." In so doing, the
:epartment of Lddcation is inviting a level of community chaos and -ngbash that
n9 for the retain of such trifling and uncontroversial topics
.111 mate di
is sex edt,at.,n, book censorship, and creationism. The litigation that
inevitably will be based upon this weak and ambiguous replacement for the
tau Reciedias will be awesome.ko behold!
.

At another point the Post states that Cho federal rules of the 1970s were
oinanizatio,s."
oai, onessate from 4asbant: VA.:teal and cultcial
letely ;pores not ohly the lan,L-Irl 1974 ,7ip:er0
ni-

is
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d,cr,ion.
,ich happened to involve 1800 Chinese-speaking children in San
*
Francisco who were denied English instruction, but also the nation's evolving
social policy calling for equitable educational treatment for America's nonEnglish speaking children.
(Did Social Security come abbut only because of
pressure from the poor and the aged?)
Does the Post harbor soma reientment
toward Hispanic political activilin? Surely the Post is aware thatriglingual
.educatlon programs in over 70 languages are currently being provided acrosis
the country. Instruction in two languages, moreover, is not a new phenomenon

in the United Sates; it dates back to the late nineteenth century when over
a million non-Edglish speaking chiidren were being given instruction in French,
German, Swedish, Spanish, and other native tongues.
The Post goes on to state that bilingual education, in most cases, does not
work well.
In fact, it does, and here the Post has always missed the mark.
There are nearly a thousand programs across the country, and, 4S is true with
all hug. national efforts, one can always point to one or two less successful
programs to make a negative case.
(Again, remember Social Security.) Teaching
non- or limited-English speaking children English, while providing subject
matter instruction in their native tongue until they achieve sufficient proficiency to benefit from regular instruction, has been the most educationally
sound approach, and it has proven successful tine and time again.
Educators
know this and constantly seek ways to improve services to their non-English
speaking children. Because of a lack of funds the Department of Education
has toturn down more than 40 per cent of the requests for bilingual education
assistance it receives from school districts.
Less than a year ago the nation's
governors and chief state school officers were asked by the Education Commission
of the States their opinions about bilingual education.
Eighty-five per cent
elpressed strong support not only for the concept but for the practice.
Rather than emp:oying the simplastic and ineffectivwapproach of throwing the
baby out with the bath, why doesn't the Post promote Iforts to improve bilingual
education7 Ignoring or underestimating the legitimate educational needs of
millions of limited-English speaking ctlildren and youth will not make their
problems disappear -- it will simply contribute in a major way to crowding not
only the nation's welfare rolls but the ranks of the unskilled, illiterate,
and disillUsioned as well.
Sincerely yours,

Willard H. McGuire
President

AM:(44

95-665 0-82-17

.
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CIMAMAINI INIPARTMON! or 1181/CA11011

N. Mee IIMMIne. Sr R. Wm
Osmer. CsMisds MIMS
Tsispbsss 01119A 66-2212
Cal*M M. Imsies. Ossualssitmo

May 13, 1982

Bruce Post, Staff
Senate Labor and Human Resources
Subcommittee on rducatton
Room 309-D
Senate Courts Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Bruce:

1),
We wtsh to express our appreciation on your willtngness to
include information from Colorado in your final report
Encloeed
regardtng the admtnistration's bilingual bill S2412.
ts Commtssioner Frazier's roport to the Colorado Ceneral
Assembly regarding the effectiveness of the English Language
Proftmency Act in tts first year of operation.
You will note speciftcally that we pave increased the number
of parttcipattng dtstrtcts by 26, number of students participatiag
by 1,000 and number of different languages served by 22.
,

The major reports have been very positive from the local schools.
you need further informatton do not hesitate to contact me.

tf

Thanks agatn for the opportunity of including this report since
I am sure many erroneous statements have been made regarding
Colorado's new law which consideraply broadened the original
bilingual statute.
Stncerely,
1

Arvin C. nlome, Executtve Assistant
Federar Relations
Colorado Department of Education
(303) 866-5344
ACB:lmj
enclosure

25
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Report 'to the General Assembly

The EiVectiveness of

The English Language Proqaency ACt
(C.R.S. 1973 22-21-101 et!seq. (Supp. 1981))

.

c5

On hbvenber 13, 1981, the Colorado State Board of Education allocated
$2.8 million to 107 school districts eligible for funding in accordifice with
the new English Language Proficiency Act enacted by the 1981 legislature.

An

initial payment of $23 million (90t) was approved by the State Board, with
the remainder to be awarded upon receipt andwerification of the districts'
annual evallbation reports by the Department of Education.

The purpose of,the Act IS to require the establishment of and to help
school jiistricts defray the costs of an English language proficiency program

in

the public schools for,children wbose dominant language is not English.,

Schcol districts arc charged with the identification Of students eligible
for the pro'gram.

A state,summary of numbers of students identified as eligible

and no . being served IS attawhed.

Children are eligible umder the A/B category

if their dominant language is not English.

These students either speak or

cceprehenl little or no English: Children arc eligible under the C category if
their dominant language is'difficult to determine.
English and another language.

These students speak both

Their achievement scores arc below the district

or national mean of a nationally standardized test or below the acceptable
proficiency level on an English language proficiency test.

.

In compariscn to the previous Bilingual (1980-81) and TuroElal (1984)-81)

programs, the English Language Proficiency Act proghm appears to be reaching
a broader base of students, providing more funds ($2.8 million vs. $1.8 million
for the combined Bilingual and TUtorial programs) to more districts (107 vs. 81)
for more students (11,016 vs. 10,079) who arc from mote language groups (66 vs. 13).
Additionally, the funds allocated concentrate core on students who arc dominant
'in a language other than English.

It is hopoethat the evaluation results will reflect positive data in
relation to programs provided in accordance with the intent of the Act..
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ACT

7.1

State Summary
t

r
-

1.
II.

Number of Eligible School Districts 14
Congressional District Summary:

.

Total
Allocation

Eligible Students

I of School
Districts

A/B

C

990 137.

District 1

1

2429

893

District 2

3

242

590

381,086.

District 3

48

644

1811

475,037.

District 4

36

1035

1185

530,505.

District 5

19

907

620

107

5857

5159

.

TOTAL

$

416,506. .

$2 793 271

Number of Schools with Eligible ELPA Children:
A.

Elementary

514

B.

4lunior HIgh

162

C.

HighSchoot

121

TOTAL

797

ta

IV.

Number of Children Eligible:
Grade Level

K-6

Total
5857

A/B Category

UTE

-rwr

B.

C

Category

3220

1931

5159

7100

3916

11 016

TOTAL
V.

7-12

A.

AlloCation of Funds:
Available

Allocation/Sturt

A. REI Category

% $2.1 million

$358 /student

Category

.7 million

$135 /student

D.

C

$2.8 millien

TOTAL

Languag6 Spookbn by Eligible Children:
A.

VII.

Languages Spoken

66

Method of Assessment:
Standardized Test
A.

(See attached list)

District usage

t of Districts
48

S.

English Language proficiency Test

11

C.

aoth

20'

D.

No Testing Required

28

TOTAL'

25
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ENGLISH4LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY PROGRAM

LANGUAGES SPOKEN
STUDENT CATEGORY
A/B
K-6
7-12

LANGUAGE

SPANISH
VIETNAMESE
3. H'HONG
4. LAOTIAN
5. KOREAN
6. CHINESE
7. KHHER
8. ARABIC

2289

1.

9.
10.

407

326
197
,

GERMAN

JAPANESE
RUSSIAN
FRENCH
ITALIAN
HEBREW

23
14
21
31

114
57
27
64
41
15
40
21

TOTAL

1519
113

7156
1097

36
19

633

55
22

314

40B
262
256
158

2

17
22
G3

7
I

3

10
15

74
71
58
54

13
12

22

4

10

13

2

43

16

9

8

9

2

6

16

14

42
38

11
11

TAGALOG
NAVAJO

10

GREEK
HINDI
POLISH
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
PORTUGUESE
TURKISH
URDU

7

DUTCH'

3

HUNGARIAN
KICKAPOO
INDONESIAN
FINHISH
NORWEGIAN
SWEDISH

2

8

'

,

7

5

31

4

2

13

4

11

2

7

7

30
27
25

9

4

21

18
17
16

4

8

8

7

3

6

2

8

1

6
5

4

3

1

7

2

6
3

3
2

14

8

2

,2

4

4
1

13
13
12
12

3

4

2

2

11

4

3
6

1

10

-

2
3

3

1

3

1

8

11

UTE

NIGERIAN
CROATIAN
AFGHANI
37. GUJARATI
38. AMERICAN INDIAN
.
39. DANISH
40. GA
41.
42.
43.
44.

97
104
97

14

FARSI

2703
'

-"IFS--,-'

98
95
142
78
17
40

11, THAI
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18%
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

645
463
214

STUDENT CATEGORY
C
K-6
7-12

1

9

6
1

3
3

1

1

0

1

5

2
2

,
47

6

4

-

2

2

MALAYAN
SANGO
SAMOAN

-

4

1

3
3
3

1

2
1

2
2

1

2

.

4

2

2

1

KWA (Ib0

5
.

1

1

2 o

2

r
0.st
.

LANGUAGe-

,

STUDENT CATEGORY
A/8
K-6
7.-12

256
STUDENT CATEGORY
K-6

7-12

TOTAL
it

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

AMHiRIC
ARMENIAN
ASRIAN
DARI
DRI

5. ETHIOPIAN
83 EURASIAN

1

1
1

1

1'

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

,7

1

1

5. JAMAICAN

1

57 ., MALTESE

1

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
43.
64.
65.
66.

1

TOTALS

1

1

54. GREENLANDIC
55. ICELANDIC

PASHTQ
PUNJAiI,
ROMANIAN
TIGRINIA
TWI
UKRANIAN
URAL ALTAIC
YUGOSLAVIAN
YIDDISH

1
e -

1
1
1
1

1.

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

3.675

,

1,985

1

d3,225

4,931

11,016

0

St

A.

2
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Remarks of:

FRANK .1 HACCHIAROLA
Chancellor, New York City Public Schools
subnitted for the hearing record,
Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Hinaanities
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Nashinjton, D.C.
APril 26, 1982; 10:00 a.m..

AHEHMENTS ;BO THE BILINGUAL EDUCATICN ACT

Senator Stafford and members of the ccwamittee.
As yOu know the New York City public school 4y...stem has made a heavy

commitment bp educatitmal prograas for studentg`from homes where
English is only a second language. 40ver 66,000 students were
enrolled un some 1,t80 individual bilingua; programs during the Fall
semester. These progams represent 23 different language groups.

Spanish, of course, is.the single largepsudh yroup witinover 79%
of our non-english,dbminant students participating in various
Spanish programs: But we have also made strong oonvitments in
Chinese, Italian, Haitiaq/Frencb and RLssian among others. Im fact,
'

the ethnic diversity of New York,Citel'is so great that the public
school sysban also alninisters smaller prograas in lanyuayes ranging

from Finnish, Iranian and TUrkiSk bp Ehmer,,Tagaloy and Urdu.

Our experience with these prograas -- a long one 7- hap left.certain
Ppssibly
impressions at least as they relate to New York's scho916.
the most impodant is, that bilingual and ESL (EnglIsh As a Second

t bp the educational development of children.
Langauge) are impo
A status report on tn of our schools offering bilingual education
prourans, for example, indicated that attendance in these programs
was 10% higher than fo?-the partlbular schools as a whole. Special

savices geared toward the needs of students enhance their interest

4.1
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in school, a;id thus their performance in oth:kr areas.

I am .

convinced that sare. special efforts for the child with limited

enytish proficiency must be made and that they must be funded
adequately.

/
Nevertheless, within the context of maintaining the commitment that
we in New York have made to the non-English dominant population
and which the 'federal government has also wade -- there is mom for
chanYe.

I do not intend today to indicate to you the specifics of

,

exactly where donges should be made.. 'The administration's
proposa A! are fresh on our desks and their implications pre far

But our experiencg in New York does provide at least two

reachiny.

programmatic bouchstones ayainst which I-think you should judge
amendments to the present legislation.
First, any bilingual or ESL program must be Seen as transitional.
Teachiny should be organized so that youngsters eventually achieve
literacy ip tnglish.

In whatever form programs,for the non-English

proficient student are structured, they must not be an end in
themselves.

Yes, the ma}ntenance of cultural identity Ls important

-- I am quite proud of my Italo-American heritage -4- but the point

of these program Ls to hasten the day when the child will be able
to thrive in our Enylish dominant society.
All qilinyual and ES11.
prOgrams should be adapfed to that goal.

Whichever of these two

overall strateyies are more effective in achieuing success -- and I
have cam to belmiei- the English as a second lanyuaye approach is
the better of the two -- they must not become a crutch upon which
The poor reputation that some bilingual

the child-comes to rely.

and ESL programs suffer from is the result of just such proyram
failure.
Secondly, any new legislatioxl must recognize E.:Fiat the road to

Enylish oompetency is a diverse one.

We could riot run 23 different .

language programs in New York all the same.

4.

),

2

j
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number of students enrolled, the availability ot teachers competent
in both the individual languages and in'an instructional field, the
level of proficiency of the students on average and, often, in the
Each
linguistic characteristics of the different groups themselves.
we
offer,
of these factors conditions the'dimepsicns of the projraus
and it is rite that any two are really the same. In New York
language diversity is soaathing we live with all the time, something
from whidh we try bo tease out the single goal of english
ooapetency.

Thus, as you consider new legislation you should know that mandates
and regulations currently written in Washington, and focused for the
most part -- and quite rightly -- on the Hispanic oonuunity, may
sometimes seen excessively constraining cn the front lines or even
wasteful. This- is part of the problem we have with current,federal
mandates and some requirements of the courts. As in spqcial

education, the Congress and the,00urts have,intervened on behalf of
stOdents with special needs. In soce respects this is beneficial:
financial constraints, lack of political support and occasional
outright hostility toward language manorities sometimes put the

needs of these students LW on a oomnunity's priority list.

Outside

intervention is thus required.

the courts and the Congress often resolve
Unfortunatley, however,
the problem ty creatingirequireuents bo spend xoney, not bo create
effective progrps. We don't need a Mandate bo spend -- that is
BUt achieving the goal of literacy and basic skills
English is a more difficult problem tnat requires time, research and
very easy.

experimentation.

The point is not that we shoulVe forced to Spend money on children
frail Hispanic, or Chinese, or-Italian families but that they have
the right bo spacial services which will bring theOnto the

95-5M 0-82---18

2
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American minstieum as .-..uun as possible.

Court solutions oily Solve

the problem of litigants. They do not necessarily solve the
problem of children.

On both these ioints the outline of the actainistration's proposals
seetres at first çlanre to be encouraging. By removing the
requirement that funds received through the Bilingual Education -Act

be appfied only, to program that have part of their instruction in
the native lanyuage we will, be able to rely more heavily cn ESL
programs.' By removing other requirements we will,have greater

flexibil-ity in program administration overall.
.

ks Chairman of Mayor Fool's recently appointed inter-agency
Task Fbrce fu'r Youth I am also encouraged by the expanded authority

the adminsitration Ls requestzry to assist tliose outside prAry and
secondary sthoolz who are limited in their Diylish competency and
are seeking vocational education. ',1% well funded.prcyraa in this
area would be a great ne'Ip in a city like IteW York that currently
has an uneiaployment rate among our young. of 25.2%.
.

.

Nevertheless, I fnust also stace .c.t warning. _The basic themes of the

admirwtrat ion ' s proi.otals ate ty sex)ve wrcy ratic requirehients,
,ex teiSd authorization ougt.v.de the school settiny and ,reduce oosts.

'In -the context of the adminstration's budget proiosals, and ,the
current fiscal problem of states and eitiess-iii the Midwest and
porthea;t, I have to look at this enterdrise with some skepticism.
Cur estimates areAtilat if Mr. Peagan's initial proposed budget
reductions p into effect the New York City public school system

will`suffer a substantial reduction in federal aid. Complete
approval of all the administration's budget proposals will reduce
our assistance from a high of $271 million in the 1978-79 schoil
year down to $133 rndlion in 1983-84.

Li fact, the administration's overall policy recom,lendations
Jreat concern. Wholesale reductions in

th !Lit-a t1164: logve e witJ
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caipensatory aid, special education, vocational education and other
tprojrarns will have a real impact in Iw York City am/ throughout the
oountry. These proposed long term cuts, alony with a reorientation
of federally sponsored research away fran school efiectiveness and
and row
toward feasability studies of "voucher" or "chit" systems
all
seem
to\
indicate
White !louse support of tuition tax credits -that the adrainistration intends to rely less and less on the conymn
public school as the cente9 of educational policy in the United
States, and that the federal government may withdraw from its
historic role as an instrunent of equity and as advocate for
iffinor i ties in educa t ion .

'Me administration's proposed amendments to the Bilingual Eduo;tion
Title of the ESEA are in this 'trend. By expanding the authority of

the Act and requesting authorization to appropriate only $95 million
a cut of $39 million from the continuinj resolution
for FY 1983

of this fiscal year -- I fear a wateriny down of the program. It is

one thin.' to turn administrative discetion back, to the.states and
,16calities so they oan run programs more effectively. It' is quite
another to break a comaitment made to parents aryl students of
butted Engltsn proficiency; to say rothing of lowering the priority
of education on the nation's agendt .

.Y

It seems that I can only 90 to Washington these days with
aobiv&ence. The pranise of the Reayan adrainiAration was that
pa.er and discxetion would be returned to the States and .localities
aryl.that prcgraa effect'.fveness, not expenditures, wrould he the
touchstone of public'policy. But what seems to 1...e developing is
that the admin istra tion is will i nj to transfer resixonsibilit£ies
1.
without transfering money. The reality for us in fiscally hard
pressed !Jew York is that while the adainistration's approach ',lay
expand our pol icy options, it 1 imits our f iscal opt ions. In snort,
we end up with more pa.../er aryl less looney -- on balance, probably a

net loss.
We believe that re foundation for progress in Lxiblic educ on us a
partnership amonj the fecferal'government, the state government, the
city and the aximunity. If any one of these partners renegs, the
rest of asmust beat the burden. I noik that the federal government

will not be the culprit.
7

WANK YOU.

0

,
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May 12, 1982

Honorable lobert T Stafford
aibcosnattee on Education,
Arts and Iirrinitles
',Anted :Itates Senate
4ashington,
20510
Dear Chairman:

g

The California State Evrd of Education has reviewed the bilingual
education legislative proposals which your subcocraittee.is currently
considering. de would like to provide our consents to you in the
nopes our concerns wall be considei-ed in the actions you take on
tbese

.e consider that S 2002 wall not provide the necessary corponents

for a successM progrio no nittercthe Instructiorul cosponents of
tn. program--bilingual-bicultural, English as a Second Language, or
iersorsi,n It ls clear frost cur experience in California that me
/oar is inaiffi lost tile to permit the development of adequate
orcficlency *.n the Englioh languag,e. Inlact, the eviderrib indiates that even when IsIng iamersion as the instructional technique
that a tao to three year effort io required for non-FIgliori profi 'Mont bildeen to becorae Sufficiently proficient in English.
Air review Nr 3 2912 causes US ooncern with regard 'to two major
We believe. that State law ohould be given precedence rti th

issies

regard to the determination as to the proper inatn.ictional otrategies
In California, we have i state bilingual et:titration law which seecifioo
',he range sr solutions distrrct'S any apply, allows for pro,trixs
rariation and permits waivers under special circumstances. de believe
any federal leagislation should recognise state laws in .termo if h w
Title VII projects straits should operate in such state
,Air stteondocoricern Is the lancfeair,e in 3 21412'which on the faie 4' it
would albs/ any tencher who is only Eng,liotrdroficlefit to toach
1 ioited English profi 'lent thildren. air state law re/uirea teaghers
to be Properly cred.rinaled to provide Instruction to mich children
with appropriate waiver provisions (to pe approved by the stato Famed)
where oircumstanceo do not allow this requirement to be net. We
,,snsiicier this provisisn esseseti4 to allow the proper peroonnol ti
insist childron in heoni rig proficitint In English in the most exmeii'leis rnsper. Teaenors not tInined to ,orrunielte with kionntl
prori.,ient student. ,ormot he AS effective a. Close that kr..
Cilr
lf1 a 1 ttlit iny reKt 310t1 )( Title VII obuki permit
stAte 1 aw pr000dorro an tho leavery of servibes ir ttalt ltAte iii
that properly credenttaltd inotructPrrail personnoT be required. In
roth .nstances, apprepriato .gaiver provisi ins ohould be ,.1,1oel in
the law illowirg
Marl of Education to waiver my requirements
whi b any prevent a I oi,a school district from of foeti voly me9tirvr,
the he,wis.of those stulIren..
4 rrer^i y ,

ta,\_ 4".*1

Son 1",yonworth, preit ient
7, 01
It
r eauo,t a in
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Submitted by:
Guadalupe Hamersma.
Chairman, Bilingual Education
Special Interest Group
TeacherS of English to Speakers
of Other Languages

,
TESOL is an international orgLnization of educators
dedicrted to the teaching of English to sPeakers of other
1

languages, in the United States and in almost every other
country throughout the world.

We have a membership of

30,000 to 40,000 professionals who teach English to speakers
of other lanijuages in pre-school programs, elementary and

secondary schools, colleges and universities, and adult
education programs.

We have long recognized the federal government's,commitment
to educational programs which address the special needs of
children.

Children who speak little or no English certainly

can be said to have special educational needs.

There is no

doubt that children who cannot speak or understand English
cannot effectrely participate in an instructional progrank,
conducted solely in English.

Tile federal goyernment's efforts,

in part through the Bilingual Education Act, have gone a long
way toward providing some direction Tor meeting the instructional
needs of non-English proficient and limited English proficient
students.

TESOL,has historically supported educational programs
designed to meet the needs of limited English proficient
students, including bilingual education.

We recognize the

pedagogical soundness and viability of bilingual education
programs which focus on the student's total development,
capitalizeion the proficiency of the student's native language,

and simultaneously develop the student's competencies in English.

2 uo
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The recently proposed amendments to the Beilingual

Education Act, Senate Bill S. 2002 and Senate Bill S.

24112,

have generated much discussion among our membership.

We

agree with those sections of the proposed'amendments which
;attempt to ensure "that an Intensive course of English

instruction is an integral part of the b,lingual education
program,",and that the teachers who are funded by Title VII
are proficient in English.

We recognize that all students

need to acquire sufficient English language skills in order
to successfully participate in school and in'society.
There are, however, other sections of-the proposed
amendments which are cause for concei:n:
1

By striking out "while using their native
language," Senate Bill S. 2002 removes the

use of the student's native language as a
component of a btlingual education progrpm.
By definition, a program of bilingual edupation
is one which utilizes two languages for the

purpose of instruction, English and the
student's native language.

One mator reason

programs of bilingual education were initiated
in.the first place was to attempt to deal with

the initrwttional needs of students who could
not under4tand or speak Engltsh and to thereby
tqwvide them with equal accl%ss to the educational
procesh

if the uso of the 'native language Is

not reluired in a program of bilingual education,
-

..

.-

2

,
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.

then what we have

an instructional program

conducted solely in English

cpr students who have

difficuley understanding and speaking English.

This amendment to the Bilrngual Education Act

'

violates the _original' intent of Congress by

redefining bilingual education to mean education
in English only.

Senate 111.1 S. 2002 seeks to remove limited

2.

proficiency in reading and writing 'English as
criteria for paeticipat.ion 12-1 the Title VII

bilingual education program. .Grantednot all
children who have difficulty reading and writing
Inqlish are necessarily candidates for a bilingual
program of instruction.
1/

However, this Act is

addressing the instructional needs of students
have

whose native language is not English and

been.determined to be limited English proficient.
,I,anguage, both oral and written, "cuts across
P

every goal and function of the school.
that

Everything

is taught in the school muSt pass through,a

comm:anication process before

p411."1

is learned by the

Reading ane writing 'are very much part %

linguistic perspective

of the language process.
1

tor radinq require,. that IlAdinq be definecl as

rHeilman, Arthur, Principles and Pr4ctices of Tea6hing Reading,
Charles Merrill Publishing 'ompany/ 1967.
1

-.1
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language processing, that the reader be viewed
Z1

r

as.a user of language, that reading be'taught
as communication through language and that
teachers understand how language operates in the
interaction between the reader and the printed
page."2

A limited English proficient student

who has difficulty read4ng and writing English
should not be excluded from participation in a
bilingual program unless it has been determined
that such difficulty is not directly related to
the student's limited profiCiency in English.
To do otherwise would surely deny tliese students

"the opportunity to learn successfully in classrooms
where the language of instruction is English."
-

Senate Bill S. 2002 limits a student's participatiom

3.

in the Title VII program to one year.

While theret

some students, especially in the primary gradesy"
who may well acquire sufficient English language
skills in one year,smost students 4irobably will not.

The acquisitiOn of a language is not an easy or
speedy p'rocess.

One year is not sufficient time to

alloW most limited English proficient students to
acquire the necess'ary English language skills.they

peed to benefrt fully from instruction in English
Y

2

'

only.

We welcome the amendment's pcovision that

Hall, Mary Anne & Ramig, Christopher 3., Linguistic, Foundations
for Reading, Charles Merrill Publishing Company, 1967, p: 7.

e`

(33

r
0

,

/
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Alb

students who do not acquire sufficient English
language skills in one year's time be individualRy
i

i.:

evaluated to determine continued need for bilingual
H.wever, we fear that what local

program services.
education 1

wial fecus on will be the on1,.......

cipation, and not on the iiidividual

year limit

1

evaluation

student.

wi2I no doubt pu
students out of the

This limit on participation

any limited English proficient
ilingual program before they
,

are ready to successfu ly pariticipate in an English
only classroom.

\,
,

,

4.

Senate Bill S. 2412 proposes to fund non-bilingual
program options.with Title VII dollars thereby
;

t

,

making less money avAilable fo'i bilingual education
programs.

Although non-bilingual program options

may well be worth considering,.we need not spend
Title VII moni.es On such an endeavor.

Similarly,

to include bilingual vocational education under
this Act is to place an unreasonable burden on
an already insufficiently funded Title, although
the concept of bilingual vocational education is
a sound one and merits its own fundang.
5:

We recognize the need to have teachers funded by
thig Act who are proficient in English because
they must teach English language skills.

However,

we urge that you take another look at the wording
which requires teachers fudded. by,this Act to be

4

\

..

,
,
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proficient in
possible."

e native language "to the extent

Just as it is necessary for the

teacher to be proficient in English, so too is it
necessary for the teacher to be prqficient 'in the
student's native language.

In order to be able

to communicate with the student and to teach in
the language the student understands while he/she
is acquiring.English language skills, equal

emphasis should be placed on prdficiency in the
native language for teachers futided by Title VII.

We respectfully urge you to carefully consider the concerns
wc have brought to your attention here.

These concerns are based

on Our collective-experience with countless students over a
number of years.

We would be ha PPY tO share our experti.se
a

with you in an effort to make these aMendments to the Bilingual
Education Act,as responsive as possible

the instr.ictional

needs of limited Engl4sh proficient students.

4
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April 16, 1982
The Honorable Robert T.
United States Senate
20510
Washington, D.C.

Stafford

Dear Senator Stafford:

I am writing 6 express my opposition to cuts in funding for Title VII
bilingual education and to any proposals uhich would allow Title VII funds
Furthermore, I wish to
to support ESL-only and/or -imnersion" programs.
express my opposition to amendaent S 2002, which limits the duration of a
child-a participation in bilingual education programs and to any amendments
which exclude children of "limited" English proficancy from program
I, would like my coaments to be entered on record for the
participation.
upcoming hearings of the Senate Subcommitteenn Education, Arts and
Humanities on April 26, 1982.
Since issues related to the purpose of and the effects of bilingual
education often.becone confused during extended rhetoric, I would like to
refresh your memory,with a clarification sf some issues.

'

.

The purpose of bilingual education.. It is important to keep in mind
that the purpose of bilingual education is to provide an gqual educational
opportunity to the children of this country who aie not proficient in
English upon entering the schools. It takes a number of years to learn a
second language thoroughly enough to be able to function at an academic
level equivalent to those whose entire history of cognitive development has
If minority-language children are
been centered in that other language.
not provided with an education in a language which they understand during
the time that they are learning English, they fall hopelessly behind in all
those non-language subjects that protice an educated person -- subjects
such as the sciences. social studies, literature and arts. Attained
education and knowledge is transferable to any language once that language

has been learned, as is\bvidenced by the many notable scientists.scholars
and even politicians in our country who were schooled in other
le
ec
liliere education is not attaine
but w ho now function in English.
it is presented to7young children,in a langdage they do not fully
comprehend, there it nothing to transfer by the time the second language is
learned. The purpose of eransitional bilingual education is to provide a
comprehensible education to minority language children during the years in
We owe it to our country not to let.
which they are learning English.
potential talent go to waste.
Recent OPBE repori. Hy second point calls your attention to n recent
report produced by Keith Coker and Adrian& de Kanter in the Office of

VW.

,
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Planning Ad Budget Evaluation of the Department of Educatiqn. You are
probably aware of this report since It received widespread attention
through rhe massmedia, even in Email towns of Illinolm. The OPEE report
addresses primarily the question of whether children in bilingual education
,programs learn English faster than they do without a program. In spite of
the fact that the authors found that children in bill,nguaI education
provams are not hindered In the learning of English when comparedto
children who are not in such programs (i.e., no differences between the
groups), the authors concluded that bilingual education is ineffective.
However, as long as bilingual education does not h
er children in the
learning of English, then the appropriate measure of
cets of bilingual
education ii its effect on achievement in the sciences,
anities and arts
as well as attendance and school retention. 'The authors of the OM report
failed to address these questions.
They ad look at one subject area -matb.
since math is the subject least dependent on linguistic
comprehension, one would not expect that bilingual education would'provide
a large advantage.in'this sdbject and this Is what the authors found
no
advantage And no distdvantage.
It, Is also important for you to note that the review,methodology
utilized by Eaker and de Kanter has been setiously criticized by a number
of prominent researchers.
1, yersonally, find their review so inadequate
methodologically, as to warrant a re-analysis of the material they
*reviewed
I am currently subjecting their materials to a statistical
synthesis using techniques of meta-analysis.

A

4

My final point regardin.g this particular report conceOns the fact that
Baker and ie Kanter recommend that bilihgual education funds be re-directed
to "special.programs" such as Immersion pro'grams.
I would lake to point
out that their evidence, fot the success of "immersion" programs In the
United Sates rests on the succeis of one single case -- a kindergarten
program in Texas. Furthermore, khat particular kindergarten program wam,
designed st billogual teachers would utilize EngLish in the morning and
Spanish in the afternoon And children couad reippnd in either language.
The Oerson designing the program (Dr. Eve Hughes) holds a Ph.D. in
bilingual education, which she received as a Title VII Fellow at the
University of Illinois. 'The proit-am was compared to an existing bilingual'
program (which Dr, Hughes felt was inadequate) in order to demonstrate to
the school district that a better bilingual program could Indeed, be
designed And implemented% The, fact Is, then, tha; this program is ac-tualLy
a bilingual' education program.
Even if it4were not a biltngual education
proRtam, re-directing federal funds on the basis of evidence from one
single.kindergarten program Is hardly a responsible policy.
Please enter my%-comments on rqcord And pleate do consider Ihese points
'when you decide wHere to place your own support, ,Thank you for your .
attention.

e

a

bEincerely,

4.

Alf AO.

r

H.

2
`5.

.
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MANUEL X AGUILA11

April 26, 1982

the Honorable Senator Robert 1. Stafford
United States Senate
Washington. D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Stafford

It is the desire of the Gadsden Independent School District that the
information contained in this letter be enrered on the carrnittee record. As the Gadsden Independent School District is comnitted to the
ideals of bilingual education. it is the overwhelming Consensus of oue
staff and cormunity to express our vehement opposition to the proposed
legislation of Senators HuddleSton and Abdnor (S. 2002) to amend the
Title VII Bilingual Education Act. As many of our staff members have'
worked in bilingual educe on programs throughout the United States,

our position is not ba

s

ly on colloquial experiences.

Along with personal experiences and opinions, we submit to you data
gathered over a five year period and analyzed from the Title VII
Bilingual Education Program based at Sun land Park Elementary School.
The Gadsden Independent School District enrolls approximately 85 percent Spanish sUrnamed children in its schools. These children cone to
school with various degrees of competence in the English language.

Seventy-five percent ofthese youngsters ire experiencing great difficulty with the Eng list-language.
The outs,tanding problem of these. children centers around their in ability -to grow conceptually and l inguistical ly at a rate and to a
degree of non-Minority Children. It is believed that their conceptual growth is 1 imited or Hired due to lack of fluency in the
Engl ish language.

The prognam at the demonstration school (Sunland Park Elementary

S01001) was Implemented in 1977 and is new terminating in tts fifth
year. 1982. Students are grouped by language proficiency for instruction in language arts and in the content area. COncepts are
introduced first in the child's dominant language and reinforced
in the second language.

GADSDEN ii.DEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
,NEST wAS.INGTQNSTREE*

0 ()PANIC ,0

ANTHONy NEWMEX.COM1(12,
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Please" consider initially the English-dominant child in the first
grade
In'the first grade alone, neither all the basic reading skills
nor all the basic writing,skills are taught. More skills are prointroduced, taught and practiced in the second and third
grades. The s
s taught are practiced continuously as children are
learning the content of social studies, science, math, health and
other areas
These content area materials are all designed and written
at the approprtate skill and conceptual level of thechild.

To the contrary of the English-dominant child, the non-English dominant child cannot Tiossibly be expected to master necessary reading
and writing skills at the same degree as his/iier English-dominant peer
in a foreign language (English). The best way for reading and writing
skills to be learned at a "regular/norimal" Pace is in one's dominant
language.

The progress of our children at-Sunland Park School has been tracked
(rom Kindergarten through the fourth grade. At the end of the first
year of the project, 98 4,perceht of the first graders scored far below grade level on the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CM) reading test
By the time these first graders hid reached the fourth
grade andlialmat finished that year, 43 percent werereading in English
at grade level or above
In fact, nine percent of these fourth graders
were reading at a sixth grade leml.
By the end.of the first project
year, 93 3 percent of the Kindergarten children storeti below grade
V.vel on the CTBS language subtest.
By the third grade, 65 percent of
these childrtn were scoring bt or above grade level on the CTBS reading subtest
'

Sttdents .no had received content area instruction in Spanish and ESL
(En9lIsn as 4 Second Language) instruction for two years (Kindergarten
and first rade) transferred the'skills learned in Spanish to English.
Consequently, 78.3 percent of these students were reading at grade
level or above in the second grade.
Second grade students who Lilttiated their reading instruction in
English (English-dominant c ildren) showed A lower reading level than
students who learned to read initially in Spanish. Only 67 percent
of the EnglIsh-dOhnant studentsdweee reading at grade level. whereas.
78.3 percent of the non-English bominant students were reading at or
above grade levelei&English.

This data demonstrates the fallacies of 1) total ESL irmersion, 2) arOficial time limitation (one year) of student participation in a
bilingual Program. and 3) limitation of bil-iegual services to children
who "have difficulty speaking and understanding instruction ih the
English language.'
It is our sincere hope that the information we have provided will
cause careful consideration before altering so drastically the language of the Bilingual Education 4ct.
espectfully,

nuel X. Aguilar
Superintendent of Schools

4
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National Congress
For Puerto Rican Rights.

Juan Gonzalez
President

Frances (erpa

3604 N. 7th St.

Frrtt VicePresident
Hddamar Oft Is
I'IcePresident A t.Large
Martin Perez,
VicePresident A PLarge
Jose Rivera

l'ere.hesident At-Large

Milled&

a. PA 19140

T=DITNY IN OPPOSITION TO'

t. 2CO2, tne "Bilingual. Education
Acend.wnts of 19i1." and the "Bilingual
Education Irprovenents A:ot of 1982".
4

iaatIT:7.1", BY:

I 227.7113
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National Congress. For
Puerto Rican Rights
Kew York Stato

P.0

Brta; Hew York 10455

:dans Tabellero Perez, 'jo-Chairpe r son,

Lourdes Torres
Vational Secrerar)

^rational Bilir.gual Education :as, Force

April 2t, 1902

Marlene Lao

Peaturer

Tr.. Nvional ongress for Puerto Rican Rights is akorganizatlon
-o-.1,c.,1 to fighting discrimination on all. levels and to achieving
evaliti and 11.&mity for our oo=p..nity. e have a membership
to Connecticut, Detroit,
that extends itself from dashir.gton,
end Hawaii and active groups in New fork, New Jersey and
P.rns/. ran ia

d ;ay.

.-ga.g.d I. 1.veltping grass-roots education in our
-o=anities about the present attacks by t'pe administration and

s

save teen trganizitg t Trvert the As:tart:Jag of programs we
vught so lard to achieve. Program's that neat survival and adrarcerAnt for Puertorrinie,7os in this courrt,

:he 'lint for bi.itval -ducat:on within the Puerto Rican coccunity
nas tett tie -tans to assure 'hat our children tot be viotimized
i he public.school system' because af an inability to speak Etglich

.tor be penalized for beitg Puerto Rican.

te.-ieve that the proposed bilingual etscation amendments would
a dramatically devastating effect on the linguistic, acidenic,
cultural and social development of Puerto Rican children who need
th;se proirsms 0 sunrise In an eicational syaten that has his.
orically ',prevented this. The discouraging figures on school.

achievent and the drop-out rate are proof of this. Language is
2r essential ool as uell as an expression of our people'p beitg.

The rrent attacks by, tlt administration are evidert in the bills

presented zn 4pril 23. .4. 2;42, the 'Bilingual Education Amend.
Tkns of LVl ,.introducet by Sena;aors duddleston and Abnor,' lits
participation in bilingual programs to only one /ear. This is peda-,
g-gically unsound because research has shown that language-acluisiti is
to means a Sc rar process. The adranistration's

f

v

too 517

Hub Statmw

2'7 4

proposed Changes in the "Bilingual Edication Improvements Act of
1882" would obliteratethe intent of the original legislation by
allowing methods of instruction that are not bilingual, thus contradicting the letter and the spirit of the current law. It will
euthorise the funding of a "wider range" of educational approaches
designed to addreis the needs of children of limited English proIn reality, its intent la to replace bilingual education
fioiency.
programs,which have been proven effective and Which our community
supports, wants and needepith limited and unresponsive transitional, English:As-A-Seoond Language and English immersion programs.
This recent attack on bilingua1 education cripples the original
intent of the Bilingual Education Act to foster equality of opportunity in education to children of limited English proficiency. We
deplore the conscious decision byniational policy makers to reverse
pr officially sanctioning a return to
our educational development.
the "sink or swim" treatment, it is in essence imildemenbing a policy
Of educational and cultural genocide which would proliferee under
the pseudonyn: of English "immersion" programs.
It is interesting to note that an issue of such national scope has
"
been given only a few hours of public hearing. We are sure that
many more apposing view points %mould have been heard if.the process
had allowed sufficient time for testimo* to be prepared and deli- .
It is unfortunate ehat the administravered by those opposing it.
tion would rather listen to someone like a Richard Rodriguez, author.
7f a recent autobiAraphy condemning bilingual education,than to
:isten to Mirisol Arceo, age IC, Miami, Florida; Jose Cespedes,
tge ;1, N.1. York, N.Y.; and David Vazquez, age 18, Berrien Springs,
vhc recently vrote award vinning essays on the-theme:
Bilingual Education Has Meant To Me." These essays arev
'ono.
moving tributes to the positive impact of bilingual educatibn on
their lives. They should have been here today! These hearings
have been a travesty of the democratic public ccoment process in
which all aur community should have been given the opportunity
to participate.

The Baticnal Congrees for Nerto Bice Rightrvill continue to
actively oppose aicy effort on the par: of the administration or
other opponents to eradicate bilingual education.

A
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Rhede Island State Advisory Council
on Bilingual,Education
1,-

The Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities

To:

The.Hhode Island State Advisory Council for Bilingual
Education strongly opposes the proposed "Bilingual Amendments
9

Isf,1981" introduced_by Senator Huddleston.

It is.estimated that

over III of,Rhode Island's studeni population has a primary
language other than English.

'

In Rhode Island's capitol city, the

limited English proficient student population has been increasing
at a rate of 2034a year.

This mirrors similar trends in'major

cities Across the nation.
The diverse needs of this growing population'require specific
*

instructional prOgrams.

Any restriction on the ddration of the

program and the'language of instrucEion would serve to dillute
and diffuse the educational impact of Title VII.

.

The major concern of parents and educators is the acquisition of quality dducation for their children.

The proposed

changes wolild aci as a deterrent to quality Title VII programs

by not allowing educators to exercise their professional judg
ment in the design and implementation of specific educational
prescriptions for.individual b lingual students.

In this regard, the Huddles on Amendments represent a
,,pedagogically irresponsible and

hort-sighted approach to the

retolution of one of today's major educational problems.

It is

for these reasons.that the Rhode Island Spate Advisory Council
for,Bilingual Education feels compelled to reject the proposed
plan.

We encourage a similar resp

se from your estimeed

Subcommittee.

'Fra k PicCirilli
Cha rman
95448 0-82-19

ft

2'76

:

13060 Clarewood
Houston, Texas 77072

April 23, 1982
Sedaee Subcommittee on
Education, Arts and Humanities
United States Senate
,Washington, D.C. 20510
Centle'men:

As a language professor and.a teacher trainer, I implore you,
in the light of all respectable research available,'to oppodt
the "Bilingual Education Lmprovements Act of 1982", and S.2002,
the "Bilingual Education Amendments of 1981."

The "Bilingual Education Improvements Act" would expand the
concept of bilingual education and the definition of a bilingual educator to include monolingual approaches to teaching
limited:-English speakers. S.2002 would limit the time a
child can participate in a bilingual program to one year.
*

As Rudolph Troike points out in his review of research in
bilingual education (Educational Leadershine, March, 1981),
there is grpwing evidence that instruction in a student's
native tongue while he acquires English is not only a logical bur a demonstrably effective means of providing equal
educational oppottunity. Students from minority language
groups in bilingual programs across the country are achieving
at or above national norms in Engli4.!1, often for the first
time in the history of their communities. In addition,
there ip no counter-evidence in favor of apLESL-only approach.
In the few instances where ESL only and bilingual educatipn
have
been directly compAred, 'bilingual education has been
more effective.
Researchers such as James CUmmins and Christina lratt
Paulston have indicated that enphasis on English learning
to ehe detriment of native-language developMent and scholastic achieihment appears to limit the learner's acquisition
of,the English language itself.
Oildren from minority
language.groups who are exposed too early.eciexcessive use
of the majority language' appear to experienct "subtractive
bilingualism", the loss of one language before sufficient
gain of another. This abrupt interruption of native-language
development for Ehese children appears to limit both their

2'7 7

ability to acoulxe a second language, and their ability to
process new concepts.
The Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974 imposes on
educational agencies not only the obligation to help limited
English-speaking children overcome the language barrier, but
also the duty to provide asbistance in areas of instruction
where equal participation may be impaired during the language
learning process. Thus, our obligation to these children is
not simply to teach them English, but to overcome linguistic
obstacles to literacy. ESL-only or totaljiersion approaches
y by failing to proforce a child to fall behind acad
ion during the necessarily lengthy
vide ,understandable iastr
process of acquiring sufficient English for academic performance.
As it is important to provide limited-English speakers with
quality instruction in both English and the content areas,
we must retain Title VII as a progiam of bilingual instruction.
Because S.2002 is educationally unsound, we must oppose and
defeat it.
Sincerely,
4]4_1_,Lti

Sally Wilton, Ph.D

'

SW/rs

ar
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SPANISH-SPEAKING ORGANIZATION FOR CORRIUNITY. INTEGRITY AND OPPORTUNITY
WOO South Laster Street Salt Lake Ctly.thah PM 172.1027
Robert Memo

SOCIO CHAPTERS

April 21,

1982

SALT LAKE
The Honorable Robert T.
United States Senate
Washington, 0 -C. 20510

WEBER

stafford

Dear Senator Stafford.

UTAH

1 nave madl numerous attempts to contact Polly Gault_and 15rOct Post.
Staff contact Persons in your office, concerning upcoming'bi lingual
education legislation. The intent waS to request to testify On the
'8i)ingutil Education Amendments of 1981' and the 'Biliogual Education Improvements Act of 1982.'

MIDVALE JORDAN

was unable to speak tonthem Personally and was further made aaaaa
thatmthere waS net sufficient time to allow all those Interestell in
testifying to do so.
I was then made aware that I Could ask to have
the written testimony included tn the record of the hearings.
I am.
therefore, asking you to include the following testimony in the
official record of the hearingS.

DAVIS

PRICE CARBON

Mr

GRAND

SAN JUAN

TOOELE

MAGNA

SO(1TH WEST

BOX EL DeR

Chairman and Members of Ahe Committee'

I am pleased to testify on S 2002. the 'Bilingual Education Amendments Of 1981' which were introduced by SenatorS HuddleSton and
Abner. and the "Bilingual Education Improvements Act of 1982' which
was developed by the Reagan Administration.

;

I am testifying on behalf of Utah's 55cl0 Organization. The members
of our organization feel a need tO testify in oPPoSition to both
S
2002 and the Administration's Proposal.
It is felt that S. 2002 is AA Attemot to limit the tire a child can
participate in a bilingual program. S. 2002 indicates that one year
would be an advisable period of
a child to participate in
'bilingual education,
We sincerely feel that it would be a grave
mistake on the part of youcicommittee to approve SuCh legislation.
Recent reSearch Indicates that it takes approximately two to three
years to transition a student from a bilingual education classroom
into an all.EngliSh curriculum classroom. Other proposals in S. 2002
also run counter to many educational research findings.

tire for

GREEN RNER

"A Unaad Way Aoner
A NonProfItGommunitrillaaed Omani/At ton

2S
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The present Title VII legislation makes adequate provisions for a child's entering and exiting from bilingual education programs, The existing Title VII
legislation also already incorporates structured English as a second language
(ESL) Instruction,as an integral component of federal bilingual education programs.*

e

we alsolippose'the Administration's Proposal to amend Title VII legislation.
It
Is absurd to reduce funding to the level indicated by the Administration while
authorizing the funding of a wider range of educational approaches designed to
address the needs of limited English proficient studentC. Some of the programa
advocated such as ESL and English Immersion progiams can alretdy be funded
through existing Chapter I funds. Why utilize such a paltry sum of Title VII
bilingual education funds to Initiate ,the aformentioned programa when .the vast
resources of Chapter I funds could be utilized for ESL only and Immersion programs
In addition, the provision weakening the requirement that personnel in the program be bilingual Is a poor proposal due to thvexisting need fOr a Link to the
native language.
If the committee is worried about this aspect, all that has to /
be done is to certify that Personnel in the existing and new programa be proficient in English as well as the native language.

The Administration's proposal to give preference to program which serve only
children whdse 'usual language' is not English is a very poor attempt at dealipg
with an educational problem. Can we redesign the needs of students through a
semantical twisting of words? Our only hope of breaking the traditional cycle
of/ failure by limited English proficient students 1p-to attempt to provide equal
educational opportunity to all of them, not only those who "usually' speak only
a language Other than English. The program would then only serve a small sub/it
of those children who need special help due to linguistic interftrence.
If this
is passtd wt may. at that point, encounter many students who are neither proficient in English nor in their native language. Will this help the United States
change this population from one of tax consumers to tax producers?
The new
depinition will reduce the number of eligible children but will not assist school
districts in meeting the educational needs of limited English proficient students
who are experiencing educational difficulties.
We. therefore. in Utah request you to extend the existing Title VII tilingual EducatiOn Act as amended in 1976 and increase the funding level for bilingual education programa.
There Is sufficient flexibility in the existing legislation'teilermit school
districts to design programa to meet the need; of limited English proficient
students in their schools. A reduction in the funding level for the programa
would directly impact on the programa' efficiency.
If redoctIons are necessary
they should be in the fellowship programs, grantsto institutions of higher education, desegregation grants and bilingual vocational training.

We once again wish tereiterate our opporition to S. 2002 and the Reagan Administration's proposed Title VII amendments, and support an increase in funding for
the existing Title VII tilingual Education Act as amended in 1676.

I would be happy to speak, with you more in depth on this subject at your convenience.

4,

Respectfully submitted,

Rudy
President
Salt Lake City Chapter of SUCIO
J.
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4nstitute of far Eastern Stu Nes
Seton Hall University
South Ofeng.

Ne. J.,..y 07079

/

AmaCone20iMAIOnolharg.ftX501

762-4382

Hai 18, 1982
Subcommittee on Education.
Arts and Humanities
WOO Dirksen Senate Office tuilding
Washington. D.C. 20510
Dear Sir

Enclosed please find the written testimony from
Jobn Young which he was unable o present at
Dr
the hearings on April 23 and 26 co cerning the
$ilingual Edu$ation Act.
He would 'Ake to have this testi4mny included
hank you.
in the record of the
Sincerely.

Janice Pedalino

28 b

/
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(1)

Needs
,

Ascording to Yun Kim of the Census-Bureau, the Asian and
Paeific popu1ati6; of the UnireS States hae exceeded 3,500,000.
This figUre was calculated on the basig of*tha 1980 census.,
,

'(cambodians, Laotians, and immigrants from Thai ind
lands "are not included in thfs figure) ,Asian and Pacific A-

mericans (APA) have been the fastest growing minoriiy in the,
United Stapes in recent years.

)3etweeri 1910 and 1980, the A-

stan and Pacific American population Lncreased by 1287..

The_

- Hispanic and Black population grir by' 617. and 177. respectively.

Atleagt two-thirds of the Chinese,.FiliPinos,,Koreans,
and Vietnapese in the United Staces are foreign-born.

rn additon,

half of the Chinese, ,Korean, and VietnaMese populations in the
United Scates.speak their-own native languages.
,

Through the years, the need for 4sian and

gual programs has been qUite apparent.

And yet, thp Federal

support for our billngual program was started date with int

,adequate funds.

(2)

Asian Materials,

It;

Since I have been serving the ABCD Center, a material de.,

vekopment center for Chinese, Japanese, and Korean bilingual
secondary schoolinstructional,mar-erials for many years, let

me

ube che material development aspect of the bilingual acti,

vicies as an example of this situation.

'

Several Asian and Pacifit material-development centers-

,

have been escablishedsinc%.1976 for the purpose of developing

at,

Si

Ak1

1

4
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a nationally%boordinated set of bilingual materials.

As of

today, we still do not have one complete set.of materials serving k.indergarten through twelftjl grade andcovering all subjects taught in our public schools.

We dolnot have a'single

volume of any bilingual textbook with simplified Chinese cha-

racters which the People's Republic of hina's children have
Opeen using in their native country.

Moreover, there does not

exist even one sequentiall%arranged set of textbooks for the
fifth, sixth, eleventh, and twelfth graders.

materials
,Unles

Many compiled

ave not yet red printed dua to the lack of funds.
we continueiour efforts to.complete the firse

phase of o r task, namely to tc.ompile and-publish at least one

sequential y atranged set of Asian language materials cover-,
ing

ore su jects for all grades, our past six years .of ardu-

ous effort

ill be in vain and wasted.

We need

continuous

Fedt'ral sup ort to achieVe these goals which are minimal fram

an

overalifeave.
Due to the fact that some states do not have the desire

nor the resources and pee1 to accomplish this objective,
it is imperative that.iwe maintain our current system of Fed-

erally suppprted program.

We as educators 'strongly feel that

each and every human &Jig is a natural resoUrce that our coun
try cannot afford to waste nor neglect.
sure

Thi.s 'system,would en-

that even states with relatively smalLer Asian populations

wopld receive some assistance chrough our.nationally coordi:

nated netwOrk..
t,

2

,
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k3)

Bilingual Education and Modern Languages

Bilingual education and modern language education are

complimentary to each othr and are insepauable. Permit me
to use our ABCD Center activities as an example of the close
relationship.

In the past% modern language instructions have

been clustered around literary texts once the learner fini;hes
the basic level.

We hardly find any appropriate textbooks

covering areas such as history, geography, government, eco-namics, sociology, an0gCialsstudies topics.

ABCD Center

has produced secondary school bilingual texts covering these
subjects in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean with a multi-cultural content.

They can be used by both colLege and adult

education 'students as readers or texts.

These materials are

not only useful for students but also those professionals
who are-engaged in Late;national trade, cOmmer-ee-, and tourism find our texts useful.

Educators in Asia have also expressed interest in disseminating our texts in their respective countries.

KOreans

are particularly interesed in adopting our social studiescore for their schools.

This would greatly enhance the mu-

tual understanding of American culture and history to those
Koreans abroad.

40'
(4)

Conclusion

The need for Asian bilingual programs in general and Asian materials in particular is obvious.

It is strongly urged

that the rederal subsidy to continue' the development of Asian

materiak be extended and strengthened.

25' d

fi
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April 22, 1992
4

Ms. Susan K. Herrera
Director, Congressional Hispanic Caucus
H2-557
Washington, D.C.
20036
Dear Ms. Herrera:

We are responding to the request of Congressman Robert Garcia for a
review of and comment on the draft Department of Education report
entitled "Effectiveness of Bilingual Education. A Review of the
Literature." prepared by staff in the Department of Education Office
of Planning. Budget and Evaluation.
In order to assist us in responding to this request we asked a small
panel Of psychologists with expertise in evaluation research to
A subset of our revieWers
provide us with a review of the report.
The reviewers were
also have expertise in bilingual education.
suggested bj members of the Board of Scientific Affairs and the
Board of Ethnic Minority Affairs of the American Psychological
We asked the reviewers to comment on the following issues.
Association.
o

The scientifiC quality and objectivity of the report.

o

The adequacy and acceptability of the methodological
standards employed in accepting or rejecting studies
and findings.

o

The strengths and/or weaknesses of the apprOach and conclusions of the report for the purposes of guiding the
fonmulation of relevant public policy.

The five reviewers, in addition to ourselves, were: Karen K. Block, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor of Educational Psychology and Research Associate,
Learning Research and Development Center, University of Pittsburgh,
Asa G. Hilliard, Ed.D., Professor of Education, Department of
Educational Foundations. Georgia State University; Harold M. Murai. Ph.D.,
Associate Professor. School of Education. California State University,
Sacramento; Arturo T. Rio, Ph.D., Senior Research Scientist, Spanish
'
Fanily Guidanci Center, Department of Psychiatry, School of Medicine.
University of Miami; and Carol Kehr Tittle, Ph D,, Professor. School
of Education. University of North Carolina, Green?boro.
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Bdow we provide our comments based on our understanding of the p olicy

context of the report, the methods and findings of the report, and the
evaluations we have received from the above-mentioned reviewers.

Polcy Context\
There are an estimated 3.6 million minority-group children deemed to be
Of limited English proficiency (LEP) and in need of special language
instruction. In terns of the numbers of these children served by bilingual
education programs, it is estimated thal. 330,000 were served during 1981.
The administration estimates that the 1982 requested level pf funding
would reduce the number of students to 213,000; the 1983 proposed level
would further reduce that number fo 172,000. In 1981, $161.4 millidn in
federal fundi ng was appropriated for bilingual education. For 1982, the
third continuing resolution authorized $138 million, but it has been
requested that the 1982 level be lowered to $126.5 million. $94.5 million
is being proposed for 1983;
In addition to budget reductiOns, amendments are being proposed to the
;Bilingual Education Act (Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, as amencled).that would fuitther restrict the scope of bilingual education
programs. For example S 2002 proposes to place a one year limit on participation by children in a bi ingual education program funded under Title

VII, it would also amend the definition of language proficiency by restricting
it to encompass understanding and speaking (thereby ejirninating the reading
and writing components). The amendment would also require LEP participants

to take an intensve English course, but we understand that this requirement complies with existing legislation and is reflected in the pertinent
regulations.

The "unofficial" report has been and iS currently being Used to support
various rationales for the proposed funding cuts and for the proposed
more limited definitions of bilingual education. For example, Senator
Huddleston stated in his remarks introducing proposed finding cuts last
November that "The Deparbnent of Education recently completed a report,
which has yet to be officially released, which shows that bilingual edu. cation programs are not working" (Congressional Record, page S 13896,
November 19, 1981). An additional example of the use of the report in
the context of proposed funding cuts is provided by Congressman Staton's
official comments (Congressional Record, pages H 7089-90, October 6, 1981).

interpretation of the Rekort Findings fIndependent of Validity Issues) '
;.'de wish to convey to the Caucus our belief that to this point in time
the report (and its conclusions) have been inappropriately interpreted.
Even accepting the report at face value, it does not support a conclusion

;4.
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1that bilingual education is ineffective or unneeded.
At best, the.report
claims that there s insufficient evidence to concluag that,one specific
fprm of bilingual education prtgramming is supreme to other forms of
bilingual education.
This is.a far different question than whether or
not bilingual education is effective.
We fully concur'with the report's
conclusib'n 'that program evaluati.pns are still of very poor glality; much
improvement is still deeded in this area," and that "Itjhe need for
[further] research is grea,t (p.
Wo are concerned that debke ovqr .
the report and its concldsions is diverting'attention from fundamental
policy issues--issues dealing with the civil rights of langUage,minority
children under TitleIVI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the need to
balance the p&tection of language minority children's rights with other
valuable goals such at progrIm flexibility and the avoidance.affundue
intrusion into losal educatidnal affairs.
.

'Adequacy_or Inadequacy of the Repprt as an Evaluation of the Effectixeness
of Bilingual Education
,

.s

Tfie reviewers pro4ided numetous comments and various perspectives cdn,cerning the'scientific quality and objectivity of the r,eport, as well as
tbe,adequacy of the methodological standafds and their application in.tho
report. Below we provide a synthesis of the comments organized in terms
Of eighecategories of. issues or concerns which seemed to emerge. Also,
where appropriate, we provide an indication of areas of consensus, as
well as disagreement among. reviewers.
1.

On the utility of a "review of literature" approach to this issue.
One of the reviewers (Hilliard)'expreued ".
serious reservations about the process of developing policy recommendations
for such an area based solely or primarily upon a Teview of the
literature.
Too mOch diyersity exists in language and labels,
categories and paradigrps, measurement instruments and criteria,
for the 'outcome?' cited in the ltterature to bd aggYegated"
(original italics). This it a significant problem, and it is
partially a.methodological problem.
There is a general lack of
specificity of measurement of almost every variable.
for example,
the measure of program success may be viewed as "academic
achievement," but be operationally defined in differing ways:
percent of LEP students graduating, in terms of drop out rates,
in terms of absenteeism, on the basis of test perfprmance compared
The measure is locally determined to address
to national norms.
a specific local need (be it a count of students successfully
served as a budget justification or a multiple measurp aivroach
Aggregating
attempting to generate sound scientific data).
across them, when they tap very different types and quality of
Hiltiard further stated that in
data can be near impossible.
the literaturescited does not contain
his opinion ".
sufficient data for policy recommendations such as those
presented with such apparent confidence."
.

.

.

.
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2.

On the validity of ",treatment" classifications. Three of the
reviewers specifically questioned the validity of the four
program categorie0suloner,sion, structured immersion.. English
as a second language, anditransitional bilingual education).
The issue here is not the categories per se; the issue is
whether or not'the classroom.teadling methods actually used
in the various studies were accurately assigned to the appropriate categories (and in many cases whether or not the teaching
procedures used could reasonably be viewed as "pure enough".to
,
be classified at all).
it is really not even clear that the studies have
".
manipulated, or compared, some educational treatments
that are actually; as opposed to apparently, or reportedly
different." (Block)
.

.

"The state of the art in practice and the nature of the
literature do not allow us .to have essential knowledge
about the validity of the 'treatments'." (Hilliard,
original italics)

classificatio is overly simplistic since it.dobs
not take into account variables associated with the.design,
implementation and intensity of programmatic approaches.
Although these four approaches can be conceptually defined
in different terms, there'is frequent program overlap
in practice." (Rso)
3.

On the criteria fpr acceptance/rejection of stuOies. The nature
of the methodological 'criteria for accepting or rejecting studies
This was of partias applicable to the review was questioned.
cular concern because ofIthe large number of studies that were
Certainly
rejected (only 18 out of more than 300.were accepted).
"outcome" measures such as school absenteeism, dropout rates and
attitudes toward school are relevant to the effectiveness of
If submersion programming leads
bilingual etlucation programs.
to 50, 60 or 70Z dropout rates whereas bilingual instructional
programs demonstrate only-20t dropout rateAthat is a strong
real-world statement of impact. Studentt who are nbt in tchool
The general
or who hate sehool are not very likely tb learn.
consensus was that although it is useful to establish criteria
to evaluate studies, in this particular case the-criteria may
have been too rigid and inconlistently applied. The following
statements illustrate this paht:

,

,2
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"The most obvious problem with the de Kanter and Baker's
report is that they violate their own guideltnes in referring
to studies in arguing against Transitional Bilingual Programs. For example, they reject several studies because
comparisons were made to national norms, a methodological
error according to de Kanter and Baker (e.g. Corpus Christi,.
1980; Rimm, 1980). Nevertheless, they cite the AIR study,
which also makes comparisons to national norms." (Murai)
o

"Without questioning the desirability of having all studies
meet at least idea] xriteria, one must estimate the probable consequences df a study's failure to meet one or
more of such criteria. For example, we may gain information without use of a control group." (Hilliard)
"By using rigid experimental criteria to evaluate educational
programmatic applicatiop in the field, the authors of the'
Report rejected potentially relevant inforMation .
Technical issues of research design applied a pesteriori
to field and evaluation projects are unwarranted." (Rio)
.

4.

.

0n the narrowness of evaluation goals. Two of the reviewers
expressed concern about the narrow range of interest reflected'
in the evaluation questions addressed by the report (particularly
in light of the broad array of issues to which the findings are
now being applied). The repOrt expltatly states-that the review
is focused on two program goals: (i) "Does transitional-bilingual
education lead to better performance in English?" and (ii) "Does
transitional bilingual education lead to better performance in
nonlanguage subject areas7" Our uviewers'commented:
report acknowledges the other goals
"Although the
expressed for programs generally called transitional
bilingual education, the acknqwledgement does not carry
over to the conclusions os page 1 or the recommendations
which begin on page 15, for federal level policy." (Tittle)
.

.

.

"[The authors] rejected the explicft program goals of some
programs such as reduction of drop-outs, improyed selfimage, attitude tofdard school, preservation of the primary 41
language and culture, and lower absenteeism. The fact
that few of the 'studies reviewed deWIt With these issues,
provides some limited justification for the restriction.
However, the major stOdies of TBE may.well be those which
How many
were in the larger pool of rejected studies.
,
of them dealt with these issues?" (Hilliard)

29
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5.

On the genelralizability of program evaluation studies. One of the
reviewers (Tittle)...commented on the variety of goals in evaluation
research and how consideration of various goals may..affect the
conclusions reached in evaluation studies. 'These considerations
were not properly taken into account in the report as noted below:
report is correctly concerlled with gene6lizability
and design considerations, although Anitting a consideration
of the magnitude of effects. Generalizability and design
considerations are appropriate in reviews of the research and
. report fails to
evaluatiron literature. However, the
t
distinguish among the possible goals of evaluation studies.
Goals of evaluation studies may include examination of
impact and ruling out alternative explanations. On the other
hand, local program evaluapon is more generally concerned
with program impreVement, w6tever the program is, as it
Conclusions
is defined and goals are set by the LEA.
2-5 on page I of the report are inappropriate until theYe is
further clarification of the goals of:local programs." (Tittle)

o ."The .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Two of the reviewers
6. ,On the comparability of_different studies.
raised the issue that it is not appropriate to compare or aggregate
the results of studies that differ widely in programmatic goals,
geographical area, language minority population served, educational
level of children involved; etc.. This is particularly true when
the "treatment" validity or quality cohtrol of purity of the
classroom practices is unknown (such as noted in item 2 above).
"This comparison of diverse schools, programs,'and students
was aimed at the identification of one best apProach at the
expense of oversimplification of the research issues at hand"

,

(Rio)

o

.

7.

"How does aggregating the results from such studies give
better information than considering studies in isolation?
The aggregation in such cases is inappropriate, like adding
applbs and oranges, or worse like adding unknowns." (Hilliard)

Reviewers
On the "state of the art" in bilingual edOcation.
generally agreed that .both bilingual edUcation techniques and
the evaluation of bilingual education programs are at an early
stage of develoOment. We believe that great caution should be
used in interpreting and applying the findings tvailable to date
onike effectiveness of bilingual education in general and the
Agecific approach of transitional bilingual education in particular.

t.

"P.a.
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We would remind.you that the Congress's own illfice kl Technology
Assessment (OTA) has 'reported that less than 0% of 11 currently
practiced medical protedures have ever been proven)Abbe effective
and beneficial through systematic assessment of the'pu lished
literature or dontrollea clinical trials. In fat if modern
fic
medical care required that.10 to 12 years after a' pe
e review
method or approach was introduced a systematic liteV t
the
were conducted covering the entire period.of evolut'1b
t
teChnique (and the methods for evaluating the technique)
would still be practicing bloodletting. The nature of0
education practiced today is different than that practice
years ago or ten years ago. ,We have greater understandirg
the unique dimensions of such programning, we have more
better bilingual educational aids, and we have experienced Vik
bilingual instructors. Likewisp, the nature of the evaluaqole
of bilingual education has changed. Many of the early attiMOW'
at evaluating such programs used crude and imprecise measure,\
whatever the evaThator thought aro, Many of the,"nicetiesof
experimental design were not even considered,"let alone attepti
The evaluktions of most bilingual education progrens are ndt
experments, but program evaluationk of the simplest form. Fe
s

legislation did not even encourage tearch until four yearsa
The quality pf evaluation in this are
it still has a long way to gO.

is rapidly improving, bu

There was some disagreement among our reviewers as to the implications of the "state of the art" for public policy recommendations. For example, Hilliard and Murai concluded that there
is insufficient evidence to recommend changes in policy:

"The only(reasonable conclusion that can be drawn from the
review of studies is that there is a need for sound evaluation
designs in demonstration projects. " (Murai)
o

"I certainly think that it is inappropriate for data gatherers
in public policy research to move so consciously to redefine
or to define the field of bilingual edutation." (Hilliard)

On the other hand, block agreed with the authors of the report
that:
o

too little is known to recommend any single 4proach
to bilingual education, and this also means that the government
should not recommend exclusive adoption of the TBE approach."
".

.

.

95-555 0-82 --129

29
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8.

On the need for more and better evaluation research. There was
unanimous agreement among reviewers concerning the need'for more
and better evaluation research in the area of bilingual education.
There is a need to develop basic methodological approaches to the
conduct and evaluation of bilingual education. There is a need
to conduct basic educational research.df the process inherent
in bilinval learning. And there is a need to conduct increasingly
This will require a research budget
higher-quality evaluations.
As indicated above, Mural.
that is greater than $5-6 million.
pointed out the "need for souna evaluation designs in demonstration
projects." Other recommendations included the following:
o

o
.,

"One recommendation I would make for further work would be
to develop classroom models for various bilingual education
This is a necessary step before we can say with
approaches.
some confidence that we know 'what works'." (Block)
"A worthy public policy study on such an important category
!of federal support must involve greater resources, and a more
appropriately constituted research teamp.e., cultural group
balance, and expertise and experience in successful bilingual
program work." (Hilliard)
.

.

o

"Research needs call for experimental studies of alternative
approaches. with the application of multivariate statistical
procedures to well operationalized demographic and educational
variablv." (Rio)

o

"The magnitude of treatment effects should be examined over
a wider range of studies by an independent panel.
The focus of local and'federal evaluation should be considered
by an independent panel representing local and federal level
The priorities for reseirch should be
,
evaluators.
considered by an independent panel of researchers and specialists,'
The panel on research
balancing the view that can be presented.
priorities should take into account the potential for studies
to respond to federal-level policy questions and the differences
in goals represented by TBE and ESL/Immersion programs." (Tittle)
.

.

.

.

.

A Conclusion
The Department of Education ciraft report entitled "Effectiveness of Bilingual
Education. A Review of the Literature" does NOT support the conclusion that
In fact,
bilingual education is ineffective, inappropriate, or unnecessary.
it.does not even attempt to address such questions, In debates on bilingual
education in which the issues are defined in such terms, the study can be

ignoredbecause it is irrelevant.

c

411i.
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VAT-rothlr Conclusion

'The scientific quality of Me report is questionable. Inconsistencies
are apparent in the application of the methodological standards utilized.
The evaluation question addressed by the study was limited, and an

arbitrary and narrow definition of "acceptable data" was utilized (and

this latter point is particulaily relevant because of the early stage of

developnent of this area of educational practice and evaluation methods .

relating tb it).
An Observation

Over the course of the past decade, transitional bil,,ingual education has

for bilingual instruction. There are
training materials, instructional aids, and an infrastructure in support

evolved as the dominant model

of it.

This provides an excellent opportunity to define more systematically
and describe the specific classroom procedures which repreent the
"essential core" of this method of instruction. This would allow for
the possibili ty of actually measuring in future research on this method
whether or not the "treatment" (teaching procedures) was actually .
adhered to or delivered in the study. This would provide a "control"
condition of bilingual instruction against wiiich other approaches to
bilingual education could be systematically compared. This is one of
the key ingredients necessary to-the conduct of sound evaluation research
that can provide data that are meaningful to policy formulation. This
ation of the current initiative (although not
argues for the p
the onryacceptable approach) , when encouraging carefully
rnandaeing 1
thought out alternative ,approaches to bilingual education (conducted in
the context of well-desiqned evaluation projects).

/

In closing we wish to express our thaniCs to the Caucus for the opportunity
to review the report and provide our convents'. Please let us know if we
can be of any.further assistance.
Cordial ly,

Gary R. VandenBos, Ph.D.

Esteban L. Olmedo, Ph.D.

Director, National Policy

Administrative Officer

Studies

for Ethnic ihnority.Affairs
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Honorable Robert T. Stafford
Chat rain

Subcoosittee on Educacion. Arts and Humanities
United States Senate
.
Washington, D.C.

20510 .

,

Dear Bob:

Enclosed are answers to Senator Kennedy's questions on our bilingual education

bill.

We are delighted to have had an opportunity to respond to them.
Si ncerely,

.

T. II. Bell
,

Enclosures

44
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PURPOSE OF BILINGUAL EDUcATION

,Senator Kengedy:

In HA ttstimony, Senator Hayakawa stated

that "the role of bilingual eduiation is tO _equip immigrants with
the necessary English language skills to qualify them to. 'read,
write and speak words in ordinary usage in the English.language..'"
Do you agree with hitt characterization of bilingual education?
Answer:

In P.L. 95-561, the U.S. Congress declared that if, isss

the policy of the United States to establish equil sducaeltal
e Act
opportunLty5for children of limited English proficiency.
authorized financial assistance to local education agencies tq,
deve lop and carry- out educational'. programs using 11.lingual edu-

cation practices, techniques, and methods for children who have
educational needs which can be met by such programs. The law

defines a program of bilingual education pa a program g instfliction
designed for children of limited English proficiency, including
the study of English. Instruction is given in English and, to the
extent necessary, tn the native language of the child to allow a,
child to achieve competence in the English language and progress
effectively through the educational system.
These policies, goals, and definitions encompass the4role
bilingual education which Senator Hayakawa stated.
StTiator Kennedy:
target populat ions?

Does t he program have another major goal or

Answer: Other goals of the Title VII program include:
increasing the supply of trained teathers; increasing knowledge
abou t effective classroom practices; providing demonstration models;
and increasing the supply of human and material resources required
to meet the needs of limited EnFlish proficient children.

Senator Kennedy: Specifically, is the progiam intended to
benef it native-born "limited English prof icient" student's? 's
Answer: Students served by the Title VII program include
children of limited English proficiency who are: a) individuals

not born in the U.S. or whose natcce language ill a language other
than English; b) individnals who come from environments where a
language other 4han English is ctominant; and c) individuals who
are American Indian or Alaskan Native students and iiho come from
environments where a language other than English'has had a significant impact, on their level of English language proficiency.
Thus the progrars serves both immigrant and- native born children.
EFFECT OP) PROPOSED

$snator Kennedy:

LEGLATIV

CHANGE ON PARTICIPANTS

In his testim y, Senator huddleston quotes

a 1978 study that 251 of all students .ligible for Title VII protion' amendment,
grams vere foreign-born. Vould the Ad
eatablishing a liriority for LEP students whose "usual language is

not English", increase the proportion of forei n-born tudents in
Title VII programs?
Answer: The proposed amendment to add a funding priority for
programs serving children whose usual language is not English might
increase the proportion of children who are foreign born who are
served by Title VII, because those whose usual language is not

3 01)
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English are somewLat more likely' to .be foreign born than native
born:

'Senator Kennedy: Would you describe in more detail the individuals who would participate in this program if your amendibent were
adopted?
AnSwer: The Department will continue to fund programs. serving/
limited English proficient students fromAistorically underserved
groups, American Indianand Alaskan Native students from environments where tribal languages have had a significant impact on their
English.proficiency, and others whose school distsicts propose pro-grams that wfll meet their needs, based om their eligibility as
defined in Section 7Q3(a) of the legislation. The basis for the
legislative change is one of emphasis rather than exclusion.

Sendtor Kennedy:
Will "historically underserved students" coneinue to be a priority.under your amendments or will the requirement
that student's "usual languge not be English" supersede that as a
priority?
Answer: Historically anderserved studentacwill continue to be
a priority under the propoded legislative atendvents. Furthafbore,
that priority will not/be superseded bygany other requirement. The
Department will suppert applications band on (1) quality rank, (2)
historically underserved children,.(3) gapgraphic distribution, and
(4) projects which propose to serve students whose usualaanguage is
not English.

CONGRESSIONAL I

NT BEHIND BILINGUAL EDUCATION ACT

Senator Kennedy: S ator Huyakawa also concluded in his statement that the Congressio al intent in 1968 behind the Bilialgual Education Act was to teach English to immigrants. Do you agree irith
this view?
Answer: P.L. 90-247 was enacted to increase the dducational
opportunities of children of limited English speaking abilipy. .The
Act was specitically designed to provide financial assistance to
LEAS to develop and carry out new and imaginative elementary and
secondary school programs for those children.
Hayakawees
statement is encompassed in this purpose of the
pgram.
.

.DIFFERENT UPPRCACHE, TO BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Semator Kennedy: The Department's section-by-section analysis
of its bill states that school districts can employ transitional
bilingbal education, English as a sesond language or immersion programs.
Provide a description of these appr9aches -- in particular,
specify the distinctions-between the latter two approachesaand
transitional bilingual education.
Answer: The term "transitional" when applied to bAlingual
education commonly refers to the objective of the program. The
term transitional bilingual education has been used to describe a
broad range of educational services for children of limited.English
proficiency. Basically it encompasses two elements -- use of two
languages in instruction and movement to full use 9f English'in the
child's program of4Instruction.
That is, the bilingual. education

"titic
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program is designed to provide instruction to the extent necessary
in two languages and in all courses of study so that the child
does not fall behind in Other subject matter while learning English.
A bilingual education program has, as one of its components, oral
langudge development in English; therefore a transitional program
uses the native language only until English language skills are
acquired. Such a program is conducted with the express intent to
assist the student to enter into all-English instruction classrams.
The time necessary to achieve this objective varies, depending on
the linguistic, educational, and social needs and charactetistics
of the student being served, as does the mix or degree of emphasis
inthe use'of the tmo languages:
The objective of an English as a Second Language program Ls
to teach English language arts to the students. It may exist as a
part of a bilingual education program (the English Language Arts
part) or may exist as an independent pull out program where there
is do use of the child's native language.
An immersion program is a specially designed program of instruction in which all subject matter instruction to the students
Classes are structured to ensure that subis provided in Engliih.
ject matter is understood even if the child has limited pr ficiency
in English.
The latter two appr aches, English as a second language and
immersion, make no use o "lie no -English language while ttansitional
bilingual education uses ti nayive.lanuae to Boale, degree.
Senator Kennedy: Do
tion of,these approaches i
study?

lift

th Department adhere to the descripthd widely published deKanter-Baker

The-description_mE_English as a second language and
Answer:
immersion programs which appear in the Baker-deKenter study.are
similar to those given above. The implied definition of transitional bilingual education encompasses the complete range of dual
language approaches for which the study found evaluation data.
LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL MAINTENANCE BY BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Senator Hayakaws describes transitional
Senator Kennedy:
JAlingual education as "a more or less permanent two track education
system involving maintenance of a second culture and an emphasis on
.ethnic heritage." Do you agree.with this description?

1
Answer: Title VII funds programs Of bilingual education in
order to serve the.educational needs of children with limited
English proficiency and to prepare them to function in all-English
clasdooms. The statute requires that instruction be given with
appreciation for the oaltural heritage_of the child. All projects
funded must have these goals.

Could you diAinguish between'the transiSenator Kennedy:
tional and maintenance approaches so bilingual education?
Answer: As discussed above,.a transitional approach to'
bilingual education is designed to enable tudents with limited ,
rnglish proficiency to meet a set goal, that Ls, to learn sufficient
English in ordir to be able to participate in all-English classrooms.
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A maintenance approach to bilingual education, in addition to
enabling children co acquire English language skills, also seeks
to maintain an&-tnhance skills in the native language'of the child.
Senator Kennedy: Are prOgrams described by Senator Hayakawa,
the only programs that get funded under Title VII?
Answer:
As stated above, the intent of Title VII programs is
to help LEA's build the capacity to conduct bilingual education
programs that assist children to acquire skills, as rapidly as
possible, to function successfully in all-Eaglish classrooms.

ETHNIC HERITAGE INSTRUCTION
Senator Kennedy:
programs?

Should ethnic heritage be taught under these

Answer:- Title VII funds programs of bilingual education for
children with limited English proficiency which provide instruction
that includes appreciation for their cultural heritage and of other
children in American.society, but the primary focus is on,acquisition of English proficiency and basic skills.
mgED FOR MORE FLEXIBILITY IN 'INSTRUCTIONAL APtROACH
Senator Kennedy: Given the vast diversity of programs funded
under Title VII and and the emphasis on local prograM design, why
is additional "flexibility" needed?

Answer: Under the present law, the LEAs' flexibility in selecting instrdctional approaches is limited by the requirement that
school districts use the children's non-English language. A number
of school districts, educators and the Department of Edtcation believe that approaches which use English exclusively may be warranted
under certain circumstances.
The proposed amendment would permit
school districts to be funded to pperate English-onlyoprograms if
they are justified by local circumstances.
Senator Kennedy: Given the proven success of many bilingual
programs, why should the Federal Government support unlimited
experimentation as permitted under the Administration's amendments?
Answer: The fundamental goal of Title VII is to provide
limited English proficient children with equal educational opportunity. A number of different Title VII activities contribute to
this goal, but the primary way it is achieved is by providing,
assistance to local school districts to build their own capacity
to offer programs which best serve that population. The Administration's proposal expands the typeof approaches which would be eligible 'for assistance.
Depending on the circumstances and the particular characteristics and needs of the children, different
approaches may be more suitable or effective.

The Administration ,voposal would permit local school districts
to choose the approach which best fits:local circumstances. The
Department will conpinue to review and evaluate these approaches
and will provide support only to those districts which justify the
chosen approach. The Department will make sure that approaches
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meet the needs of children and that projects which merit support
are of good quality, whatever the chosen approach.
Senator Kennedy: M'any States (MasssOusetts, for example)
have legislation'requiring the teaching of bilingual education.
Why should the Federal Government promote instructional methods
that contradict th; State laws and undermine their requirements?

The proposed amendments do not contradict State laws
Answer:
and undermine their requirements. LEAS can continue to propose
dual language prOgrAs and seek funding under Title VII. We expect
that many will do so. Howe'trer, if permissable under State law,
LEAs would have the option under Title VII to Apply for fundiyg of
progehms which use English exclusively.
It should be noted that many Slates do not require use of the 1
For these States, the current law is rechild's native language.
strictive, adAlng Federal requirements beyond those specified by
the State. Circumstances vary widely among the States and the
Administrstion'e proposal will permit greater State and locals
determination of the beat approseleetor their children.
Senator Kennedy: Nliouldn't the Administration's amendments'
encourage States to change their laws?
Answer: We do not believe that this amendment Wiold pncoprage
State. to change theiclaws. .The intent ot our amendment is to be
neutral in regard to instructional approach. The purpose of the
program will continue to be to help LEAs develop their capacity to
provide programs of special assistance to children of limited
English proficiency using the approach they.feel is mat Appropriate.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT ON REVIEW OF GRANT ATFLICATIONS
The Administration's amendment would require
Senator Kennedy:
grant applicants to show that their instructiorlal methods would
,meet the special nepds and characteristics of target populations.
;Illat criteria and standard of proof would be employed to evaluate
the applications and'the evidence provided-by the applicant?
Answer: The existing criteria in' pc:1gram regulation will be
modified to place additional emphasis on the quality of the propbsed approach and how well it 'addresses the identified needs of
limited Englishtproficient children to be served by m project.*

What monitoring would be required to
Senator Kennedy:
determine if the local program does meet these special needs?
Answer: Only in rare cases does the Department monitor Title
VII applicantrprior to review of an application or.prior to the
award of a grant. Monitoring typically occurs after all award is
made and is accomplished through a site visit, telephone conversaAs a part of the monitoring,
tion, or
tatus of project objectives, inprogra m officials ascertain t
cluding those related to the special needs indicated,in the
applications.
,

What specific evidence must be'submitted
Senator Kennedy:
by the 'grant applicant under your bill?
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Answer: Present program regulations require the applicant to
conduct an assessment of the children in the schools and grades to
be served by the project in order to identify childreg,of limited
English proficiency:
The assessment must include a determination'
of proficiency in understanding, speakkg, reading, and writing
the English language and must differentiae between children with
laRguage problems related to learning disabilities and children
who are of limited English proficiency.
6

The applicant is then evaluated as to how.well the chosen
instructional approach addresses the4needs of children identified
in the initial assessment. We expect to modify our regulations to
place.additional emphasis on needs assessment and program design.
Senator Kennedy:
How will this differ from current requirements for the dubmission of information?
Answer: The difference under the Administration proposal will
be that previously ineligible approaches (English only) may-receive
support so long as the project achieves a high quality score.and
the instructional design meets the needs identified. Therefore,
we expect to increase the emphasis on.information about needs and
require a justification of the instructional design chosen.
,

Will the Department's evaldation of Title VII
Senator Kennedy:
applications consider other benefits of bilinguai educition aside
from English proficiency (for example, overall academic achievedent;
increased teacher contact with limited English proficient parents;
lower student dropout rate)?
Answer: Title VII serves several purposes, one of yhich one
eRcompassec overall academic achievement, lower student dropout
rates and other student, classroom, and school related measures.
Other purposes of Title VII include the improvement of the commitment and capacity of the applicant, the improvement in the skills
and qualifications of teachers and teacher aides, and the improvement of home and school cooperation. In evaluating applications,
we consider these benefits and purposes as well as achievement data
We will cOntinue to consider these and other factors in determining
qualitrof applications.

NUMBF:R OF APPLICATIONS AND AWARDS

Senaor Kennedy: How many grant applications have been
ieceived annually under Title VII?
Answer: In fiscal year 1981 we recOved nearly 1,700 applica'tions for programs administered by the Office of Bilingual Education
and Minority Affairs.
Of these 1,700 applications, about 970 were
received from local school districts proposing to serve children in
one of three programs -- Capacity Building Projects, Demonstration
Projects, and Desegregation Assistance Projects. In fiscal year
1982-, we received nearly 1,450 applicationeof which about 850 were
received from local school districts for the sace three programs
mentioned.above.
Senator Kennedy:

How many grants are made annually?
41111-
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In the three categories listed above, 651 grants were
Answer:
made in fiscal year 1981. We expect to make 528 such grants in
fiscal year 1982.
Please provide a list of the applications subSenator Kennedy:
mitted and granted for 1981-82 school year.
Answer:
staff.

The informition requested has been forwarded to your

VALUE OF BILINGUALISM
Senator Kennedy:
United States?

Is bilingualism a beneficial skill in the

Programs under the National Defense Education Act proAnswer:
vide assistance to college and graduate students in the development
of foreign language programs and foreign language skills on the
basis that these skills are important for the well-being and defense
of our country. The President's Commission on Foreign Language and
Internationel Studies conducted a study in 1979 to inquire into this
importint area and my own Commission on Excellence in Education has
been concerned with the need to improve the teaching of foreign
languages in our schools. There is no doubt that foreiin language
skills are beneficial and thart we need to do much more aboutthem.
Should the Federal Government promote bilinSenator Kennedy:
gualism under'any circumstance?
I,'

As indicated-above, the National Defense Act yrograms
support foreign language instruction. However, programs under Title
VII, the Bilingual Education Act, ire focused,on a different-problem -- helping limited.English profiCient students to achieve coinpetence in Englikh. It is therefore, a program primarily concerned
with provision of equal educational opportunity to assure that
achieyement in elementary and secondary school and in American
Aociety is not hindered by lack of English language proficiency.
Answer:

'

In your opinion, is bilingualism in,the
Senator Kennedy:
United States likely to lead to a separatist movement, as suggested
by Senator Hayakawa?
Most language minorities in the United States have
Answer:
believed that it was important to learn English. There is no evidence that this is any less the case today than.it was at the turn
of the century,.
In fact, because of the nature of today's job
market with its educatIonal and technological demands it is much
less likely that lnguage minority individuals will fail to learn
English. Survey data from several sources support this belief.
FY 1983 FUNDING FOR BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Senator Kennedy:
The Administration's amendments would fund
the Bilingual Vocational Education program under Title VII, while
at the same time significantly decreasing the funding for this
title. What will the scope and fundinglevel of the votational
program be?
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In the President's Buiget fpr fiscal year 1983, the
Answer:
Department indicated that about $2.5 million was earmarked for
The same activities
Bilingual Vocational Training activities.
supported in the past will continue to be supported. These activi
ties include bilingual vocational training projects for outof
schoolyouth,and adults; bilingual vocational instructor training
projects to increase the supply of teachers; and,bilingual voca
tional materials and curricula development.
What is the justification for shifting funds
Senator Kennedy:
from other bilingual education programs to the vocational programs?

Funds were not shifted from other bilinguareducation
Answer:
programs to the vocatIonal program. The total for Bilingual Edtica
tion was increased to provide for vocational training.
EFFECT OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL ON LOCAL CONTROL
Senator Kennedy: What community input and local control will
6xist under programs funded if your amendment is accepted? How will
this differ from the current program?

The amendments will provide greater local control in
Answer:
deciding on the instructional approach to be used. Otherwise, no
chang4 are contemplated in requirements in these areas.
Senator Kennedy: Why are "school districts in the best posi
tion'to evaluate the needs of their students and to design programs
in response to those needs"?
Answer:
It is extremely difficult at the Federal level to
establish policies which take into account the circumstances present
in school districts throughout the country. Local school districts
know their own particular circumstances aneare in a much better
position to set instructional policies which reflect those
circumstances.

Does the Federal government have any role in
Senator Kennedy:
- the evaluation of local needs and designing of local programs?
Answer: The Federal role, which we have no intention of ahan
doning, is to attempt to ensure quality in programs funded under
Title VII and to ensure that programs meet the broad purpose of the
Pursuant to this role, the Office of
Bilingual Education Act.
Bilingual and Minority Languages Affairs monitors individual
projects. Technical assistance and training are provided to
local'education agencies through a variety of means.
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Some Legal ahd Research
Considerations in Establishing
Federal Policy in Bilingual Education

IRIS C. ROTBERG
Natronal fruntutt of Education

The federal government has maintained a prominent place in the imitation of policy
for bilingual education Iris Rot berg traces the historical development WA-a-mvolvement and as impact upon legulation, court decisions, regulations, and guidelines for
meeting the language needs of over 3.3 million children of school age The author remiss vasious instructional models and such research-assessed outcomes as students'
achievement, self-image, and integration She also discusses the implications for federal
policy of these legal and research issues and the problem offiscal support for bilingual
programs Rotberg concludes by proposing areas of research to be explored in future
studies of bilingual education in the United States
Approximately 3.6 million school-age children in the United States have limited ability
in English. About 7,3 percent of these children are Hispanic.1 Large numbers of children
with similar language needs also come from Asian countries, and there are concentrations of American Indian, German. Italian, French, and middle-European children
with limited ability in English in certain areas of the country.
Federal involvement in bilingual education began as a responscto the educational
problems faced by these children, to issues raised by the civil rights moveinent_and to

the interest of ethnic groups in maintaining their language and culture In general, the
S.
University Jerusalem. and
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federal role grew out of the social programs of the 1960s Although much has changed
in the last twenty years. one dear fact remains many children whose native language is
not English continue to have considerable difficulty in school. More than 30 percent of
students from Spanish speaking homes are two years behind their age group by the end
of high school, and about 45 percent of the- Spanish speaking population between four
teen and t wenty- five years ,has not completed high school,'
In view of the varied wemises underlying federal intervention and the economic im

pbcations of federal policies relating to the process of instruction and the selection of
teachers and administrators in areas with large numbers oflanguage mmonty stiidents,
it is.not surprising that federal policy in this area is controversial. Federal decisions
greatly affect the autonomy of local school districts, educational and funding priorities.
and hiring practices For example, in the case of hiring practices, districts must decide
whether teachers are selected primarily from the language minority community or from
the community at lafge.
Controversy about education programs for language minority children centers pn
marily on goals and appropriate strategies for achieving these goals. Some have argued
that programs should focus on English language instruction so that children might com

pete more effectively for education and employment in an English speaking society.
Others believe that English instruction is academically ineffective and discourages the
preservation of native language and culture. Still others believe that vasting bilingualbiculturl programs in the United States are so poorly designed or funded that they have
little impact on language maintenance or culyral identity assuming these goals to be
appropriate for federal policy.' Federal policy, therefore, reflects a compromise be
tween a strong social assimilation poi' and one that encourages the maintenance of
children's native language and cultur.
This paper considers the legal bacIiround of federal policy and the relevance of re
search findings to publk ciolicy in glis highly politiciza area. Although a number of po
lit lc al , social, and economic factors are relevant to an ev a luation of bilingual education.
this paper focuses on two iuues (I) whether bilMgual educadon programs. that is. pro-

grams which prgide instruction both in the child's native language and in English are
the only way to satisfy the Supreme Court decision in Lau v. Maas,' and (2) whether
research findings clearly mdicate that the bilingual approach as compared. for exam
pie, with the exclusive use of intensive English language instruction is the best way to
educate language-minority children.

Legal Background
Federal involvement in bilingual education is based primarily on the Supreme Court
Lau decisionend on the 1978 Amendments ko Title VII of the Elementary and Second'
See Charles Harrington. "Bilingual Education in the United States A View from 1980 ERIC/CUE Ur
ban Deveraly Senn. No 68 (New York Teachen College. 1980) (ED 193408).
' Noel fpatem, with responses by lose A Cardenas and Gary Orfield. Language, Ethrunty. and rke scnaali

(Washington. D C Institute (or Educational Leadership. 1977).
See Ic4hua A Fishman, "The Social Science Perspective," in Untrue Education current Pervert:1m/

Son;r1 Santee. I. project coordinator. L Leann Parker (Arlington. Va Center (or Apphed
1977)

Lau v Nichols. 414 US. 563 (1974)
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ary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965.'Ahhough other federal programs. such as ESEA
tle 1. allocate funds to bilingual education, the basic thrust of federal policy derives from
th? judicial and legislative mandates w hich focus specifically on bilingual education
The Lau decision was based on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. which states
No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race. color. or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be deniecl the benefits of. or be subjected to discnmina
non under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance
1 n 1970 the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) interpreted Tiee VI to encompais the denial

of equal educational opportunity to language minority children A staff memorandum
stated
Where inability to sfieak and undersund the English lanpage excludes national origin
minont) group children from effective participation in the education;I program offered
by a school district , the district must take affirmative steps to rectify the language defi
nency in order to open in instructional program to these students

The memorandum also noted.
School dutnus must not assign national Ongm minority group studenn to classes for the
mentally retarded on the bans of cntena which essentially measure or evaluate Enghsh
Any abiluy grouping or tracking system employed by the school sys
language slulls
tern to deal with the special language skill needs of national origin minority group chil
dren must be designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possible and must not
operate as an edUcational dead.end or permanent track '

It also required school districts to file comphance plans with the OCR The purpose of
the memorandum wai to ensure that school districts develop educational programs to
meet "the special language skill needs of national ongin minority group children "' The
memorandum did not, however. specsfy what types of instructional programs should be
Implemented.
In 1974 the position set forth by the OCR memorandum was upheld by the Supreme
Court in Lau v. Nichols The Court found that Chinese Americarfnion English speak

ing students were denied equal educational opportunity under Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act when instructed in English, a language they did not understand The Court
ordered that schools must "rectify the language deficiency.- but did not specify how that
should be accomplished Indeed, the Court recognized that there were several altern a
tives. "Teaching English to the students of Chinese ancestry who do not speak the Ian
guage ts one choke. Giving instructions to this group in Chinese is another There may

be others.'"
Regardless of the remedy chosen, however:' the Court made it clear that the federal
government had a responsibilit74o ensure that school dittricts receiving federal funds
U S Cong , Amendment to Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, P L 95
561. I Nov 1976
U S Cong , Title VI of the Civil Rights Acu of 1964, P L 88- 352, Th Stat 252, 42 U S C 2000d, 2 July
1964

J. Stanky Pottinger, "Identification of Discnmination and Denial of SeTVICe1 on the Basis of National On

gln." Memorandum. Office of Civil Rights, u s Dept of Health. Education and Welfare, 25 May 1970
Pottinger, p 2

" Lau v Nichols. p I.

3i
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provided appropriate services to language minonty children. The decision quoted Sen
ator H ubert Humphr,ey's statement made,a decade earlier during the floor debtte on
the CIVII Rights Act of 1964 "Simple justice requires that public fundsto which all tax
payers of all races contribute. not be spent in any fashion which encourages, entrenches.
subsidizes, or results in racial discrimination.""
In 1975 a task force -appointed by the then Commissioner of Education. Terre! H.
Bell. now Secretary of Education. issued a report which specified.procedures for elimi

slating ale educational deficiencies ruled in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act " The task force fecommendanons, known as the Lau Remedies, went well beyond
a requirement that school districts develop language programs to serve non English
speaking students, they prescribed specific guidelines about the content of th'ese pro
grams, and how tbey should be designed and implemented The remedies stated that
students should be taught in their native language only one of pe ponible alternatlies
noted by the Supreme Court They also proposed that students should receive instruc
non about their native culture, an issue not addressed by the Court.
The OCR chow to apply the rernediesto school districts which were found in violation
of Title VI and had twenty or more non English speaking students in the same language
group The remedies provided direction on a number of issues, including the ideniifica
tion of students' primary or home labguage, curriculum design, teacher selection and
'training, and evaluation. For example, schocil districts
I

must, at a muuMum, determme the language most often spoken m the student's home.
regardless of the language spoken by the student, the language most often spoken by the
student in the home and the language spoken by the student in the social setting (by ob
servation)
These auessments must be made by persons who can speak and understand the neces

7 sag language(s) :iein example of the latter would be to determine, by observation. the
language used by the student to communicate with peers between classes or in informal
situations These assessmsntsmust crou validate one another. (Example Student speaks
SRianish at home and Spanish with claumates at lunch) Observers must estimate the fre
quency of use of each language spoken by the student in these situations
in the event that the language determinations conflict (Example. student speaks
'Spanish at home, but English witb assimates at lunch), an additional method must be
employed by the district to maks sisal a determination (for example the chstnct may wish
to employ a test of language domiabce as a third criterion) In other words, two of the
three Astena will cross vahdate or the majonty of cnteria will cross validate (yield the
same language)."

After st udents were identified. chsficts had to diagnose their needs and assess 'the re
sponsiveness of students to different types of cognitive learning styles and incentive mots

vational stylese.g.. competitive v. cooperative learning patterns."
No,

" LAU V Nichols. p 6
" Task Force Findinp Specifying Remedies Avadable for Eliminating Pau Educational Practices Ruled
Unlawful under Lau v Nichols, Office for Civil Righi. U S Dept of Health, Education and Welfare. Sum
mer 1975

" "Task Force Findinp," pp 1 25 147
" "Task Force Findings " p

1- 27
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The Lau Remedies stated that elementary or intermediate level students must re
tone or a coMbination of the follovzing programs bilingual bicultural, rnultilin
gual multicultural, or trarustion21'bilingual programs The bilingual bicultural pro
gram is defined as "a program which utilizes the student's native language (examplr
Navajo) and cultural factors in instruction, maintaining and furtheedeveloping all the
necessary skillsim the student's isative language and cultifie while introduc ing main
ceive

taming and developing all the necessary skills in the second language and culture (exam

ple English) Tke end result is a student who can junction, totally, in both languages
and cultures" (emphasis added) A multilingual multicultural program follows the
same princip)es as the bilingual bicultural program but uses more than two languages
The transitional bilingual education program also functions siviilarly "except that once
the student is fully functional in the second language (English). further instruction in
the native language is no longer required "''
The Lau Remedies did not permit the exclusive use at elementary or intermediate
grade levels of an English as a Second'Language (ESL) program, which gives Ian
guage minority students specific language instruc tion for part of the school day and reg
ular classroom instruc.tion for the rest of tha day It should be noted that the failure to

provide supplemental instruction in English was the basis for the Lau decision The
Court stated that although "aboZit 1.000 are given supplemental courses in the English
. 1,800 however do .not receive that instruction "" Nonetheless, the Lau
language
Remedies concluded that "since an ESL program does not consider tke affective nor
cognitive develoi;ment of the students in this category ancf the time and maturatkn iari
ables are different here than for students at the secondartlevel. an ESL program ü not

'

appropriate ""

In 1976 OCR reminded its regional offices that the Lau Remedies were only guide
1111(4 and that it coujol not prohibit ESL instruction and icniuire school districts to pro
vide bilingual. bicultural instruction.",However. school districts not providing bilin
gual bicultural mstruction would have to prove th'at their program was equally effec
uve The OCR currently has compliance agreements with more than 400 school dis
tricts Very few have Tamed approval to USt ESL instruction for the entire district At
the secondary level. school districtstould use 'any of the programs permitted at the tit
rnentary or intermediate level, as well as ESL or High Intensive Lamuage Training an
"Immersion" program designed for language minority students In which most ache in
struction is given in the'second languatge
Finally. the Lau Remedies stated that all the program design features had to be an
complished without creaiing "racially:ethnically identifiable" schools or classes In
other words, the bilingual programs were not to result in segregated environments

" -IAA Force Findings' p 1 43
IAA Force Findings p 1.44
" Lau v Nichols,'p 1 .
" 'Task Force Findings p.1-32
" Epstein
" Telephone interview with James M Littlejohn Chief of Legal Standards and Policy Deselopment
Branch in the Elementary and Secondary Division. Office for CRII RIght) U S Dept of Education 1 Oct
1981

95- &hi 0 82
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It is not surprising that many school dutncts considered these detailed observational,
diagnostic, and programmatic requiremnts of the Lau Remedies unworkable, As an
alternative, in 1980, The Secretary of Education, Shirley A. Hufstedler, proposed regu
la tions intended to give more easily implemented guidance to educators." The pro
posed replations set forth procedures for assessing English proficiency and for ptovid
mg services As in the Lau Remedies, the regulations required that studenu be taught in
both la npages in required subjects while simultaneo.usly learning Enghsh. School dts
tricts believed that the proposed regulations, if impkmented, would be burdensome
and very costly, although some argued that the regulations were considerably less intru
sive than the Lau Remedies " There was more opposition to the proposed 1980 regula

tions because. unhkethe Lau Remedies which were guidelines only, the new regula
tions, if adopted. would have the force of law. In any case, both the Lau Remedies and
the 1980 proposed regulations made program design requirements that went well be
yond the Supreme Court ruling The original decision stated that a school distnct re
ceivIng federal funds "must take affirmative steps to sectify the language deficiency in
order to open its Instructional program to [language minority] students.""
Shortly after his appointment by President Reagan in 1981. Secretary of Edhcation
Bell withdrew the proposed regulations issued bt.former secretary Hufstedler, and an
nounced that they would be replaced by new regulations giving school districts more
flexikility on how best to educate students." While the new standards are being devel
o ed, theLau Remedies are currently in effect. Howevef, OCR's application of the rem
thesis quke different from what it was in the past. Now sock reviews school districts'
plans based on evidence that they are likely to work, rather than on thyr consistency
with the spec ific educational methods described in the Lau Remedies."

Tale VII of the Elementary and Secondary Act (1978 Amendments)
he Title VI I legislation, or the Bilingual Education Act, was first enacted by Congress
in 1968 It was one of several mayor pieces of educational legislation passed by Congiess
during the 1960s and 1970s designed to serve students with special educational needs
studenti who are low achieving, have physical or mental handicaps,.come from low in

Come families,.or have limited English proficiency, In contrast to I he Lau Remedies,
whith did not provide funds for their implementation, Title VII provided discretionary
grams to school districts to develop programs for language minority students. These
progam funds have increased over the years from $7.5 million tn fiscal year 1969 to .
-$157 5 million in fiscal year 1981. Set
The purpose of Title VII-was to fund bilingual educanon programs. Its educational
philosophy followed a transitional bilingUal bicultural approach, encouraging the use
of "bihngual educational practices. techniques, and methods."" In order to avoid seg
regated classes, Title VII permitted the participation of children whose native language
" LI 5 Dept of Education "Proposed Rules Federal &guru. 45. No 152. 5 Aug 1980
" The Deregulation That Wasn t Wadungton Post. 19 July 1981. p C2.

" Lau y Nichols p 5
" Dell Withdraws Proposed Bilingual Ed Regulations." Edueatron nmes:9 Feb 1931. pp I. 4

" Littlejohn

"

Cong

Amendrnent to Tide VII of the Ekmentary and Secondary Educanon Act of 1965. P L 95
.

561 92 Slat 2268 20 U S C 3222. I Noy 1978

)

ti
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though their percentage could not exceed 40 percent The Act stated "The
objective of the program shall be to assist children of limited English proficiency to im
prove then English language skills, anil the participation of other children in the pro
gram must be for the principal purpose of contributing to the achievement of .that. objec
Is English

tive
,Sectetary

1 has maintained the Title VII bilingual program as a disunct c ategori
from the administration's educational consolidation plin The
cal program. sepa
continuing resolution bu et level f r fiscal year 1982 is $154 1 milfion dow n from the
1981 appropnation 04.$157

on '

Research Findings
T here is little controversy about the need to provide children of lir;lited English pirofi
cienty with special services to enable them to participate in the regular school program
or about the federal gosernment's responsibility under the Lail decision to ensure that
school districts provide appropriate services There is disagreement, however, about
how federal programs should be designed and the specific instrucnonal approaches
wipich should or should not be required
The main point of contention is whether emphasis should be placed on Enilish Ian
guage instruction or on bifingual bicaltaral education The Lau Remedies and Title
VII favored bilingual bicultural education They also suggested that ESL, when used
outside of a bihnpal program, either was not effective or, if it did increase English pro
ficiency, could not help children understand their native language and culture and was
therefore madequate
Deciding whether the goal of federal education prograrhs should be to teach ehildren
their native lartguage and c'ulture or to encourage assimilation is a political and value
judgment, not a research question HoWever, research can help to determine whether or
not a bilingual bicultural Approach is the most effective way to teach children English
and other academic skills Studieehave been conducted to assess the effects of vinous in
structional modelson student achievement as well as on other policy considerations such
as sydent integration, cost and feasibility, and the extent/to which needy children are

served This paper does not address other Issues, some of iihich have evoked great con
troversy, for example, whether bilingual education programs will or should assist in the
,
1
preservation of native languages or cultures."

Student Achievement
There is an extensive international literature which compares the effectiseness of vari
ous types of educational programs for language minority children One of the most
comprehensive overviews is presented by Christina Bratt Pauhton, who concludes ihat
"at the world level, the field of research on bilingual education is characterized by dispa
rate findings and Inconclusive results " The studies compare programs where instruc
U S Cong Amendment to Tale VII. 92 Slat 2270. 20 U S C 1223
u Fishman
w-Chnstina !Stasi Paulston. "Bilingual Bicult ural Education.- in Review of Rematch in Education ed
187
Lee S Shulman (Itasca, In Peacock 1978),
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non is gr.1. en in both the child's mother tongue and the second language, initially in the
name langLage until the child is fully functionaljn the second, language, and primarily
in the second lanwage. The studies evaluate the effect of the programs on language and
reading.skills. achievement in other subjects, such as, mathematics. science, and social
studies, and general cognitive development. Paulston concludes.that "a study can be

, found ro. support virtually every possible opinion:"
This ccindusion is supported by a number of other researchers who have analyzed the
results of international studies Although these,researchers, like Paulsion, advocate bi
lingual education, they have concluded that it is not possible to select an optimum edu

cantinal approach for an situations '' A World Bank review of selected international
c a,se studies found that "there is not one answer to the question of what language to use
for.Primary school. but several answers. depending on the characteristics of,the child, of

the parents and the local community, and of the wider community:"
Similar intondusive results were reported in 1978 in the American Institutes for Re
search (AIR) et aluation of Title VII programs for the 1975-76 acadernic year." As of
fall 1975 AIR evaluated all Title VIISpanish,'English projects in either their fourth or
fifth year of funding. The study compared students enrolled in Title VII p/otjes'is,,with a
cuntrol group of students not enrolled in these projects. In general, across grades, Title
VII students perforrfied slightly lower in English language arts than did non Title VII
students and at about the same level as the non Title VII students in mathematics. Rela
tive to national norms, title VII Hispanic students scored at about the 20th percentile in
English reading and at the 30th percentile in mathematics.
Although unusually large achievement,gains were reported in certain classrooms in
the AIR evaluation, these gains were found in both Title VII and non Title VII class
rooms. There was also evidence that students in some bilingual classes did not do as well

as language minonty students in more traditional courses Critics of the AIR evaluation
have argued that the research unfairly estimated the potential value of transitional bi

lingual education Title VII and non Title VII students and programs may not, hate
b&n comparable. students may not have participated in bilingual programs for a long
enough time to determine any positive effects, and there were problems with program
implementation, teacher training. and the availability of appropriate curricula." Cer
tainly. these problems existed. The achievement results of Title VII programs which
were evaluated in their fourth or fifth year of operation, however, do not show that tran

" Paulston "Bdingual,Bicuhural Education." p 188
" See allace E Lambert and G Richard Tucker. Biltngual Education of Children (Rowley. Mass .
bunt House 19721, p 216, and G Richard Tucker. "The Linguistic Penpective," in Bilingual Education
Current Prlipectlus/Linguutics. II (Arhngton, Va Center for Applied LIngu?stics, 1977), p 10
" Kladane Dutcher. The Use of First and Second Languages in Pnmary Educauon Selected Case St udies,

Draft report prepared for the Education Department of the World Bank, June 1981. p 25.
" Malcolm N Dana. Evaluation of the Impact of ESEA Title VII SpanuhiEnglult Bilmgual Education
program (Palo Alto. Calif Anferic-an Institutes for Research. 1978).
" See Cardenas Response I. in Epstein Language, fdintaty and the Schools, Joan S 8iuell A Rettew
of the Impact Study of ESEA Tule VII Spanuh, Engluh Bthngual Education Programs. Office of the Autinor
General. California State Legtslature March 1979, and Center for Apphed Linguisucs, "Response to AIR
A ding
Study Evaluation of the Impact of ESEA Title VII Spanish English Bilingual Education Program

ton. VA Memorandum 18 Apnl 1977
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sitional bihngual education programs as implemented by school.districts were bet
ter or appreCiably worse than regular school p grams
These results are not surprising when one consi ers the large number of variables,which affect comparuons of this type " Several imr; t ant societal factors values wnh
respect to assimilation and cultural diversity, the language of the surrounding commu
nay, and the status of language minority groups in the count affect the outcomes
Piulston argues rhat the instructional model selected is a result of these societal factors
rather than the cause of children's academk achievement and that these factors are con

siderably more important in determining children's achievement than is the pirticular
inuructiona I approach used
In addition, a number of othervariables affecting student achievement are difficult
to control for in comparisons of different program models *Students'. ickioeconomic
status, the length of time they have lived in this country, their general langt4ge skills,
and th ea profkiency in various subjects clearly interact with the effects of alternative in
structional models. Moreover, the models as actually implemented may be more alike
than thea labels imply. For instance, bilingual components are typically included i im
mersion programs, and almost every bilingual program uses some ESL techniques
Finalb, program characteristics generally associated with program quality, such 1
time on task, clear instructional objectives, strong leadership by the school principal\
and well trained teachers, clearly play a more important role in student achievement
than does the initial language of instruction As Paulston observes, "It should In reas
suring to educators that children do better in good programs." *
These findings are consistent with results in other fields of education " Few studies
show one theorencal teaching technique to be clearly superior to another Research on
Follow Through, a federal demonstration program designed to compare different edu
cauonal models for children in the primary grades, found more variability in outcomes
from site to site for the same moflel than between models within sites "Thus, a model's
theoretical base had only a limited effect on the way the actual program Nas =plc
mented in stvhools and on student achievement. Other studies comparing the phonics
and whqle-word approaches to teaching reading have had similar results " All of this
.suggests that there is no educational basis for selecting an optimum instructional model
for a country as large And diverse as the United States and (hat current findings do not
Indic ate that the transitional bilingual bicultural approach advocated by the Lau Rem
edies and Title VII is better on the average than other models. Analyses of different edu
cational models, however, suggest that it may be possible to identify factors in certain
" See Fishman William Francis Mackey. "The Evaluation of Bdingual Education in Fronners of fitim
oaf Ed uranon ed Bernard Spolsky and Robert L Cooper (Rowky., Mats Newbury House 1977) Barry
ure Review," Gradual echool of Educa
McL.sughnn, Language Learrung in ibnuaI nstruction Ln
non. Univ of California. Illeekeky, June 1981. Taunton, "Bilingual/Bicultural Education', and Bernard
Spanish 'The Establishment of Language Education Policy in Multilingual Societies," in Frontwes
" Taunton, -Bilingual/Bicultural Education," Paulsson. "Btlingual/Bkultural Education.- p. 190
" Ins C Rotbesg. Fedetal Policy Issues in Elementary and Secondary Education," in The Fedeeal Role m
Eelutstron New Dtreettont for the Eeghtres, ed Robert A Miller (Washington, D C frutitute (or Educa
tional Leadership, 1981)
" Rotberg
" Rot berg

.
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communities which would favor one educational approach over another. For example,
researchers have compared international studies which have produced apparendy con
tradic tory results some fa voring learning initial reading in the native language. others
in the second language.° From these and similar studies, they-bay e noted charactenstics
associated with students, programs, and communities which may account for the.suc
cess of bne or another educational approach in particular situations.
Studies which found initial learning in Ole second la nguage to be effective include t he
following

The St Lambert Study in Canada"
The research evaluated an immersion program for English Canadian children who were

taught exclusively in French in kinderganen and first grade. and primanly in French
from grades two through four except for one hour of English language arts instruction
each day At t he end of the fourth grade. the children read as well in English as the Eng
lish control group They also performed extremely well in French when compared-with
French Canadian cluldremin a regular French program.

The Rechuo.od City Study in California"
The research examined a bilingual program for Mexican Amencan children in which
reading and other subjects. such as mathematics, science, and social studies, were intro '
ducied in both Spanish and English The chddren were compared with a control group
4aught exclusively in English, sometimes with ESL instruction. Results indicated that the
bilingual group scored better in Spanish language skills while the coatrol group scored
beuer in English language skills Results for mathematics were mixed.
4

The Rzzal Study in the Philippines"
Children in Tagalog spealing areas were instructed in the local vernacular in the early
grades The grades at which English reading and English subject ma tterinsuuction were
introduced vaned Results indicated that the grade at which English reading was intro
duced and the sequencing of vernacular and English feailing made no difference in Eng
hsh reading achievement However, English proficiency was directly related to the num
ber of years English had been used as the medium of instruction The group taught ex
elusively in English did best in all content areas. The average level of literacy in Tagalog
was not closely related to the number of years English had been used as a medium of in
struction

Other studies favored initial learning in the native language.

'

The Chtapas Study in Mexico"

Indian children who learned to read in the vernacular and then in Spanish scored higher
.' See Dutcher, Chnstina Brett Paulston Ethnic Relations and Bilingual Educauon Accounting for Con
iradictory Data Working Papers in Bilingualmn. No 6 (Toronto Ontano Institute for Studies in Educe
iion 1975) lames Cummiru., The Role of Pnmary Language Development in Promoting Educational Suc
ten for LanguageNinonty St udenu. in Schoolng and Language Minonty Students A Theoretical Frame
work Evaluation Disemination and Asseument Center, California State Limy . Los Angeles. 1981, Fish
man Lambert and Tucker and Tucker
." Lambert and Tucker

" Tucker
" Tucker
0 Dutcher

1
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on tesu of Spann

ading comprehension after third grade than those who had been

taught in Spann only

The Rock Point Inclian School in' Arizona"
Indian children who received bilingual instruction with Ength reading introduced in
grade two were compared wi;'h children given ESL instruction and then taught in Eng
lish for all subjects The children in the bilingual school did better than the cont rob in
both English reading and in mathematks.

Studies of Ftnnish Migrant Children nt Sweden"
Two studies compared the effectilof programs which taught only in Swedish with pro
grams taught in both Finnish and Swedish Finnish achievement was best for students
who had some instruction in Finnish. whereas Swedish achievement was lowest for those
who had no instruction in Finnish. The results of the second study also favored bthngual
instrucuon Children who were taught pnmarily in Finnish in grades one through three
and in Swedish in grades four through siN achieved well in bbth 'Finnish and Swedish

Based on a review of tfiese atid slimilar studies. researchers have hypothesized that cer

tain conditionsmay be related to the success of particular program models,. Programs
that teach initially id the second 'language may be more likely tesucceed when
children come from middle or upperclass homes

.

children's linguistic development in the native language is high

the home language has high siva in the community
there is a strong incentive for the children to learn a secondllanguage
there are positive erectations for student success

there is strong comMunity and parent support' for the program
children remain M school past the fint few grades
program quality is high and% specifically designed for children who 'are learning a
second language

Conversely, some observers suggem that initial learning in the native language might
be more desirable, both-acadjnically and psycholbgically, foi children who come from
low mcome families and viho are pot proficient in their native language. in commum
ties where the home language has lovtstatus.'for students likely Co leave school in the
eady grades, and where teachers are not members of the same ethnic group as the stu
dents and may be insensitive to their values and traditiom."
Typically cited as evidence for these hypotHeses are the Canadian immersion pro
gnms, which teach using the second language, and programs like those for Indian and
for Finnish Immigrant children which favor initial native language instruction The Ca
nachan immersion programs are considered effective for children from high socioeco

nornic backgrounds, and the programs for Indian and Finnish childrep hought to be
more appropriate for children from low socioeconomic backgrounds and with initially
low levels of language development.
" Dutcher
" Dutcher
,".,See Dutcher. Pahl:ton. and Tucker. tn. 41
J
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But the distinction is not always clear For instince, the Canadian immersion programs were successfully rephcated for low ability children and for children from work
ing class families Similarly. In the Redwood City. California study. tow income Mexi
can Americ an children, taught exclusively in English, performed better in English lan
griage Skills than children in bilirfgual programs. Neither finding would have been pre
dicted from the generalizations drawn above. However, these generalizations. If not
taken too literally, can be heliSful to communitievonsidering altdnative educational
programs for language minonty children They certainly do not support one particular
approach for the entire nation.
Even at the school district level, where information about social factors and students'
special needs is available, one particular instructional approach may not be best for all
students The policy statement adopted in 1980 by ilWsiontgomery County. Maryland,
Board of Education is relevant here The statement conclqes that "there is no single in
structional approach which meets the needs of all limited Engh proficient students..."
It encourages a variety of programs, including ESL, modified immersion, transitional

bilingual, and tutoria).

/

Nortacademic Outcomes
Given that research results are ambiguous, it may be useful to determine whether partic
ular educational models produce results other than achievement, such as increased serf
concept or decreased absenteeism and dropout rates, student integration, and greater
,economy and feasibiliiy.

Attitucloal and Behavioral Results
bisc ussions about the educational benefits of different instructional approic hes often
refer to measures other than achievement scores such a.s attitudts toward school, self
concept, retention in grade, absenteeism, and dropout rates as important reasons for
aBvocating bilingual bicultural programs. Jose Cardenas, for example. noted.
Though few studies document the success of bilingual education, there is an abundance
of studies which adequately evaluate the effect of past immersion programs [that is. reg
ular classroom programs] In such programs, anywhere from 50 percent to 100percent

of the language minorities dropped out of school, prior to the completion of the 12th
grade .
In Texas. the result of immersion programs produced such a high level of
[grade] retentions that 86 percent of all Mexican American children in that state had re
peated at least one grade prior to the completion of the third grade."

Ca illenas also feared that such programs might adversely affect childrenspsychologn
cal adjustment:
In my opinion, and not contradicted by research findings, such immersion proirams. al
though adequate for adults and for higher grade levels, prodice too much of a psycho
" Montrimery County ]Marylandl Public Schools. Board of Education. A PolicyStatement on Edusa non
of Limited English Proficient Students,' 21 Jan 1980 p
1

" Cardenas pp 78.79
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logical trauma in young children Placement in a language immersion program today
would constitute for me a fun acuvity. though I can still remember the horror of this ex
penence when I was six years old "

It is one thing to note real and disfressIng educ anonal problems. it is quite another to
dace their cause to a parucular instructional model and to introduce as a solunon an al

ternatne model such as bilingual education Studies in attitudinal and behavioral ef
fects encounter the same problems as research on student achievement. Not unexpect

edly . societal factors appear to be more important in determining students attitudes
and adjustment than does choice of instrucnonal approach." AccOrding to Norman Se
galowiu. "Many (actors determine what the language chosen as medium of instruction
will mean to the student personality. home attit udes. community sentiments, pohtical
enyifonment
Moreover, very few attitudinal studies have adequate control groups. aild there are
added difficulties in measuring outcomes such as students' psychological wellobeing "
No clear pattern emerges from the research Some researchers have reported lkositive
findings for staients in bilingual programs, where others have found little difference in
students' attitudes or behavior.
Paulston concluded from a survey of several American studies that "all of the re
searchers reported that bihnguany taught children showed self concepts as positive as
and, more often, more positive than monolingually instructed pupils. This was trued

minority group children as well as of Anglo children "" Paulston noted that Amencan
Indian students attending a bihngual bicultuyal school in Chicago had consIderbly
lower dropout rates than India n, students in Chkago pubhc schools " Joshua Fishman
found positne resuks in sclool attendance, attitudes, and self concept for students in
bilingual programs in several studies conducted in the tinned States and Canada "
The AIR study. however, found no difference in attitudes toward school and school
relatea activities between students in Title VII and non Title VII classes." Similaily, a
stud y of a comprehensive bihngual bicultural program for MeXK an American students
in Texas. specifically designed to increase studenti' psychological as wen as cognitive de

vdopment. found no chfference between experimotal and comparison students on a
range of measures including attitudes, self concept, motivation, social values, absentee

um. grade retention. and dropout rates " Ricardo Chap3 also found no difference in
self concept between children in a bilingual program and a control group. and Wendy
.0xman found that students from bilingual schools scored significantly higher on testsof
alienation than did those in a limited bilingual or a nonbilingual school."
" Cardenas p 79
" McLaughlin "Language Learning
" Norman Seplosou Psychological Perspectives on Bilingual Education

In Frontiers p 157.

Mc Laughlin

" Christina Bran Paulsion, "Research," in 13thngual Education', II. p 123
" McLaughlin
" Fahmass
" Danoff
" Earl Jones tiqd Peter B Dam, edit Final Stonmary Report on the Expenmental Schools l'rojeet. Edge
vveood Independent SMool Dutnet (San Antonio, Tex Development Auoccates. 1977)
K.E.tulsion "Research
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The Important point is that in most studies thwibiguities in research design, out
come measures, and in the results themselves. dolnot support generalizations from the

research that has been conducted. In her review of attitudinal studies cited above,
Pau Ision noted:

Two important factorrust be considered in evaluating these conclusions First of all.
each researcher has a particular blis tohleh influences his research design .g . in terms
of his choice of expenmental and control groups, independent and dependent vanables,
testing instruments and procedures. etc.). Whether it u due to faulty research design or
'merely an inadvertent omiuton in the dissertation, important background information
(e g . children s previous educauonal expenence. parents education, children's degree

of bilingualism and sociolinguistic factors) frequently is not included Secondly. the
authors themselves admit that the favorable results of innovatwe educational programs.
such as bilingual ones. may be nothing more than manifestations of the "halo" or Haw

thorne effect "

Student Integration
The 1970 OCR memorandum previous)), noted specifically advised school districts to
avoid programs that resulted ia "permanent track" for language minority students
Recent work by Peter Rossi has suggested that, for some school syltems, Title VII may
become another segregated track for Hispanic students. Districts may prefer to place
students in these programs instead of in regular classrooms." The AIR Title VII evalua
tion reported that. although 75 percent of the students enfolled in the Title VII Spanish
English classes were Hispanic, fewer than a third of the students were there ifecause of
hunted proficiency in English as judged by the classroom teacher " Students appear to
have been assigned to classes based on their home language or ethnic background rather

than on their proficiency in English.
Sonr support for this hypothesis is al.lo provided by Gary Orfield. who cites HEW sta
ustics showing that by 1974 Hispanic children were more likely to attend piedominantly
minority schools t han were blacks." Although segregation of blacks has declined signifi
candy during the 1970s. segregation of Hispanics has been increasing " In a study of
federal programs. Jackie Kimbrough and Paul Hill also found that segregation was par
ucularly pronounced in schools with large enrollments of Hispanic children " Although
the causal relationship between bilingual programs and Hispanic segregation has not
yet been fully researched. the 1978 Tule VII Amendments recognized a potential prob

lem. "In order to prevent the segrejation of children on the basis of national origin in
programs assisted under this tide, and in order to broaden the understanding of chi]
dren a,bout languages and cultural heritages other than their own, a program of bilin

" Paulston, 'Research " p 12S
" Peter H Rom Comments on Tale VII Evaluation 'Memorandum Social and Demogaphit Research
Instuute. linty of Mauachusetts. Amherst, 10 April 1979

"Manoff
" Orlield, Response H,
" OtfieId

an Epstein. Language. Ethnroty and the Schools,

" Jackie Kimbrough and Paul T Fidl The Aggregate Effects of Federal Educatton Programs (Santa Mon

Ica Calif The Rand Cor.p. 1981)
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gual Instruction may include the participation of children whose language is English.
but in no event shall the percentage of such children exceed 40.per centurn.""
Advocates foe bilingual bicultural education, however, say that bilingual programs
have been more successful than tradiuonal approaches for language minority students.
They refer to historical patterns of discrimination and harassment against language mi
nonty children in which children received little or no help in the regular scbool program, were punished fol. sraking Spanish. or were assigned to classes for the mentally
retarded They believe that a trend away from bilingual education to ESL would simply
revive these old patterns Cardenas put it this way "Perhaps Hispanic minorities are so
overwhelmingly in favor of bilingual education regardless of lack of evidence of its suc-

Y cess bec ause the experiences with past programs have been so negative that any alterna
tive is a step in the right direction If. as documented by the Texas ducation Agency .
the dropout rate of Mexican American children in a South Texas school system is 90 per-

cent the parents cannobe blamed for strongly recommending an untested alterna
tive " Further, , he sukested t hat certam school districts have highly segregated bilin
gual educauon programs because the districts themselves are highly segregated.
Nonethekss the objectives`of bilihgual education and school desegregation may be
inconsistent in certain circumstances. m many school districts Spanish speaking stu
dents must choose between segregated bilingual educ anon or inter anon without bitin
gual education " From a legal point of view, there currently is no clear Supreme Court
statement on what apprOaches are permissible, and federal courts have handed down
inconsistent decisions " Clearly, further research is needed to assess the dfects of differ

ent types of programs, for language minority children on student integration and to
idenufy programmatic options for educating language minority children in desegre
gated settings
Cost and Few:belay

.
C

Bilingual programs have practical implications for school districts beyond their effects

on student achievement, attitudes, and integration The Lau Remedies, like many
othe; federal and state requirements. must be financed from local revenues rather than
from categorical federal or state funds The combination of requirements unsupported
by funding decreased local fiscal capacity. and decreased federal funds oftencreates fi

nancial difficulties for school districts."
In addition to fiscal comiderations, there are practical problems in selecting aild
training teachers and designing appropnate curricula." Districts with multiple lin
guage groups.hrve more problems The Lau Remedies require that districts with twenty
or more Kudents of the same language group provide bilingual bicultural programs for,
" U S Cong Amendment to Ttik VII 92 Stat 2270. 20 U S C 3223
" Cardenas p 79

'

" Betsy Levin Salvador Cuteneds, and Mary von Eukr. 'Lepl Issues Related to School Desegregation
and the Educationa I Concerns of the Hispanic Community. in Desegregation and Education Concerns of the
Hispanic Community Conference Report (Washington, D C !stational Institute of Education. 1977)

" Levin Casteneds and von Eukr
" Rot berg
" Spolsky

.
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each group This means that the district must establish separate programs, hire and
train bihngual staff in each language, and integrate the students' curriculum with the
regular school program. Chicago. for example, must provide instruction not only in
Spanish but in seventeen languages. including Assyrian, Oujarti. Indic, and Serbo
Croatian " The difficulty of staffing these programs is illustrated by study conducted
in New Mexico in 1976." A random sample of 136 bilingual education teachers and
aides. many of whom had done uni;ersity work in bilingual education, was tested on a
Mexico. Only 13 of the 136 teachers could read
standard third grade curriculum fr
and write Spanish at the third gra e level.
,Moreovet, sc hool districts face fficult problems in establishing criteria for selecting
and retaining students in progr s Existing tests of language proficiency are of ques
uonable value and reliability ," and the detailed observational crheria described in the
Lau Remedies are generally considered unworkable..
There is at present no nationally representative information which describes the cost
and practical implications of implementing different types of programs for language
minority children, although there are studies of selected programs The MR Tide VII
classrooms. for example, received an average of $376 more per student when compared
to classrooms in the control groups."'HoWever, this figure reflects the comparison be
tween students in bilingual and regular programs and does not indicate the comparative
costs of chfferent types of speaal services for language minority children A recently

cornpletea study of six school districts conducted-by the Rand Corptiration estimated
that the added cost of special programs for language zpinority children ranged from
$200 to $700 per student " These estimates include instructional, tdministrative, 2nd
st aff development costs. The added costs depend on average teacher salary. the extent to

which "pull out" programs are used, and the extent to which aides are added to bilin
gual. self contained classnkoms The study found no clear relationship between instruc

tional methods ESL or bilingual instruction

and cost.

Implications for Federal Policy and Research
The preceding review of legal and research issues hisrather direct implications for fed

eral pohil. It polgts to several important findings indicating that there is no require
ment under the Lau decisiqn. nor is there research evidence, to support a federal re
quirement that school districts use a particular instructional approach, that the federal
government does have a clear responsibility under the Lau decision to ensure that Ian
guage minority children receive some type of assistance to enable them to participate in
the regular school program and that nationally representative research is needed on the
expenence of different kinds of programs for language minority children to provide a
" "ihe Deregulation That Wasn't Washington Post
Epnem
" Ellen J Rosamky A Review of the Bilingual Syntax Measure in Paper, m Applied Lmoutscs Ad
mance, in Language Testing Series / ed Bernard Spolsky (Arlington Va Center for Applied L.nguistici
1979)

" Danoff

" Polly Carpenter Huffman and Msrta Samulon 'Case Studiesof Dehvety and Cost of BihnguA Educa
don." Monograph (Santa Monica. Calif The Rand Corp 1961)
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resource base for Congress. for those who draft regulations. for Itate and local adminis
trators. and for teachers to assist in the decision-making process
-

Flextbility in the Choice of In.structioual Approach

<

This review has shown that an analysis of federal pohcy as representect by the Lau Rerne

dies and Title VII program shows a strong preference for bilingual bicuhur al programs
over alternative approaches vs Inch rely primanly on English language instruction In
the caw of the Lau Remedies. this policy considerably extends the 1970 OCR memoran
dum and the 1974 Supreme Court decision on which the remedies are based Neither
OCR nor the Supreme Colin specified the instructional remedy
Reviews of research findings comparing the effects of alternative instructional ap
proac hes on student achievement hake shown that bilingual programs are ncither better
nor worse than other mstructional methods SimIlarly. the few studies which hate exam
med other unphcations of the approach used such as effects on student integration.
costs, or student attitudes toward school do not provide clear evidence to support one
mode) over another
There Is. therefore, no legal necessity or research bails for the federal government to

advocate or require a spectfic educational approach Moreover, past research on a
range of federal education programs has suggested that regardless of the merits of a par
tic ular approach. it is not productive for the federal government to interitene in loc al de
cisions about instructional models " The evidence comes from a number of stuchei'. For
example. Arthur Wise's research has shown that federal attempts to require specific in

structional approaches do not result in positive programmatic changes but simply in
crease the complexity of running an educational system." The National Institute of Ed
ucation study of compensatory education concluded. "Although local chstriEts hake
many pressures tctuse funds more generally than the funds allocation regulations allow.

the) have little inCentive to deliver inferior or meffectWe services. Moreover, even if
LEAs follow the procedures established in the program development regulations. there
is no guarantee that they will produce high quality services."" Similarly, the NIE Voca
tional Education study found that the complex planning requirements did "noi signal
cantly influence local program decistons ' Finally the Rand Corporation's change
agent study and the education voucher study in Alum Roc k,,California Indic ated a wide

gap between federal expectations and local education programs as actually carried

out "
In general, there is little evidence that progiam regulations have had asignificant irn
pact on the quality of instruction at the local level. Further, federal Involvement in local
" Rot berg
" Arthur E Wise Legulated Learning The BUIVEUCTOWOOOO Of the Amencan Classroom (Brack)
Um% of California Press 1979)

" Paul Hill and Ins Rotberg. eds Administration of Compensatory Education Report of the ME Com
penutory Educ anon Study (Washington. D C Nacional Institute of Education. 1977), p 14
" Henry David and Gerry Hendrickson. eds The Vocattonal Education Study The Final Repoit Report
of the ME Vocational Eciucation'Study (Washmgton D C National Instnuteof Education. 1981). p mon
" taul Berman, Peter W Greenwood. Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin. and John Pincus. Federal Programs
Supporting Educational Change V. Executive Summary (Santa Monica. Calif The Rand Corp.. 1975).
Eleanor Farrar John E DeSanctu and David K Cohen. ''The Lawn Party The Evolution of Federal Pro
grams an Local Seump." Phi Delta &ippon. 62 1980. 167-171
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planning or instructional methods may detract from more a ppropnate federal objec
ties of ensunng that intended beneficiaries receive supplemental educational services.
It may also weaken the political support of even carefully designed programs."

Provision of AppropriateServkes
Although the Supreme Court's Lau decision did not require a specific Instructional ap
p roach. the federal government does have a responsibility under that decision to ensure
thot school districts provide appropnate services for language minority children. How
ever, ernphaus on specific program requirements may have detracted from this basic
objective There hasbeen extended debate about the relative merits of ESL versus bihn

gual bicultural approaches and about theperceived federal intrusion into local school
policy However, the essential requirement of the Lau decision that language minority
children receive some typeof special assistance to enable them to participate in the regu
lar school program has received Considerably less attention.

We know from experience with other education programs that.the federal go,rrn
ment ca n ensure that specific population groups receive serv ices without extensive direc

tives on how subject matter is taught " However, we need a ckar delineation of the fed
eral role in particular educational matters, specific regUlations to implement federal

objectives. and careful management Collecting data in connectionwith compliance
agreements with school districts is not enough. we need systematic researckinformation
which describes how the needs af language minority children are served in the context of

the Lau decision.
gesearch Issues

In addition to providing data on tile extent to which language minonty children are
currently being served, such research should examMe the effects of alternative federal
pohcies Currently. we do not know the implications of allowing school districts more
flexibility in the way they serve limited English speaking students because we do not
know what school districts in fact are now doing or who is being served Wedo not know
what changes in programs. staffing patterns, or fiscal constraints kould result from less
federal intervention in program design. Nor do we know how demo aphic and political
factors in different communities would affect those changes. The acuons at the local
level are also affected by court decisions and state laws limiting freedom of action which
might otherwise result from more relaxed federal standards. Moreover, the unav adabil
ity of research data makes it difficult for state and local authonties to idenufy their op

tions and to use this ipfainatidn to implement appropriate pogroms. Much can be
done to remedy these, prol*ms by describing the experiences of other sc hool districts in
a logical and comprehensive manner.
An analysis of previous evaluations of major education programs suggests certain re

search strategies that are likely to produce information useful to policymakers." AI
r

" Rotberg
" Rotberg
. " Sue E Berryman and Thomas IC Clennan, Jr , An Improsed Strategy for Evaluating Federal Programs
in Education, in EducationalErohiation in the Public.Policy Setting. ed Jam PincuirSanta Monica Cahf
The Rand Corp 1980) and Paul T I1II Evaluating Education Programs for Federal Policymakers Les
sons from tlfe NIE Compensatory Education Study. in Educational Euiluation ed John Pincus
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though this paper is not designed to describe in detail the characteristics and methodol
op of a well designed piece of policy research. it IS useful to set out the basic parameters
of such a study In particular evaluations of large programs should Include a broad
range of int errelated studies on all aspects of the program (resource distribution. pro
gram management, and educational services) as well as on student outcomes. specify

how the program operates in practice and how it might change if alternatives were
adopted conduct studies that are designed to meet the needs of the intended audiences
and descrtbe how the results might be interpreted for use in educational practice and

policy formulation, and present the implications of various policy alternitives. rather
than making recommendations based on political and value judgments.
Akhough numerous individual studies of bilingual education have been conducted
and some have prodficed useful information, there lias not been a comprehensive es al
uat ton of the type s.iggested here Existing studies (such as the AIR Title VII evalua-

tion" and an evaluation of the classroom component of the Title VII programs. cur
rently being conducted by tire Department of Education") focus on Title VII programs
and do not provide a national overview of the services received from all funding sources

by language minority children generally, descriptive information has not been ?v ail
able for most federal programs For example. in 1974. almost ten years after Title I was
initiated the NIE evaluation of the program found no systematic information about
who was served and what services were provided " The information subsequently col
leeted was essential to an understanding of the Title I program and recommendations
for possible improvements
There is a n d for national studies of school districts describing the actual operation
of bilingual prog ms and how they cart be Improved. Future research areas might in
elude

the extent to which language minority children are served- characteristics of
children receiving services, criteria used to place children in programs. percentageof
eligible children served

the characteristics of services provided - type of instructional approaches used. In
structional time in native language and in English. time spent on various subjects.
grouping practices
the language skills and training of teachers

- the distribution of resources to target populations
the expected consequences of alternative federal policies. such as giving school dis
tricts more flexibility in instructional approaches

theeffectson student achievement of well implemented programs. and the character
lanes of programs that are effective for particular students and communities

:the effects on outcomes not directly related to student achievement.luch.as Integra
non. cost, and feasibilityo
" Danolf
" Rene F Cardenas and Elizabeth C Proper actuation of the Classroom Instruction Component of the
ES14 Tale VII 14ngual Education Program Study in progress, by Development Assocates. Arlington 1. a
and AbtAssociates Cambridge Mass
Paul ftill and Ins Rotberg eds Compensatory Education Selects Report of the NIE Compensatory
Education Stydy (Washington D C National Institute of Education 1977)
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the description of effective programs for language minority children in integrated set
tings

the identification of exemplary foreign language instructional techniques in the
United States and other countries, both in elementary and secondary schools and in se

\

lecad foreign-language institutes and universities

These studies would asstst legislators. administrators, and teachers, in decision mak
-, mg Congress and state legislators would have descriptions of current programs as they

consider, future legislation for funding bilingual education programs. The executive
branch would have data on the extent to which lanivage minority children are served.
in order to assist in developing procedures for implementing the Lau decision And.
must import ant, research findings would be available to state and local educators about

instructional alternatives and their implications for student achievement, integration.
and program cons. This type of information will be rssential to any reexamination of Si
r
lingual education policy during the next decade.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you all very much indeed, and the
meeting stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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